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ABSTRACT

This thesis describes the development of physical models
specifically to predict the behaviour of strata and artificial
supports in the vicinity of underground mining openings. The
application of the technique was initially designed for coal mining
but was extended to include metalliferous mining structures.

The factors which caused the observable effects underground
were either unknown or improperly understood. Physical models were
considered, and later proved, to be capable of displaying the
breaking behaviour of the strata, leading to methods to control it
or avoid problems so that mining could take place efficiently, safely
and economically.

At the time of commencement of this research there was little
prior information to establish and extend modelling techniques. Therefore
it became necessary for the author to envisage all possible applications
and to design test rigs, hydraulics for load application and modelling
methods thus providing the greatest flexibility in operation.

The thesis includes sections dealing with modelling theory, design
philosophy, modelling techniques and the acquisition of data such as
rock properties and strata stresses from bore cores or in the mine,
together with an extensive testing programme for the development of
model materials to simulate mine rocks. Examples by way of case studies
and the conclusions derived are given. There are various types of models
of which true models were considered the only satisfactory category for
the purposes envisaged.

(ii)

Rig design was influenced by the strengths of the mine rocks,
selection of model materials, geometric and strength scale factors.
Maximum rig loads were affected by space limitations and design
criteria, dictated by the appropriate structural design codes.
Following the construction of test rigs and some models it was found
that there were factors which were not common to model and prototype.
Limited physical dimensions of models, geometric scale, opening
dimensions compared with platen sizes, friction between models and
their test rigs, platens and other surfaces became vital and
significant problems which had to be overcome before accurate
predictions became possible. These deficiencies or apparent departure
from true modelling conditions first required recognition of their
existence followed by methods to ameliorate or avoid certain problems.
Despite considerable devotion to the problem of friction there always
remained problems relating to overstressing or understressing a model.
Therefore, the problem of friction has been given detailed attention
in the thesis but in each case, new developments have been discussed
together with their various ramifications.

Model materials were found to be highly abrasive and even took
their toll on tungsten carbide tipped tools. Dissection of complex models
after completion of testing was achieved using large crosscut saws with
water flushing. Mining of models required innovative methods. Electric
detonators were used to progressively mine coal or metalliferous pillars
while the model was under load. Contrary to popular opinion, testing
of specially constructed sections determined that numerous detonators
were required to be fired simultaneously for the desired results and
without damage to other parts of the model. Flexible, fibre-optic devices
were used through tubing built into the model during construction to
observe progressive failure. Strain gauges, adhered to surfaces of

(iii)

openings, recorded changes as various portions fractured or failed.
Simple masonry tools and steel tubing with flared, segmented ends were
ideal for extracting model coal seams. Pneumatic tools were also used.

In order to evaluate the accuracy of prediction, models of
known situations were constructed and tested. Later, models which had
been constructed, tested and results reported were found to have
predicted the behaviour of the prototype with acceptably good accuracy.
For example, in the prediction of longwall caving, model tests were
better than 90% of actual prototype results in features such as caving
span and support pressures. Other conclusions derived from model tests
showed that pillars greater than a certain size had no deleterious
effects upon roadways. Results of this nature were subsequently
confirmed by mathematical modelling, specifically finite element analysis
and it is an important fact that the results from physical models which
predicted the behaviour of underground structures were able to correct
and refine computer programmes. Physical models, acting in an intermediate role enabled precise refinements since all the necessary
properties (input data) such as external stresses, material strengths,
geometric details and resultant closures or deformations were available.
Many of these properties were, and still are unable to be derived from
the mine.

Physical models not only display a realistic appearance of the
structure being simulated but have been shown to accurately predict
the behaviour of the prototype.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

PREAMBLE

CONCEPT OF MODELS
The concept of models varies according to experience and
individual involvement with models of differing types.

Models can

range from the simplest demonstration unit through behavioural,
physical models to some analogous system such as a wave analyser or
mathematical model.

Within each type there are variations to suit

different problems and provide better solutions to them0

BASIC TYPES OF MODELS

Geometric replica
The simplest model normally represents its prototype only in
geometric scale.

Construction may be of wood, plaster, plastics

or other convenient material, but there is no attempt to simulate
strength or dynamic conditions.

Such models are constructed for

display, an example being a building development for commercial or
industrial purposes.

Sometimes they are used to assess whether

parts will fit together, for access, assembly and ease of maintenance,
or where spatial relationships are important.

They are beneficial

with complex shapes where two-dimensional drawings cannot impart a
satisfactory comprehension of the situation.

2

Structural models
Structural models possess strength properties representative of
the structure as a whole or of its members.

Controlled loading and

deformations of the model can thus give quantitative results relating
to general stability, wind resistance, structural stiffness and effect
of masonry cladding.

Therefore, structural models must possess

geometric scale or scales as well as a strength or flexural rigidity
scale or both.
Surface types. Structural models of surface structures enjoy the
advantage that the self weight, dynamic loading, wind loads and
foundation pressures can be calculated or estimated with a reasonable
degree of accuracy.

A factor of safety can then be applied to the

design to cater for material variability and unforeseen factors to
provide a satisfactory and safe structure of acceptable engineering
design.
Foundation interaction. Structural models such as dams, which are
strictly still surface structures but involve and are affected by the
surface soil or rock, lead into a less well defined region for the
estimation of loading.

Water pressures can be calculated but the

effects of abutment reaction depend on the deformation properties of
the natural materials involved.

Large structures on highly

deformable or unstable foundations are not normally amenable to
mathematical analysis unless the characteristics of the foundation
are known.
this manner,,

Even then the problem may be too complex for analysis in

3

A further step in the progression from surface structures to
complex underground situations is typified by large excavations
resulting from open cut mining.
Deep surface structures.

Deep, open cut mining operations free the

surface rocks of their residual stresses, causing deformations or
blocky ground movement, frequently resulting in structural instability,,
The calculation of stress, deformation and safety factors, while
soluble by finite element and other techniques, may be rendered
empirical by a necessarily large number of estimates and oversimplification.
Underground structures.

When the structure to be analysed is

underground, where rock properties are largely unknown and stress
fields are probably totally unknown, the problem is further compounded
hy the absence of boundary conditions„

The solution accuracy is

dependent upon selecting the best compromise from a variety of methods
which may demand a simplification of the problem and the use of
inadequate data.

BEHAVIOURAL, PHYSICAL MODELS
Behavioural, physical models offer the greatest opportunity for
stability analysis of underground structures where data are restricted
and boundary conditions unknown.

With such models, structural details

can be included in two-dimensional and three-dimensional models to a
degree impossible for alternative methods, an important feature which
more than compensates for deficiencies in some areas.
a portion of a complex model under construction.

Figure 1 shows

Information relating

FIGURE 1
EXAMPLE OF

COMPLEX MODEL UNDER

CONSTRUCTION

This photograph shows the formation of some stopes in a
metalliferous mine together with some of the complex structure
of the strata in which mining had to be conducted.

Apart from complicated geometry in various rock types there
were strength variations which necessitated changes in the composition
of model materials. Templates made from hardboard, or smaller ones
from cardboard were used to profile the shapes, information being
taken from plans and sections of structures in the mine, either known
or deduced from extensive diamond drilling.
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to deformations, fracture characteristics of the strata, support
loads and possibly surface strains in stopes or roadways are
obtainable from tests involving the interaction of mining methods or
artificial supports upon a geological structure.

This thesis describes the application of physical model
techniques to underground mining situations, the philosophical
approach taken, development of the method and many of the problems
encountered.

Several case studies are described.

The progressive

development of physical models has led to a substantial improvement
to some finite element analysis methods, because the nature of strata
behaviour is evident from physical, structural models.

6

LITERATURE SURVEY

Jacobi and Everling (1960) described a test rig, model techniques
and some results which formed the basis for model design in various
parts of the world,,

Other articles appeared in German in the journal

Gluakauf, but translations into English were not, at that stage,
readily available.

Barron and Larocque (1963) described a test rig,

procedures and some early results of testing plaster models and
furnished other publications further describing the test work (Barron,
1965).

This limited distribution publication contains a relevant

bibliography which includes studies of plaster as a model material.

IIstein (1960) described model tests related to longwall mining.
Although loaded by vertical forces only, he was able to show good
strata simulation of longwall conditions and discussed the merits of
equivalent materials. Kuznetsov (1959) pioneered the use of equivalent materials, enabling them to be applied properly to model research.

Jahns (I960) described model tests related to steep measures.
The models, technique and results, together with the approach taken to
investigate the development of stowage pressures, proved useful in
the formulation of model design.

Everling (1962) described model procedures, results of tests and
discussed advantages of ring supports in roadways subjected to heavy
pressures and extensive deformations.

Jacobi et al0 (1964) illustrated their new longwall rig and
described rock break classification, the breaking behaviour of strata

7

and means of controlling it, together with a discussion of supports.
The benefits of model research in assisting an understanding of strata
control were clearly displayed.

Everling and Baethman (1965) described the results of model tests
in evaluating the merits of rectangular cross section roadways.

Hobbs (1966) described the apparatus, technique and results
related to small scale model studies using fragile plaster mortars as
model materials.

Improvements in model technique and results

relating to roadway closure were described in subsequent articles
(Hohbs, 1968, a, b, c, 1969, a, b ) .

Lawrence (1973) showed that

models described by Hobbs had been overstressed.

Whilst the strength

scale need not be the same as the geometric scale, there is a basic
implication that the ratio between applied stress and material strength
should be the same for model and prototype.

This view is supported by

Jacobi and Everling (.1960), Thakur (1968) and Murphy (.1950).

Bridgman (1922, 1931) and Murphy (1950) discussed dimensional
analysis as applied to mathematical solutions to problems, formulation
of equations and systematising of data.

Similitude in engineering

applications was discussed with special attention to models. Bridgman's
(l93l) approach is more theoretical and assumes a detailed knowledge of
the problem to use dimensional analysis.

Murphy does not assume such

understanding and presents a clearer discussion of the use of
simulation and modelling techniques.

* Simulation of sedimentary rocks was discussed (Hobbs, 1967) with a
view to model investigations.
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Equivalent materials were discussed briefly in earlier papers and
examined by Singh (1967, a, b ) .

Model theory, dimensional analysis,

equivalent materials and some test results were described (Singh,
1967, a, b, 1968).
1972),

Further results were published subsequently (Singh,

The role of models and their application to mining problems

were discussed with reference to German, Russian and Indian applications
(Singh, 1966, a, b)„

Equivalent materials were classified and

discussed (Stimpson, 1970), showing the suitability of different types
for particular applications.
includes a large bibliography.

Materials were classified and the paper
However, by this time, the author had

developed suitable model materials for Australian applications and
using, in general, local materials so that the literature tended to
confirm information already investigated in detail.

Useful information relating to Portland cement and high aluminous
cement was available from the Cement and Concrete Association of
Australia.

Robson (1950) described the behaviour of admixtures of high

alumina cement with Portland cement.

His results were reprinted by

the Association in 1967.

Bodonyi (1966) discussed deviations hetween model and prototype,
time dependent properties and accuracy of simulation.

He cautioned

researchers to adopt exacting techniques and true model simulation.

Coates (1965) and Gyenge (1966) discussed model techniques using
gelatine, photoelastic methods, strain gauged steel, resin and mortar
models.

The application of the model work was directed to a study of

pillar loading but the discussions provided useful information on the
design and techniques used to obtain results.

9

Development in stress measurements and instrumentation are
discussed and referenced in the relevant chapters where applicable to
the study of mining structures using models.

Other references are

cited, where appropriate, to avoid duplication in this survey.

PROJECT DESIGN

INITIATION OF PROJECT
In 1964, the author commenced the design and development of
physical modelling as applicable to the requirements of the Australian
coal mining industry.

This work was based on the latest published

information by Jacobi and Everling who were the recognised leaders in
the field.

Prior to the decision to commence this type of research

in Australia, a visit was made, in 1962, by the Director of Research,
Australian Coal Industry Research Laboratories Limited, to some of the
major mining research centres throughout the western world.

These

centres were revisited in August, 1963 to assess the possible benefits
of this technique for strata control investigations to Australian
conditions.

Thus a decision was initiated to conduct physical model

research and this work commenced in early 1964.

As the research work continued, it became clear that it was of
considerable value in the understanding of strata behaviour and of
specific importance to individual mines for problem solution. The
work was further extended to metalliferous mining applications and
resulted in improved modelling techniques in general, as well as
providing useful planning and operational data for the mine. The
mining conditions were studied in order to predict and solve problems
which were experienced or anticipated.

Reports were prepared,

following completion of model tests, which summarised observations
and results.
made.

Various conclusions were drawn and recommendations

It is not the purpose of this thesis to reiterate reports as

described, but to indicate the development of techniques, materials
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and other important contributory factors such as instrumentation and
observation toward the improvement of the application of behavioural,
physical models,,

General conclusions relating to strata behaviour

have been formed, resulting from an assessment of a large number of
model tests and individual reports.

Conclusions relating to varia-

tions in rock properties, stress fields and mining systems have been
derived from many tests.

Such wider conclusions and additional

experiments relating to technique improvement have been carried out
independently of the author's normal responsibility for model test
reporting.

One of the greatest benefits of this method of investigation
lies in the realistic appearance that the models portray.
are shown in figures 2, 3 and 4.

Examples

They also offer the possibility of

significant improvements in mine safety and mine production by their
ability to display strata behaviour which is not usually observable
underground.

Figure 2 illustrates this fact.

Normally only the

roof, floor and sides of a roadway or a goaf edge are visible in
underground situations, although limited features can he detected in
boreholes or roof falls.

Observation of the breaking behaviour of

the strata both above and below a mine opening, using models, leads
to an understanding of the factors involved and the mechanisms which
produce the significant effects.

Recognition of these factors

enables strata control problems to be tackled.

Although it has been considered that the stresses which prevail
in any particular environment are of paramount importance, control of
the broken strata is in fact more important in obtaining satisfactory
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FIGURE 2
A failed roadway required to be accessible was found by model
tests to have failed because the caving span of the overlying strata
had been reached with the result that the timber supports could not
control the strata.

FIGURE 3
Extraction of portion of a thick seam did not result in the
collapse of the roof because of the coal stooks present.
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FIGURE 4
A typical, collapsed roadway often experienced during pillar
lifts or coal extraction when fenders or the goaf area caved
unexpectedly. While a roadway in the above condition would be ideal
if mining in that area was completed, it would be a costly and time
consuming task to try and recover such a roadway.

EXAMPLES OF THE REALISTIC APPEARANCE OF PHYSICAL MODELS
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mining conditions and it is possible, as is illustrated within this
thesis, to mine the strata in such a manner that many strata control
problems can be avoided.

These conclusions have been obtained from

model tests.

SELECTION OF MODEL TYPE
In the design and testing of models to study underground
structures, it is necessary to decide what type of model to use and
the information required to carry out the analysis.

In selecting

the type of model for study, the choice is usually between photoelastic
strain gauged resin, gelatin, mathematical and material models.
Material models may be loaded by centrifuge or by mechanical press.
Researchers throughout the world offer numerous reasons for adopting a
particular type.

In Australia, for reasons to be explained, the

decision was made by the author to use cemented-material, structural,
scale models stressed by hydraulically operated rigs.

Selection of a technique can be made by deletion of those methods
which possess unfavourable or unacceptable features.

The use of a centrifuge is largely offset by its high initial
cost, the small physical size of the models that can be tested in it,
and problems associated with observation whilst under test.

In

addition to the radial forces involved, there are lateral forces
introduced resulting from the fact that centrifugal forces are radial
and the model must be some finite width.

Unless restrained, these

non-uniform lateral components are tensile.

It is possible to impose
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lateral constraint to the sides and some restraint in the form of
A stroboscope is normally used for observation.

springs can be used.

Because of the versatility expected to be available from material
model research it appeared that a centrifuge was not the ideal device
for loading of models.

Photoelastic materials and strain gauged resin or other similar
types, are not only expensive hut usually require specially controlled
laboratory facilities and exacting techniques.

Because of climatic,

economic and spatial conditions prevailing, the use of cementedmaterial models had considerable appeal and consequently, hydraulically
operated test rigs were designed and built.

Mathematical techniques

had not and, to a large degree, still have not developed to a
sufficient stage to accommodate non-linear behaviour, multi-layer
strata, joint elements, detailed material properties and similar
features to the same degree that behavioural, physical models can be
constructed.

Computers are limited by their storage capacity and

although out of core solutions are possihle or essential for large
problems, economic limitations tend to preclude the solution of
complex problems.

Figure 5, which shows only a small portion of a

large, three-dimensional model, indicates the complexity which can be
incorporated into physical models.

Material strength properties

actually varied throughout the model, simulating the rocks of the
prototype.
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FIGURE

5

This section, which represents only a small fraction of a
large, physical model, would be difficult to simulate by alternative
methods.
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TWO MODEL RIGS DESIGNED
A large, triaxial testing rig was designed and constructed, in
which the first models were tested.

The rig is shown in figure 6.

The features incorporated in this rig exceeded those expected to be
used in the short term view, but it has since been shown that most
of the facilities provided have been used to great advantage.

This rig is termed the 'regional test rig'. Although its use
on many occasions has been for the study of mine roadway cross sections,
it is also extensively used for the testing of very large, complex,
three-dimensional, metalliferous mining, structural models as well as
models of three-dimensional coal mining structures.

During the use of this test rig, it was found that the geometric
reduction was too great to incorporate, within the model, a sufficient
lateral extent of the prototype mining situation.

As a result, only

broad details could be included and qualitative results were obtained
from these models. Longwall studies have necessitated the inclusion
of a sufficiently large lateral dimension so that end constraints can
be included, together with sufficient distance to allow caving to occur
and for variations to be made during the normal test procedure.

A

large, triaxial testing rig was therefore required which was designed
and constructed for testing models to study longwall techniques,
multiple roadways, yielding pillars, pillar extraction techniques and
similar investigations.
illustrated in figure 7.

This rig is termed the 'longwall rig1 and is
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FIGURE 6 - REGIONAL MODEL RIG
This photograph shows a large, three dimensional model set up
ready for test. The upper section of the basic frame can be seen above
the horizontal frame which surrounds it. Some 60 tonne cylinders can
be observed. The vertical loading frame has cylinders extended to
engage their respective platens. Struts between the top flange and the
tension members of the basic frame can be distinguished on the left side
while the shear plates on the billets can be seen on the right. The ties
between the struts can be seen near the top and project slightly beyond
the billets on both sides.
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FIGURE 7 - LONGWALL MODEL RIG
This photograph shows a completed model being set up ready for test.
The multiple openings were formed (visible below the decking) prior to
applying load. The mortar spreading beam has been raised between the
cylinders, but is largely obscured by the front form plate at about the
same height. All front tension straps have been positioned and bolted
between the channel sections of each intermediate frame.
About two thirds of the front, confining platens have beem installed.
The end beams of the horizontal loading frame can be seen at both ends and
the upper tension band is also visible especially between the left end
and the first of the intermediate frames. The control console is to the
left of the rig but is not visible in this photograph.
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To enable construction and testing of a model, a knowledge of the
geological conditions, structural strength properties of the rocks
being simulated, geometric details and strata stresses is essential
for accurate predictions to be made.

The purpose of the model inves-

tigation should be clearly understood, because the application of model
techniques to mining situations offers such flexibility that the
original objectives of a specific test can be lost.

Testing often

reveals new aspects not previously considered so that alternative
features tend to be examined.

CURRENT STATUS OF MODEL TESTING
Model research has developed to a relatively advanced degree with
improvements in technique, materials and instrumentation to enable
complex three-dimensional structures, as often experienced in
metalliferous mines, to be represented in models, as shown in figure
8.

Extraction sequences can be examined in various models, the stress

magnitudes and changes being monitored at a large number of points
within the model.

Failures of the internal structure can be observed

both during and after the test, the entire results being used to
determine the effectiveness of the system.

Frequently the mode of

failure suggests remedial alternatives which may then be tested by
further models, if required.
is eliminated.

In this manner, much intuitive conjecture

Versatility and detail now possible by model research

are such that a large amount of rock mechanics information can be
incorporated in the models, leading to more accurate results.
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FIGURE 8
Pillar- stope sections being constructed within a large model.
There are three sets of wires incorporated at this (and other) locations.
They consist of leads connecting strain gauges in order to monitor stress
changes on pillar walls, wiring for lighting built into the stopes to
enable viewing using fibre- optic devices and detonator wires to
sequentially extract pillars. Each set of wires was carefully labelled
and connected appropriately. All leads were placed to avoid damage,
prevent strength enhancement of structures and routed towards the
corners of the model as shown.
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Prior to models (including mathematical models), rock mechanics
tended to be limited in the utilisation of data obtained.

Comprehen-

sive uniaxial and triaxial properties of rocks were normally determined
for many rock types, but only relatively simple calculations or
comparisons were possible in using this information.

Most properties

usually obtained to adequately define specific rocks can be conducted
on model materials.

The latter do not always conform precisely to the

rocks being simulated but a reasonable compromise produces acceptable
results because of the wide range of model materials now available.
Prior to mathematical techniques such as finite element analysis,
calculations were based on the rather loose term of 'rock strength*.
A designer was often at a loss to know which value to use.

Geological

features such as faults within the structure, jointing and rock
variability could only be allowed for by a conservative factor of
safety.
recovery.

Such conservatism can lead to wasteful extraction and poor
It is possible for certain portions of the design to be

grossly overstressed hecause of the geological conditions which
influence the basic layout, even though the overall design was calculated for a large factor of safety (Parker, 1966),

Models have

enabled practically all of these problems to be overcome.

Results are

sometimes unexpected and lead to a reappraisal of the basic design.
Although finite element analysis methods have made considerable
advances, both in capacity and refinements, the need to consider
complex situations involving underground structure and geology permit
models to retain a prominent position as a design tool for the mining
engineer.

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

In this section it is proposed to outline the broad procedures
adopted to design and develop model techniques and to establish the
basic philosophy so that the work would not develop along haphazard
lines, and to establish correct principles to avoid substantial
alterations to equipment, materials or techniques.

The paucity of availahle literature in English required that
greatest use had to be made of those publications.

The main source

of literature was attributable to Jacobi and Everling, who offered
sensible recommendations because of their great experience.

They

also contributed articles to Gluckauf but English texts were not
available.

Papers dealing with lack of success were considered with

equal importance, because valuable information can be gleaned if
results are accurately reported.

Details from the literature had to

be carefully interpreted to obtain greatest benefit from them.

Following a survey of the limited but valuable literature available in 1964, it was necessary to decide upon a practical, modelling
technique which would be suitable for Australian conditions.

To

assist this decision, the most valuable sources of information in
English were
1.

1960 Paris Strata Control Conference, 'Revue
D1 Internationale Minevale*, in which five
publications dealing with models were presented,

2.

Gluckauf

(from which limited translations in

English were available), and
3.

several Canadian publications.
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Others, such as articles presented in the Journal of Mines3
Metals and Fuels, tended to be of a somewhat elementary nature.

The Fourth International Conference on Strata Control and Rock
Mechanics had not, at that stage, been held and therefore, was unable
to influence the design of the project.

There were some important

papers relevant to this study which could have been of considerable
assistance had there been access to them.

Although it was known

that the United States Bureau of Mines was initiating model techniques
as a tool for problem solution for mines, this work was only in the
conceptual stage.

Canadian model research conducted at the Department of Technical
Surveys, Mines Branch, in Ottawa had terminated because the costs of
continuing the project were hecoming excessive and results were either
inconclusive or inconsistent.

This work was conducted by Barron and

Larocque.

Publications from the National Coal Board were not forthcoming at
this time.

Later, Hohbs issued a series of papers on roadway studies

which were published in the International Journal of Rock. Mechanics and
Mining Sciences.

Although the Australian model work was originally envisaged on a
small model basis, Jacobi had shown conclusively that small models
were unsuitable because
1.

the extreme reduction in model size prevented a true
to scale representation of supports, detailed strata
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simulation, fracture phenomena and satisfactory
stress measurements,
2.

the model could be subjected to only uniform
loading, and

3.

the strength characteristics of the model
material were not true to scale.

These aspects were considered to be of importance in influencing
the basic design, as it was apparent that other researchers had failed
and the above factors may have been responsible, at least in part, for
the lack of success of their projects.

MODEL MATERIAL SELECTION
The design philosophy involved a combination of factors, notably
1.

the model, nature and size,

2.

the model materials, types and strength
ranges, and

3.

the test rigs, influenced by the above factors.

The different types of models and model materials are considered in
turn.

In considering the most appropriate type of model for the
investigation of mining problems, attention was given to the types of
materials available and their relative cost.

Two-dimensional photo-

elastic techniques offer reasonably rapid analysis but are restricted
to the representation of relatively massive strata and there is a
basic assumption that the strata is homogeneous.

Finely laminated
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strata such as shales or current-bedded sandstones cannot be reproduced
easily in photoelastic models.

The time and cost factors involved in

preparation of thin layers and the inability to obtain uniform contact
from one layer to the next are unattractive features.

Localised,

high intensity stress fringes result in an inability to read the
isoclinics in the very thin layers.

These laminations are therefore

often simplified and represented as one layer.

While the stresses can

be determined quite accurately at specific locations, with the possible
exception of the edges of the model, the results must be carefully
interpreted to ensure that the inferred stresses are not sufficiently
high to cause fracturing of the prototype rock strata, since the
birefringent photoelastic materials would, in general, not fracture,
A reasonable knowledge of the rock properties is required, which
includes the failure and fracture properties, for both biaxial and
triaxial conditions.

If it is concluded that a fracture would occur,

then there is a redistribution of stress, which is not revealed by the
photoelastic model until such fractures are included.

The propagation

of fractures is exceedingly complicated and difficult to analyse using
photoelastic models.

Three-dimensional photoelastic analysis using stress freezing
techniques extends the range of photoelasticity as an investigation
tool hut suffers the same limitations as previously described for
biaxial photoelastic methods.

It is a destructive technique, that is

to say, the model is dissected and is unable to be used for further
investigation.

Gelatine as a material can be reused, but more highly

birefringent materials such as epoxy resins would not be reused
readily.
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Epoxy resins, while providing a wide range of relatively high
strength properties, are exceedingly expensive when models of several
cubic metres are considered.

Epoxy resin is suitable if models are

small, but this clashes with Jacobi's earlier findings which limit
the usefulness of small models.

The material tends to be too strong,

particularly when large geometric scale reductions are employed.

One objective in mining is to control the strata. Therefore it
may be necessary to obtain supports which will operate under certain
definable conditions and which are able to control strata breaks most
effectively.

Jacobi (.1964) stated that the effectiveness of a support

system depended more on the breaking behaviour of the strata than on
the stress distribution in the ground.

Therefore, models which

accurately reproduce rock behaviour were to be preferred to those which
display stress patterns as their prime function.

The spectrum of available and suitable materials as it appeared in
1964, seemed to favour cemented materials, such as mortars, as being
economical and offering certain benefits in the simulation of rocks and
being capable of producing relatively rapid results. A decision was
made to employ model materials in this class.

It was then necessary to

make an appraisal of the specific type or types of materials to he used.
Even though cemented materials are relatively cheaper with respect to
many other materials, there are other factors which also enhance their
suitability for the simulation of rocks.
1.

grain size,

2.

initial setting rates,

3.

strength development,

These include
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4.

ranges of tensile and compressive strengths,

5.

values, of Young's moduli and Poisson's ratio, and

6.

densities.

Laboratory experimentation was then conducted using plaster,
plaster with inert fillers, beach sand and Portland cement, sand and
lime, mixtures of sand, lime and Portland cement;

it was found that

mixtures of beach sand, Portland cement and hydrated lime produced
many favourable features and appeared promising for further
investigation.

However, for corresponding periods of curing time,

materials which included hydrated lime were much softer and more
spongy than mixtures of beach sand and Portland cement only.

Mixtures

of beach sand and Portland cement could produce specimens with a range
of uniaxial compressive strengths from less than 0.5 MPa to greater
than 35 MPa.

With careful mixing, uniform and reproducible results

were easily obtained.

As a result the decision was made to commence

model investigations using these materials.

While plaster could provide brittle fracturing when dry and a
wide range of strengths, seemingly suitable for the model work envisaged,
tests confirmed that it was exceedingly difficult to dry large masses of
plaster.

This fact had already been noted (Barron and Larocque, 1963)

where models were constructed from relatively small blocks of dried
plaster cemented together in such a manner that the unison of the blocks
did not alter the strength of the mass or affect fracture propagation.
However, it was found by laboratory tests conducted by the author, that
even small specimens, such as 100 mm cubes dried in an oven for several
weeks to apparently constant weight, were found to contain slightly damp
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centres after testing.

This behaviour was regarded as unsatisfactory

since the time delay was unacceptable.

Smaller blocks could have been

manufactured if desired, but since the accent was on large models, the
making and bonding of small blocks appeared unattractive.

Although plaster and plaster with admixtures can produce clearly
visible, realistic fracture patterns, it was considered that large
models of several cubic metres would be impossible to cure and dry
effectively in a short period of time without the use of numerous,
large drying ovens.

The time delay for the preparation and drying of

plaster based materials suggested the manufacture of a stockpile of
materials of different strengths and thicknesses. Although inherently
sound in principle, the range of models considered, their geometric
and strength scales

precluded the stockpiling of materials, space

limitations being as much a factor as others.

It would be possible

to dry large models by several months of artificial drying, but it was
found that the use of heat or infra-red radiation was of little value
in accelerating the drying process, as heat elements had the undesirable
effect of causing the surfaces to powder by the breakdown of the
dihydrate.

Plaster based materials were therefore discarded as

unsuitable.

MODEL MATERIAL AND MODEL RIG COMBINATIONS
Having determined that reasonably acceptable model materials could
be obtained, it was then necessary to design a rig for the testing of
models.

As indicated earlier, large models were to be preferred.

The author examined rig designs for numerous model sizes but found
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that the construction costs of a test structure escalated rapidly with
model dimensions greater than two metres.

Larger rig structures

became more difficult to design as the quantity of steel required to
resist the combined flexural and tensile stresses became excessive.
In some designs it was virtually impossible to accommodate the steel
sections between the hydraulic rams.

If the structure were located

outside the load-applying rams, the increased span-tended to, or more
than offset any gains otherwise obtained, because of the larger sections
required to resist the higher bending moments.

It was decided to use 60 tonne cylinders at 0.38 m centres on each
of the four vertical sides of the model and 25 cylinders also at 0.38 m
centres both ways acting upon the top surface of the model. This
design produced a model 1.90 m square and a rig was finally designed
and detailed by the author to resist this loading and also to accommodate models up to 1.8 m in height.
and is designated the 'regional rig'.

It was constructed and assembled
Features of construction are

outlined in a subsequent section and considered in detail in appendix 1
of the thesis.

After this rig had been used for some time it was apparent that
it was too small to establish satisfactory caving in models for the
examination of shortwall and longwall coal mining techniques and still
retain adequate edge distance for the necessary constraint to the
strata.

Therefore, a second rig was designed to accommodate a model

10 m in length, 2 m high and 0.4 m in thickness.

Design details are

reported in appendix 1 and subsequent sections of the thesis.
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The combination of rigs thus available permitted solution of
most model orientated problems.

Additional facilities have been

incorporated to transfer models in and out of the rigs to expedite
the work or make the rigs more flexible in their use, but the basic
designs have remained unchanged.

Cemented materials provided satisfactory model materials which
were cheap, possessed adequate strength ranges, gave reproducible
results, were able to be moulded or shaped easily and were suited to
the general features of the two rigs constructed as well as the type
of mining problems encountered in Australia, and elsewhere.

FEATURES AND CAPACITIES OF MODEL TESTING RIGS

Detailed descriptions of the structural assembly, hydraulic
circuitry and mode of operation, model features and testing procedures
of the regional and longwall rigs are given in appendix 1.

A brief

summary of the essential features of both rigs is given below, supplemented by photographs illustrating the integration of structure,
loading and access to the models.

REGIONAL MODEL RIG
Purpose
The regional model test rig was the first rig designed, constructed,
commissioned and used for the study of strata behaviour.

Models were

initially in the form of mining cross sections, including single or
multiple roadway investigations.

The studies were extended to include

pillar sizes and extraction techniques including longwall mining. It
was found during this latter' period that the maximum model size was
inadequate for a proper examination of strata behaviour under caving
conditions.

Further experimentation thus provided the terms of

reference for a second test rig of an entirely different design.
Subsequently, the regional rig was used for three-dimensional studies
of metalliferous mining structures and coal mining problems such as
intersection stability and thick seam working, as well as its former
capabilities.

Without doubt, the regional model rig has performed

best in the study of cross-section models as well as three-dimensional
structures.
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In addition to its use as a model test rig, the structure has
been used successfully in a manner similar to a compression testing
machine.

Because of a 150Q tonne load capability in a vertical

direction, the rig was able to test large

coal and carbonaceous

specimens of various sizes from 400 mm x 400 mm x 40 mm slahs to
500 mm cubes.

Specimens physically too large to be accommodated in

large compression testing machines or specimens requiring forces in
excess of 500 tonnes and up to 1500 tonnes have been tested in the
rig using special platens and techniques.
Structure
A substantial, integrated, steel structure was assembled from
three basic loading frames.
together to form a unit.

Each consists of heavy sections welded

The main frame includes a grillage base

designed for stiffness, from which tension members emerge on two
opposite sides.

A channel frame completes the upper portion,

holding the tension members in place.

Shear plates are welded to

the tension members.

A vertical loading frame holds twenty-five 60 tonne cylinders
for the application of vertical pressures to models. The frame can
be held in any of three positions on the tension members of the basic
frame to enable models of any height up to 1.8 m to be tested.

Surrounding the main frame, a horizontal loading frame is
supported by long adjustable screws to permit horizontal loading of
a model at any convenient height within the limitations of the
models.

Twenty 60 tonne cylinders are mounted on the frame, five on
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each side.

The horizontal frame is fully floating, ensuring the

application of forces normal to the four vertical sides of a model
without the risk of damage to cylinders by non-axial forces and
eliminating the application of shear forces to a model under test.
Hydrauli cs
All cylinders are independently controlled by direction control
valves and pressure reducing valves.

The twenty-five vertical

cylinders are controlled from one system, the remainder from another.
Each system has its own vane and piston pumps for large volume and
high pressure applications, respectively.
be controlled.

The maximum pressure can

All cylinders have excellent bore finishes and low

friction seals to minimise friction losses. Spherical seatings are
provided to prevent lateral loading of cylinders or damage to the
seals.
Model features
The maximum model size is about 1.95 m x 1.95 m x 1.8m. Models
are normally constructed to the maximum base dimensions of 1.95 m
square.

If only cross sections are studied, the models are usually

0.4 m in height.

For other purposes the height is adjusted

accordingly, the most frequent range being 1.2 m to 1.5 m.

Models can be built on the test rig base, but it is usual to
construct them externally and transfer on skids.

Platens of different

sizes are available and a selection of suitable platens is placed on
and around a model in preparation for test.
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All models for this rig are constructed by hand. No
mechanisation has been found necessary or desirable. As a result,
the tools used include plasterer's floats, masonry and moulders tools,
paint scrapers, gouges and other similar implements.

LONGWALL MODEL RIG
Purpose
The longwall rig was envisaged for coal mining longwall studies
with particular emphasis on the determination of support resistances
for different conditions. Coal mining extraction techniques, multiple
roadways, pillar studies and multiple seams were considered amenable
for investigation using the longwall rig. The rig has been used for
the above purposes and is generally preferred for any study in which
a large, lateral dimension is required.

Structure
This rig consists of a long, rectangular frame, designed to
resist end loads of up to 500 tonnes. Surrounding the upper and lower
members are twenty intermediate frames, each supporting a pair of
60 tonne cylinders for the application of vertical load to a model.
To prevent failure arising from the shear effects of the major
loading, a reinforced back wall is permanently attached to all the
intermediate frames, and large platens confine the front surface of
a model. The platens are pressed against the model using pairs of
30 tonne hollow cylinders acting through tension rods at the top
and bottom of each platen.
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Hydraulics
The smaller diameter cylinders used in this rig, because of
space limitations, require higher pressures to obtain the design load.
Pneumatic-hydraulic pumps provide the pressure to the system after
cylinders have been extended using an hydraulic vane pump.

The rig

is automatic in its operation since all electric-contact pressure
gauges can be preset to the desired pressure.

The air operated pumps

are controlled by electric solenoids.

Retraction of cylinders and pressure release are obtained using
combinations of needle valves.
Model and construction features
This rig was not designed for variations in model dimensions.
The model size is 10 m x 2 m x 0.4 m.

Facilities exist for the

construction of models in or out of the rig, thereby improving the
efficiency of model construction.

Mechanical aids in the form of

mortar spreaders, moulds and guides enable very fine layers, 1 mm to
2 mm, to be uniformly constructed, and are included in the rig structure.

A separate structure, without loading facilities, was used to

construct models outside the rig.

The mechanical aids and methods

of construction are identical with those of the test rig.

Models built and cured externally were drawn by hand operated,
wire rope winches towards the test rig when required.
base rested upon a trolley.
concrete floor.

The model

Steel rails were set flush into the

When the model, on its base

and on the trolley,

reached the test rig, twenty transfer plates were positioned so that
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the model base could be moved without tilting it or the model, onto
the lower tension band of the rig.

Mechanical screws were then extended until they could be attached
to the model base.

Clevis pins were placed in position when aligned.

All screws were driven by the one motor through identical reduction
gear boxes so that a model would be uniformly and smoothly moved into
position in the test rig.

Each gear box was mounted on rubber mounts

so that a model could be brought into close contact with the back wall
without damage.

MODELLING THEORY

BASIS OF THEORY
Because models are usually smaller than their prototypes, it
tends to be assumed that all variables are reduced according to the
geometric scale.

Normally the time scale, if applicable, is

escalated, but other factors are often assumed to be reduced.
Correct application of a study of dimensional analysis will show the
importance of proper procedures.

It is therefore proposed to outline

the important aspects which should receive consideration, the analysis
initially being somewhat general, culminating in detailed applications
to physical models.

In many problems the direct application of well known laws
provides a ready solution.

In others, the number of variables or the

complexity of the situation or the equations may make the solution
either extremely difficult or impossible.

Lack of knowledge of

boundary conditions further restricts the analysis.

As a result,

models are often employed and dimensional analysis may be used to
establish the principles of model design as well as assist in
developing equations, systematising the collection of data and reducing
the number of variables to be investigated.

Dimensional analysis supported by experimental analysis may lead
to the formulation of equations governing the phenomenon under consideration.

If there is a large number of variables involved, there will

be a large number of dimensionless terms and the collection of data and
subsequent reduction to general formulae may be too involved and timeconsuming to be feasible.

Extrapolation of results may be questionable.
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In the above cases, a general formula is not necessary.

Only

those variables which are significant need to be considered and a
model may give the desired result relatively quickly and cheaply,
and has the advantage that the variables may be controlled.

DEFINITION OF A MODEL
A model is a device which is so related to a physical system
(termed the 'prototype') that experiments conducted on the model may
be used to accurately predict the performance of the prototype in
the desired respect.

TYPES OF MODELS
There are four types of models, namely, true, adequate,
distorted and dissimilar.
True models
These are identical, to a certain scale, to their prototypes.
They must satisfy all design conditions.

The physical models used

by the author attempt to satisfy true model conditions.
Adequate models
These are models which will accurately predict one characteristic of the prototype but will not necessarily give others.

An

example of an adequate model is the scale model of the hull of a ship.
The Froude number is satisfied, but Reynolds number is not. The drag
is measurable but wave action must be analysed separately.
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Distorted models
Various length scales are changed and this affects the prediction
equations.

Body force mining models, that is, those using the self

weight of the material for stress application, can be distorted in
this manner to provide clarity in detail and loading.

Good examples

also occur in fluid flow studies such as sedimentation in rivers and
canals.
Dissimilar models
These usually comprise analogous systems such as analogue and
digital computers or wave analysers.

Finite element analysis is an

excellent example where rock properties are couched in mathematical
terms and the structure simulated by a mesh.

PRECAUTIONS
The term 'model' does not imply that it is smaller than the
prototype, although in most examples this would be the case. Some
models, if significantly smaller than the prototype, can produce
misleading results so that not all problems are applicable to solution by models.

The use of a model in such a situation would depart

from the truth rather than lead towards it.

It is necessary to distinguish the circumstances in which a
model differs from the prototype.

Testing at different scales

provides one method by which the results can be compared.

If

repeatable, and the same result is obtained, the models may represent
the prototype.

Some trials based on prepared data are in order for
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checking the model results.

However, using scientific methods, new

and unique conditions can be investigated and the results assessed by
comparison with known conditions as near as possible to the problem.
Comparison with the results of an exact solution can offer some degree
of confidence to the method until experience tests it adequately.

The

sanity of the results may be a useful indicator of the reliability of
the prediction.

Models are often used for research Cgenerally prediction) and for
demonstration.

That is, they display the processes, which may he far

more acceptable to untrained personnel than a mathematical treatise,
based on certain hypotheses.

These must be assumed to be correct if

the subsequent work is to be correct.
assessing results.

Care must be exercised when

Input data, such as geological information, must

be accurate if predictions are to he reliable.

A model is a reproduction of its prototype in essential details.
As many factors as possible should be considered if in doubt, although
it may not be possible to satisfy all design conditions.

If signifi-

cant variables have been overlooked, the model may not function
properly.

The variables must be assessed in the light of their

relative importance, and if some of the variables are considered to be
insignificant, then a model may not be accurate if this presumption is
incorrect.

This leads to the false statement that small models do not

reproduce their prototype because of a so-called 'scale effect'.
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SUMMARY
1. Models may be used for investigating complex situations
unable to be solved by mathematical or other techniques.
2. Physical models can be used, even when mathematical
solutions are available, because of unknown boundary conditions, the
complexity of the structure, or the possibility of providing a more
rapid or economic solution.

(It is difficult for most physical

model techniques to be faster than digital computing methods unless
these require extensive data preparation or that large, complete
programmes be written.)
3. Models are used to predict unknown situations or the
performance of certain operations.

Models may be used to demonstrate

the causal factors involved in a situation.
prove a relationship;

Models are unable to

they may verify it and perhaps substantiate

other information.
4. Models may be used to determine the significance of variables.

If sufficient models are tested, it may be possible to

examine the order of importance of the variables, if required.

DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS

LAWS OF SIMILITUDE
So that a model may represent its prototype and be able to
predict its performance, it is necessary for the model to conform to
certain well established principles, known as the 'Laws of Similitude'.
Model tests are usually performed with a reasonable degree of information available from the prototype and it is necessary that the model
be capable of reproducing known situations, otherwise it is incorrect
to extrapolate or predict.

The usefulness of a model increases with

the theoretical knowledge and the experience of the investigator, and
models are used when the set of equations used to express the prototype
are unknown, insoluble or the boundary conditions are unknown.

It is often the case that models which are unable to conform to
the theoretical constraints as laid down by the Laws of Similitude,
if controlled in such a way that they produce the desired known
results, can be used to extrapolate or predict unknown factors. The
method is known as 'extrapolation by experiment'.

There are many

examples of this procedure, and even though modelling in fluid
mechanics has reached a very refined stage of development over many
years, it may be noted that quite often changes from the theoretical
are made to obtain the necessary results.

It will be shown later

that it is not always possible to fulfil all the design conditions in
a model unless the model be the same size as the prototype.

Should a

model be operated with the knowledge that it does not conform to all
the design conditions, then the reliability of the results must be
assessed by experience.

Since the time element is usually escalated,
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the effects of the variables may be known in the model considerably
in advance of the prototype.

ANALYSIS OF VARIABLES
The importance of dimensional analysis in the current context
results from the observation that the laws of nature, when properly
formulated, are independent of the fundamental units of measurement,
as, for example

where

F

=

ma

(Newton's Second Law of Motion)

F

=

force

m

=

mass

a

=

acceleration

Any equation which is dimensionally homogeneous can be used in any
system with the same result.

A simple procedure to render variables independent of the
fundamental units is to make them into dimensionless terms by a
selection of variables which is usually based upon experience.
Co-ordinates x, y, z, and lengths L, and related terms can be made
dimensionless by division by length, thus
p

a

l> a2> a3» •*•>

¥-, p

or ratios of L

a
n

In dimensional analysis it is first necessary to identify the variables which might be expected to influence the system.

When in

doubt, it is better to include too many rather than too few.
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Next, a deductive approach is desired, if possible, to assess
the relative importance of the variables.

Dimensional analysis cannot be applied until it is realised that
a variable is a function of other variables that are independent of
each other.

The desired equation must be invariant under arbitrary

transformations of the units of measurement of the fundamental
quantities.

In most models, mass, M, length, L, and time, T, are

the three most basic fundamentals but a 'fundamental' need not be as
basic as the units of mass, length and time.

In many fluid mechanic

applications, viscosity, density, or any constant value, whether it
be fundamental or derived, can be used.

If heat or electrostatic

quantities are involved in the model, they should be included in the
list of variables.

It then remains to reduce all the variables to dimensionless
terms, using the other variables and judgment to express them in the
most convenient and usable form.

When this is completed, there

should be fewer dimensionless terms than there are variables. In
fact, the number of terms should be the number of variables minus the
minimum number of fundamental quantities used to express the variables.

This is a simple statement of Buckingham's Pi theorem.

Each

dimensionless term is called a 'Pi term' and any term is a function
of the remainder - e.g.
iri = F(ir2, TT3, irif» • • • > f^)

•JT3 = (K^l* 'rr2» 'Irif» •••» ^n^

The functions will not necessarily be the same.
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For accurate modelling, each term must be the same for both model
and prototype;

hence conditions requisite for the establishment of a

model to simulate its prototype may be obtained.

These are known as

design conditions and all should be satisfied if the model is a true
model.

BUCKINGHAM PI THEOREM
The Buckingham Pi Theorem states that the number of dimensionless
and independent quantities required to express a relationship among
the variables in any phenomenon is equal to the number of quantities
involved, minus the number of dimensions in which those quantities may
be measured.

in which

In equation form the Pi theorem is

s

=

n - b

s

is the number of TT terms

n

is the total number of quantities involved

b

is the number of basic dimensions involved

The validity of the Pi theorem is proved in numerous texts dealing
with dimensional analysis (Murphy, 1950).

DETERMINATION OF PI TERMS
The only restriction which has been placed on the Pi terms is
that they be dimensionless and independent.

While several procedures

are available for the determination of a suitable set of Pi terms,
results may always be obtained by
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1.

writing the auxiliary dimensional equations,

2.

assigning arbitrary numerical values to s of the
unknown exponents,

3.

solving the resulting set of simultaneous equations,

4.

combining the results to form one Pi term,

5.

repeating steps 2 to 4 until s Pi terms have been
determined, and

6.

combining the results in the form that one Pi term
is a function of the remainder.

The procedure is illustrated by an example, as follows:
s = f (g, v, t, m, d, p, y,)
where
s

=

distance

g

=

acceleration due to gravity

v

=

velocity

t

=

time

m

=

mass

d

=

diameter

P

=

density

vi =

viscosity

This may be written as
c1 c 2 c 3 c 4 c 5 c 6 c 7 c 8
C s g v t m d p y

which is dimensionally

= 1
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C

_9 c 2

l

(LT z )

L

, c 3 ck

(LT *) T

c

5 C6

M

L

ce

C7

(ML 3 )

(ML X T l)

=

0

from which three auxiliary equations may be written:
M:

c5 + c7 + c8

=

0

L:

cx + c 2 + c 3 + c 6 - 3c 7 - c 8

= 0

T:

-2c 2 - c 3 + c^ - c 8

=

0

Since three equations are available for solving the eight unknowns,
arbitrary values must be assigned to five of the unknowns.
combinations are possible.

Many

Of these, the one involving c l s c 2 , c 6 , c 7

and c 8 has been selected for illustration.

The determinant of the coefficients of the remaining terms (c3, ch
and c 5 ) is

Q

0

1

1

0

0

•1

1

0

=

1

Since this is not equal to zero, the resulting equations are independent and the selection is valid.

Values are assigned (arbitrarily) as follows:
Cl

=

1

c2

=

0

c6

=

0

c7

=

0

ca

=

0
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These values are substituted into the M, L, T, coefficients,
giving
c5

= 0

1 + c3

=

0

-c 3 + c^

=

0

so, c 3 =-1, a* = -1, c 5 = 0

Neglecting C ,
a
s
Vt

1

which is dimensionless.

From the Pi theorem, it is seen that a total of five Pi terms
must be determined.

Another term may be found by selecting a

different combination of arbitrary values for the selected exponents;
for example
c1

=

0

c2

= 1

c6

=

0

c7

=

0

c8

=

0

These values, substituted into the simultaneous equations, permit c 3 ,
ck and c 5 to be evaluated as
c3
Hence,

=

- 1 , ck =

1, and c 5

=

0
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Another Pi term may be found by letting c 6 = 1, with the other
selected exponents equated to zero.

773

=

d
vt

Similarly, two more independent Pi terms are developed by letting
c 7 , and c 8 , in turn, equal unity, with the other selected exponents
equal to zero.
3 3
,v
: t
m

*. =P
*5

=/*

m

A general solution may therefore be written as
s

_

vt

F,gjt

ri

jd_ p v 3 t 3

v * vt*

m

yt 2 v,

'

m *

Large numbers of correct solutions exist.
will be relatively simple and convenient.

Among these, a few

Simplicity is attained by

restricting the assigned values to unity and zero. Whether or not a
solution is convenient depends upon the facilities available for
determining the function.

Often the Pi terms determined by the procedure outlined as above
may be adjusted to provide even greater simplicity.

In the above

example, both TTI+ or ^5 are slightly more complex in appearance than
the other three Pi terms.
either m^ or -ns

A new Pi term may be used in place of
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As a further step, TT6 may be combined with IT3 to give a new Pi
term that still may be used to replace -ni+ or TT 5 .
pvd
TT 7

=

7T 3 "ir 6

=

-—

With this substitution, another solution exists:

J_ = P /Si JL pv3t3 pvd-.
vt

~

rii

v ' vt'

m

' y*

In addition, let ir^ be replaced by TT8

TT8

-

3
-n3*-n^ =

Pd 3
—

and ir3 by Trg,
gd
TTg

=

s

_

,

n'2*'IT3

_

—
\/2

Then
F

r£t
v

gd^ pd 3
v^

m

pvd,
y

Many other transformations are possible;

the preceding ones

were indicated as examples of legitimate procedures.

The only

requirement is that the Pi terms be dimensionless and independent.
With experience and judgment, it is possible to write down the Pi
terms in a convenient form.

DETERMINATION OF FUNCTIONS
The application of dimensional analysis, including the Pi theorem,
leads to the formulation of a type of equation, of which the above is
an example, involving an unknown function.

Before a prediction
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equation may be formulated, the nature of the function must be
established.

This cannot be accomplished by dimensional analysis;

it may be done from analysis of laboratory observations. The principal
advantage of dimensional analysis lies in reducing the number of variables which must be investigated and in formulating advantageous
dimensionless variables.

Presumably the best procedure for evaluating the function lies in
arranging the observations so that all but one of the Pi terms involved
in the function remain constant, and varying one to establish a
relationship between it and irl0

This is repeated for each of the Pi

terms in the function in turn, and the resulting relationships between
ir! and the other individual Pi terms combined to give a general
relationship.

This combination is not always simple, but under

certain conditions it may be reasonably direct.

For physical models the reduction of variables into dimensionless
terms is relatively simpler than in the general case considered above
since the important variables are few in number.

Most remaining vari-

ables are satisfactorily resolved as soon as the principal variables
are treated.

It is therefore not necessary to adopt the above

procedures (which are for developing equations) but to arrange the
variables into suitable dimensionless terms. The application is
detailed in the next section.

Utilisation of the above procedures

does enable an assessment of the variables and dimensionless terms on
the basis of usefulness.
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DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS APPLIED TO MATERIAL, STRUCTURAL MODELS
In order to obtain the most important Pi terms, it is usual to
select one geometric, one kinematic and one dynamic Pi term.

However,

with mining models, the kinematic and dynamic terms are not so readily
obtained as the geometric term.

A dynamic state exists within the

mine which should be simulated in the model.

This dynamic state

relies upon certain time dependent properties of the equivalent
materials and rate of mining..

As an alternative to kinematic and

dynamic terms, forces and properties of the materials are usually
selected.

Static simulation is then possible with good accuracy.

Material structures in modelling
The structure may be specified by the elastic constants which
include Young's modulus, E, Poisson's ratio, v, by a characteristic
length, L, and the ratios n , r 2 , r 3 , ... of all other lengths to L.
If more than one material is used, the above parameters may be
repeated as often as necessary.

The loads may he specified by one of them, P, and the ratios
r

i'» r2*» r3*» ••• °f ^e

others to P.

fied by ratios r^', r 2 ", r 3 ", ...

The directions may be speci-

Coefficient of friction, y ,

between surfaces and other values a l s a 2 , a 3 , etc. may be applicable.
A particular stress component, o» is to be found at some point x, y,
z.

A formula for this would be a relation between the quantities

a, x, y, z, E, v, L, r-^, r2, r3, ... P, i"i »
r

i"»

r

2H»

r

3M»

••• n»

a

i»

a

2»

a

3»

F2

•••

» r3 , ...,
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Note that there are only two fundamental units, namely, force
and length, that are required to measure all these quantities.

Thus,

by Buckingham's Pi theorem, the number of dimensionless groups is two
less than the number of variables.

The following series of dimensionless terms has been derived
from the above variables.

PI x. y_ z_
P
,
,
,
r
» » > » v» r-^, r 2 , r 3 , ...,
» ^ i » ' ' 2 » ^ 3 > •••>
E L L L
L2E
^1

» ^ 2 » ^3

> •••» y»

a

l»

a

2»

a

3»

•••

Any other dimensionless groups will be merely products or powers of
these and so are not independent.

Any term in the above list of dimensionless terms may be taken
and is a function of the remaining terms, so

f{—, , —•, v, , r^, r2, r3, ..., r^ , r2 , r3 , ...,
E
L L L
L2E
r

l"» r2 » r3 > > P» al» a2» a3>}

The exact form of the function is generally unknown or very
complex.

However, it is the same for both model and prototype and

so each dimensionless group or term must be the same for both.

The load scaling
P
m
P
P

EL2
mm
EL2
P P
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permits different materials to be used but Poisson's ratio, v, must
be the same for both, thereby limiting the choice.

The significance

of Poisson's ratio governs the degree of relaxation of true model
The suffix p denotes prototype and m denotes model.

relationship.

Stresses in the model are in the ratio of their Young's moduli,
namely
a

E
m
E
P

m

°P

From the load scaling formula
P
m

2

E L
_

p

m

m2

p

p

Orr. • L„,

m

• L ^

0_

m

_

p

p

P
m

P
p

Thus

m

and

a
JL
m

2

P L

o

=

p

E
^.
m

For a displacement, u, a dimensionless term j- may be used.
For a strain, e, e itself may be used as it is dimensionless,
For a force, F, —

may be used.
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Consequently

- = f2 {-, K -, v, —, rls r2, r3, ..., r^, r2', r3', ...,
L
L L L
L2E
r

i"» r2u> r3", •••» v, als a2, a3,}

e = f3(...)
p- =

f 4 (...)

where f2, f3, f4, are other functional forms.

Displacements have not been assumed small, although it is assumed
in the above that the stresses are within the elastic limit, because
of the use of Young's modulus, E.
Curved stress-strain relationships
When materials have curved stress-strain characteristics, or they
are loaded beyond the elastic limit, the stress at any particular
strain value may be expressed in the dimensionless form

f = f(e)
Consequently, the equivalent material should bear a constant
ratio of its stress to that of the prototype materials for any given
value of strain.

This criterion severely limits the model material

and since most mining models proceed to the failure point, the
importance of this fact must not be underestimated (Bodonyi, 1966).
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Creep in materials
Rocks and cemented materials usually display some form of creep
behaviour.

This introduces another variable, time, and further

reduces the Pi terms by one.

Stress, strain, Young's modulus, and

possibly Poisson's ratio must then be expressed as functions of time
and included in the list of terms in place of their formerly constant
counterparts.

SELECTION OF SCALE FACTORS FOR MINING MODELS

GEOMETRIC SCALE
The geometric scale is the ratio between a linear dimension in
the prototype and the corresponding linear dimension in the model.

For true models, the geometric scale is the same in all directions and the model is a geometric replica of the prototype.

Distorted models may have two or more geometric scales. Distorted
models are often used in fluid flow so that depth may have a different
scale to length and breadth.

Models of structures, e.g. multi-storey

steel framed buildings may have different scales for the sections used
and for the basic structure.
geometric scales,,

Thus, such a model may have two

It would be identical in proportion to its proto-

type but its members might be correspondingly heavier.

Sometimes the

members do not appear to be similar; for example, tubes in the model
may replace rolled sections in the prototype.

Modelling is then based

upon the flexural rigidity, EI.

Vibration models are often distorted by using two geometric scales
to improve accuracy of observation and measurement.

Mining models are usually geometrically similar to their prototypes and all dimensions, deformations and angles correspond.

An

angle, e, is dimensionless and should be the same in both model and
prototype.

Automatically, all geometric terms are then satisfied,

namely, length, deformation, area, volume, section modulus and moment
of inertia.
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If the geometric scale is n, the corresponding scale factors
apply.
Coordinates, x, y, z;

deformation, 6, length, L, scale factor = n
scale factor = n 2

Area, A
Volume, V;

scale factor = n 3

section modulus, Z

Moment of inertia (second moment of area), I

scale factor = n1*

Factors affecting selection of geometric scale
Preliminary determinations of geometric scale are based upon the
size of the model envisaged, which may be limited by the dimensional
or load capacity of the rig and that proportion of the mine which is
to be represented in the model.

The linear ratio between the two

would normally provide the geometric scale.

There are other factors which require consideration.
1.

Too great a scale reduction leads to qualitative results.

2.

The grain size of the sediments in the mine should be scaled

in the model to improve reliability, and too great a reduction will
make this difficult.

It is recognized that fine grained rocks such

as shales and mudstones are already too fine grained to be simulated
by further reduction in grain size, but this should not be taken as an
excuse for using coarse materials.
3.

The size of openings in the model should be controlled within

certain limits.

For example, openings greater than half the width of

the model or extremely small openings, are both undesirable.

In the

former case, there tends to be insufficient constraint to the simulated
strata and the stress distribution is invalid (Coates, 1965).

In the

latter case, the loading may well exceed the design capacity of the rig
without failure in the model, even though the structure being modelled
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may fail in the mine.

This behaviour is associated with platen

effects, principally the ratio between opening dimensions and platen
size, but also including material strength and an oversimplification
of the structure being modelled.
Opening dimensions. Experience has shown that, to achieve acceptable
results, model dimensions for seam thickness in coal mines and stope
openings in metalliferous mines must not be permitted below certain
values.

As an example, for longwall mining operations or similar

studies involving caving, too thin a seam in the model will tend to
cause closure of the roof without significant fracturing in the roof
plies.

Hence the model seam thickness should be maintained at not

less than 100 mm in these cases.

The consequence of such limitations

is that it may be necessary to omit from the model, various regions
around the mine boundaries in order to obtain satisfactory model
behaviour.

Determination of the geometric scale tends to be self-resolving
when factors such as seam thickness, size of openings and extent of
strata for adequate constraint surrounding the seam are considered.
The geometric scale is not a dependent variable and, ideally, can be
arbitrarily chosen.

In practice it is found to be fairly restricted.

Geometric scales of 10 to 50 have been used for coal mining applications;

for metalliferous mining applications, the scale may be made

numerically larger, provided stope dimensions are substantial.
Depending upon opening size, geometric scales in the range of 150 to
650 have been used.
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Models of single coal mining openings about six metres wide in
seams up to six metres thick would require a geometric scale
numerically not less than 10.

A range from 10 to 15 would provide

an acceptable geometric scale unless there were other factors, such as
rock strength, which might require excessive rig loads to be applied.
It is not just coincidental that the normal opening dimensions found
in coal mines and the strengths of the coal measure rocks are such
that geometric scales in the range of 10 to 50 can be used without
problems in model dimensions or rig loading.

Geometric scales of

about 50 are convenient where multiple pillar-roadway configurations
are studied.

Metalliferous mines often have very large stopes, of spans 150 m
or greater, and high strength rocks in the range 200 MPa to 300 MPa.
It is also a natural consequence that, where the rock strength is
lower, the mining stope dimensions are correspondingly smaller.

Thus,

most mining structures can be modelled without difficulties arising in
physical (dimensional) limitations or rig loading.

Geometric scales

in the range of 100 to 300 have been used most frequently, resulting
in satisfactory model stope dimensions and equivalent material
strengths.

It should be emphasised that most metalliferous mining

structures modelled are three-dimensional, incorporating numerous
stopes and geological detail.

Many coal mining models are only cross

sections.

FORCE, STRESS AND STRENGTH SCALES
The term 'force' is used in the context of physical models to
denote any cause which may produce a measurable

effect or has a

tendency to alter the state or position of any portion of the model.
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Forces in models may be loads on props or other static supports,
reactions from hydraulic supports, or applied rig loads representing
strata stresses.

Longwall support density may be expressed as an

intensity per unit area or per unit length of face from which the
equivalent model forces are determined.

Variable forces must include

the appropriate time elements.

In the formulation of dimensionless terms, a force, P, may be
rendered dimensionless by the division of the product, L 2 E, where
L

=

length dimension

E

=

Young's modulus

Thus the term
P
L2E
must be the same for both model and prototype and is used in the
establishment of the force scale.

Although the linear dimension, L,

appears in the denominator, the force scale is not bound to the
geometric scale by this Pi term because it is influenced by the
modulus of the material.

It is only necessary that the dimension-

less term be the same for both model and prototype.

Additional forces can be represented by ratios of them to the
force, P.

Similarly, different materials are represented by

different modulus values or ratios of them to the modulus, E.

A stress, a, is rendered dimensionless by the division of a
modulus value, E.
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Thus, a must be the same for both model and prototype and
appears to be independent of the geometric scale as the term lacks a
linear dimension variable.

It is important to note that only principal stresses - that is,
stresses with no shear component - can be applied to the surface of
a model.

Consequently, it is necessary to orientate a model so that

each external surface is normal to the direction of the principal
stress to be applied across it.

This requirement may cause a signi-

ficant tilting of a model from its gravitational, spatial attitude.
Figure 9 shows a complex, three-dimensional model under construction.
Horizontal, or level lines had been drawn on the formwork which had
been positioned to facilitate construction.

The vertical lines

corresponded to the sections supplied at their specified spacing to
scale.

The model was lowered to the test rig base for the applica-

tion of principal stresses.

In such situations it is best to

position the model in the test rig so that the gravitational effects
are most favourably represented.

This is achieved by installing the

model in such a manner that a level plane in the mine is as close to
level as possible in the model and further, that higher levels are
uppermost.

As close to level as possible may mean a tilt of 30°,

for example, but each case is considered accordingly.

The geometry

of orebodies or mine structures may make it difficult to allow for
gravitational effects.

Gravitational forces in a model are generally

relatively low when compared with the applied forces.

It is difficult to represent forces with complete accuracy. The
scale factor from the prototype to the model is often such that
accurate representation of support forces is difficult.

Errors in
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FIGURE 9
COMPLEX, THREE DIMENSIONAL METALLIFEROUS
MODEL UNDER CONSTRUCTION

For ease of construction, models which do not have their
principal stresses in vertical and horizontal directions, are
tilted in such a fashion that plans and sections are horizontal
and vertical respectively. When the model is tested, principal
stresses are thus applied.
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the model results are later escalated by use of the same scale factor
to predict values for the prototype.

In order to determine the

magnitude of some forces, it may be necessary to resort to special
techniques as the use of load cells in conjunction with model supports
or pressure gauges in conjunction with hydraulic legs of hydraulic
props.

The stiffness (or modulus) of the load cell, together with its

relative size (in model terms), may alter the true reaction of the
support.

In some cases it is possible to apply equivalent loads in

the model, but it may be difficult to simulate correct bearing
pressures.

However, the shaping of the ends of timber props, for

example, can be performed easily and achieve the desired objective.
Simulation of longwall supports
In many longwall installations, the loads exerted by the legs in
a chock or shield are dispersed over large areas in the base, canopy
and roof bars.

The nominal bearing pressure is not always a true

indication of the pressure applied to the roof because the roof bars
are rarely in intimate, uniform contact with the roof over the entire
base or canopy area of the support.

Expression of the support load

per unit area of exposed roof may be misleading because the roof area
continually changes with face advance.

Possibly the best expression

for roof support along longwall faces is the support density per unit
length of face.

However, if the support loading is known by all

three methods, namely, resistance per hydraulic leg, support per unit
length of face, and support per unit area of roof, computation of an
equivalent model force system should produce the same result as far
as absolute load is concerned.

(The time weighted value of the

support per unit area of roof is termed the 'mean load density'.)
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Magnitudes of the forces applied to the surfaces of a model are
known with a high degree of precision.

Estimates of stress in a mine,

although now possible with much greater accuracy than some years ago,
are still a potential source of error in obtaining accurate model
results.
Dead load effects
Dead load stresses and distortions are developed by the gravitational effects within the structure.

If they are to have the same

relative effect in the model as in the prototype, the density of model
materials should be not less than that for corresponding mine rocks
and the model should be orientated gravitationally.

The materials in

the model must be proportionally heavier or less stiff or both.

It is

difficult to achieve high density model materials without losing
essential brittle characteristics, vital to the accurate representation
of many mining rock structures.

As a result, the densities of model

materials are usually less than those of mine rocks.

However, by far

the largest proportion of loading is derived from the application of
forces from the test rig, dead load effects becoming significant with
respect to dislodged fragments which are then acted upon by gravity or
flexure of superincumbent strata.

To compensate for density deficiencies in the model, a centrifuge
may be used to provide the necessary force by means of added acceleration, or for short term effects, an elevator device could be used.
Both of these arrangements suggest the use of small models so that
their use on large models is remote or highly improbable. Analysis of
roadway stability does not necessarily require correct density factors
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since models may be tested normal to the gravitational field.

However,

dead load effects are important both in longwall caving and other
extraction systems where caving is involved, but of less importance
when it can be inferred from the disintegrated structure produced by
testing that caving would have occurred.

Figure 10 illustrates this

point where goafed strata was fractured but had not fallen behind the
supports.

When an element is freed of external loading by the

propagation of fractures, and the presence of bedding planes, only
gravitational forces should remain.

If the density of the model is

less than that of the prototype, the element may not fall under gravity.
Restrictions to movement by virtue of rig and model material friction,
and confinement may prevent loosening of blocks.

It is in this context

that the density relationship between model materials and mine rocks is
important.

It is beneficial to have model materials more dense than

the mine rocks, but this is a condition that is difficult to achieve
economically,
p
The force scale is determined by the dimensionless Pi term, —^and the stress ratio by the Pi term j .

The stress ratio is

proportional to the strength ratio, as indicated by the Young's modulus
term, because of the constant value of the Young's modulus.

Stresses

should be within the elastic limit.

If the elastic limit is exceeded, it is necessary for the stress
scale to be related to the geometric scale also.

The correct stress

ratio is equal to the product of the density ratio and the geometric
scale for corresponding quantities in model and prototype respectively.
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FIGURE 10

Caving can be hindered by friction between the model and the
test rig or its platens. There is also the possibility that caved
material can obstruct the collapse of the simulated strata.
Although model materials are generally less dense than the
mine rocks which they represent, this factor is normally not as
important as those above. Therefore, careful interpretation is
essential in order to deduce correct conclusions.
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Because force scales are related to properties of the materials,
it is necessary to discuss these aspects before continuing the application of scales to these quantities.

MATERIAL PROPERTIES
The response of a model is dependent upon the materials used for
its composition and the accuracy of representation of the prototype
structure.

There is usually some disparity between properties

obtained from discrete rock specimens and the rock mass considered as
a total structural member.

Bore cores are frequently the source of

rock specimens because of their availability and ease of preparation.
Rock test specimens tend to be selected from the more competent
portions of a core, thus biasing the results.

The weaker samples may

not survive the preparation processes, further biasing the results.

The Poisson's ratio of confined rock is probably less than that
obtained from test specimens.

However, the value of Poisson's ratio

can be relaxed over a relatively wide range without serious loss of
reliability of the model to predict the true behaviour of the prototype.

Although Poisson's ratio should be the same for corresponding

model materials and mine rocks, it is not as important as other
dimensionless terms.

The modulus of elasticity is a measure of the resistance of the
material to deformation while the elastic limit indicates the range
of linear behaviour.

The complete stress-strain curve to failure

for unconfined specimens is vital information in establishing the
suitability of model materials for the simulation of rocks.
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Triaxial strengths of rocks determined at confining pressures of
10 MPa, 20 MPa, and 40 MPa, plotted to construct Mohr envelopes, are
advantageous for an appraisal of the wider range of strengths when
confined.

A limited number of triaxial tests independently conducted

upon model materials produced the same ratio as the uniaxial strength
ratio when compared with their corresponding rock types. A variation
of less than 15 per cent was reported.

The tensile and shear strengths should be in precisely the same
ratio as for Young's modulus for both prototype and model materials.
Other properties, such as variability in grain size and the characteristic breaking behaviour of rocks, are less definable but in some
instances no less important than properties which can be quantified.

The characteristic breaking behaviour of some rocks may be one of
the few features which distinguishes them from others. Within
practical limitations it is possible to have a sandstone or similar
coarse grained rock which has a specific modulus, ultimate strength,
Poisson's ratio, tensile strength and Mohr envelope, together with a
certain mode of failure.

A shale may have all the above mechanical

properties as for the coarser grained rock, but shatters upon failure
instead of by shear.

This feature may then be the only distinction

between one rock type and another, a property difficult to simulate
in softer model materials except by laminating the model material and
allowing it to dry and harden thoroughly.

The fracture patterns may

then still remain only slightly different for unconfined tests.

The

process of laminating the model material consists of introducing large
numbers of planes of separation into the materials during construction.
The laminations may be discrete or bonded.
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It has been found difficult to produce a variety of failure
patterns in model materials.

Within the strength ranges of model

materials, a shear failure at an angle of about 60
surface, i.e. 30
constant.

to the loaded

to the specimen axis, is most common and fairly

This approximates the behaviour of those rocks that fail

in shear, but high-strength sandstones fail in transverse tension
(axial splitting) and brittle shales normally shatter with explosive
violence.

Model materials do not reproduce such behaviour at

required strengths.

The angle of the shear plane is affected by specimen shape and
aspect ratio for both model materials and rocks alike.

A shear plane

at 30° to the loading axis is common in either cubic or cylindrical
specimens.

If the specimen height is reduced, the angle of the shear

plane may be altered.

Increase in specimen height within reasonable

limits does not normally affect the results above a height to diameter
ratio of two.

Excessively long specimens may result in different

failure patterns, sometimes related to flaws within the material rather
than an engineering mode of failure, unless column failure resulting
from flexure is the direct cause of failure.

Tensile fracturing evident in very high-strength rocks is not a
feature of model materials, particularly when a large scale reduction
is used.

Brittle behaviour is possible even with slightly damp

mortar based materials, but is exhibited best when dry.

Brittle

fracture is evident in massive and finely laminated model structures.
Tensile fractures, resulting from flexure, are also prominent
features.
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The tensile strength ratio is normally different from the
compressive strength ratio for corresponding materials and represents
a departure from exact similitude.

Simulation of sedimentary strata

(not metamorphosed) based upon compressive strength criteria, produces
a situation in which the tensile strength of the model material is
relatively too high.

Conversely, model materials simulating meta-

morphic or igneous rocks using the same compressive strength basis,
often lack sufficient brittleness and tensile strength.

TIME SCALE
Time is a dependent variable, often ignored in apparently static
or relatively static investigations.

Its omission may not have

serious consequences in such applications unless insufficient time has
been allowed for significant deformations to take place.

Time

dependent deformations are observable in behavioural, physical models
especially when precise measuring devices, such as dial gauges, are
used.

Time effects in models of this nature may not be critical or

as important as, for example, models involving fluid flow.

However,

equal time intervals should be allowed between observations so that
comparative results can be obtained.

Nevertheless, time dependent

deformations account for practical mining problems as floor heave and
roof sag.

One relationship linking the time scale with other scales is
derived from the Newtonian Law of Similitude.
the form

It is expressed in
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2

v2

F

=

pL

F

=

force scale

where

p =

density scale

L

=

geometric scale

v

=

velocity scale

The time element is included in the velocity scale.

The above equation can be used to show that the time scale is
equal to the square root of the geometric scale, as is demonstrated
below.

It should be emphasized that this relationship need not be

the only one, and may be different when other factors are considered.

Dividing both sides of the above equation by L2

_L
L2

=

pV2

— is equal to the stress and strength scale which, in turn, is
L2
equal to the product of density and geometric scales as demonstrated

previoiisly.
i.e.

PL

=

or

PL

=

. &

L2
P—

t2
_L_
t2

Thus,

1

=

i.e.

t2

=

L

or

t

=

/L

where

t

=

time scale.
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In this notation, it is implied that all scales correspond, for
example, between model and prototype in every case.

Models are obviously time dependent when analysing a dynamic
system.

Experience gained from the monitoring of material, structural

models has revealed that cemented mortars of the types used are time
dependent, a factor not to be overlooked when assessing deformations of
a minor nature.

Small deformations or deflections of a similar nature

would be of the order of 0.2 per cent to 0.5 per cent of a salient
dimension such as the span of an opening.

These small changes are

most adversely affected by creep or time dependent effects in model
materials.

Large deformations of the order of 10 per cent of the span

of an opening, or 10 per cent to 20 per cent of seam thickness, imply
a significant departure from linear behaviour.

Creef effects may become manifest in a mine over a relatively long
period, for example, three months to one year, as a general rule and
the effects are observable in models.

At a geometric scale of 20 for

a model, corresponding periods would be 20 days to 81 days, so it can
be deduced that long term creep effects are seldom studied in
behavioural, physical models.

Stress magnitudes in the mine which

are liable to produce structural failures within a week or so as a
result of creep are amenable to study using physical models.
Sustained and constant loading is necessary with regular observations
to note the failure and pre-failure events.

It has been shown by model tests that deformation continues as
long as load is applied to a model.

Constant loading may produce

deformations of only 0.5 mm after several hours.

Tests conducted
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for two or three days on a continuous basis have revealed little
significant additional deformation measurable by relative movement,
but strain gauges and dial gauges have recorded continual changes.
Consequently, the time effects become important when a high degree
of accuracy is required.

This is not necessarily the case for all

behavioural, structural models.

If creep effects are considered to be significant and are to be
studied using models, the time scale should be determined.

If the

variables are similar to those described in this thesis, then the
time scale is the square root of the geometric scale. Since it is
difficult to achieve perfect model materials, some scale factors are
better determined by test than by calculation.

The time scale can

be determined, if necessary, by direct comparison between the creep
characteristics or rocks and model materials.

The rate of removal of model material simulating mining within
a model involves the time element which can be calculated and adhered
to.

In most instances it has been found that the time scale in this

respect is not important.

DISCUSSION OF SCALE SELECTION
In selecting suitable scales for material properties and loads
or stresses, there appears to be conflict of opinion between various
investigators in this field as discussed below. Theory would suggest
that the ratio between stress and strength should be the same for
both model and prototype and could be arbitrarily chosen for ranges
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within the elastic limit.

There is no implication that the relation-

ship is bound to the geometric scale.

However, it has been found

advantageous in practice to relate the stress and strength scales to
both the density and the geometric scales, for reasons now discussed.

Newton's second law of motion,
F

= ma

can be expressed dimensionally thus:
F

MLT" 2

=

The force term can be transformed to a stress or pressure
dimension by dividing both sides of the equation by L 2 .

JL = ML'V2
L2
Rearranging terms, but keeping the equation dimensionally
homogeneous,

-L = JL . L . LT-2
L2

L3

Now
—
L2

= 0 (stress)

M
—
L3

= p (density)

L

=

LT"2=

L (linear dimension)
a (acceleration)
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When a model is orientated gravitationally, the value of the
acceleration, a, is equal to g, the acceleration due to gravity.
Since g, the gravitational acceleration, is common to both model and
prototype, the ratio of the acceleration term is unity.

Therefore,

the stress ratio is equal to the product of density and geometric
ratios for corresponding model and prototype terms respectively.

If

a model is orientated at right angles to the gravitational field,
then the acceleration term is no longer applicable and the density
ratio is not important.

If a centrifuge were used, the acceleration factor, a, becomes
that of the centrifugal acceleration.

The relationship between

stress, density, geometric scale and acceleration must be employed.
Note that the acceleration, a, in the model is equal to
v2 ?

y-

or

rw2,

where
v

=

peripheral velocity of model at point
considered

r

=

radius of centrifuge

co =

angular velocity of centrifuge

The acceleration in the mine is g, the acceleration due to
gravity.

The dimensionless term is the ratio between the two.

The above relationship, or even the equating of stress scale
with strength scale, has not been adhered to in every case by other
researchers.

Barron and Larocque (1963) used a geometric scale of

70, a strength scale of 13.7, and a force scale of 13.7.

Hobbs
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(1968) used a geometric scale of 50, a strength scale of about 90, and
a stress scale of 20.

Hobbs reasoned that the strengths determined

for the prototype materials should be tested at a certain size and the
model material should be tested at a size which is that of the prototype reduced by the geometric scale used for the model.

Because of

the practical difficulties involved in testing in this manner, he
evaluated the above scale ratios to cater for the possible equivalent
strengths.

Lawrence (1973) showed that Hobbs had overstressed his

models.

Hoek (1970, personal communication) considered that strength
ratios would be satisfactory if tested using the same size specimens
for both model and prototype.

This view was also supported by

Vorobjev (1963).

p

As previously discussed, the Pi term,

, does not directly
2

L E
bind the strength, stress or modulus scales to the geometric scale,
but this Pi term must be satisfied if true model simulation is
required.

If this term is satisfied only, there is an implicit

assumption that the materials remain within* the elastic limit. This
is rarely the case in mining situations where rocks may depart from
a linear elastic state at an early stage, in the vicinity of mining
openings.

The stress at failure is a function of the strain for the particular material considered.

Uniaxial strength tests conducted on mine

rocks will reveal the linearity or otherwise of the stress with
respect to strain.

If suitable model materials are available which
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enable selection of corresponding strength properties but reduced by
the geometric scale, the model material will behave proportionately
to the rock and both will fail at the same strain.

The desirability

of having model materials scaled in accordance with the uniaxial
ultimate strengths of mine rocks cannot be over-emphasized.

This

means that, since strains in both model and prototype are, or should
be, the same for corresponding points, the materials will fail at the
same time.

Failure of mining structures is an important determina-

tion and it is vital to obtain proper simulation in this region, even
if there are some departures elsewhere.

Correct representation of

mine rocks by model materials must be considered in a practical sense,
so that representation is reasonable over the entire range, but most
particularly in the region of failure.

The failure or security of a

mining structure is of practical concern.

When small factors of

safety or small working margins are considered, the importance of
scaling using ultimate strength criteria becomes vital.

Strength properties and stresses are related, for model and
prototype, in the Pi term, |- .

The Young's modulus ratio will

suffice for all linear and non-linear material properties.

Stresses

in the model are in precisely the same ratio as for the strength
properties for model and prototype for corresponding values of strain.
This means that, if the density factor had been considered in the
evaluation of strength scale factors, it must be included in the
stress scale. The two scale factors should, in fact, be the same.

The significance of the density factor may be assessed in the
light of its importance, even if the model is orientated gravitationally.

Factors such as absence of caving in a model or only
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small density differences may be sufficient to disregard the density
scale.

If the latter is the case, there will not be perfect simula-

tion by the model.

However, it may be sufficiently accurate for

practical purposes.

Models which incorporate the density scale

factors may not be significantly different from those which are
designed without consideration of density scales.

In the next section, the technology of model development is
discussed in detail, and in the third section the application of mine
model technology is described, principally in the form of examples,
case studies and progressive development.

From the evaluation of the total development of the thesis,
conclusions have been drawn which have, and should continue to
influence mining practices, an understanding of strata behaviour and
support design.

CHAPTER II
^•••••^••••••••MMBaMMaNNBKSHrirm

DEVELOPMENTS MINE
MODEL TECHNOLOGY

DETERMINATION OF PROPERTIES OF MINE ROCKS

INTRODUCTION
A knowledge of the properties of mine rocks is essential for
modelling techniques, whether they be physical, structural models,
mathematical or analogous systems.
rock strength by visual means.

It is not possible to estimate

Only some properties, such as uniaxial

compressive strength, Young's modulus and the stress-strain curve to
failure may be required for reasonably accurate physical modelling,
whereas tensile strength, triaxial and shear plane properties may be
required in addition to the above for advanced mathematical analysis
or other methods.

When the determination of steel and concrete properties were of a
routine nature and could be used in design equations, coal mining was
still using empirical methods, one mine making comparisons with another.
This is still done to a large extent, even at the present stage of
advancement in science.

However, as a first step in establishing

mining on a scientific basis, uniaxial compressive strength tests were
conducted on rocks.

There were no standards for specimen size or

procedure, so that results generally were not necessarily comparable.
Attempts were made to determine tensile strength by shaping dumb-bell
pieces of rock, and later, by beam specimens, and later still, by using
discs loaded diametrically.

When this information was obtained it was found that little use of
it could be made except on a comparative basis, in much the same way as
comparisons were made between conditions in various collieries.
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When physical model research was commenced by the author in
Australia in 1964, there was very little knowledge of even the simplest
properties, notably uniaxial compressive strength

of coal measure rocks.

Those which had been tested were often from ill-prepared specimens using
rubber-insertion platen cushions to allegedly disperse or eliminate
local, high-stress concentrations resulting from the uneven surfaces to
which loads were applied.

Tests conducted in the 1950s indicated

relatively low strengths for the above reasons.

It was these results

which influenced model material strengths, scale factors and loading of
models.

Rock strength determinations conducted by the author were initially
from the testing of cubic specimens about 75 mm size, prepared from lump
samples using a masonry saw.

At a later stage the routine preparation

of NX or similar core, cut to length using a diamond saw and surface
ground to 0.005 mm finish, enabled specimens of good quality to be
tested, thereby providing standardised and reliable information.

The

author has prepared and tested a large number of coal measure rocks for
modelling and other purposes, from which a broad spectrum of results
and experience has been obtained.

No significant amount of metal-

liferous mining rock tests was conducted by the author because the
larger mining companies in this field generally have their own
laboratories, perform their own tests, and furnish results when
required.

Some comments on the testing of rock specimens are included. By
following the relevant standard procedures over the years, considerable
value and experience has been obtained in the testing of rocks, which
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proved to be of great value in the transition to metric conversion in
Australia.

It is not the purpose of this section to quote the entire

details of Standards applicable to any test procedure, but rather to
remark upon how it is easier to prepare specimens and conform to the
Standards.

Examples of uniaxial compressive, tensile and triaxial strength
properties are given in appendix 2.

The selection is by no means

exhaustive but serves to show areas of variability or consistency with
different rock types in the uniaxial and triaxial regimes.

When model research commenced in Australia, the availability of
rock samples was restricted, even though bore cores had been stored for
future investigation if necessary.

However, they had been kept for

further inspection principally, rather than for physical property test
purposes.

Coal from surface drilled bores was rarely tested until as late as
the middle 1970s.

Some cube specimens were tested to determine, nominal

strengths for different seams.

The opportunity to test core specimens

of coal has been absent since chemical analyses were conducted before
mechanical tests were able to be carried out, and were not considered.
Now it is possible for the mechanical tests to be conducted first, carefully preserving the fragments and off-cuts during preparation and
testing.

Later they were despatched for chemical analysis.

Even for

triaxial testing, care was taken not to fragment the specimen
unnecessarily and meticulous care taken to ensure that oil did not
contaminate the coal and affect the calorific value.
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While a limited amount of test work has been carried out for overseas assignments, the bulk of samples have come from the coalfields of
eastern Australia in Queensland and New South Wales.

The variability of strength properties within a rock type has been
examined within the limitations of available material.

Different

rocks have been compared for an assessment of strength ranges. The
reliability of prediction from a single model may be affected by the
variability of the rocks and is discussed later.

On a regional basis,

the variations may be too great to evolve a general pattern of strata
behaviour, although in another coal mining area, strengths may be
remarkably consistent.

In others, testing has been too sporadic for

conclusive results.

Uniaxial strength properties may show considerable variations of
compressive strength and Young's modulus, but the same materials may
reveal very closely grouped Mohr envelopes, showing that their triaxial
properties are very similar, clearly indicating that confining pressure
has a unifying effect upon some rock types. This is shown in figure 11.

DEVELOPMENT OF TESTING PROCEDURES
At the commencement of these investigations there were no established testing procedures for rocks.

The nearest Standards were for the

testing of concrete and cement mortar specimens. The appropriate ASTM
recommended 50 mm and 75 mm cubes for mortar and cylinders of 150 mm
diameter and 300 mm long specimens for concrete.

Cubes can be

prepared from lump or random samples or rock, but it is normally
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difficult to obtain cylindrical rock specimens of dimensions recommended
for concrete.

Of more recent years, 150 mm diameter cores have been

produced but these tend to be rare.

A large testing machine is

required, together with facilities to surface grind or otherwise prepare
such large specimens.
Initial specimen preparation
75 mm cubes of rock were favoured because the surface area is
roughly twice that of 50 mm cubes, thereby enabling higher loading to be
applied to a rock specimen of any particular strength, bearing in mind
that model materials are tested at the same size and are considerably
weaker.

Although it is claimed that the presence of discontinuities

increases with the volume of the specimen, satisfactory test results
appeared to be obtainable using the larger specimens.

During the early

years, 75 mm cubes were prepared by the author from lump samples, using
a brick saw and ceramic cutting discs.

Preparation was tedious and it

was difficult to obtain parallel surfaces.

No surface grinding

facilities were available, so the specimens were capped with commercial
sulphur-based compounds of the same type as used for standard concrete
tests.
Later developments
Increasing availability and willingness to make available NX core
and other suitable sizes, have assisted in the preparation of
cylindrical specimens without difficulty.

Specimens were cut square

to their axis on a vee block and using a diamond saw, segmented or
otherwise, and surfaced using an industrial surface grinder.

The

quality of finish exceeded the requirements of ASTM or ISRM Standards.
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A vee block, on its end pn a magnetic base, is used to hold the
specimens so that their loading surfaces are normal to the axis of
the specimens when surface ground.

A clamp is used to secure the

specimen to the vee block.

Coring facilities were purchased in order to obtain cylindrical
specimens from lump samples, or to obtain NX or smaller core from
larger cores, if required.

A large, 60Q mm, segmented, diamond saw

was obtained for cutting rock or coal specimens from very large lumps
of rock or coal.

Specimens up to 250 mm dimensions can be prepared

readily, or larger specimens up to 500 mm are made by turning the
sample over and taking a second cut.

The technique is more difficult

and time-consuming, but large specimens are obtainable if necessary.
The inverted cuts must be very carefully aligned with the first, and
therefore require precise positioning of irregular lump samples.

UNIAXIAL COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
Uniaxial compressive strength is defined as the value obtained by
dividing the failure load of a standard specimen by its sectional area,
i.e. the area to which the load was applied.

Mathematically it is expressed as
P
where

°c

=

a

is the uniaxial compressive strength (usually in MPa),

I

P is the load at failure (usually in Newtons or kN), and
A is the cross-sectional area ^normally in m ? ) .
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Conversion equations exist for the transformation of non-standard
test specimens to give corrected uniaxial strengths.

It has been the

author's experience that the calculations do not alter the results
significantly (unless extreme proportions are used) and the correction
is generally less than the variations which would exist from one test
to another, using the same material.

An example of a correction equation for non-standard specimens is

c = 0.889 ac/(0.778 + .Q.222JJ-)
where

c

is the corrected strength for a 2:1 ratio specimen,

d

is the test core diameter, and

h

is the test core height.

This is taken from ASTM

D2938.

Results of uniaxial compressive strength tests conducted by the
author on 75 mm cube rock specimens revealed strengths ranged from 7 MPa
to 15 MPa for coal, 15 MPa to 45 MPa for shales, and up to 150 MPa for
sandstones, generally 60 MPa to 150 MPa.
strengths of the order of 200 MPa.

Some sandstones possessed

Igneous intrusive materials, for

example, unaltered dolerites,were up to 350 MPa in strength.

The above

results were indicative of the rock types which were simulated in
physical models.

As indicated previously, as rock preparation machines became more
readily available and bore core was able to be used, adherence to the
ASTM

D2938 Standard method of test for unconfined compressive strength

of rock-core specimens and the corresponding ISRM Standard, has ensured
consistency in procedure, both in the preparation and methods of testing.
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Test procedures
Surface preparation, using a precision surface grinder, was capable
of producing a surface finish of a much higher calibre than that
required by the Standard.

A length-to-diameter ratio of 2.0 was

normally adopted as far as practicable, and specimens of ratio 1.0 or
less were avoided where possible.

All test work was carried out using a Shimadzu 100REH universal
testing machine of 1 MN capacity.

For the determination of uniaxial

ultimate compressive strengths and rate of loading, an estimate was made
of the strength of the rock, based on experience.
minary estimate was reasonable.

Normally this preli-

If NX or N size cores, i.e. core about

50 mm diameter were used, the cross-sectional area is about 0.002 m 2 .
Since the testing machines read in kN, an estimate of strength, e.g.
35 MPa for shale, would require a load range on the testing machine
which included 70 kN in the upper two-thirds for A grade readings. That
is, it is simply a matter of doubling the estimated strength in MPa to
obtain estimated failure loads in kN.

By studying the relevant ASTM and ISRM Standards, it will be noted
that they are not identical but it is usually possible to define ranges
in specimen height-to-diameter ratios, rates of testing, etc. to comply
with both Standards.

In order to carry out a test, the load pacer and

machine range are set, the testing machine balanced and set to zero
load after clean platens and oiled spherical seats have been positioned
with respect to the specimen.

Load is applied at a rate of about Q.5

per cent of ultimate load per second or at such rate that the test will
be completed in not less than 5 minutes and not more than 15 minutes.
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With weak rocks and many coal measure materials, failure often occurs
well before 5 minutes.

Maximum load and stress at failure are reported

as required by the Standard.

Failure mode is also recorded.

Test results
The previously reported strength ranges for 75 mm cubes were found
to be similar to those found for cylindrical specimens. Coal was found
to range from 5 MPa to 30 MPa with the Greta and Great Northern seams
attaining strengths of 40 MPa to 45 MPa.

In general, coals were found

to be about 10 MPa to 20 MPa for southern coalfield, up to 30 MPa for
the northern field, and 40 MPa for the Greta seam.

Queensland coals

were often in the 10 MPa to 20 MPa strength range.

Shales were generally about 30 MPa to 40 MPa. With siderite
present, strengths have been measured at 100 MPa or greater.

Sandstones varied from 40 MPa to 150 MPa with 60 MPa being the most
common value.

YOUNG'S MODULUS
Hooke's law states that, within the elastic limit, the stress is
proportional to the strain and the Young's modulus is defined as the
ratio of stress to the corresponding value of strain.

This definition

of Young's modulus is the simplest case and is calculated over the most
linear portion of the stress-strain relationship obtained from uniaxial
compressive strength tests.
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Test procedures
In addition to the ultimate strength which is always determined for
uniaxial compressive tests, Young's modulus can only be evaluated
provided that deformation or strain has been measured in one or more of
four ways, namely
.1.

dial gauges between platens,

2.

strain gauges in middle third of specimen,

3.

extensometer-compressometer instrumentation, and

4.

electronic devices such as linear variable
differential transformers or other transducers.

Results may vary according to the method of testing and the strain
determined by one method is not necessarily the same as that determined
by another, although there may be some consistency from one method to
another.
1.

Dial gauges.

Specimen deformation over its entire length can be

measured using one or more dial gauges mounted, generally, on magnetic
bases, and placed between platens of the testing machine.

Some errors

may accompany the use of dial gauges but they are normally negligible
when compared with the measured deformation, and corrections for some
errors can be made, if desired, by the use of two or more gauges.

The gauge or gauges are set to zero, or an initial value recorded
at the start of the test, and each is read and recorded at selected
increments of load.
expected strength.

This will vary according to the rock type and its
Examples are to take readings at every 1 or 2 kN

until the rate of change renders further readings impossible or
unnecessary.
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The advantages of dial gauges are that
I.

they can be used for a large number of tests and are
relatively inexpensive,

2.

they can be easily removed and replaced,

3.

they can be easily observed if suitable,

4.

they enable deformations to be made of coarse textured,
rough surfaced, or wet rocks where other strain measuring
or deformations instruments are unsuitable, and

5.

they measure the total deformation from which an average
Young's modulus can be calculated.

The principal disadvantages of dial gauges are that they
1.

can be difficult to position, especially if small specimens
are tested,

2.

can be difficult to read under some conditions, and record
quickly,

3.

require two or more observers for the tests - one to read
the testing machine, another to read and record a gauge,
or one to read and another to record the load and deformation figures, and

4.

involve calculation of strain byx division of themeasured
differences b ^ tfre ortgtneil length of the specimen and then
computation of Young's modulus,

2.

Strain gauges.

Strain measurements in the middle third of a

specimen are regarded by many scientists as the most accurate and
meaningful since this zone is allegedly uniformly stressed and
unaffected by end constraints of platens.
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There are many configurations in which strain gauges can be used,
but the most common methods are as follows.
1.

Two gauges, wired in series, are cemented axially and
diametrically opposite each other on a test specimen. A
dummy specimen is made from two similar gauges, same gauge
factor, length, etc., also connected in series and glued
to a piece of fully-relcixed rock, preferably, but not
necessarily of the same type.

The four gauges are

connected in half bridge configuration to a strain bridge
readout unit.
2.

A single, axially positioned gauge, is cemented in the middle
third of the specimen.

The dummy gauge is likewise only a

single gauge of the same characteristics, glued to a fullyrelaxed piece of rock.

Both gauges are connected in half

bridge configuration to a strain bridge readout unit.
3.

Two gauges are glued in the middle third of the specimen, but
one is placed axially and the other circumferentially.

The former is used for Young's modulus determinations and
both are used for Poisson's ratio calculations.

This combination can

be used in conjunction with a plotter if two strain bridges are used.
A single gauge dummy is required for each active gauge, prepared as
above.

One gauge will give positive readings while the other will

give negative values.

The pen can be lifted every 1 kN or 2 kN so

that Young's modulus can be calculated along with Poisson's ratio.
Alternatively, the gauges can be switched rapidly from one to the other
at constant load.

The loads are increased progressively but the

reading times should be kept short to minimise creep effects.
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Gauges on the test specimens are referred to as the 'active'
gauges.

Those on the relaxed piece of rock are termed the 'dummy'

gauges.

With increased axial load on a specimen, the circumferential

strain will increase and the axial strain readings will decrease.

The advantages of strain gauges are
1.

they are relatively inexpensive,

2.

they are easily attached to dry, fine to medium grained
rocks and give good results,

3.

they provide the most economical overall test when considering
the total time to calculate stress-strain, or Poisson's ratio
values,

4.

strain is easily read and there are no risks from fragments
which split violently from the specimen, damaging other types
of instruments, and

5.

the strain measured in the middle third of a specimen is
regarded as the most significant.

The disadvantages of strain gauges are
1.

they may be difficult to adhere to weak, wet or coarse rocks,

2.

they may produce invalid or erratic results when used with
coarse, conglomeratic rocks,

3.

they can only be used once per test, and

4.

they may be relatively expensive when compared with modern,
computerised equipment.

This last remark depends upon the total number of tests envisaged over
a certain period.
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3.

Extensometer-corapressometer instrumental on.

This device uses two

dial gauges, one for axial and the other for radial deformations.

The

apparatus may be held in a jig while four, conical pointed set screws
are adjusted to symmetrically secure the device.

If the specimen is

too soft and the conical points loosen, small brass nuts may be glued to
the surface of the specimen at the appropriate locations and the instrument anchored into these sockets.

Teflon tape in the threads of the

reference pins will eliminate backlash and unnecessary movement, but
still preserve the ability to adjust the instrument correctly.

Since

the axial deformation is not measured over the full length of the
specimen, care must be taken to measure the axial length over which the
measurements are taken.

The specimen diameter should be measured for

the determination of stress, but there is usually some intact portion
from which diameter can be measured after a test.

The deformations are magnified by a factor of two. This would not
affect the calculation of Poisson's ratio, but would halve the true
value of Young's modulus if neglected.

Since a modulus of, say,

20,000 MPa is a reasonable and normal value for a sandstone, a value of
10,000 MPa, obtained by omitting the magnifying factor, could also be
regarded as reasonable.

This example serves to show that extreme care

must be taken for any test, since errors may not always be recognized.

The advantages of the extensometer-compressometer are
1.

axial and radial deformations can be measured on soft rocks
or in circumstances where other devices are unsatisfactory,
and

2.

the deformations are magnified by a factor of two.
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The disadvantages of the device are
1.

the conical points often loosen and reduce sensitivity or
invalidate the results,

2.

that it is somewhat difficult to set up in readiness for a
test,

3.

two dial gauges must be read for each increment of load,

4.

the axial length for measurements can easily be overlooked
and cannot be determined accurately after failure of the
specimen,

5..

lengthy calculations are required to determine the stressstrain values, Young's modulus, and Poisson's ratio, and

6.

that it would not normally be used for the determination
of axial strain only.

4. Electronic devices. The development of load, deformation, and
data acquisition systems over the last few years has been so rapid that
a vast range of equipment, digital and analogue, with and without
printers, etc., storage on floppy disc or mainline computers, is now
available.

The choice is often determined by adherence to the manu-

facturer of equipment used elsewhere in the laboratory, or by the
specific needs of the tests required in the present or foreseeable
future.

To this extent, data acquisition systems have largely superseded
the relatively primitive mechanical or simple electrical systems, since
they can be made to be automatic in data monitoring, usually plot the
results and calculate properties such as Young's modulus and Poisson's
ratio.

The speed of data acquisition can be so fast that the points
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can appear as a continuous line on a plotter and the scales can be
selected to suit, especially since the data are stored in the memory.
The transducers,which may consist of load cells and LVDT's or similar,
are available in different sensitivities and ranges and are thus
independent of the testing machine.

After checking the calibrations,

further tests can proceed with a minimum of setting up.

Many data

acquisition systems are capable of capturing and storing data from
various sources at high speed.

One disadvantage is power failure or failure of the electronic
apparatus to record the data, in which case test information is lost
entirely.

Calibration checks are recommended to ensure correct

functioning of the equipment.
Test results. Whatever mode of instrumentation is used, results are
plotted after transformation to stress-strain units.

The complete

stress-strain relationship is as important as the Young's modulus value,
since it depicts the characteristics of the rock under uniaxial conditions.

Stress is plotted in MPa.

Strain is dimensionless, but it

has been found that most materials do not go beyond 12,000 microstrain.

The Young's modulus value is as good as the linearity of the curve.
Normally it is evaluated over the most linear portion of the curve.
Secant or tangent moduli are sometimes determined.

On occasions, the

modulus evaluated from zero to ultimate can be significant, such as for
single-value computer applications, depending upon the departure from
linearity.

Young's moduli are also quoted in MPa.

Typical values

are 12,000 MPa for shales to 20,000 MPa for sandstones, with coal at
3,QQQ MPa to 3,500 MPa.
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POISSON'S RATIO
Poisson's ratio is defined as the ratio of the radial strain to the
axial strain.

It has been found that this ratio does not remain

constant and can be variable, even during the linear, stress-strain
portion of a test.

When this occurs it has been the author's practice

to quote the value of Poisson's ratio at the mid-point of the linear
portion of the stress-strain relationship and the value of stress at
which it occurs.

Note that the value of Pi C3.142) does not enter

into the calculations since axial and radial strain are, or should be,
identical.
Test procedures
The methods by which Poisson's ratio can be obtained merely require
that the radial or circumferential strain be obtained simultaneously
with the axial strain.during the loading of a specimen to failure or to
whatever magnitude is deemed necessary.

To this extent, all the

methods used and described for the determination of Young's modulus,
except for the cases where only axial deformations were ohtained, are
able to determine Poisson's ratio.

Clearly the data acquisition

systems should be the best by the rapidity with which allegedly simultaneous readings should be taken.

Strain gauges arranged in axial

and circumferential configuration offer the next best alternative and,
finally the extensometer-compressometer device which, despite its
problems in setting up, may yield results where other methods fail,
especially with very soft, wet, or coarse textured rocks.
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TENSILE STRENGTH.
The widely accepted standard test for the determination of tensile
strength is the Brazilian test in which a cylindrical disc is compressively loaded diametrically in a testing machine until failure occurs.
The failure load is recorded and the tensile strength calculated
according to the formula

where

°t

2P
~ trdi

a.

=

tensile strength in MPa

P

=

diametrical failure load in MN

d

=

specimen diameter in m

L

=

length (thickness) of specimen in m

Test procedure
Tensile strength is determined from relatively thin discs of NX or
NXTT or similar sized core material.
purpose if required.

Rocks can be cored for the

Ends need only to be diamond sawn provided the

ends are parallel and square to the axis.

There is a general trend to

use relatively thin discs since loaded surface irregularities are
minimised.

Some laboratories use specimens of length equal to the

diameter which is satisfactory, provided the core is perfectly cylindrical; otherwise premature failure will occur, leading to low values
of tensile strength.

The solid disc Brazilian test is used between hard steel platens.
Addinall and Hackett (1964a, 1964b), Hobbs (J.965) and other researchers
have commented on various methods of test. The surface irregularities
often accompanying a core specimen may augment arguments relating to
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platen cushions (such as cardboard) and centrally located holes in the
discs.

Failure then initiates from the central hole and is therefore

independent of surface irregularities and the formation of small
wedges which tend to split the solid disc specimen when placed between
hard, steel platens.

However, despite the research conducted in this area, the simple,
solid disc technique appears to have been adopted universally.
Test results
Tensile strengths range from nearly zero to about 2.0 MPa for coal,
1.5 MPa to about 5 MPa for shales, and 5 MPa to 10 MPa for sandstones,
7 MPa being a typical value for the latter.

TRIAXIAL STRENGTH
The triaxial strength of a rock specimen is calculated in the same
manner as for a uniaxial compressive strength test, but reported with
respect to the confining pressure. The triaxial strength of the
specimen is determined by confining it in a suitable cell, such as a
Hoek triaxial cell, and loading it to failure at constant confining
pressure.

It is possible to obtain axial and radial strains or axial

deformation in order to obtain the Young's modulus or Poisson's ratio
under triaxial conditions.

In some instances the confining jacket

may disrupt the results and account should be taken of this possibility.

Triaxial strengths are normally determined from NX or NXTT or
specimens which are prepared in a manner similar to that of uniaxial
compressive strength specimens, but may be preferred slightly longer if
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possible.

NXTT cores are ideal for standard NX Hoek cells as they are

a snug fit and are less likely to damage jackets.

Smaller test cells

are now available with corresponding jackets to suit.

The author has

used the standard Hoek NX cell and tested NX and NXTT specimens.
Test procedures
Tests are conducted according to the ASTM: Designation D2664-67,71
"Standard method of test for triaxial compressive strength of undrained
rock core specimens without pore pressure measurements".

This Standard

emphasises the need to apply a small axial load and fit a dial gauge to
observe deformations.
gauge set to zero.

A small axial load must be applied and the dial

The testing machine load is then increased as the

confining pressure is increased, so that no elongation of the specimen
takes place. If insufficient axial load is applied, the specimen may
fracture by extension under the action of the confining pressure.

When the desired confining pressure is reached, it is maintained
at that constant value while the axial load is increased.

As a speci-

men approaches the failure point, it is necessary to bleed off some of
the oil, without shock, in order to maintain constant confining
pressure.

At failure, the confining pressure generally shows some response
in the form of a slight but sudden pressure rise and the axial load
should be reduced smoothly, together with the confining pressure. If
the confining pressure is reduced too rapidly, the axial load is also
reduced rapidly without any control over it from the testing machine.
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If only two specimens are available, they should be tested at
confining pressures of 10 MPa and 40 MPa.

This gives a good separa-

tion between the Mohr circles and enables the envelope to be
constructed to best advantage with a minimum of information.

If three specimens are available, they should be tested at
confining pressures of 10 MPa, 20 MPa and 40 MPa.

Testing at a

confining pressure of 30 MPa results in little or no

benefit because

the tangent points to the Mohr circles which are used in the construction of the Mohr envelope are too closely spaced.

If four specimens are available, tests should be conducted at
10 MPa, 20 MPa and 40 MPa.

If these are successful, a uniaxial

compressive strength test may then be conducted, or tested at 5 MPa,
if uniaxial properties already exist.

If specimens are cored from a slab of the same material and five
or more specimens are prepared, tests are conducted at 10 MPa, 20 MPa,
40 MPa, 5 MPa and unconfined, unless an unsuccessful test was obtained.

Greater numbers of specimens for the same material enable duplication at 10 MPa and 40 MPa, which are the most significant confining
pressures.

The author's experience with testing at confining pressures of
50 MPa to 70 MPa has resulted in marginal benefits with respect to
information, but ruptured jackets, failed specimens wedged into the
cells, requiring considerable effort for their removal, and damage to
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sensitive, test accuracy pressure gauges which are used for monitoring
the confining pressure. There has been little gain in useful information, often at considerable cost.
Triaxial strength properties
Triaxial tests conducted on several pieces of core from rock which
is considered to be reasonably uniform, enable Mohr circles and the
Mohr envelope to be constructed.

The tensile strength is also included.

The Mohr envelope is a two-dimensional plot of shear strength for any
given value of normal stress, thereby providing an array of shear
strength values for any degree of confinement and the failure limits for
an applied, normal stress.

Although cohesion (unconfined shear strength) and angle of internal
friction have unique values, the usual straight line approximation to
most Mohr envelopes is a gross oversimplification and is not an
acceptable substitute for the envelope, since few coal measure rocks
exhibit linear boundaries to the Mohr circles.

However, large numbers of triaxial tests on sandstones, shales and
coal have shown that there is not a wide spread within each rock type,
as is generally the case with uniaxial tests.
trated in figure H

This feature is illus-

(shown earlier) in which about 20 Mohr envelopes

have been plotted on the one graph for each rock type, and in figure 12,
where there is a wider spread of results.

Although the envelopes are

not all parallel to each other, an acceptable average can be defined,
so that, in the absence of specific information, the average curve can
be used with a reasonable degree of confidence.
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Results of triaxial tests show that rocks within the one type are
possibly more uniform than is often considered.

Variability is more

evident under uniaxial condition, where internal fracturing caused by
releasing a core from its stressed environment, as well as grainsize
and cohesion by cementing agents, are significant.
Mohr envelopes
Coal. Results from tests of coal specimens show a very rapid increase
in shear strength for a small increase in normal stress. Thereafter,
the curve flattens considerably and it is often observed that the
increase in failure strength is approximately equal to the increase in
confining pressure. This means that the Mohr envelope will then be
roughly parallel to the normal stress axis.
Shales.

Shales generally display a greater increase in failure load

for each increase in confining stress.

Thus the curve rises steadily

as a curve, but later trends more linearly but with a rising characteristic.

The Mohr envelope is curved at the start, then becomes somewhat

linear, but rising in shear strength at far greater rates than for coal.
Sandstones. Results from tests of virtually all sandstones show a
well-defined, parabolic shaped curve.

The Mohr envelope curves all the

way within test limits and the development of shear strength is far
greater than for coal or shales.

The above characteristics are shown by examples in appendix 2 and
clearly reveal the rock types.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
Geologists grade rock types through a wide range of variability in
colour, texture, grainsize and composition for coal measure sedimentary
strata.

With such detailed descriptions, it is impossible to evaluate

strength ranges of different rock types so that, in assessing strengths,
the broad classifications of coal, shales, sandstones and conglomerates
have included carbonaceous shale plies, sandy shales, mudstones and
shaly sandstones in their respective classes, depending upon constituent
propertions.

Ultimate uniaxial compressive strength values have been tabulated
for the same rock types for individual collieries.

Averages for each

series have been determined and compared with each other. While individual test results may vary by a significant amount, the average of
rocks of the same type are not markedly different from one colliery to
another in eastern Australia.

This fact suggests that the results of

model tests may have a more general application than for the specific
strata section modelled.

Clearly, the model test results would he

more accurate for the specific case studied, but results of wider
application appear to have reasonable validity.

VARIABILITY OF ROCK STRENGTH
The aspect of variability in rock properties is highly significant
to model studies.

Most criticisms of the ability of models to predict

the unknown strata behaviour arise from the inferred variability of the
rocks.
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Ultimate uniaxial compressive strengths can be shown to have
average values for particular rock types, e.g. sandstones, that are
remarkably similar from colliery to colliery and coalfield to coalfield,
as mentioned previously.

The averages for large numbers of tests

being nearly the same does not infer that the spread of results is
narrow.

Indeed, the spread of results for Young's moduli is equally

evident as for uniaxial compressive strength values, where stress-strain
graphs produce a fan of curves, varying from low values (e.g. 1,000 MPa)
to high (e.g. 20,000 MPa).

Metamorphosed or igneous rock will have

higher values than those quoted for coal measure strata.

Triaxial strengths appear to be far more uniform than properties
determined from unconfined tests.

Factors such as internal fracturing,

caused by coring from a stresses environment, are minimised in triaxial
testing, whereas grainsize and cementing material are common to both,
but clearly less affected when confined.

An assessment of rock strength, based upon the uniaxial properties
normally evaluated for rocks, has shown that there may be a degree of
variability much greater than would be considered acceptable for a few
models to represent the entire spectrum of rock strengths.

Conse-

quently, these models are limited to predict that which they represent
rather than produce general results.

However, where fine lamination

of the strata is a feature, the absolute strength is considerably
diminished in importance.

If finely laminated strata is represented

in physical models, the strength of the rock (and to some extent, the
model material also) becomes relatively unimportant.

Alternatively,

massive structures require accurate representation of the rock strength
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and inclusion of all structural features in the models. These models
are thus limited in their scope for prediction purposes.

USE OF ROCK PROPERTIES IN MODEL TESTS
Although Franklin (1968) showed that uniaxial compressive strengths
alone were satisfactory for determining ratios between model and prototype materials in the brittle-compressive range, all the available
properties of the mine rocks have been taken into account to evaluate
the most appropriate model material and hence test results were not
obtained for the sake of additional, but not useful information.
Triaxial properties and the values of Poisson's ratio did not appear to
contribute much useful information because the closest model material,
to scale, was selected to simulate the rock type, and this included
uniaxial properties in particular.

It was not always possible to

obtain exact representation of all properties for use within a physical
model«

The density of rock may not be of great importance if a model

is tested so that gravity does not affect the loading, but there is a
departure if gravity has a loading effect upon the structure.

Equi-

valent materials cannot attain the densities of the mine rocks without
considerable expense and so the information only provides the factor
between densities of mine rocks and model materials.

As model materials progressively improved, there was better simulation of the mine rocks but more information than that outlined above has
been shown to be unnecessary.
discussed in the next section.

Development of model materials is

DEVELOPMENT OF MODEL MATERIALS

INTRODUCTION
Essential to the design of both rigs was the order of magnitude of
material strengths to be used in the construction of models. Each rig
has physical limitations both in a geometric sense and in load capacity.
Overload was neither permissible nor possible, because of the hydraulic
designs.

Consequently, the correct strength range for materials

became an integral part of each rig design.

In the event that equiva-

lent materials be too strong, structural failures in models would not
occur; conversely, weak model materials do not utilise the useful
capacity of each test rig.

Stronger model materials have been found

to simulate the rocks better because their failure mode, brittleness
and characteristics were more representative of mine rocks, and for
this reason, were preferred.

Preliminary investigations into model materials were based upon
inadequate, and often incorrect, knowledge of the strength of coal
measure rocks, as discussed in the previous section, anticipated and
calculated geometric scales for models, information from overseas
literature and the availability of local materials to manufacture
equivalent materials.

Plaster of Paris, as cited in the literature and also by preliminary investigations, appeared to be a popular material, with and
without fillers, retarders, etc.

Hydrated lime with sand fillers,

Portland cement with sand, silica and other fillers and various
combinations of the above provided a spectrum of strength ranges and
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properties from which the author proceeded to develop cemented mortars
using Portland cement and fillers of sand and silica flour, for reasons
discussed later in this section.

Abandoning investigations into other materials for the time being,
the Portland cement mortars with beach sand as a filler provided an
acceptably wide strength range, satisfactory characteristics, ease of
workability and reproducibility.

As modelling techniques improved and

greater demands were placed upon the reliability of models for prediction, it was found that the sand was too coarse for thin layers. Thus
fine grained mortars were obtained by the use of silica flour instead
of sand, but this change was accompanied by water problems, difficulties in spreading the mortars and slow setting. Additions of high
aluminous cement rectified most of the above problem, but produced a
lower strength, less brittle mortar, which proved to be acceptable for
most applications after mixing, proportioning and strength testing
problems had been overcome.

The average density of the model mortars was found to be about 75
per cent of that of many mine rocks.

Efforts to improve the density

by high density filler such as barytes and red lead, resulted in token
improvement at high cost, introducing further variables to control,
and further decreasing the brittleness of some model materials.

Attachment of strain gauges to damp and porous model materials had
never been entirely satisfactory, despite years of attempts to develop
methods of overcoming such problems.

Gauges have stuck reliably to

sand mortars, despite their coarse texture, but rarely to very fine
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grained materials.

Even if the surfaces were apparently dry before

attachment, the dampness within the large volume of model material
permeated the mass and reduced adhesion of the gauges. The development
of waterproof, non-porous, weak, resin-based materials was therefore
pursued.

Tests of a wide variety of resins sufficiently weak to be

compatible with the cemented mortars, were found to be very deformable
with high creep characteristics.

Resins with a high silica flour

content were not sufficiently weak to be useful; the Young's modulus
was too high and the composition was rarely homogeneous, since it was
difficult to mix by hand or machine.

Setting of the mixture was not

assured because of the small quantities of hardener used. Atmospheric
conditions also plagued all materials. Hot weather produced very rapid
setting of the materials, humid or cold weather inhibited setting, and
in some cases, the materials failed to set at all, especially in cold,
rainy weather.

Experience with various materials, extensive testing and variations in the application, together with demands required of complex
models, such as increased brittleness, in the materials used and the
need for accurate predictions from the models, resulted in model
materials being developed to a high standard.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RIG DESIGN AND MODEL MATERIALS
When a structure is to be designed, the conceptual stage involves
the purpose for which the rig is envisaged, the physical dimensions,
dead and live loads, cost, ancillary equipment, moulds and many other
factors which are involved.
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In the case of physical model test rigs, the model size dictates
the primary dimensions around which the structure must be designed in
order to fulfil all the necessary conditions, such as installing and
removing a model, methods of load application, observation and
monitoring during test, etc.

The physical limitations of the rig influence the geometric scale
which is linked, either directly or in combination with a density
factor, to the stress which should be applied to a model.

Although

at first inspection it might appear that the loading or stressing of a
model by a test rig is capable of magnitudes far in excess of that
required for relatively weak model materials, it can be shown that it
is often difficult to apply sufficient force within the limitations of
space, hydraulic or other sources of pressure, cost, and the steel
required to resist the forces.

Beyond a certain model size, a stage

is reached where the law of diminishing returns applies.

It is not

proposed to discuss rig design in this section, but merely to show that
model material strengths influence the loading and therefore the
structural design.

Geometric scale is entirely dependent upon the physical size of
the model and that proportion of the mine desired to be simulated in
the model.

Geometric scale, although an independent variable, can be

examined to find that the scope for variation may be severely limited.
Once chosen, the relationship between the prototype, or mine rocks is
directly related by geometric scale to the model materials.

Some coal

measure rocks are relatively weak, while others may be relatively
strong.

Values of 5 MPa to 200 MPa represent approximate extreme
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values, while the range of 10 MPa to 60 MPa is more typical.of most
coal measure rocks.

Metalliferous rocks can be, and normally are,

significantly stronger; values of up to 600 MPa are common, with some
higher strengths being recorded.

Richly mineralised rocks may be

weaker and their density is relatively high.

Therefore, a model rig designed to cater for all types of models
must have a loading capability to be able to stress models adequately.
This, in turn, reflects upon the range of model material strengths
able to be used in the models.

Experience has shown that materials that are too soft or weak tend
to crumble under load, and do not simulate rock behaviour.

Therefore,

there is a desirability to obtain the strongest model materials, and it
is in this context that a compromise must be made between the earliermentioned variables, not the least of which may be cost, and cost-tobenefit ratio.

The properties of mine rocks, some twenty years later than when
the research commenced, are now well established for many mining applications, although this may not still be the case in some areas.

Prior

to the middle 1960s, there was not a great deal known about magnitudes
of uniaxial and triaxial strengths, Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio.

Material properties must be known, or at least the general orders
of magnitude, to evaluate the stress or loading levels required from a
test rig.

Conversely, the load capabilities of the rig may dictate

the range of material property strengths.
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MATERIAL PROPERTY OBJECTIVES
Rock properties such as uniaxial compressive strength, Young's
modulus, Poisson's ratio, stress-strain curve to failure, triaxial
strength, tensile strength and density can be evaluated by wellestablished techniques.

Other properties, such as hardness and impact

indices, ultrasonic indices for internal flaw content, do not possess
great significance to date for physical model simulation, and have not
been investigated by the author.

Model materials should possess, to a certain scale, all the
properties of rocks which they represent, features difficult to achieve
(except variability) unless rocks themselves are used.

If rocks are

used instead of equivalent materials, other problems are introduced,
such as rig loading capacity, grainsize effects, difficulties in shaping
the materials and qualitative representation lacking in detail. Small
models are a natural consequence of using rocks instead of equivalent
materials because of the high intensity of loading required to initiate
fracture or maintain the correct stress to strength ratio.

As might be expected, model materials rarely satisfy all the
properties of the prototype (rocks or artificial supports) to a particular scale, except for dimensionless values such as Poisson's ratio,
which should be independent of scale, so that a reasonable compromise
should be obtained wherein most of the properties are simulated to an
acceptable degree. Extensive testing leads to progressive improvement,
but experience with models evaluates the important parameters which are
then further refined.
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The suitability of a model material is frequently founded on the
success with which one property only satisfies similitude. Modelling
of underground structures is often based upon uniaxial compressive
strength.

Other single-value parameters include tensile strength and

shear strength.

In general, there is not a rigorous basis for such a

simplification, although Franklin (1968) demonstrated that a selection
based upon uniaxial compressive strength will broadly satisfy similitude conditions for triaxial strength in the brittle-compressive region.

Clearly, uniaxial compressive strength is about the simplest, most
direct property upon which physical modelling can be based. Ratios, in
the absence of absolute values, coupled with the failure criteria around
openings, make uniaxial compressive strength a good first choice.

Uniaxial strength tests are used to determine the failure stress
for both natural and model materials, and the ratios between corresponding materials can be evaluated.

Therefore, when a rock fails in a

mining situation under compressive conditions, the model material will
be an accurate representation of the failure environment.

Against this, it has been argued that rock often fails in tension
and that tensile strength is more significant than compressive strength.
Natural discontinuities, such as jointing and bedding planes, if
sufficiently closely spaced, almost eliminate the need for tensile
strength evaluation because failure takes place along these discontinuities where there is no tensile strength.

Massive rocks tend to fail

in shear or flexure, so that the shear strength parameters and tensile
strength could be of greater importance for massive rocks. Tensile
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failures are frequently related to flexural states of bedded materials.
Model materials simulate these conditions

particularly well, even

though the tensile strength might be relatively too high when compared
with its compressive strength.

Nevertheless, it is often the material

slightly more remote from the opening that produces the flexural condition by axial loads acting upon the structural members.

Tensile

strength should not be overlooked for this reason.

Poisson's ratio, although frequently determined for mine rocks, is
considered to be an unimportant property because results obtained from
many model tests have been satisfactory without the determination of
Poisson's ratio.

The above remarks do not validate the omission of

Poisson's ratios, but tests suggest that it is a property of relatively
low significance.

For model materials, the magnitude of this term is

usually slightly higher than for sound rocks, probably because of the
porosity of the materials and the cementing materials used.

Creep properties of rocks are infrequently determined. Model
materials, when tested either for strength properties or in models, are
normally of short term duration.

A relationship can be determined

between the creep characteristics or rocks and model materials, but is
rarely used.

Tests for long term stability of mining structure have

been analysed but, in general, are few in number.

A selection of materials based on Young's modulus will represent
the elastic range well, and possibly slightly beyond.

However, the

model material may exceed the rock strength (to scale) and not show
failure.

It is the failure state that is most important to the study

of structural stability:

therefore the ultimate strength of the model
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materials must be included.

It will be shown in this section that model materials used in the
physical models developed by the author displayed reasonable fracture
and strength qualities for the representation of mine rocks. To this
end, various factors such as grainsize, specimen size, anisotropic
construction, etc., which may be unrelated to dimensional analysis
considerations, have been examined for model materials.

The research

has been orientated towards the accurate simulation of mine rocks for
a wide range of scale factors.

LITERATURE SURVEY OF MODEL MATERIALS
When model research was commenced in early 1964 by the author,
there was very little information available which would assist in the
development of model materials.

Plaster of Paris and plaster-based

materials were the most frequently cited materials.

Mortar-based

materials were used by Jacobi and Everling (1960, 1964), but it was
not until an overseas visit in 1966 that specifications for these
materials were studied.

By this time, however, modelling had been in

progress for about two years, with the author developing equivalent
materials from locally-available ingredients. Nonetheless, Stimpson
(1970) produced a comprehensive summary of model materials of which the
following extracts relate specifically to physical models of the type
used by the author.

The summary also includes some materials not used,

for reasons which become obvious upon inspection.
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Stimpson (1970), in classifying modelling materials, listed the
following granular types.
1.

Cement with plaster.

2.

Cement with cement.

3.

Cement with oil.

4.

Cement with resin, plastics.

5.

Cement with clay.

6.

Unconsolidated.

In the non-granular category, plastic, metallic materials, non-plastics,
non-metallic-brittle materials, and non-plastics, non-metallic, nonbrittle are discussed.
Comments on granular materials - cement with plaster
Plaster-cemented granular materials have been used most commonly
to model sedimentary rocks and concrete.

This application arose

generally from the simplicity of production, cheapness of the constituents, and the broad textural similarities but reduced strengths and
greater deformabilities in relation to the prototype material.

In addition to the property variations produced by various granular
components and their quantities in the mix, the type of plaster and mode
of preparation can also strongly influence resultant mix mechanical
behaviour, so that it is difficult and unwise to make other than very
broad generalizations about behaviour of these materials.

The addition

of sand increases Young's modulus, but has little effect on Poisson's
ratio.

Its influence on both uniaxial tensile and compressive

strengths depends on sand concentration.
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Barton (1968) produced dense, very low strength mixtures of
plaster, red lead, sand and water, cured at 90°C for over four days,
which exhibited uniaxial compressive strengths as low as 30 kPa.

The

ultimate uniaxial compressive longitudinal strain of 0.35 to 0.45 per
cent is greater than that obtained by most brittle rocks, but this
figure was reduced to about 0.28 per cent by vibrating the mix one
minute after pouring.

Hobbs (1966) also reduced uniaxial compressive strengths and
Young's modulus by up to 85 per cent by breaking down the gypsum
plaster dihydrate to hemihydrate in curing at 90°C.

However, compac-

tion of the most deformable mixes reached nearly 7 per cent at
pressures of 1.4 MPa.

The materials documented by Kuznetsov et al. (1959) have been
developed for models with scales greater than about 1:40.
Cemented granular materials cemented with cement.

The development of

granular model media cemented with cement for modelling rock and
concrete can be attributed to the same basic properties as noted for
plaster-cemented media, notably cheapness, and ease of fabrication, etc.
From some aspects, plaster is a preferable cementing agent, since it
cures more rapidly and, once dried, is not subject to the same longterm changes in strength as cement.
set by drying problems.

The favourable features are off-

Plaster-cement materials are exceedingly

difficult to dry completely without damage to the surface, unless there
is controlled drying over a long period.

Steel or iron surfaces, such

as moulds, testing rigs and platens, are rusted very badly when in
contact with wet or damp plaster mixes.
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Haskin (1959) demonstrated experimentally that particle size does
not significantly affect elastic moduli of composite materials and
microconcretes, comprising sand, cement and water, which have very
similar deformation properties and also strengths, as prototype
concretes.

More deformable and weaker mixes can be obtained by the

addition of materials such as pumice and bentonite by incorporating
very large proportions of the granular component, and by curing at
elevated temperatures.

The latter are unattractive features for model

materials, since they add extra variables to control and require
special facilities.

All cement-based materials are brittle and exhibit non-linear
uniaxial stress-strain behaviour in compression.

The writer has

produced cement-based materials substantially linear to failure.

By adopting various procedures of preparation and different types
of cement, it is possible to procure values of Young's modulus within
the range of 14Q MPa and 3,500 MPa, and uniaxial compressive strengths
ranging from 0.5 MPa to 60 MPa.

With high concentrations of granular

components and high curing temperatures, it is possible to raise the
ratio of uniaxial compressive to tensile strengths td between 12 and 16,
compared with a conventionally cured and graded microconcrete value of
about 6.

Researchers at the Imperial College, London, experimented with
mortars containing fuel ash, cement, sand and water and produced a
product which they termed 'Thermolite'.

This material was very

porous and had low deformation and strength properties apparently
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somewhat akin to the author's experience using local fly ash as a
filler.

Although investigating seismic properties, Murphy et al. (1957)
manufactured mortars with various degrees of porosity from 2 per cent
to 24 per cent.

Stimpson (1970) stated:

"It was found that below

about 10 per cent porosity the test specimens were very apt to crumble".
It is possible that he meant above 10 per cent porosity, specimens were
liable to crumble.

From microscopic examination it was observed that

the cement almost completely filled the intergranular voids, so that
porosity was largely a function of cement volume, the relationship
between porosity and cement volume being linear. Few quartz grain
contacts could be seen, an observation from which the authors concluded
the material was unlike natural sandstone.

These factors substantiated

the author's test results, where sand-cement mortars crumbled below 5
per cent cement content, rather than failed with characteristic rocklike, well defined shear planes or fractures.
Cemented with oil or wax. Materials cemented with oil or wax in
general do not obey strict similitude and, in particular, usually
exhibit great plasticity, a low angle of internal friction, and a high
degree of creep.

Favourable features of such materials are cheapness, ease of
manufacture, and large deformation at low loads, thus eliminating the
need for cumbersome, heavy and expensive loading equipment.

In some

cases the material may flow at almost constant stress above the yield
point, resulting in incorrect representation of virtually all types of
coal measure or metalliferous rocks, except possibly clays.

The
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material can usually be reused for other models.
affected by moisture.

It is also not

Tests can be conducted very soon after construc-

tion.
Cement with resin or plastics.

Epoxies are probably the most suitable

for composite model materials.

The main advantages are their avail-

ability in liquid form and reasonable pot life, capability of being
mixed with fillers at room temperature, low shrinkage and excellent
bond which is produced between cured and uncured masses placed together.
They are generally homogeneous, isotropic and follow Hooke's law. Creep
is very low.

Epoxies or other resins with or without fillers were considered far
too expensive for large models which may have volumes of up to four
cubic metres.

The author has experimented with the use of these

materials as inclusions, endeavouring to have the same compressive
strength and modulus properties.
in this application.
important.

Tensile strength is not so important

Stress-strain curves and Poisson's ratio are

The purpose was to obtain the correct strength so that

satisfactory adherence of strain gauges could be made to these materials.
It is not expected that these inclusions will have the same compressive
strength to tensile strength ratio as the parent materials.

However,

many materials cemented with resins or plastics have strengths nearer
those of rocks, rather than model materials.

A large number of resins and plastics with or without fillers have
been used for many modelling applications, but in practically all
instances, the model size was small.
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Dry plaster as a modelling filler.

The extensive application and

seemingly undisputed acceptance of plaster-based, non-granular materials
is so wide that some of the difficulties, particularly when working with
low strength materials, are likely to be obscured.

Uniaxial

compressive strength ranges between 2.5 MPa and 7.5 MPa, Young's modulus
2,550 MPa to 18,000 MPa, and Poisson's ratio 0.06 to 0.3, have been '
produced.

These values are somewhat high for many modelling applica-

tions.

Since batches are affected by the type of plaster, preparation,
curing, age at testing and position of test sample in casting, each
research worker must develop his own material properties.

Again, the

inability to effectively dry large masses of set plaster and the rust
problem, tend to make plaster mixes less appealing for large models.
Small changes in moisture at very low moisture contents, e.g. less than
1 per cent, have large effects upon strength.

The technique adopted

by Hobbs, of reducing the dihydrate to the hemihydrate, led to high
porosity and produced a very weak material which was advantageous for
very small models or if the geometric scale reduction was large.

Fracture propagation in rock mechanic models using dry plaster
occurs in a realistic manner. Although the material behaves in a
brittle fashion, evidence is not conclusive that it fractures like rock.
In using dry plaster, considerations of similarity in this respect have
either not been appreciated, or else it is assumed that similitude is
achieved by all variables involved in brittle fracture.

In the absence

of accurate fracture criteria for brittle materials, it is difficult to
verify any variations in behaviour.
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Nortje (1967), assuming a modified Griffith fracture criterion for
rock, attempted to establish parameters which should be modelled,
concluding that these were uniaxial compressive strength, uniaxial
tensile strength, and two coefficients of friction, surface and
internal.

Roark and Hartenburg (.1935) investigated the variation of uniaxial
compressive strength of cylinders of a moulding plaster with length to
diameter ratios between 0.5 and 3 and, whereas rocks exhibited a
decrease in strength with increasing length to diameter ratio, with
variations in strength of the order of 100 per cent, the dry plaster
exhibited a very gradual linear decrease of only some 20 per cent.

Therefore, in summary, it can be seen that the results obtained by
various researchers confirmed results determined by laboratory investigations by the author into properties of appropriate model materials.

SPECIMEN SIZE CONSIDERATIONS
In applying Buckingham's Pi theorem to structural mining models,
it can be seen that some knowledge of the properties of the rocks and
the equivalent materials simulating them, is necessary.

As much

information as possible about both is highly desirable, although not
all parameters are useful.

A fundamental quality of physical models

tested within the linear elastic range is that absolute values of
strength are not required, since the ratio between strengths of prototype and model materials provides an adequate relationship.

The

strength of a rock is difficult to define, but can be represented
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triaxially by its Mohr envelope or, for uniaxial properties, by Young's
modulus, stress-strain curve, ultimate compressive strength for a
particular specimen size.

In establishing ratios between the materials,

two conflicting requirements proposed by various researchers led to some
degree of uncertainty in the early stages.

Vorobjev (1963) stated that

the ultimate tensile and compressive strengths, together with Poisson's
ratio, should be evaluated under the same conditions for both natural
and synthetic materials.

He outlined the change in strength character-

istics as the specimen size and shape are changed, but indicated that
if the same size specimens are tested, then the ratio is preserved
regardless of specimen size.

Hobbs (1966) stated that specimens of synthetic materials should
be reduced in size by the geometric scaling relative to the natural rock
specimens.

He and others tested rocks and model materials by taking

into account the size effect of specimens. Evans and Pomeroy (1958),
Hobbs (1962), Bieniawski and Denkhaus (1966) found a significant factor
between strengths and specimen size„

It was claimed that the proba-

bility of occurrence of flaws was greater in the larger specimens, one
factor contributing to lower strength values obtained from the testing
of large specimens.

It was considered necessary to test the larger

specimens so that a more representative rock strength may be obtained.

Both approaches cannot be correct. Testing of synthetic specimens
of exceedingly small size may be assumed to give them a relatively (or
apparently) high strength value. When a certain strength is calculated
for a model material as a result of the testing of rocks and using a
particular strength scale, the resulting materials may be weaker than
that selected by the former consideration.
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Hoek (1971, personal communication) stated that a satisfactory
ratio may be obtained by testing natural and synthetic specimens under
identical conditions, with the proviso that coarse grained rocks should
have specimen sizes appropriate to the maximum grain size or pebble
size.

Coarse conglomerate specimens taken from NX core would be

unsatisfactory, as the pebble size may be half or more of the diameter
of the specimen.

Larger specimens would, therefore, be required for a

realistic evaluation of their strength.

Tests conducted by the author

have shown that strength ratios determined for uniaxial compressive
strength have been confirmed when tested triaxially at the same
confining pressure.

The variability has been less than 15 per cent

and therefore uniaxial compressive strength ratios appear to satisfy
triaxial strength ratios.

According to Hobbs and others previously cited, the physical size
of specimens appears to affect the strength ratio between natural and
equivalent materials when the scaling factor is considered.

Testing

problems and possible reasons why these differences might occur are
discussed below.

For the same material, Hobbs found that very small specimens
appeared to possess a higher compressive strength than very large
specimens which revealed relative low compressive strengths.

If a geometric scale of, say, 50 were chosen, then it is necessary
to select sizes which are capable of being tested.

Many testing

machines are able to load concrete specimens of 150 mm diameter and
300 mm height.

Larger sizes are possible in special testing machines,

but tests at 600 mm diameter are not common.
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Strong rocks also require very high testing machine loads, which
may not be available, even if space capacity is adequate.
Assuming that specimens of model materials should be reduced by
the geometric scale, the following example has been carefully selected
so that the smaller specimens are not too small, but when the converse
is nominated, the larger, rock specimens become far too large. Hence,
Hobbs and other investigators established a strength- size relationship,
determined a mathematical relationship and used this equation to
evaluate appropriate strengths.

If, for the larger specimen, 300 mm height and 150 mm diameter, (about
standard concrete specimen size) then the corresponding smaller specimen
for a geometric scale of 50, would be 6 mm height and 3 mm diameter. At
this size the grainsize of the model material is relatively coarse with
respect to specimen size. Alternatively, if the smaller, model material
specimen were 50 mm in height and 25 mm diameter, the rock specimen
would be 2.5 metres in height and 1.25 metres diameter. Apart from the
obvious difficulties in extracting and preparing such a large specimen,
it is improbable that a uniformly distributed load could be applied
because of platen distortion and the enormous load required to produce
failure. Testing machine stiffness would also be challenged.

Some account could be taken of the effect of specimen size by
testing a series of specimens of different sizes using the same rock
and establishing a strength- size relationship as has been done, or
assuming a relationship derived by others. However, there appears to
be a sufficient variation in the relationships already investigated to
make a correct selection of one of them for use in unknown situations.
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If a very large testing machine be used to conduct a series of
tests to determine whether there is, in fact, a strength- size
relationship, it must be recognized that the small specimens will
benefit from very rigid platens and will therefore experience uniform
loading. As specimens become large, platen distortion will occur and the
central section will be more highly stressed than the edges, leading to
premature failure.

Bieniawski (1968) tested small, medium and large coal specimens
underground and found a somewhat hyperbolic relationship between
specimen size and strength but the curve was not asymptopic with the
axes as would be expected. Comparing the results with many formulae
developed to fit experimental data, he correctly noted that the
mathematical formulae gave the impression that strengths increased
without limit which is clearly not the case. However, platens used
in the testing of cubes of coal 1.2 metres and larger were not rigid
enough to ensure uniform stressing of such large coal specimens.

Sabnis and White (1967) found almost exact similitude between
uniaxial compressive stress- strain curves of plaster-sand-water
material, micro-concrete and prototype low-to-medium strength concrete.
After curing at 70 per cent relative humidity, moisture was retained
in the material by a shellac coating, by which strengths were held
constant for four days. This seal almost eliminated the strength-size
effect. A 12.5 mm diameter x 25 mm cylinder was 50 per cent stronger in
uniaxial compression than a 75 mm diameter x 150 mm cylinder when both
were unsealed, but sealing reduced the size effect to negligible
proportions. The authors concluded that differential curing was a major
cause of size effect.
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Rock mechanics developed from the scientific application of
properties of materials, sometimes known as 'strength of materials',
dealing principally with metals and concrete.

Much has been said

about the heterogeneity of rocks and their ability to be represented
by test specimens and consequently model materials.

It is agreed that rocks may be, and are, variable even in the same
stratum. . Variations in strength, texture and thickness may be noted
in the same panel of a mine and, to a greater extent, from district to
district, and from mine to mine.

This has been discussed in the

previous section.

For a model to be effective, it is necessary for the equivalent
materials to be sufficiently representative of the mine rocks so that
accurate predictions can be made.

If the variability of the strata is

such that this cannot be represented in one model, then several models
must be constructed, utilising the changed properties of the rocks, or
section details.

All models must then be tested in exactly the same

manner to assess the significance of the variability in the rock
properties.

In the testing of structural materials such as steel or concrete,
standard specimens and test procedures are well established, but
stressing of the specimen under test may not be uniform.
tensile testing of a mild steel specimen.

Consider the

Circular or rectangular

sections are routinely tested but the internal stress across the section
varies with strain.

The superficial or boundary stress tends to be at

variance with the centre through some phases, and it is not until after
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yield that the core fails in tension and the periphery fails in shear.
Compressive strength tests on metal are rarely performed because the
bearing area tends to increase with deformation, thus diminishing the
nominal magnitude of the applied stress.

Non-metallies are tested in compression. The mode of failure is
influenced by the configuration of test specimens.
of slenderness exist for columns.
and slender.

Three categories

They are short (pedestal), medium,

Most reinforced concrete building columns are designed

in the medium class.

At a height to diameter ratio of about 2.0 to

2.5, the material will generally fail by shear and as the slenderness
ratio is further increased, failure is by buckling (column action).

In concrete testing, the standard specimen size is 150 mm diameter
and 300 mm height, with normally only the top end of the specimen capped.
Stiffness of the platen is especially important with large specimens,
and as the ultimate load increases.

Platen distortion produces non-

uniform stressing of the specimen and leads to premature failure.

As

spherical seats are invariably used to prevent lateral loading on the
specimen, it is important that the hemispherical dome portion of the
seat is adjacent to the specimen, since less platen distortion takes
place than if the dished,

spherical section is adjacent.

In the

former case, the seat portion tends to wrap itself around the hemispherical dome and the solididy of this piece assists in the
application of a more uniform stress.
Edwards (1968) confirm this view.

The ASTM Standard D3148 and

It is suggested by the author that

a very important reason for the low apparent strength of large specimens
is the non-uniform stressing, resulting from the inability of many
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testing machines and their platens to maintain sufficient rigidity.
As is often the case, small specimens are tested in the same machine
as larger ones.

Failure takes place at very much lower loads so that

the distortion and elongation of the structure of the testing machine
and its platens, is negligible.
testing machine.

The above are features of a stiff

When large, high strength specimens are tested,

distortion and strain energy effects

are revealed.

Although 75 mm cubes have been prepared and tested for both
natural and equivalent materials, advantage was taken of the availability
of bore-cores from existing or specially drilled bores.
Rock specimens dictate model material specimen size
The choice regarding diameter is obviously restricted to the cores
available.

Specimens were prepared with height equal to twice the

diameter of the core, where possible.

The better portions of the

strata were usually sampled, which biased results.

Specimen prepara-

tion further biased the results because weaker samples may not survive
the process, especially those affected by water, which often develop
fractures or discing during preparation.

Finely laminated shales may be incapable of being tested because
of fragmentation during preparation or original coring.

Numerous

shales, mudstones and claystones disintegrate fairly rapidly when
exposed to air, moisture and sunlight, and may not be suitable for
testing after a short period of time.
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Strength values, which tend to be representative of the higher
quality portions of the rocks being simulated, might be such that the
model materials do not truly represent the strata.

When consideration

is given to natural discontinuities in the rocks, such as jointing,
bedding, current bedding, faults, dykes, etc., then model materials may
appear to fall far short of accurate representation unless these
features are included.

Their significance is discussed in a later

section.

International agreement on specimen size or configuration has not
yet been reached, despite the fact that ASTM and ISRM Standards are
published.

In Australia, most rocks are able to be tested using

specimens of height equal to twice the diameter.

In Europe, and to

some extent in the United Kingdom, specimen recovery at this configuration is often less than 10 per cent, and there is justification to
test specimens of height equal to the diameter, where recovery is good.
For creep testing, specimens of height equal to three times the
diameter are recommended, as the middle third is more uniformly stressed.
This ratio excludes many rock types from being tested in accordance with
the Standard, but does not prevent creep tests from being carried out.

No finalisation regarding specimen size in the metric system has
been reached, although 50 mm diameter by 100 mm height is a satisfactory
compromise.because it is close to NX core size.

The height is conven-

ient for strain determinations and areas can be readily calculated.

The

use of calculators, plotters, electronic devices for load and deformation
or strain, and the speed with which information can be recorded, has
virtually eliminated the need for convenient size specimens.
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In conclusion, it is the view of Vorobjev, Hoek, Sabnis and White,
and the author, that similar size specimens of natural and equivalent
materials, tested under identical conditions, in a practical sense,
will provide strength values from which ratios can be obtained which
are acceptable for modelling purposes.

A generous capacity testing

machine should be used to ensure adequate machine stiffness,

GRAINSIZE
In order to satisfy geometric scaling requirements, it is desirable
for the grainsize of each of the model materials to conform to the
grainsize of the corresponding rocks divided by the geometric scale
factor selected for each model.

Clearly, this is an extremely diffi-

cult condition to fulfil, particularly when one considers rock types
such as shales, mudstone and extremely fine grained metamorphosed rocks.
At a geometric scale as small as 10, even coarse grained sandstone
would not be truly represented by sand-cement mixtures in which beach
sand was used, as the grain size is almost as large in the synthetic
material as it is in the natural sandstone.

Various grades of ground

silica or pulverised beach sand are available from 60 mesh to minus
30Q mesh, so that it is possible to manufacture model materials which
satisfy geometric similitude in grain size for coarse rocks over a wide
range of geometric scales.

Sand-cement mixtures using beach sand have been extensively used
in models.

It can be stated that the grain size has not influenced

the breaking behaviour of the material until the thickness of the laminations becomes small, for example, less than 10 mm in the model.
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Where thinner laminations are required, it is essential to use finer
grained material, otherwise the grain size becomes disproportionately
large with respect to the thickness of each layer.

The grainsize of

shales and similar rocks is such that only the finest grained model
materials should be used and ignore the desirability of further grainsize reduction.

Lamination thickness has been found to be more

important.

Although grainsize in model materials is less significant than
strength, lamination thickness and discontinuities, materials which
include a proper scale representation of the prototype materials will
be improved, since more variables conform to the appropriate scale
factors.

Strata simulation and fracture phenomena would be improved,

often with greater clarity for observation.

PROCEDURES FOR TESTING MODEL MATERIALS
Analysis of factors relating to testing of natural and equivalent
materials suggests that procedures should be the same or similar for
both.

The obvious exceptions are loading rates and the differences in

magnitudes of strengths between the material types.

Since model materials are usually formed from materials which can
be moulded - cemented, resin or gelatinous - any size receptacle can
become the basis for specimen testing.

Standard testing procedures

can, therefore, be adopted easily, permitting direct comparisons with
results from other researchers.

Although bore-cores have been avail-

able in plentiful quantities for many years, the locations of them with
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respect to the area of interest has not always been favourable.
Preparation of cubic specimens from lump samples has been improved
considerably from the early days, enabling specimens to be prepared
from sound rocks as well as from laminated materials-such as shales
or materials which are often subject to discing when cored.

Cubic

or cylindrical specimens of equivalent materials are easily prepared;
moulds of different types and sizes are available.

Moulds enabling

specimens of 50 mm diameter and 100 mm height are commercially available
and have been used by the author.

75 mm cube moulds can be, and have'

been, easily made and used.

Before carrying out laboratory tests on equivalent materials, it
was considered important to conform, as far as possible, to standard
sizes and procedures.

It was equally important that rocks had to be

tested under the same or similar conditions, a factor which influenced
the size of material and equivalent materials.

The ASTM procedure for testing plaster and mortar mixes required
the preparation of 50 mm cubes.

Details of the moulds and drying of

specimens are given in the Standard.

Also, the ASTM, C109-64:

"Compressive strength of hydraulic cement mortars using two inch cube
specimens" nominated 5Q mm cubes.

Consideration of the ultimate load that could be sustained by a
50 mm cube of plaster or weak mortar, the ranges available on various
universal or compression testing machines, and the resulting accuracy
of each test, supported the view that 75 mm cubes could be more acceptable for test purposes. At this size, the same material can sustain
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greater loads, nominally 2.25 times the former capacity (but at least
twice) and both natural and equivalent materials can be prepared,

A later ASTM Standard permitted the use of 75 mm cube specimens
and although much of the preliminary test work (over 1,000 tests) was
conducted using cubes of this size, all subsequent tests have been
standardised using cylindrical specimens of 50 mm diameter by 100 mm
height, in accordance with the ASTM Standard method of test for
unconfined compressive strength of rock core specimens;
D, 2938-71.

designation

The duration of the test may be less than that specified,

particularly for weak materials.

Despite the change from cube to cylindrical specimens, the rocks
and model materials were compared for identical configurations.

In

addition, values for strength determined for the cube specimens have
been found to be not significantly different from the cylindrical tests,
even though one would expect lower values from the latter because of
the 2:1 height to diameter ratio.

Small air bubbles were found difficult to eliminate from model
materials generally, whether test specimens or as used in a model.
They would be approximately the same size whether 50 mm or 75 mm cubes
were used.

With care it is possible to minimise bubbles from test

specimens, but then these specimens are not truly representative of
the massive materials which were often used in models.

Cubes of 75 mm

size appeared to be an accepted standard for mortar testing as applied
to Portland cement mortars.

At the time of evaluating suitable test

sizes, no definite SI Standard had been established for mortar testing
procedures.
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It was suggested that, when testing prototype and equivalent
materials,
1.

all specimens should be of the same size,

2.

the loading rate should be the same, e.g. 10 kN/min., and

3.

failure of specimens should occur within 5 to 15 minutes
of loading.

(Weak mortars would not comply with the time

range specified.)

PRELIMINARY TESTING OF MODEL MATERIALS
Initial uniaxial compressive strength tests conducted on 75 mm
cube specimens composed of well-mixed proportions of 60 mesh sand
filler and Portland cement produced a strength range from 1 MPa to
12 MPa.

Tests conducted with specimens manufactured from 60 mesh

beach sand filler and mixtures of Portland cement and hydrated lime
generally produced much lower strengths, as low as 0.25 MPa, below
which point the tests were discontinued.

Additions of hydrated lime

made the mortars more workable but took a long time to set.

They

appeared to be, and were subsequently found to be, more deformable
both after preparation and during tests.

They also displayed

increasing strength characteristics with time.

Using sand filler and a binder of Plaster of Paris, strengths
ranging from 0.20 MPa to about 4 MPa were obtainable.

Partial replace-

ment of Plaster of Paris by the addition of hydrated lime, depressed
the strength significantly.
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Specimens composed of beach sand as a filler and hydrated lime
only, as a binder, produced very low strengths, of the order of 0.20 MPa
to 0.60 MPa.

These mortars were extremely slow to set. All these

specimens were found to be very moist internally, exhibited a high
degree of strain change for a modest applied stress and lacked a
characteristic rock-like failure pattern.

Lime mortars may have

possessed improved failure characteristics had they been allowed to cure
for much longer periods.

Further tests were discontinued because the

mortar did not appear to have the characteristics of rocks, and for the
other, important factors mentioned above.

There appeared to be some

potential use for very soft materials to simulate clays, but clay bands
between strata horizons or in shear zones of faults, or dykes tend to
be relatively few compared with the rock type models normally analysed.
Setting and curing times are important properties, as well as the need
to satisfy similitude requirements, and the former retarded progress in
model construction.

Additional testing then concentrated entirely on mortars comprising
various mixtures of beach sand, Portland cement and water as a further
stage in the development of model materials.

The range of compressive

strengths far exceeded that required for modelling of coal measure rocks,
at least in the higher strength ranges.

At the low strength end of the

range, careful weighing, correct mixing and blending techniques were
essential for uniform strength, reproducible, low strength mortars to
be produced. If the ingredients were not blended in the manner found
from experience, the most important component, the cement, would adhere
to the mixer and diminish the strength of the mortar.
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The next stage of development involved experimentation (without
calibration) of fine grained materials, including fly ash, limestone
dust, and Portland cement, with or without additions of high aluminous
cement.

Silica flour of 300 mesh particle size was tried and appeared

to be very satisfactory as a filler for model purposes. This material,
in conjunction with Portland cement and mixtures of Portland cement and
high aluminous cement, has since been calibrated and used extensively.

Experimentation during this stage of development was mainly to
find a material suitable for the simulation of fine grained, finely
laminated rocks.

Rocks in which extensive fracturing occurred was

desired to be represented in models as much finer grained materials
than could be provided by the relatively coarse beach sand mortar.
Hairline fractures were obscured by the relatively coarse texture of
the sand mortar, so fine grained materials were sought.

Having established adequate strength ranges, satisfactory material
cost, availability of the raw materials, and workability characteristics
- notably the ability to be spread thinly, fairly rapid setting, water
absorption, curing and brittleness - it was necessary to test specimens
to determine their important strength properties.

During model tests,

comparisons were made between layers of known strength materials and
the unknown experimental material.

For example, in models where the

floor strata were a symmetric replica of the roof strata about a
centrally-located coal seam, deflections of various horizons provided
reasonable guides to the strength characteristics of the unknown materials.

The experimental materials were incorporated as the floor

rocks, for example, where the known mortars comprised the roof strata
and the remaining floor layers.
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Later testing involved the stress-strain characteristics to
failure, of mortars moulded into 75 mm cubes.

Both sand - Portland

cement and silica flour - Portland cement and high aluminous cement
mortars have been tested.

The most recent testing has included the strength and stressstrain characteristics of the same materials but using cylindrical
specimens of 50 mm diameter x 100 mm height and 75 mm diameter x 150 mm
height.

The former size was normally tested because most core avail-

able is N, NQ, or NX size, which is approximately 48 mm diameter to
53 mm diameter.

In addition to the materials mentioned above, experi-

ments have been conducted on epoxy resins with and without silica
fillers, without favourable results.

The materials proved to be too

strong or heterogeneous.

When cylindrical specimens were tested, the stress-strain characteristics of the mortars were measured.
the Young's modulus.

Results were used to calculate

Poisson's ratio was not determined.

However,

the stress-strain curves can be compared with those of coal measure
rocks to observe the similarity in characteristics.

The types of

stress-strain curves obtained were linear, almost to failure,
substantially linear, or curvilinear.

Highly deformable model

materials were able to be manufactured to specification, at different
ultimate strength levels.

Replicate samples were obtainable with a

good degree of reliability in the case of Portland cement-beach sand
mixes.

The relatively small scatter of results required only several

hundred tests to be conducted.
been necessary.

With other materials, more tests have

This has been attributed to the freshness or other-
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wise of the high aluminous cement, mixing time, and the ability of the
operator to uniformly mix the materials quickly.

Beach sand-Portland cement mixes have not been tested for tensile
strength.

The behaviour of this material type has been satisfactory

for mining purposes and exhibits adequate brittleness.

When mixed

with moderate quantities of black oxide pigment, the material produces
greater deformability, approximating to that of coal (to scale).
Without pigment, the deformability is less, approximating sandstone
characteristics.

COARSE GRAINED CEMENTED MORTARS
Mortars from mixtures of beach sand and Portland cement appeared to
be superior to others because uniform strengths were obtainable, even
with cement contents as low as 5 per cent.

The strengths required for

model materials was estimated to range from approximately 20 MPa as an
upper limit when a geometric scale of 10 was used, to almost negligible
strength when large geometric reductions were applicable.

It was considered wise and necessary to investigate the composition
and properties of materials which would provide a strength range of
Q.5 MPa

to 20 MPa.

The results of a preliminary testing programme indicated that
reproducible strengths were easily obtained and the relatively small
scatter in readings was believed to be attributable to careful mixing
of the mortar and accurate end preparation of specimens prior to test.
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Mixes were made for optimum workability, not greatest strength.- Water
was added in weighed amounts until a mortar of desired consistency was
obtained.

Mortars were mixed by hand for this determination.

Specifications were made for cement contents within a range of
5 per cent to 40 per cent of the dry mixes.
normal squared paper.

Results were plotted on

As more results were plotted, intermediate

specifications were deduced from the graph, specimens were made up,
tested, and the results plotted. They are shown in figure 13.

It was observed that the results fitted a somewhat parabolic
curve.

These results were then plotted on log-log paper and the index

deduced from the slope of the line was 1.93.

Realising that drier

mixes could produce higher strengths, only slight changes to the watercement ratio were required to develop a simple relationship.

This was

achieved without affecting the workability of the mortars.

The new equation was found to be
f = 0.Q23 c2
where

fc

= uniaxial compressive strength (MPa)

c

= per cent cement content of total dry mix.

The simplicity of the equation does not assist in its practical
use.

The cement content of any mix appears in both the numerator and

denominator in the expression of the cement percentage.

Separation

of these factors produced a curved relationship when plotted on log-log
paper.

However, specifications are much more directly obtainable from

the latter curve.
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The parabolic curve is shown in figure 13 and the same information
including averages of the test results are included in log-log form and
shown in figure 14.

Tests conducted on free-flowing, dry, beach sand revealed that the
water content was nil.

Tests conducted on damp sand showed water

contents up to 0.5 per cent.

This quantity of water included in the

apparent weight of sand and as additional water, not accounted for,
proved to be negligible.

Prior to a model being constructed, suffi-

cient sand was laid out in the building to enable it to be air dried.

Figure 15 shows the relationship between water and cement contents,
both expressed as percentages of the sand filler.
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As can be seen from the graph, at low cement contents a relatively
large quantity of water is required to make the mortar workable since
there is insufficient cement to assist in making it workable.

As more

cement is added, each mix becomes more workable with less water, up to
about 20 per cent cement content.

Thereafter, the quantity of water

increases, since the total mass of sand and cement is increased.
Without the extra water above about 25 per cent, the mix is too dry for
workability. Within the range of about 20 to 40 per cent cement the quantity
of water required is minimised yet the mortar is smooth and workable.

FINE GRAINED CEMENTED MORTARS
Where shales were required to be represented in a model section,
the need for fine material was apparent and it was considered advisable
to obtain suitable local materials at minimum or reasonable cost,
capable of being used without unduly prolonging model construction.
Fly ash from pulverised fuel boilers was available in plentiful quantities and was used initially.

It was recognized that this material

consisted of slagged exoskeleton elements (hollow 'spheres'), together
with some unburnt, particulate, carbonaceous matter.

This material,

when mixed with Portland cement and sufficient water to produce satisfactory spreadability for fine layers less than 3 mm in thickness,
became a considerable problem beyond 30 layers of continuous
construction.

Although the layers were separated by tissue paper and

later, by newspaper, which absorbed some of the water and also prevented
percolation of the cement from one layer to another, it was not
sufficient to remove all the excess water, and as a result the use of a
steel float to spread the first and subsequent layers became
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progressively more difficult.

Each layer had to be of a satisfactory

viscosity for proper workability.

The floating action caused the

excess water to be attracted to the surface.

The underlying layers

then became damaged or disintegrated from the backward and forward
movements caused by the spreading using a steel float.

To overcome this problem, it was necessary to allow the water to
drain from the model material and let the mortar take at least a partial
set before further layers were added.

Interruptions to model

construction proved too great a delay and it became necessary to incorporate a material to accelerate the setting time.
cement in the mix was found to provide a flash set.

A high alumina
Consideration was

also given to prefabricating assemblies of fine layers for future use
in models.

The wide variety of strengths, thicknesses and quantities

which would have required extensive space for storage precluded this
possibility.

Correspondence with Dr. Jacobi, Essen, West Germany

(1967), regarding the proposed use of high alumina cement confirmed
that such material must be used only when fresh.

Shipping from

Germany or other countries was considered to be out of the question.
Several forms of high alumina cement are available in Australia, but
all are imported.

'Rolandshutte', a high alumina cement, manufactured

in Germany, has been used and proved to be satisfactory, but expensive.
The Cement and Concrete Association of Australia advised that one form
of such a cement was 'Ciment Fondu'.

This material is manufactured in

England and shipped to Australia in bags or drums.

Sealed drums appeared to be the obvious choice in order to retain
fresh qualities in the cement, but the availability at that time was
restricted to bags as there was very little demand for this material.
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When drums became available, they were frequently damaged by spikes or
punctured by hooks or in other ways, and the freshness of the material
was questionable, particularly when hard lumps could be picked out of
the drums.

Another source of high alumina cement was 'Lightning Brand' aluminous cement, which was only obtainable in bags.

Since there was also

little demand for this material, the cement was frequently stale but
there was little choice in the early stages.

Experimentation with

high aluminous cements was, therefore, hindered by materials of questionable quality.

As there was little information available in the

literature specifically relating to this application, experiments had to
be conducted to establish strength, composition, and mixing techniques.
Reference to the literature available from the Cement and Concrete
Association of Australia recommended that high alumina cement should not
be mixed with Portland cement.

Addition of high alumina cement to

Portland cement reduces the strength of the latter.

This can be compen-

sated, if required, by the addition of more cement, since the quantities
used are relatively small.

Mixtures of high alumina and Portland

cement produce 'flash-sets' if the water is carefully controlled.
Robson (1952, reprinted 1967) detailed characteristics of such mixtures.
This information was given to the author by the Cement and Concrete
Association, together with a booklet on Portland cement types and their
application to concrete.

This document includes details relating to

free lime in the cement, different types and compositions, fineness,
early period of hydration, high alumina cements and damage by soft
waters.
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Initial trials using fly ash, Portland cement, high alumina cement
and water, were discouraging.

It was found that ammonia was liberated

during the mixing, which might have influenced the results.

It appears

that the fly ash was treated to promote electrostatic precipitation and
the treatment may have affected the resultant mixes adversely.

It was

observed that when the concentration of high alumina cement was greater
than 50 per cent of the total cement content, a flash set occurred,
while mixing-

When the high alumina cement was less than about 25 per

cent of the total cement content, it was found that the setting was not
sufficiently rapid to be useful.
using combinations of two cements.

The water content was critical when
It had to be controlled very care-

fully because insufficient water would not permit sufficient mixing and
working time, and the flash set would take place prematurely;

if too

much water were added, the high alumina cement was incapable of
absorbing the excess.

The flash set, so described, was in reality a molecular absorption
of the water, thus producing a rapid hardening of the mortar and was
strictly not a 'set' in the strict sence, such as would be experienced
using Portland cement, the initial set of which takes place after about
20 minutes.

To further complicate the problems, atmospheric conditions were
found to influence the results significantly.

High ambient tempera-

tures required controlled amounts of extra water to be added to permit
sufficient working time and still obtain the rapid hardening within the
desired time.

In cold, rainy weather, there were occasions when the

mortar would not set at all.

In order to assist setting of the mortar,

a reduction in the water content below a certain level made the mortar
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almost impossible to mix in a common type cement mixer. It was, therefore, necessary to utilise forced mixing, using beaters or a hand paddle.
For safety, cement mixers without beaters were purchased. Despite
reduced, water content, it was still virtually impossible to obtain a set
in less than twenty minutes and in some cases hardening had not been
achieved 24 hours later. Mixtures of Portland cement and fine material
were found to be superior after one day, although they lacked early
hardening characteristics. Accelerators as used in concrete - for example,
calcium chloride and various proprietory types - were found to be of no
value when the cement content was as low as that used for model material
mixtures. Accelerators appear to be effective only when the cement
content is much higher, e.g. above 20 per cent of the total dry mix.
Similarly, retarders were found to be almost ineffective for the same
reasons when large batches of mortar were required, and adequate time
was needed for their emplacement.
Fly ash discontinued
Disappointing results were obtained using fly ash mortar because
of problems in setting, its spongy, highly deformable characteristics,
and water accumulation problems. It was also a dark grey material.
Thus, photographs taken of models which included fly ash mortar,
lacked definition, contrast and clarity. The fly ash used was only
slightly pozzolanic and its effect was insignificant owing to the low
cement content in the model material mixes used.
Limestone dust investigated
Because of the problems associated with fly ash, the next most
plentiful, fine-grained material was limestone dust as used in coal
mines. It was available in bags or in bulk if large quantities were
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required, it was of adequate fineness, there being two grades readily
available.

It had some obvious advantages:

being white in colour,

it gave good contrast and was thus capable of revealing fracture patterns
clearly;

it was also relatively inexpensive because of the local market

demands;

and although it absorbed moisture over a period of high

humidity, it presented no problems in mixing.

On the debit side, it was found to enhance the mortar strength with
time, so that large models which might have taken two to three months to
build, could have had mortars of different strengths, even though of the
same composition.

It was this fact that eliminated limestone dust from

further investigation.

Strength tests revealed that a sufficiently

broad range of strengths were available if required.

Results of these

tests are not included, since the mortar was considered unsatisfactory
for model work in which construction and testing times could not be
accurately predicted.
Silica flour investigated
Silica flour, obtained from finely ground quartzite, or silica
sand was prepared and supplied in bags by a Sydney-based company,
originally Austral Rock Milling, and later, Steetley.

This firm was

able to produce ground quartzite, generally called 'silica flour', in
numerous grades from 80 mesh to minus 300 mesh.

It was decided to

use minus 300 mesh material, since it was only slightly more expensive
than coarser fractions and the finest, harmful fractions were removed
by an air classifier for use as a filler in paints and other applications.
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Finely ground silica is very slightly pozzolanic, but its effect
in this respect is negligible. It has proved to be a very satisfactory
filler and by using selected grades, the grain size criterion can be
satisfied with respect to the geometric scale with the exception of
shales and similar fine grained materials. Their grain size is often
finer than the pulverized material without consideration of the
geometric scale reduction. A satisfactory spectrum of strengths has
been obtained for this material, using both Portland cement and alumina
cement mixtures, as shown in figure 16, and Portland cement only as
shown in figure 17, with appropriate water content for each type to make
workable mixtures. At first inspection, the two curves appear to be the
same, but it can be seen that the two component cement produces the
weaker material. Figures 16 and 17 include the proportions of water for
each mix.

Mortars using Portland cement only with silica flour are more
brittle and rock-like in their behaviour than the Portland cement and
high alumina cement mixtures. The latter are more flexible than the other
mortars and do not harden as readily, despite the fact that they display
a flash set. Silica and Portland cement mortars are satisfactory where
layers do not have to be laid in quick succession in a model.

Consideration of the compressive strength to tensile strength ratio
would suggest that the high alumina cement mortar would be preferable to
the silica- Portland cement mortar, but model tests have shown far more
realistic breaking behaviour in the latter because they are more brittle.
The tensile strengths of model materials have often been criticised as
being too high when compared with corresponding compressive strengths.
However, for metamorphosed rocks, the converse may be the case.
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Examination of the strength-composition curve of mortars including
both Portland cement and high alumina cement, reveals a flat portion of
the curve in the 3 MPa to 6 MPa strength range.

In this particular

zone, test results produced a wide scatter of results, materials were
not reproducible with a good degree of reliability, and flash sets of
about the same strength could be obtained with different ratios of
Portland cement to high alumina cement in the range of 1:4 to 4:1, but
not necessarily the same silica content for the same strength.

A

similar, flat section in the strength-composition curve is also
displayed in the results obtained by Jacobi and Everling, as shown in
figure 18.

This section is much flatter than that obtained by the

author and could be attributed to the different high alumina cementing
materials used.

Repeated tests of hundreds of specimens wherein the water content
was carefully controlled, variations in cement content and type failed
to eliminate the variability which can reach from 50 per cent below to
1Q0 per cent above the mean of the results.
results are fair to reasonable.

Outside this zone, the

At both extremes, care must be exer-

cised in weighing the lesser components, otherwise strength variations
can be significant.

Lack of precise reproducibility of the strengths of the two-cement
fine grained mortars in this zone was found by experimentation to be
not as critical as might be expected, provided that the material was to
be used for finely laminated model material.

Thick, massive materials

depend on their strength properties for accurate modelling but finely
laminated materials do not have to be of such precise strengths for
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reasonably reliable representation.

Geometric features in the struc-

ture then become more significant, e.g. lamination thickness and joint
spacing.

The Portland cement-silica flour-water mixes tended to exhibit
similar reproducibility characteristics to the beach sand mortars, but
water content was critical.

The fine grained filler require more water

for satisfactory workability but the addition of slightly more water
resulted in a cumulative excess, the mortar then becoming progressively
liquid, rather than workable.

When this occurred, strength was

depressed, porosity increased by virtue of the volume of the additional
water, and the material can or will compress under the action of the
rig loads.

Although other materials exist which have very low strengths or
possess a wide range of properties, satisfactory modelling has been
obtained using silica-cement mortars where fine grained materials are
required;

and sand-cement mixes, where massive materials are to be

represented in physical models.

For example, large structures, if

relatively homogeneous, can be well represented by sand-cement mixes,
as can massive sandstone or sandstone layers for which the model
thickness of each layer is greater than 5 mm.

RESIN BONDED MODEL MATERIALS
Experience using surface type strain gauges indicated a need for
a waterproof, non-porous substance to which strain gauges could be
attached.

If this were achieved, blocks of this material could be
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prepared, gauges attached under laboratory-bench conditions rather than
in some awkward, obscure and possibly poorly illuminated position in a
model under construction, and the unit cast into place in the appropriate position in the model.

Such a unit would represent more than a

large inclusion in a model so that the modulus of the material should
or must be the same or nearly the same as the host material.

Dry

blocks of model material were found to be unsuccessful.

As the modulus of the inclusion departed from that of the host, the
strain varied at different stress levels.

A higher modulus inclusion,

bounded on four sides by model material under stress, and with one free
surface to which a gauge is attached, will transmit a higher load than
the surrounding material at lower stress levels within the elastic range.
The strain is probably about the same, but the stress distribution has
been disturbed.

Stress in the inclusion can be calculated from its

modulus and the observed strain but no precise indications of true stress
can be inferred.

At higher stresses, although the inclusion is more

rigid, the model material exhibits greater strain than the inclusion.
The model mortar can fracture around the inclusion and produce
misleading results.

Low modulus inclusions will exhibit the same strain as the host
material within the elastic limit of the latter, but the stress in the
model mortar is slightly higher because the inclusion does not accept
its proper proportion of the load.

At stresses above the elastic

limit of the host material, the strain in the inclusion is probably
about the same as that of the host.

Again, stresses in the model

material are higher than they should be, leading to premature failure,
not the same as detailed above, since the inclusion does not transmit
the full extent of the load.
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There is no need to limit the inclusion to the same ultimate
strength; only the modulus should be the same. There is an implication
that the inclusion would possess a higher ultimate strength than the
model material in most cases.

The search for such a unique set of materials commenced with a
literature survey.

In his survey of modelling materials, Stimpson

(1970) found that all resin bonded materials were in the moderate to
high strength class. CIBA were approached for advice on a low modulus
resin.

Their recommendations were Araldite D mixed with HY956

hardener as specified, together with additions of a softening agent,
Epoxide, in whatever proportions were required to obtain the desired
modulus or properties.

Extensive experiments were then carried out

on these materials with disappointing results.

In summary, any combinations of the above that would set were far
too strong for use as model materials - by factors of 10 to 100.
material had strengths more like rock than model mortars.

The

Less

hardener finally resulted in a resinous jelly that would not set, or
congealed in part.

Greater amounts of the Epoxide softener resulted

in failure of the material to set at all.

CIBA further advised that

they had no alternative to offer.

Since the strength and modulus were far too high, additions of
silica flour in large quantities were considered.

Normally, the

addition of fillers to resins increases the modulus, but it was proposed
to add so much that the proportion of resin would be small, the analogy
being similar to a cemented material with a low proportion of cement.
The weakest combination that would set was mixed with silica flour in
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increasing proportions of the latter.

Finally the stage was reached

where there was dry silica in the mixture because the resin was
insufficient to mix properly and fill the spaces.
properly was still too strong.

That which mixed

That which was inconsistent was

probably also too strong, but not useful in any case.

The Araldite

materials were finally abandoned after repeated attempts to obtain
uniform mixing.

Various methods were tried - silica to the resin,

then hardener and softener; all resin materials together then the
silica; heating to thin the mixture; heating after mixing to try and
promote setting.

All methods were unsuccessful at the low modulus and

strengths required.

Hand mixing was tried to produce a uniform mate-

rial, with a greater degree of success than other methods, but results
were still unsatisfactory.

To date, no successful material has been obtained, although
consideration has been given to blocks of rubber.

Rubber is available

in different degrees of hardness and modulus, known to be higher than
and lower than the model values required.

Whether the correct values

are available is not known at this stage.

Because of the small quan-

tities required at intermittent intervals, there was not much interest
shown by potential suppliers.

Moulders' materials in the form of Alcure, whichis an Alkyd type
air setting binder, supplied in four grades to suit seasonal conditions,
were considered, but indications were that the resultant strengths would
be too high, with corresponding modulus.
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ANISOTROPIC CONSTRUCTION
Several investigators have constructed anisotropic media by
constructing thinly bedded models composed of layer of differing
properties.

In all these studies, the anisotropy has been of the

orthotropic kind, and results from the macroscopic interbedding of two
different isotropic materials.

However, anisotropy is an important

property of most rocks, but very few anisotropic model materials have
been developed.

These have been confined to the epoxy resin class mainly, and often
consist of the inclusion of fibreglass or wires in a particular direction.
The author has found that the anisotropy in coal measure rocks in such
that the ratio of compressive strength normal to and parallel to the
bedding is approximately two or three to one.

Ratios of up to four to

one have been claimed (Enever, 1975, personal communication).

Aniso-

tropic model materials have been constructed by the author by using
finely laminated materials which in themselves are isotropic but the
laminated assembly is anisotropic.

If lamination is not a feature of the rocks being simulated, a very
satisfactory anisotropic model material has been developed using bonded
laminations.

These are obtained by applying the mortar very thinly,

allowing an initial set to take place so that the layer is firm but not
dry, then adding further layers.

Tests have shown that this construc-

tion produces anisotropic materials, the properties of which tend
towards those found in coal measure rocks, but the anisotropy is not so
strongly developed as for the prototype rocks, in general.
material is isotropic parallel to the laminations.

The model
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Joint systems and bedding planes constitute discontinuities that
result in anisotropic behaviour, but for different reasons than
inherent anisotropy in the solid rock mass.

Incorporation of such

features is vital for any model study, particularly if critical predictions are to be made.
Low friction interfaces
Stimpson (1970) stated that, although joint behaviour is often
modelled in some rock mechanic models, the approach has been to insert
between the two opposing surfaces a medium which will provide a reduced
angle of friction in relation to the friction angle of the solid rock.
This is also applicable to the bedding of strata.

Everling (1964) used

paraffin wax between layers to represent slickensided slip zones. The
use of paraffin wax in this instance was to represent low friction
interfaces between rock layers and the same technique has been employed
by the author, simulating greasy rock surfaces as are experienced in
coal measure strata, where thin bands of coal occur, carbonaceous shales,
and sandstones with sericite or fossil, plant remains at the bedding
planes.

Exclusion of these features has a profound effect on the model

results and great care must be exercised in observing low friction
interfaces underground so that they be included in models.
Modelling of joint systems
The author has also experimented with the simulation of joint
systems.

It has been observed that jointing spaced at greater than

half the width of openings in the mine are not required to be represented in the model as their significance is low.

More closely

spaced joint systems are best represented in models but when the
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intensity becomes high, e.g. joints every 50 mm to 100 mm in the mine,
then it is not practical to include joints in models, especially if the
geometric scale reduction is large.

Under such conditions, the use of

a weaker model material has proved satisfactory.

Between these two

extremes, it has been found desirable to include in the model whatever
joint systems are evident in the mine.

The breaking behaviour of the

strata, whether caving associated with mineral extraction, or
fracturing around roadways, is comparatively blocky and much less
frequent than if a jointing system is included in the models.

Joint systems are formed in models by cutting the model materials
before they have set, using a very fine blade.

Judgment is required

to time the procedure correctly, otherwise the joint will heal if too
early, or leave spaces where the cuts were made if too late.

Patterns

greater than 10 mm spacing both ways can be included without damage to
the model materials.

Normally, larger spacings are included.

CREEP EFFECTS
Creep in model materials is known to occur and leads to spurious
results if neglected.

As it is a function of time, the longer a model

takes to test, the greater become the strain readings.

For true model

conditions, the strain in the model needs only the multiplication of
the Young's modulus of the mine rocks to obtain the corresponding mine
stress.

However, if there is any disparity between the stress-strain

relationships of prototype and model materials, better results have been
obtained by deducing the model material stress from the strain, then
calculating the prototype stress, using the appropriate scale factor.
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Creep in the model materials produces a departure from this
relationship and requires correction using creep calibration curves for
different stress levels.

These are obtained by loading a model mortar

specimen and recording the time-strain characteristics at constant load.

MODEL SUPPORTS
Timber props
In order to obtain proper similarity between timber supports used
in mines and those in models, load tests were conducted on green,
Oleander wood (Nerium oleander) cut from locally grown shrubs.
results are shown plotted in figure 19.

Some

The props were of reasonably

uniform diameter over their full length, and were whittled down from
15 mm diameter twigs.

It was found that this material was far too

strong for the model supports because of the geometric scales frequently
used.

Tests were conducted on props up to 15 mm diameter.

to 40Q kg were sustained.
results up to 200 kg load.

Loads up

Figure 19 is a graph of a plot of the
From prior use of this material in some

models, it becanve clear that the extra support resistance offered was
far greater than it should have been and, consequently, would have
delayed the failure point of the model test.

In the light of the above, Balsa wood was tested and model props
200 mm in length were cut so that their ends were 10 to 12 mm diameter,
to simulate 2Q0 mm diameter mine timbers using a geometric scale in the
range of 20 to about 17.

Contrary to the results obtained by Jacobi

and Everling in Germany, it was found from these tests that the centres
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of the props had to be reduced in diameter to induce failure of the
props at satisfactory load levels.

Jacobi and Everling used much

thicker Balsa wood, roughly shaped to a circular section (or sometimes
square, depending on the situation, and reduced the ends of the legs so
that the bearing areas would be representative of the areas of mine
timbers which were pine or fir.

Model props were tested in a small testing rig consisting of a
rigid frame and hydraulic cylinder, the prop being placed between the
top of the piston and the underside of the frame.

A pressure gauge

was used to register the load, and a Port-Q-Power was used to apply
pressure.

The pressure was increased to produce partial failure of

the support, the failure being the point where significant bending of
the prop occurred, not necessarily when the prop was broken.

The peak

loads are shown in figure 19 for Nerium oleander and Balsa wood props.

Because the model props tested were prepared in a manner at least
as good as, and in most cases better than, prototype timber props would
be cut and set, there was,surprisingly, a considerable scatter of
results for props of the same diameter.

However, the mean of the

results for respective diameters fell on a smooth curve as shown in
figure 19.

In the case of the Balsa wood tests, the ends were flat

and square to their axes, the central reduction in diameter being a
smooth transition from the original size.

The precision of these props

may have enhanced their strength because the props were straight and
there was no eccentric loading.

Normal pit timber is rarely straight

and seldom cut and set square and true.
and broke.

The props later shed some load
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Calculation of model prop dimension.

For a concentrated load, P, in

the prototype the equivalent load, Pm, in the model, is given by the
relationship
P
Pm

=

—
L E
2

where L is the geometric scale, E is the ratio of the moduli of the
prototype and model materials respectively.

The latter ratio is often

the same as the geometric scale, and if so, the equivalent load is given
by
Pm

=

—
L3

For example, a 50 tonne capacity support in the mine would require
a model prop to have a load capacity of approximately 15 kg at a
geometric scale of 15.

It may be seen from the graph that an equi-

valent support would require model props of Balsa wood to have a
thickness in the middle of approximately 6 mm diameter.

For similitude

in bearing would require the model support to have a diameter equal to
that of the prototype divided by the geometric scale.
Hydraulic supports
With the advent of longwall mining to Australia, the need to incorporate hydraulic supports in models was essential in order to quantify
the results.

It was stated by the author, as a recommendation for the

design and fabrication of a longwall rig, that one of the objectives in
longwall research was to determine the optimum setting and yield values
for longwall supports.

It was also indicated that minimum and possible

maximum support loads could be determined for specific strata conditions
and stress fields.
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The first set of longwall supports consisted of 20 mm diameter x
20 mm high cylinders designed for use in the Kemira Colliery series of
longwall investigations, tested in the regional model rig.

Each unit

consisted of a cylinder connected to a capillary tube which was, in
turn, connected to a pressure gauge and needle valve assembly through
Port-0-Power hydraulic couplings.

Each unit was able to be pressurised

by injecting the cylinder with hydraulic oil from the Port-0-Power pump
to the desired setting pressure.

Convergence in the model produced an

appropriate rise in pressure and if a cylinder rose in pressure to the
equivalent of yield, then oil was slowly released to maintain a
constant yield pressure.

Because each cylinder was independent of the others, it was
possible to advance the cylinders one at a time by releasing the
pressure, retracting the support, advancing it to its new position and
resetting.

Each was advanced in this manner without reducing the

external pressures on the model.

This method has been the closest

that model supports have compared in function to those of the mine.
However, because of the geometric scale used and the physical limitations in manufacture, it was not possible to represent each chock or
single longwall support by an assembly of 6 or 8 hydraulic cylinders.
Because of this, each model cylinder represented the entire chock and
the loading, therefore, corresponded to the total load of each chock.

Later developments using a longwall rig permitted the use of rows
of cylinders which represented to scale, the front, middle and rear
legs of the earlier chock type supports.

However, again according to

scale, each model cylinder may have been representative of one or more
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chocks and not necessarily corresponded exactly for each cylinder.

The

hydraulic supports used in longwall models comprised an assembly of 12
replaceable cylinders in 3 rows at 50 mm centres of 4 cylinders at
100 mm centres.

These applied load over the entire model width of

400 mm through 150 mm wide steel plates bearing against the model roof
and floor.

Different bearing plates were used to suit the geometric

scale, but if the bearing plates were of little concern to the investigation, then the above-mentioned steel plates excluded the dirt better
than if separate roof bars and canopies were simulated.

Details of

the cylinders are as follows:
Cylinder diameter

-

20 mm

Area of bore

-

314.2 mm 2

Total area of 12 cylinders

-

3770 mm 2

According to the geometric scale used, the support resistance for
setting and yield can be calculated, or a model test can be used to
determine the necessary support resistance for adequate strata control
from which the corresponding mine equivalent forces could be calculated.

Replaceable model cylinders were found necessary because of the
difficulty in excluding the abrasive sand and silica flour from which
the model materials were manufactured.

Neoprene 0-rings were used for

seals, but there were no dirt excluders because of the small size of
the cylinders.

If the bores became scoured, the cylinders leaked

slowly and it was then impossible to maintain constant pressure or
yield characteristics.

Small tins inverted over the cylinders proved

advantageous in keeping the hydraulics clean, but had short life.
Replaceable cylinders proved to be very satisfactory.
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No attempt has been made to introduce relief valves into the
circuits because there is normally some variation with them, and since
this may be magnified by a considerable amount, because of the scale
factor, such apparent refinement was unnecessary.
manually control the hydraulics effectively.

It was possible to

Photographs of the

hydraulic supports and their hoses or tubing leading to the pressure
gauges, etc., can be seen in section 3, dealing with longwall case
studies.
Rock bolts
Rock bolts in Australian collieries, metalliferous mines and in
tunnels have assumed a dominance in strata control with a vast increase
in their usage from virtually none in 1950 to thousands per day in the
1980s.

They now provide early support to the face area and have

largely replaced timber bars and legs in this respect.

Furthermore,

the quality of roof bolts has improved considerably since the early
days of expansion shell types, through shot and wedge bolts, to
chemical (resin type) anchorages.

Improvements in metallurgy, self-

aligning domed nuts and plate washers, use of W straps and other
facilities, have advanced the technology of rock bolts to the point
where Australia leads the field.

Apart from tunnels, rock bolts are not used extensively in Britain
and on the continent of Europe, but there is a much greater usage on
the Continent.

Rock bolts are used almost exclusively in American

collieries but in Australia, reliance is still placed upon bars and
legs of some description, or W straps bolted to the roof with timber
props at or near their ends.
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Although there has been a progression of anchorage and bolt
development, it should not be assumed that one type has eliminated
another.

However, chemical anchored, extended thread or deformed-type

bar with domed nuts and plate washers provide a bolting system which
has overcome many problems.

These are notably, reliability, cost,

speed of installation, efficiency, quietness of installation using
rotary borers, angling of bolts, high strength and good quality control.

Simulation of rock bolts in physical models has been performed by
using steel wires of specific diameters, but of strengths often greater,
to scale, than the rock bolts they represent.

In some models, threaded

brass rods about 2 mm diameter have been used to simulate bolts, so that
they can be pretensioned as is normal for most rock bolts.

The representation and incorporation of rock bolts (or roof bolts)
has been executed in the following manner.

Assume, for example, a

coal mining model designed to investigate a pattern of roof bolting
using a specified length.

The model would have been constructed in

the normal fashion up to the height where the roof bolt anchorages
would exist.

Holes were then drilled as required (but generally

vertically), using a flattened and pointed bicycle spoke in a drill for
drilling the holes.

These intersected and penetrated the seam.

Wires

or brass rods were then placed in the holes which had been drilled
according to the desired pattern.

The wire type bolts were then cut

to a length greater than required and portion of the end rolled into a
ball to simulate anchorage.

If required, a small plate formed from

steel crate strapping was cut and drilled and the wire passed through
the hole and the rolled up ball of wire prevented it being drawn
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through the small plate.

The assembly would be placed through the hole

in the model material until the anchorage horizon was reached, and then
lightly tapped into position.

Additional model bolts were added and

positioned in the same fashion.

In the case of brass rod which was obtained in long, continuously
threaded lengths, each model bolt would be cut to the desired length,
plus a small excess.

A plate was fitted as for the wire type, and a

brass or steel nut then screwed onto the rod.

The model bolts were

again inserted into the drilled holes in the model material and set to
the anchorage horizon.

The model was then completed in the normal

manner, building up layer by layer.

When the model was ready for test, a roadway would be formed with
the model under load.

With the progressive removal of the simulated

coal, the ends of wires or brass rods would become exposed.

If W straps

were to be used, the spacing of the wires or rods would be marked off
and transferred to a length of metal strapping, and holes drilled at
these locations.

The model bolts would then be passed through the

strapping and either nuts wound on to the threaded brass and tensioned,
or the protruding wire coiled up using needle-nose pliers to obtain a
suitable tension.

At no stage were the strengths of the wires or brass rods tested
for strength, except to demonstrate that they were, in general stronger
than the prototype bolts, to scale.

Likewise the nature of the anchor-

age used guaranteed that there would be no anchorage slip or creep so
the use of bolts in models assumed perfect conditions for the prototype
bolts.
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It was considered that physical models were not conducive or valid
for conducting comparative experiments with respect to anchorage
quality and some other factors, but the anchorage horizon, bolt spacing
and pattern could be examined using physical models. Excellent results
were obtained using models employing these methods of rock bolt simulation.

Anchorage quality should be conducted in the mine under the

conditions in which bolts are expected to perform.

The technique of including rock bolts in models took some time to
develop and, as such, deserves mention in the development of model
materials.

Generally black flat steel banding or strapping was used

to simulate W straps.

Where straps were not used, the same material

was cut into squares or as required to simulate plates.
Steel girders
Reference to most engineering tests, including material properties,
will give the modulus strength, etc. of many metals.

Jacobi and

Everling remarked that aluminium had a modulus about one tenth that of
steel.

Aluminium sections used by the author were those commonly used

for curtain track and portions of window framing, sections of which
were cut to length and shape, if required, and used in the models. If
the geometric scale was significantly larger than 10, then smaller
sections were used to compensate for the strength differences or the
differences in the modulus of rigidity, EI.

STRATA STRESS MEASUREMENTS

INTRODUCTION
The preface of the 1976 ISRM Stress Measurement Conference states
that "no other factor retards the progress of rock mechanics more
than shortcomings in stress measurements.

Design methods have

advanced little beyond the use of precedent, similarity and extending
tested bases a little further.

In many regards the use of modelling and the advantages deriving
from modern computation cannot be fully enjoyed because of ignorance
of the stress field, either as data, or in confirmation.
tion exists even with relatively ideal strata.

This situa-

Mining, which is

required to work with heterogeneous structures, lags much further
behind".

The essence of a model test consists of its physical construction
and subsequent loading to failure.

Accuracy in constructing a physical

replica of a mining structure is not normally a difficult problem,
although it may involve great detail.

Rock properties can be deter-

mined from bore core or other samples and the required model material
strengths can be determined from these using an appropriate scale
factor.

The model material properties are known from previous tests

and possess satisfactory, repeatable characteristics.

Models can be stressed in a test rig to a degree of precision
unable to be matched by the accuracy or reliability of strata stress
determinations.

In this respect, there is a deficiency in accurate

information which is vital for reliable predictions from models.
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In a mining environment, structures may often be close to failure.
Indeed, it is possible that part of the structure can be in a failed
condition.

The most accurate stress measuring techniques known today

are not able to measure the stresses with such precision that the exact
state of stress in the mine can be specified.

During the 1950s there was much attention directed to the design
of stress measuring cells.

Although this interest has continued in

this area, few designs were found to be of practical use,with research
being devoted to the refinement of those devices which have shown
promise in the field.

High modulus and low modulus cells have been used, for which
appropriate mathematical solutions have been determined.

Stress cannot

be measured direct, but rather via the strain change or some deformation change, such as diametrical distortion of a borehole, from which
the stress is deduced.

The calculations require knowledge of the

modulus of the rock and its Poisson's ratio.

Where an instrument

measures change such that a knowledge of the rock properties is not
required in order to determine the stress, the device is known as a
'stressmeter1.

Some techniques do not require detailed knowledge of the rock
properties, hydrofracturing and flat-jacks being two examples.

The coal mining environment is one of relatively soft sedimentary
strata, whereas metalliferous mining is usually carried out in hard
rock conditions, with rocks often strongly metamorphosed.

The

differences between the two environments enable stress measurements
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to be carried out more easily in the hard rock conditions because
1.

some material is normally able to be found which is
fine grained or reasonably homogeneous,

2.

the hard rock produces smooth walls in boreholes
when diamond cored,

3.

there are usually some strata which are relatively
free from fissuring or other discontinuities, and

4.

underground diamond drilling equipment is usually
available to allow such stress measurement.

Conversely, stress measurements in coal mines suffer from
deficiencies such as
1.

relatively coarse textured sediments,

2.

laminated strata often at frequent intervals,

3.

relatively low strength rocks, and

4.

absence of underground drilling equipment.

(The presence of diamond drilling equipment in coal mines has increased
somewhat over recent years, but still remains deficient when compared
with metalliferous mines.)

Physical models can be constructed, tested and interpreted, even
with only a limited knowledge of the existing stress field.

The

results, however, have restricted application and are frequently used
on a comparative basis.

Some indication of the stress field can be

gauged from the response of a tested model compared with the real
situation.

Other models can then be tested using the stresses deter-

mined from the first.

However, for reliable model predictions,

accurate, absolute stress determinations are essential.
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EXISTENCE OF HIGH HORIZONTAL STRESS
The significance of horizontal stresses in a mining structure was
recognized by Jacobi (1960), who remarked that "the influence of
horizontal stresses had been treated in a rather casual fashion".
This attitude continued for numerous years because many phenomena
caused by the action of horizontal stress or stress parallel to the
stratification were ascribed to vertical pressures.

The magnitude of

stresses has also changed in concept, much higher values being found
to exist than were formerly considered.

During the past twenty years, the existence of high horizontal
stress in various parts of the world has been established beyond doubt.
Formerly, horizontal stresses were believed to be approximately onethird of the vertical pressures existing at any particular locality
(Phillips, 1951) and were related mathematically to them.

in situ

measurements frequently revealed horizontal stress magnitudes higher
than the vertical stress and unusual phenomena observed underground
were consistent with the existence of high horizontal stress.

Thus,

investigations into the various causes were conducted and hypotheses
postulated for the presence of high horizontal stresses. Shrinkage
of the earth's crust (Hast, 1956) was considered to be a factor, later
discounted on the grounds that the rate of stress increase was not
high enough with respect to depth.

Hast believed that the cooling of

the earth produced high crustal stress which accounted for the v^ry
high stress state as measured in Fennoscandia.
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In sedimentary strata, a deposition-erosion condition is sufficient
to satisfy the existence of horizontal stresses higher than the vertical
stress in the absence of tectonic disturbances.

The original depth at

which coal seams were deposited is far greater than that at which they
now occur.

The hydrostatic stress state experienced before the sedi-

ments consolidated may be wholly or partially retained in a horizontal
direction while erosion has reduced the vertical stress.

Crustal plate movement (Bamford, 1976) is the most recent explanation for the presence of high horizontal stresses. It has been shown
that the continents are moving and that some ocean crustal plates are
moving in different directions, producing zones of intensified stress
in some areas and decreased horizontal stress in others. The continent
of Africa is an example where the crustal plates are moving away,
thereby decreasing the horizontal stress below that of the vertical
stress.

Most other continents have crustal plates moving towards

them so that higher stresses are normally experienced.

Most collieries in eastern Australia reveal the presence of high
horizontal stresses, either by measurement or by observation. The mode
of failure of the structures indicates the presence of horizontal
stresses of a magnitude sufficiently greater than the vertical to be
significant.

Measured horizontal stresses are normally about one and

one-half to two times the vertical stress, but stresses up to four
times the vertical stress have been measured at shallow depth.

Tectonic disturbances usually modify a geological structure to the
extent that stresses cannot be inferred by theory or calculation, but
can cause horizontal stresses to be higher than the vertical.

It is
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also possible that the converse could be true.

In apparently

undisturbed sedimentary formations, no relationship can be assumed
between the three principal stresses and only absolute stress measurement techniques can be used for their determination.

In the absence of stress measurements, an assumed vertical stress
based upon overburden pressure (calculated from depth of cover and mean
density factors), and horizontal stresses in the range of 1.5 to 2.0
times the vertical stress may be used.

The resultant accuracy and

predictability of physical model tests is, therefore, affected by the
reliability of the stress estimate.

Therefore, the need for stress

determinations is as necessary as for other properties if models are
required for reliable or accurate predictions.

SURVEY OF INSTRUMENTATION
During the past thirty years, many stress measuring cells have
been developed.

Most were designed to measure relative stress changes

by observation of strain changes or pressure changes in a high modulus
inclusion.

Few were able to measure absolute stresses by virtue of

their design and those that could be overcored easily were hindered by
limitations such as single readings, poor sensitivity, thermal variations and other instabilities.

Some devices were prohibitively

expensive, thus precluding their use for routine measurements.

Others

were not intrinsically safe, thereby excluding their use in coal mining
applications.
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Stress measuring instruments can be grouped into two categories,
according to the manner in which they are used.
1.

Surface measurements
Measurements are made at the surface of an opening such as

the walls or roof.

The changes which produce the observable effects

can be made using hydraulic methods by jacks installed into the
surrounding rock.

They can also occur as a result of mining, or as

time-dependent properties of the rocks.
Hydraulic techniques.

Hydraulic methods include flat-jacks (.Barnes,

1963a, 1963b; Worotnicki and Denham, 1976), thin curved jacks (Jaeger
and Cook, 1963), and cylindrical jacks (Bowling, 1976).

The jacks may

be used to deform the host rock or restore reference pins to their
original distance of separation.

From the tests, uniaxial or biaxial

stresses can be inferred.
Photoreflective methods. Photoelastic coatings using photoreflective
techniques (Emery, 1960; Van Duyse, 1960; Roberts et al., 1964) may
be used for monitoring stress changes and can be a useful indicator
for rock bursts.

A photoreflective coating of appropriate sensitivity

and stability is cemented to a prepared rock surface and viewed with a
polariscope to determine stress changes,

Overcoring the photoelastic

element can be performed to infer a biaxial stress state existing at
the rock surface.
2.

Borehole measurements

This group includes the largest number of stress measuring
devices.

In most cases, strain is measured.

changes are monitored.

In others, pressure

Indirect methods have been tried, with limited
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or no success.

The devices can be further classified depending on the

methods used to measure strain or pressure. Cells can be regarded as
soft or high modulus inclusions, according to their type, but care must
be exercised when using soft inclusions not to use the wrong type of
glue as it may transform the behaviour of the cell to that of a high
modulus device.
Strain cells.

Diametrical or peripheral changes in borehole dimensions

are measured, using some form of caliper or reference pins. The changes
can be detected by various methods of which electrical techniques are
the most popular.

Linear variable differential transformers and strain

gauges are typical.
Inclusion stress meters.

Stress changes in high modulus or low modulus

inclusion stress meters are measured.

The high modulus types are

generally brass or steel in which the stress changes in the inclusion
are measured, from which calculations are made to determine the stress
change in the strata.

The low modulus types are made from soft epoxy

resin or similar, deformable plastics.

With these, the influence of

the inclusion is diminished, based upon calibration data requiring
theoretical analysis of the results to determine the relative or
absolute stress magnitudes.
the instrumentation.

Strain gauges may be included as part of

Foil gauges may be attached to hydraulically

pressured diaphragms or gauges attached internally to the high modulus
cell itself.

Most stress measuring cells of the high modulus type were slender,
conical brass plugs installed in drilled holes which were prepared with
tapered ends using a diamond reamer so that the conical cell was
compatible with the rock surface of the hole.

The cells were
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prestressed by applying an axial load.

Most types were cemented in

place using an epoxy resin or similar glue.

Some refinements included the use of tapered sleeves so that
tightening of the sleeves could be used to stress the cell to a higher
magnitude than was obtainable using other methods.

In some instances,

this method does not require the preparation of a tapered end to the
hole, which adds some flexibility to its location.

Stress measuring cells of this nature were generally used to
monitor vertical stress changes such as occurred with the progress of
longwall faces or other extraction methods.

Absolute measurements

were attempted by stressing the cell to a value higher than that
expected at the site and then overcoring it.

The latter was

frequently unsuccessful because the cells were physically large, making
overcoring difficult and it was also difficult to stress them to a
sufficiently high magnitude.
Strain gauge devices. Strain relief measurements may be made at the
curved surfaces or the flattened end of a bore hole.
minations are obtained hy overcoring.

Absolute deter-

Relative stress changes require

long-term stability, both thermally and electrically.
Hydraulic cells. An oil filled bladder in an epoxy resin capsule
forming a multi component, relatively soft inclusion, transmits
pressure through small bore tubing to a pressure gauge or recorder.
Alternatively, an oil filled chamber in a brass or steel plug may be
used.

Pressure changes can be measured.

tion and adequate time to stabilise.
temperature conditions.

The cells require calibra-

They must be used in constant
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Fracture frequency.

Drill core fractures manifested in the form of

discing occurs in highly stressed areas.

The frequency of discing is

a qualitative indicator of stress intensity.

It is affected by the

core diameter, smoothness and speed of drilling, and the nature of the
rock.
Sonic techniques. Although rock stress affects the velocity of wave
propagation (Swolfs and Handin, 1976) there are too many other variables
which affect the velocity so that it is not a reliable method for stress
evaluation.

The rate, or frequency of cracking within a rock can be

used as an indicator for the imminence of failure of the strata in the
vicinity of the detector.

Microseismic or seismoacoustic methods are

used for prediction.
Resistivity methods.

As with sonic methods, resistivity of a rock is

affected by factors other than stress and probably to a greater extent.
It is not, therefore, considered to be a reliable or even accurate
method.
Hydrofracturing.

The magnitudes of some principal stresses can be

determined from hydraulic pressure measurements in boreholes under
certain conditions (Haimson, 1976).

The technique permits the deter-

mination of stresses in boreholes, even at great depth.

Principal

directions may be observed using impression packers, video, or other
borehole cameras.

STRESS MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
Many stress or strain cells have been developed of which only a
few remain as useful devices.

Some of the most notable which offer

advantages in use, such as reliability, accuracy, ease of installation
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at depth, or other features are described in some detail.

Most

devices are expensive and may not be recoverable or reusable if
recovered.

Maihak strain cell
The original Maihak strain cell operated on the principle of a
vibrating wire gauge and the electrical signal output from the gauge
was compared on an oscilloscope with that from an adjustable reference
frequency until a simple Lissajous figure was obtained.

Later versions

now read the frequency by timing the period of 100 vibrations, using
quartz oscillators and solid state electronics.

The same principle of a plucked vibrating wire has been used in a
large range of transducers for measurement of pressure, stress, deformation, torque, etc.

Modern designs include continuous or intermittent

vibration without the need for frequency interpretation.

The signal is returned along the same cable to the receiver, which
supplies a steady current or pulse to operate an electromagnet.
period of 100 vibrations is measured by the receiver.

The

Since the

frequency is unaffected by changes in cable resistance or voltage
changes, the measuring devices have good stability.
proportional to the square of the frequency.

The strain is

The rock stress instru-

ment is capable of biaxial measurement of stress changes or absolute
values in a plane normal to the axis of the cell.
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Irad vibrating wire stressmeter
The Irad vibrating wire stressmeter was developed under contract
to the United States Bureau of Mines to provide a stable and economical
stress measuring cell to supersede earlier USBM cells.

It operates on

the same principle as the Maihak gauge and counts the time interval for
100 vibrations, giving a readout in microseconds for this period.

Two

types of readout boxes are available, of which one is intrinsically safe
for use in coal mines.

The stressmeters are wedged into a borehole of

37 mm to 40 mm diameter and provide stable and reliable measurements.
They are moderately expensive and are reusable if recovered.

Designed

for installation up to 12 metres in depth routinely, it requires
additional installation rods for greater depths.

However, depths of

up to 50 metres are possible, using hydraulic installation tools.

If

installed in coal, a soft rock stress meter is used, but it is still
possible for the coal to crush around the Irad stressmeter.
USBM borehole deformation gauge
Many deformation or strain measuring instruments have strain
gauges cemented to the rock walls of the hole, which is subsequently
overcored to obtain stress relief.

Problems using this technique

include bonding strain gauges to the rock surface, texture of the rock
versus gauge size, moisture problems and contact resistances which may
vary enough to produce misleading results.

The USBM borehole deforma-

tion gauge avoids such problems since the three component gauge
contacts the surface of the hole through small pistons.

Strain gauges

are cemented to six beryllium copper cantilevers which are deflected
through the pistons by the distortion of the hole during overcoring.
The instrument and its installation are described in detail by Hooker
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and Bickel (1974).

References cite other literature and the

mathematics involved in evaluation of the stress field from the results.

Because the technique involves the drilling and overcoring of a
hole, it is possible that the hole direction may influence the results
from each observation.

Since at least three hole directions are used

for the determination of the stress tensor, the effects of hole direction may be diminished or eliminated.

Further, since the axial strain

or deformation within a borehole is not measured, the effects of
directionality might be eliminated completely.
Potts stressmeter
This instrument is a high modulus inclusion type, designed for
measuring stress changes.

It was designed for measuring stress changes

associated with longwall face monitoring (Potts and Tomlin, 1960).
Numerous versions were designed.

The meter was secured in a borehole,

using tapered sleeves, thus enabling the device to be prestressed to
higher values than would otherwise be possible. The higher prestress
further aided stabilisation of the meters.
May's stressmeter
A high modulus inclusion stressmeter, similar in design to Potts
stressmeter was equipped with a diaphragm which could be changed,
thereby altering the sensitivity of the instrument to suit different
conditions (May, 1960).
National Coal Board borehole plug
This high modulus cell was designed to measure stress changes in
a vertical direction associated with longwall face and coal pillar
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research.

It consists of electrical resistance strain gauges in a full

Wheatstone bridge configuration.

The cells were made of brass and were

described by Wilson (1960). They were cemented into a tapered, reamed
hole identical to the taper of the National Coal Board plug, using an
epoxy resin glue.

The cells were made in two half sections which were

subsequently glued together.

A narrow chamber was milled from the mid

section and strain gauges were cemented to the largest surfaces in such
a way that strains were measured in a direction normal to the axis of
the cell and parallel to the glued surface of the two halves.

This type of borehole plug has been used extensively in the United
Kingdom and also in Australia, to monitor longwall face abutment changes.
The use of this instrument has declined somewhat with the advent of more
stable devices and more popular triaxial cells.
Hast's stressmeter
This instrument can be used for absolute or relative stress measurements and is well described in the literature (Hast, 1958, 1965, 1969).
It uses the principle of magnetostriction.

The cell is physically small

so that it will fit into a 25 mm diameter hole.

It consists of a nickel

alloy spool wound with an inductive winding of a large number of turns of
fine wire.

This coil is shielded from extraneous fields.

In use, the

cell is inserted into a hole and stressed to a predetermined magnitude
using a set of three, slender wedges operated by a screw mechanism. The
cell is connected to instrumentation which applied an alternating
current which is measured after constant conditions are obtained.
cell is then overcored and the changes in current observed.

The

If the

prestress is insufficient, the overcoring can be stopped, readings taken,
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and the cell stressed to a higher level.

Thus, unexpected high

stresses can be measured without losing the benefits of the installation
effort.

The cell may be calibrated in the host rock or in steel and

requires only the modulus of the rock to be known if calibrated in steel.

It is an accurate and stable instrument, suited to many applications
but measures stress in only one direction at a time.

Normally it is not

a great problem to take a series of readings at different angles to
measure the stress field in a plane normal to the hole for the depth at
which the cell is placed.

The complete stress state requires the use

of two or more holes drilled at non-zero angles to each other.

The

technique has not proved to be popular for commercial reasons, as
investigators throughout the world have tended to adopt and modify the
CSIR cell described below, which can obtain the complete stress state
from one test in a single borehole.

However, a significant advantage

of the Hast cell is that it can be used under wet hole conditions,
since it does not require adhesion to the rock surfaces. Whilst good
contact is needed for stable readings, grainsize and rock texture are
not normally critical as for other devices.
CSIR cell
The CSIR cell is a low modulus device, employing either nine or
twelve strain gauges in three rosette configurations.

The rosettes

are cemented to the walls of an EX hole drilled into the rock using
special installation apparatus designed to orientate, expand and hold
the three rosettes in contact with the wall of the hole until the glue
has set.

The glue used is normally epoxy resin, for example, Araldite

AV121N with HY951 hardener, or some viscous type of strain gauge cement.
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The cell measures strain changes in the gauge directions as a result of
overcoring.
tion.

The complete stress state is then determined by calcula-

The attractiveness of the cell is offset by instabilities such

as rock creep, deficiencies in strain bridge apparatus and strain gauge
work generally, earth leakage in mineralised ground and problems
relating to coarse textured rocks and discontinuities such as bedding
planes or joints.

One of the most serious problems related to the use

of the CSIR cell is that the hole direction influences the results.

In

every absolute stress determination in which the author has been
directly or indirectly involved, the calculated results of the stress
tensor have shown that the maximum principal stress was aligned with the
hole axis.

Cells installed in holes drilled vertically in horizontally

bedded strata, horizontal and inclined holes all produced results
confirming the influence of the hole direction.

The results are not coincidental. The rock annulus surrounding
the cell changes shape as a result of stress relief.
the hole direction as a result of stress relief.

It expands in

Relaxation takes

place in other directions as well, dependent upon the magnitude and
direction of the stress field and the anisotropic properties of the
host rock.

By virtue of its shape, the annulus section is possibly more
competent than in the hole direction, so that radial strain relaxation
can take place without undue distortion of the results.

However, in

the hole axis direction, the annular shell is able to expand freely
with the formation of microfractures.

The effect

of the micro-

fracturing is such as to produce abnormal strains in the hole direction
which are sensed by the strain gauges parallel to the hole axis and
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components of other gauges.

Thus the calculated results show the

maximum principal stress to be in the hole direction.

This effect

appears to dominate anisotropic features of the host rock or the
influence of grain in the strata where inclined holes are drilled.

It

should not be implied that microfracturing does not occur radially in
the annulus, but the effects upon elongation in the hole direction are
highly significant.

Nevertheless, it is used extensively throughout the

world and described in detail (Leeman, 1968, 1969;

Van Heerden, 1976).

There are also some doubts as to the validity of the mathematics for
the solution of the stress components and principal stresses.

The

magnitude of the strain change in the borehole axis direction needs to
be less than half most of the remaining gauges before the maximum
principal stress is not aligned with the borehole direction, using
Leeman's equations.
CSIRO cell
In order to minimise problems relating to earth leakage and to
provide continuous monitoring of strain changes during overcoring, a
new type of hollow inclusion gauge has been developed in which the
strain gauges are encapsulated within a thin-walled epoxy resin cylinder.
A theoretical solution has been developed to take into account the small
distances that gauges are removed from the rock surfaces.

As a result,

calculations provide more accurate estimates of the true stress state at
a specified location.

The cell is described by Worotnicki and Walton

(1976), but suffers from the same problems relating to hole direction as
for the CSIR cell.

However, the advantages of continuous monitoring,

continuity of electrical connections and waterproofing are such that it
has many favourable features.
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There are no real problems associated with overcoring, since the
cable can be passed through a specially designed water swivel. Although
originally envisaged for 250 mm diameter overcores, smaller overcores
can be conducted more easily, quickly and without loss of accuracy.

The

technique has been described and evaluated with respect to the CSIR cell
by Jaggar and Enever (.1978).

CSIRO prefer the larger diameter over-

core, but the weight of the apparatus and core becomes unwieldy,
especially when vertical cores are taken.
Cylindrical jack
A cylindrical jack, developed and described by Bowling (.1976), takes
account of the ease with which a circular hole can be bored into rock
compared with that of a slot.

Eight measuring pins in diametrically

opposed pairs are installed, using a jig to surround the cylindrical
jack in order to obtain more detailed information than is obtainable
using the ordinary flat-jack method.

It is possible that this type of cylindrical jack will supersede
flat-jacks in many applications.

The technique has been successful in

determining the stress ellipse on the walls of stopes and similar
underground surfaces, particularly in hard rock conditions.

PHOTOELASTIC DEVICES
Only uniaxial or biaxial stress fields can be measured in a plane
normal to the hole axis using photoelastic devices.
consists of a cylindrical disc loaded diametrically.

A uniaxial gauge
The stress

fringes are counted along the axis normal to the load application.
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A biaxial gauge consists of a cylindrical disc with a central, axial
hole.

The long axis of symmetry indicates the direction of higher

stress, and the pattern as well as the number of fringes must be interpreted to deduce the stress field.

An hydrostatic load results in

concentric, circular fringes.

Photoelastic gauges may be used for absolute measurements or
relative stress changes in the form of high modulus borehole plugs or
stressmeters and low modulus deformation meters (Roberts and Hawkes,
1963).

Photoelastic discs have been cemented to the flattened end of

a borehole and overcored to observe the fringe patterns from which the
biaxial stress field was determined.

The stress relief technique has been used for observation of
surface strains by bonding a plastic gauge to a prepared rock surface
and by subsequently isolating the rock by scaling fragments from around
the gauge.

For example, at a depth of 200 metres below the surface,

shear strains of 175 microstrain were observed by a reflection polariscope which indicated that the maximum shear stress in the rock was
about 5 MPa.
0.26.

The Young's modulus was 4100 MPa and the Poisson's ratio

Observations under oblique incidence showed that the maximum

principal stress was 28 MPa and the secondary stress was 22 MPa. These
stresses were much higher than would be expected at such shallow depth.
In the same mine, at a depth of 1.5 metres into the rock, vertical
stresses in the range of 16 MPa to 21 MPa, and horizontal stresses in
the range of 15 MPa to 20 MPa were measured.

The overburden stress

was estimated to be about 11 MPa, indicating that some stress intensification was present.

This could be attributed to the presence of the
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opening and the abutment pressures along the sides.

This example was

selected to show that photoelastic techniques, even in simple form,
can be used to deduce expected or unnatural stress conditions.
Photoelastic stressmeters
A photoelastic stressmeter, in its basic form, is a biaxial plug
gauge which displays an optical signal.

Field applications include

measurement of build-up of stress around excavations in the linings of
shafts and tunnels and in underground mining pillars.

They can be

used in civil engineering structures such as large bridges, dams and
buildings, and in prestressed concrete structures.

As a result of the application of photoelastic principles to the
diverse situations indicated above, various modifications of the basic
stressmeter and corresponding installation techniques now exist.

Four types have been developed according to their mode of
construction.

The first consists of a biaxial gauge which is a glass

cylinder with a coaxial hole.

At the remote end from the collar of

the hole, a filter is used to circularly polarise the light and a
housing for the light source contains a parabolic reflector.

The

entire device is protected in several ways to prevent adhesive cement
from obscuring the view of the instrument.

It is used for near-surface

and at-depth insertion into the boreholes.

The second type is also a biaxial glass cylinder, using a parabolic
reflector.

The light source is external to the instrument and, for

surface measurements, the brass guard ring is removed.

The light
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source is mounted on a prohe and positioned at the focus of the
reflector.

It is used at depths up to 2 metres in arduous or corrosive

conditions, or where there is risk of mechanical or electrical damage.

The third type is a biaxial stressmeter consisting of a glass
cylinder with a coaxial hole.
system.

There is no integral polarised light

It is used with a reflection polariscope.

Behind the glass

is cemented a shaped section of wood or acrylic plastic with a threaded
hole for installation purposes.
cement.

It is attached using a reflective

The cell is used for shallow or surface applications.

Slight

deviations in alignment can produce blurred, birefringent patterns in
the polariscope, accounting for its use only in shallow installations.
The device has greater sensitivity for small stress changes because the
light path through the glass is doubled.

The fourth is a biaxial type, consisting of an optical glass
cylinder with a coaxial hole only.
analyser.

It requires a polariser and

Its use is limited to situations where both sides of the

instrument can be viewed, so that a polarised light source can be placed
on one side and an analyser on the other.
Observation of fringes
Except for the reflection type instrument, all other devices can be
read using a simple hand viewer or a more refined, stressmeter viewer,
as detailed below.
Hand viewer.

This device consists of a circular polariser set into a

convenient hand-held frame.

The fringe pattern is observed and the

order of magnitude of the pattern must be estimated.
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Stressmeter viewer.

This device consists of a fixed quarter wave

plate and a movable, linear-polarising screen.

The optic axis of the

quarter wave plate is aligned at 45° to the axis of the linearpolarising screen when the scale reads zero.

The polarising screen is

mounted in a circular frame and calibrated by a percentage scale over a
semicircle.

Rotation of the screen moves a pointer over the scale.

The observed fringe pattern is changed by one complete fringe for 180
rotation.

The viewer is calibrated to read to 0.01 of a stress fringe.

The effective birefringence of the system is retarded or accelerated by the principle of goniometric compensation.

Interpretation is

by rotation until an integral fringe pattern is observed and fractional
fringes are read from the viewer.
Reading instruments at depth
A telescope may be used to observe the photoelastic device. The
characteristics of the optical system are the only limitations to
depth of observation.

The viewer is held in front of the objective

lens and read in the normal manner.

Instruments inserted in boreholes

at depths up to five metres have been set and read without undue
difficulty.
Reflection polariscopes
Surface stressmeters present no problems in observation. Optical,
photoreflective devices can be observed at depth, using two concentric
tubes to assist transmission of light. A beam of light is passed
through the annular space between the tubes and a circular polariser is
mounted in the annulus. Reflected light from the stress plug enters
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the viewing tube through a quarter wave plate.

The linear-polarising

screen is mounted within a rotatable eyepiece to provide for goniometric compensation.
Design features of glass stressmeters
Glass is a highly stable, birefringent material of relatively low
sensitivity compared with some epoxy resin materials.

The fringe is

dependent upon the optical properties of the glass, shape and proportion of its cross section, and its length.

A cylindrical, glass

element with a central, axial hole of diameter one-fifth of the external
diameter is used.

Standardised in this manner, all stress plugs display

identical patterns for the same stress field.
visibility of the fringes.

Larger units improve the

However, they require correspondingly

larger boreholes unless surface mounted.

Initial cost and installation

costs escalate as the size of the stress plug is increased.

Sensitivity is controlled by the axial length of the glass. If the
Young's modulus of the host is less than about 35,000 MPa, the instrument
functions as a high modulus inclusion and the sensitivity of the plug is
given by
S

=

™£

MPa/fringe

where L is the length of the plug in mm.

Stress plugs viewed by

reflection have double the above sensitivity.

Sensitivity alone is insufficient for design purposes, because it
is difficult to observe more than about five fringes in any one pattern.
Therefore, plugs can be designed to measure different stress ranges to
cater for easy observation.

For uniaxial loading, the length of the
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plug can be calculated, using the formula
L

=

mm
a

where a is the designed stress level in MPa.

For photoreflective purposes, the length should be halved for the
same stress range.

The sensitivity of a plug under biaxial conditions is less than for
a uniaxial field and is affected by the stress ratio.

Special

procedures should be adopted so that consistent and accurate observations
can be made (Roberts et al., 1965).

If the Young's modulus of the host

is greater than 35,000 MPa, the stress-fringe ratio varies for different
materials.

As the modulus of the host increases, the sensitivity of the

instrument decreases.

The devices must be calibrated for conditions

unable to be predicted by calculation.

Since most coal measure sedi-

mentary rocks have a Young's modulus of the order of 20,000 MPa or less,
the stress-fringe ratio remains fairly constant.

Installation techniques, observation, calibration and correction
for various applications are described in detail by Roberts and Hawkes
(1963), Dhir (1965), Hawkes and Moxon (1965), and Roberts et al. (1965).
Whilst glass and other photoelastic stressmeters have been employed for
relative and absolute stress determinations in coal mining and civil
engineering applications, they have not proved to be popular in recent
years.

Although they are capable of measuring only, a biaxial stress

state and not the entire stress field, they are stable devices which
are able to be installed and read in drilled holes in rock up to at
least 15 metres.

This is commensurate with the installation of other
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devices which normally transmit an electrical signal for the measurement
of absolute stresses.

The optical display from a stressmeter will indicate whether the
results are valid.

If the gauge is functioning properly, the shape of

the pattern conforms to a standard.

If this is not the case, it indi-

cates that the device has been incorrectly set, or is malfunctioning,
and should not be read.

These properties are not possessed by

electrical or mechanical gauges from which the signals are not
necessarily indicative of correct installation or operation.

SELECTION OF FLAT-JACK METHOD
Many of the instruments designed prior to and during the mid-1960s
were expensive, complex in construction, normally unavailable commercially and difficult to install and use in coal mines. Some were
designed for specific applications or were very limited in their
usefulness.

The absence of underground diamond drilling equipment

precluded the use of many devices which must be installed in boreholes
requiring smooth walls.

The cost factor is usually significant enough

to warrant stress measurements to be conducted using an economical
instrument and corresponding installation techniques.

Measurements of stress using flat-jacks possessed certain advantages over other methods.

The most notable were that the technique

did not involve any complex, specialised equipment and was readily
adaptable for use in coal mining conditions.
stress normal to the plane of the jack.

Flat-jacks measure

Two, orthogonal sites are
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required so that the effects of the stress in the direction of the plane
of the jack can be corrected for, and both stresses determined.

Flat-

jacks may require several sites in order to obtain the complete stress
field.

If possible, it is desirable to align the flat-jacks so that

principal stresses are measured.

Unless revealing features are evident

in the strata, such as roof failures, it is not normally possible to
specify the principal stress directions.

One principal stress is

usually normal to the stratification, but the other stresses need not be
in any particular direction.

Strata stresses are not necessarily required for behavioural
physical models in directions other than those within the plane of the
section represented by the model.

The flat-jack method was selected

for stress measurements to be used for model purposes because it
1.

was an economical method,

2.

did not require specialised equipment,

3.

measured 'average' stresses in fractured or
otherwise unfavourable strata conditions,

4.

was normally able to produce results where
other methods failed, and

5.

was acceptably accurate and reliable for
model investigation.

FLAT-JACKS
Flat, horizontal pressure cells, commonly known as flat-jacks, have
been used to measure superficial

stresses on walls of openings such as

power station machine halls and large tunnels (Worotnicki and Denham,
1976).
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Stress measurements conducted using flat-jacks are often criticised
as being inaccurate, not absolute and unreliable.

However, flat-jacks

can produce results of sufficient reliability in coal mines where other
methods fail, because
1.

diamond drilling equipment is infrequently available
underground (though this is slowly improving), and

2.

the fractured, heterogeneous nature of the sedimentary
strata surrounding coal seams favours the use of larger,
rather than smaller, measuring devices.

In fractured ground, erratic readings often result from the use of
small cells used for absolute stress measurements.

Creep effects in

sedimentary strata may be significant enough to produce unreliable
results, particularly for instruments which require some time delay
between initial and final readings.

A delay of a few hours may not be

sufficient to cause serious error but one day might be too great. Flatjacks avoid or ameliorate these conditions by allowing the measurement
of 'average' values distributed over the area of the jack.

In the absence of equipment for remote cell installation, or in the
presence of coarse textured or fractured strata, flat-jacks can provide
information which may be unobtainable by other methods. When used for
model purposes, the results have been shown to be sufficiently accurate
to be acceptable.
Procedure
In rectangular openings such as colliery roadways, the mid height
or mid span locations provide zones of minimum change in stress profile.
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It is at these locations that flat-jacks can be installed and measurements taken with the knowledge that a moderate change in position will
not alter the measurements to any appreciable degree. Although areas
of high stress concentrations exist, such as in the corners of the
opening, slight changes in position of the jack will alter the results
appreciably.

Therefore, any sensitivity benefits gained by measuring

in these areas are offset by installation requirements.

Photoelastic techniques were used to analyse stress trajectories,
stress concentrations and absolute magnitudes resulting from the application of horizontal and vertical stresses in isolation and together.
Thus, the preferred locations for jacks was determined.

Stresses

measured at a locality using flat-jacks could be transformed into
ground stresses, thereby adding some opportunity to determine the
general order of magnitude of absolute stresses.

The installation, measurement and corrections have been described
in detail elsewhere (Barnes, 1964).

The technique involves the instal-

lation of two sets of reference pins which are measured so that their
original distance of separation is known with a good degree of
precision.

To check the measuring deformeter, an invar reference bar

is used.

A slot about 3Q0 mm long and the same depth is cut into the roof
strata or into the walls by a series of overlapping holes and a steel
flat-jack is cemented in place using a fast-setting, high strength
cement.

Ciment Fondu is an example of a high aluminous cement which

is suitable for the purpose.

It is normal to use this cement without
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filler, injected as a relatively thick slurry into the slot.
hours later, the installation is ready for test.

About 24

The cell is expanded

hydraulically until the original separations of the reference pins are
obtained.

The pressure at which the reference pins return to their

original spacing is termed the 'cancellation pressure'.

It is possible

for the pins to diverge after the slot has been cut, so that the
cancellation pressure is inferred by taking readings at regular pressure
intervals and extrapolating the line back to the original reading.

The technique permits all readings to be taken within minutes. The
original reading, taken before any slotting of the strata, can be
measured at any time.

There is no urgency for final measurements.

If

rock creep is present it will affect slot closure. However, the
pressures read are those which will restore the rock to its original
dimensions.

Deformations are recorded at regular intervals of pressures, so
that any inaccuracies in measurement may be smoothed, thereby eliminating spurious observations from the results.

The falling

characteristics as pressures are reduced, are also recorded.

The

hysteresis resulting from each test is an indication of the accuracy of
the test, the extent of creep present in the rock or the presence of
fractured material in the vicinity of the site.

Non-linearity in the

curve is also an indicator which can separate some of the above factors
in the analysis.

Corrections are applied for the effects of slot

width, pin spacing, orthogonal stresses and the absolute values are
calculated if required.
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Surface stresses do not require any knowledge of the modulus or
the Poisson's ratio of the host rock, but absolute measurements do
require a reasonable estimate of the modulus.

Calculated results

have been shown to be relatively insensitive to significant changes
in the value of Poisson's ratio.

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
Examples of stress magnitudes determined using flat-jacks revealed
the existence of high stresses in some Australian collieries. No directions are given here, although the measurements relate to stresses
parallel, and at right angles,to important roadways in each respective
mine.

There is no assumption that the measured stresses are principal

stresses.

The stresses measured were required in specific directions

and are tabulated below.

In some instances there was geological

evidence in the form of major faults to indicate some roadways were
driven in principal directions.

Although the values quoted have been

stated correct to one decimal place, it should not be assumed that the
accuracy of measurement is as good as the figures might suggest.
Normally, stresses are quoted to the nearest 1 MPa.
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STRATA STRESSES - MPa
Colliery

HI

H2

V

A

14.5

7.0

8.1

B - District 1

15.9

11.0

8.3

B - District 2

14.5

13.8

8.4

B - District 3

22.8

15.2

8.5

B - District 4

20.0

18.6

8.5

C - District 1

24.8

17.9

9.7

C - District 2

9.5

7.0

4.8

D

12.8

8.4

4.1

E

7.8

7.7

5.5

F

33.1

26.2

11.7

•

USE OF RESULTS FOR MODEL TESTS
In the design of a physical model, a suitable geometric scale
factor is selected from which a related stress scale is determined.
If absolute stress measurements have been obtained for the locality
which the model represents, the stresses are divided by the scale
factor so that the model can be loaded to a corresponding stress state.
In this way, accurate predictions can be made.

If absolute stress measurements are not available, the models
can only be used on a comparative basis and some value in the results
may be lost. Model tests may not be invalidated by the absence of
absolute stresses but if they are available, the benefit is significant.
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CONCLUSIONS
Absolute stress measurements are vital for reliable and accurate
predictions using models.

Various measuring devices and techniques

are available throughout the world, the most notable of which are
1.

Leeman's doorstopper gauge,

2.

the CSIR cell developed from Leeman's doorstopper
gauge,

3.

Hast's nickel alloy magnetostrictive cell,

4.

triaxial, hollow inclusion gauge, with gauges
encapsulated within a thin, hollow epoxy resin
cylinder.

5.

flat, hydraulic pressure cells, commonly known
as 'flat-jacks',

6.

cylindrical hydraulic jacks, and

7.

hydrofracturing techniques.

Of these, Hast's stressmeter, Leeman's doorstopper gauge, flatjacks and cylindrical jacks are regarded by the author as being the
most acceptable for stress measurement.

Their ability to produce

results under unfavourable conditions to a satisfactory accuracy,
without biasing the results by hidden flaws in technique, are the
major reasons for this conclusion.

Hast's magnetostrictive cell does not require bonding to the
walls of a hole, is physically small and stable, but requires several
readings involving extension of the overcoring to obtain detailed
results.
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Stable, photoelastic devices should not be overlooked for stress
change or absolute measurements, although they have not proved to be
popular throughout the world.

INSTRUMENTATION

INTRODUCTION
The transition from preliminary model studies to more advanced
stages was accompanied by a change from descriptive, qualitative
observation to quantitative information,, Descriptive information may
be subjective and varies according to the experience of the observer.
Measurements enabled better comparisons between models to be made and
the formulation of more accurate conclusions.

The precise location

of measuring devices can affect the results so that care and experience
is essential to avoid obtaining misleading information.

Mathematical modelling lends itself to quantitative results in
the form of stresses, stress distributions or stress concentration
factors, factors of safety and deformations.

Physical modelling is

limited to deformations around mining openings and salient strata
horizons, but stress results are elusive or absent. Pressure cells
may be used for stress observation or for remote, deformation
monitoring.

Strain can be measured, using strain gauges from which

stress may be inferred.

Qualitative information in the breaking

behaviour of the strata can be observed and recorded photographically
for subsequent analysis.

Statistical evaluation of fracture types

and frequency is only warranted if a number of comparative models be
constructed and tested.

A need to quantify results necessitated the introduction of
hydraulic supports in longwall and related models, each support being
connected to a pressure gauge.

Support loads and pressures were
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measured with the pressure gauges attached to the hydraulic supports„
Deformations and closures were measured, using rule, vernier calipers
and dial gauges, depending on the application, extent of deformation
and accuracy required,,

Pressure cells were installed in certain models in at attempt to
measure vertical pressures, friction losses and stress peaksQ

Strain

gauges were used in various configurations to infer stress fields
within complex structures in models.

They were also used to infer

structural failures in remote zones where visual observation was
impossible, by the fact that sharp changes in recorded strain occurred
at the instant of failure, followed by local redistribution of stress
which was detected by other gauges.

Despite persistent attempts to rectify a seemingly endless succession of problems, stress evaluation in physical models appeared to be
unrewarding for the effort involved,,

Improved visual observation,

using modern techniques, enabled observation of remote areas in models
and resulted in a slight reversal of the normal scientifically approved
quantifying of results, without loss of reliable information.

Satisfactory instrumentation of models, particularly of large
geometric reduction, is difficult because available space is often
limited,,

Observation or measurement might be unattainable unless

remote sensors are used„

Each linear measurement in the model must be

multiplied by the geometric scale factor to obtain the corresponding
prototype value, thereby magnifying any errors.
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The use of introscopes and flexible, fibre optic devices has
enabled internal observation of complex physical models to be carried
out with minimum disturbance and whilst the models are under load.

DEFORMATION MEASUREMENTS
Tapes and rules
Models which portray strata cross sections are amenable to superficial measurements, such as the extent of deformation of simulated
mining openings and strata horizons.

Where the deformation is

sufficiently large to be observable visually and unaided, tapes or rules
can be used, the accuracy being sufficient for the purpose.

Where

structural failure is evident, or caving is a feature of the model,
measurements by this method are also satisfactory, there being no loss
of or damage to equipment.

Scale rules are useful where the geometric

scale factor is a difficult value, otherwise calculations are required
to transfer readings from model to prototype.

A difficult geometric

scale arises from the need to represent a precisely defined area of a
mine in a model of limited dimensions.
Vernier calipers
Measurements within the range of the instrument should be made
only between reference points in simulated mining openings at or near
the surface of the model.

Accuracy to that of which the instrument

is capable is not normally required for such measurements.

They are

ideal for measurement in models where caving or collapse of strata is
possible or inevitable,,

Since the calipers are removed after each
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reading, there is no risk of damage to them, but the measuring edges
can be abraded by the model materials.

Vernier calipers must be used

with great care as the relatively soft model materials will erode after
a large number of measurements, lessening the magnitude of the true
convergence or deformation.
Dial gauges
Gauges are available in various sizes and are particularly useful
for deformation measurements in models (Singh, 1972).

Provided that

the gauges are visible, very small gauges permit measurements in
openings in models where other devices may be unsuitable.

Where the

openings are larger, independent monitoring of roof and floor or walls
can be achieved by attaching the gauges to the rig base or the model
base.

Dial gauges are sensitive to deformations not directly observ-

able, and reveal creep characteristics of models under constant load.
Since the gauges are not moved during a model test, there is no error
in reading, as would occur when reading between changing reference
points, or if the gauge were removed and replaced.

Cheap, accurate gauges are available, enabling deformation
measurements to be obtained in areas where collapse of the structure
may result in damage to them.

Information up to the instant of

collapse is thus obtainable; any damaged gauges being discarded.

For small deformations,;0o01 mm to 10 mm, within simulated mining
openings, dial gauges are the preferred choice. Up to 25 gauges have
been incorporated within one model for simultaneous monitoring of
various openings0

Other researchers have also used dial gauges (Barron

and Larocque, 1963; Singh, 1968, 1972).
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Strain gauges
Although electric resistance strain gauge results are often used
for the determination of stresses, they actually involve the direct
measurement of strain from which stress is deduced from a knowledge of
the modulus of the materialo

Strain gauges were used extensively in

overseas model research (Jacobi and Everling, 1960; Barron and
Larocque, 1963; Sing, 1968, 1972), often as inclusions, with rather
discouraging results.

Since they are primarily designed for adhesion

to a surface, and are not meant to be used as inclusions, results were
frequently erratic and inconclusive.

Inclusion gauges are commercially available, designed primarily
for concrete applications.

Problems are introduced into model

research when strain gauges are used as inclusions and these are
discussed below.

;10 If the host material is different from the inclusion in its
characteristics, the latter may represent a significant proportion of
a model with respect to opening dimensions and can alter the stress
distribution.
;20

The loading of a strain gauge normal to its surface produces

tensile stresses in the gauge because of a Poisson's ratio effect and
if this behaviour is not understood and accounted for, the gauge will
give misleading results„
;3.

Interpretation under complex conditions is rendered question-

able owing to the fact that it is difficult to estimate or measure the
magnitude of the stress normal to the surface of the gauge. It may be
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possible to estimate upper and lower limits for this effect and make
corrections, but sometimes the limits may be fairly wide, leading to
vague interpretation.

The problem is partially overcome by attaching the gauge to a
surface and then protecting it by a small cover plate. A small piece
of shim brass will suffice and the task is completed by forming the
model material around it.

Such an inclusion disturbs the stress

distribution somewhat because stresses normal to the gauge over this
small area are transferred around it.

Disruption to the stress

pattern may be far less significant than the alternative effect upon
the strain gauge0

A solution to the problem is to dispense with strain gauges as
solid inclusions, and bond them to pillars, stope walls, backs and
other surfaces.
Adhesion problems. When using weak, porous model material, it is
difficult to obtain satisfactory adhesion between strain gauges and
mortar-based model materials.

In order to overcome the problem,

experimental work was conducted by the author to develop a range of
epoxy resins having the same stress-strain properties as the parent
model material and, desirably, having the same creep characteristics.
After much experimentation using resins, hardeners, fillers and
softeners, no suitable materials were obtained,, The basic reason for
the investigation was that gauges adhere readily to epoxies; the
adhesion problem is overcome and results are satisfactory as long as
the resin inclusion does not affect model behaviour as far as fractures
or failures are concerned.

Cemented model materials will not
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necessarily adhere to the epoxy resin and suitably shaped blocks must
be manufactured.

Resins using silica as a filler may be used to

improve the bond between resin and cemented material, but this can be
overdone, leaving a rough surface to which the gauge is to be attached.
An additional benefit of an epoxy resin inclusion is the fact that it
is waterproof and enables the entire gauge and the connecting leads to
be effectively waterproofed.

Moisture in model materials can prevent adhesion of strain gauges.
If the moisture content is sufficiently low, it is possible to obtain
some degree of adhesion.

The success of adhering gauges to damp

surfaces is always questionable and testing by tugging at the leads is
not recommended as there is a strong possibility that a well-adhered
gauge will lose its leads.
Moisture problems. Moisture may produce drift in gauges, a feature
which is extremely difficult to eliminate as the model is never
entirely dry, and the material is porous.

Several waterproofing agents

are available and waterproof type gauges were always used.

Many of

these water repel1 ants and waterproofing materials will not adhere to
the damp surface or, alternatively, they will not set.

Experience has

shown that certain types of strain gauge cement produce a superior bond
directly with the mortar than any of the two-part repel 1 ants which had
been tried in an effort to overcome moisture and adhesion problems.
Preference was therefore given to cementing a waterproof gauge directly
to the material and waterproofing the connections.

A kneadable rubber

type of waterproofing material is virtually impossible to adhere to
model materials;

however, excellent results have been obtained using

it to seal the connection between gauge pigtails and the connecting
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leads.

Gauges waterproofed in this manner have shown no signs of drift

but creep may be present.

Kneadable rubber has proved to be the most

satisfactory material as it is possible to mould it in difficult locations.

Microcrystalline wax is also very suitable for waterproofing,

particularly, when bench application is possible.
Alternative attachment methods.

In many complex modelling situations

it has been necessary to attach gauges to blocks of prepared mortar of
the same specification as the model material, the prepared mortar having
been made somewhat in advance and allowed to dry thoroughly.

The model

material was sawn into small blocks of size about 30 mm x 20 ram x 15 mm
or smaller.

The gauges with their waterproofed leads may be

conveniently attached under laboratory conditions at a later stage, as
required.

Afterwards the mortar blocks were soaked in water and the

model material cast around them.

In order to prevent air bubbles being

trapped beneath them, fresh mortar was poured to an adequate height and
the block holding the gauge was placed in position, vibrating it gently.
The rest of the mortar was then poured around and on top of the gauge.
Care was taken to ensure that the block was moistened, hut that the
model material was not too wet.

Shrinkage could have occurred and the

surrounding cracks must, of necessity, close before the gauges can
register changes in strain.
Location of leads.

The location of strain gauge leads should be such

that they neither weaken nor strengthen the model, are not destroyed
by detonator firing, drilling or other means of excavation within the
model, and are positioned in such a way that they do not interfere
with the final dissection of the model.

These conditions are rather

difficult to fulfil and require careful planning for their location.
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It was therefore usual to run leads in small groups through the centre
of pillars or in the solid material if possible, surrounding them with
mortar and uniting them with other groups where the leads emerged.
They usually emerged as two bundles of cables from the top adjacent
corners of a model.

They were carefully bound and tied so that they

could not move during a test, so as to avoid variations in inductive
or capacitive reactances, if AC bridges were used.
Balancing and switching problems.

Further problems with numerous

strain gauges located in the interior of a model were those imposed
during the balancing and reading of gauges.

Stability was affected

by contact resistances at every connection except soldered joints. At
the selectors, where 100 to 200 or more channels may be switched, the
problem was intensified by the very large number of contacts. Change
in the oscillator frequency of AC strain bridges from the nominal
frequency, or that at the time of balance, can disturb the resistance
and capacitive balance and lead to incorrect results. The balancing
cannot be changed after a test has started.

Apart from keeping the contacts scrupulously clean and ensuring
that the strain-bridge apparatus is in first class order, little can
be done if there is any difficulty during a test.

Despite regular

overhauls and using voltage stabilisers, AC strain-bridge apparatus
has been troublesome on prolonged tests.
Experience with strain-bridge apparatus. The strain-bridge apparatus
originally used was a Bruel and Kjaer, type 1516, which has an oscillator frequency of 3,000 Hertz.

Ancillary equipment included

selectors and resistance and capacitance balancing units. Variations
in oscillator frequency suggested the use of DC bridges,, dispensing
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with the necessity for precise and fixed location of all strain gauge
leads.

A DC supply from a storage battery would eliminate any filter

ripple or voltage spikes which may be present using AC to DC rectifiers,
eliminating reliance upon mains supply as regards continuity and voltage
stabilisation.

Consideration was therefore given to automatic scanning

of up to 200 gauges using a DC bridge.

Two such units were investigated:

the first experienced stability problems in the electronics of the unit,
and the second was ideal for the purpose.

It showed no instability,

could monitor large numbers of gauges, was reliable, but was very
expensive.
unit.

The cost factor caused no further action to be taken on this

Commercial equipment normally has an automatic printout, thus

eliminating reading errors and enabling the test operators to perform
more observations and execute each test with greater rapidity,.

Many

more strain gauges can be used at one time, adding considerably to the
information available for interpretation.

Numerous data scanners are now available for purchase or hire.
However, most of the problems relating to switching, balancing units,
frequency instability and effort expended in setting up and balancing
large numbers of gauges have been eliminated by the use of a
Huggenberger DC strain bridge.

Gauges were read in half bridge

configuration, the dummy being permanently connected, while each of the
active gauges were individually connected using banana plugs. A rack
was provided for quick access to each gauge lead.

Experience with the

system enabled rapid reading of up to 200 gauges.

It should be noted

that Huggenberger DC strain-bridge apparatus generates an AC signal for
the Wheatstone Bridge, but the effects of inductive or capacitive
unbalance are generally negligible when compared with Bruel and Kjaer
equipment.
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PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS

Pressure cells
Hydraulic pressure cells have been used in longwall mining and
other models to observe peak abutment pressures, to determine losses
resulting from friction, and to measure the concentration of stress in
certain areas within a model.

The cells proved to be useful for

comparative purposes but were found not to give absolute stress magnitudes.

Unless calibrated, direct comparisons from one to another

cannot be made.

The cells consisted of diaphragms, usually fairly flat, square or
rectangular and made from shim brass or thin steel sheet.

A capillary

tube was sweated into one corner of the cell and connected to a small
pressure gauge of range 0 to 1,000 kPa through normal fittings. Before
connection of the gauge, the cells were oil filled, preferably after
evacuation of the cell and tubing.

Excess oil was removed so that

each cell was reasonably flat, but not without an adequate quantity of
oil. Fittings were selected to be as small as possible so that the
volume of oil external to the cell was minimised.

Pressure cells of this nature do not, strictly, measure the
pressure in the model at it location, since a small quantity of oil is
displaced from the cell to the gauge as a result of model distortion.
Compression of the fluid and dilation of the tubing occurs during the
process.

Small gauges will therefore show higher pressure readings

than large gauges, because of the different volumes of oil required.
The pressure in each cell is that which the gauge displays, but is a
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result of the displacement, gauge characteristics, length and type of
tubing and volume of oil in the cell.

Each assembly can be calibrated

for correct pressure readings.

In one application, pressure cells, located at different horizons
above the coal seam in a longwall mining model, registered fluctuations
in pressure as the longwall face passed underneath.

The presence of

forward abutment peaks was demonstrated, followed later by an almost
completely destressed zone.

Subsequent settling of the strata produced

small increases in the readings.

These observations correlated well

with the accepted understanding of caving behaviour, confirming the
satisfactory performance of the cells.

The apparent failure of pressure cells to record the full magnitude
of the applied stress to a physical model prior to the formation of any
excavations was traced to friction effects as a result of model confinement.

The applied loading to a model surface was partially ahsorbed by

frictional restraint and transferred into the rig structure.

Pressure

cells detected losses greater than expected, but results were not
sufficiently consistent to deduce the extent of load compensation
required.

Inclusion type strain gauges were more reliable for such

measurements.
Vibrating wire gauges
Irad VBS-1 type SR vibrating wire stress meters have been used more
recently to measure the effective stress at any convenient location in a
large model.

Losses resulting from model to rig were able to be fully

compensated.

The stress meters were installed in 40 mm diameter holes
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drilled into the model and read, using a standard MB3 readout box.
These stress meters are reliable and stable.
Hydraulic supports
Hydraulic supports simulating longwall chocks have been described
earlier.

However, the use of small hydraulic cylinders, coupled to

pressure gauges, provided a measure of the actual support resistance
offered by the chocks installed in the models.

Formerly, no quanti-

tative information was available. The use of hydraulic supports in
models enabled setting and yield values or optimum support resistances
to be determined for prediction purposes.

VISUAL OBSERVATION
Direct observation
Mining openings in cross section models can be observed under load,
generally without removal of platens. Other portions can be observed
at various stages, by the removal of platens.

Deformations, fractures,

bedding separations, support damage, pillar stability, etc., can be
observed and recorded.

Observation is limited to mining openings that

are directly accessible from the surface of the model.

Three-dimensional models such as metalliferous mining types,
incorporating many underground openings unable to be viewed while under
test, were dissected after testing, using large cross-cut saws so that
the final state of the structure could be assessed.

Only the end-point

of the model test could be observed by direct means', so that it was not
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known at what stage failures occurred unless other devices were used.
Very fine details were observable, such as surface exfoliation and
fractures of stope walls, and surrounding stopes, features not
necessarily apparent using indirect observation techniques.
Use of introscope
Introscopes are usually about 25 mm diameter, and built up in
sections to a total of about six metres in length.

They are rigid

devices with a narrow and restricted field of view.

For the examination

of a model under load, an introscope requires a rather large hole to be
drilled for observation purposes.
large.

To scale, the hole is abnormally

The instrument permits observation of parts of a model not

normally seen, but the zones able to be observed must be severely
limited, otherwise too many access holes need to be drilled and may
cause an incorrect distribution of stress in important areas.
Fibre-optic devices
Flexible, fibre-optic devices are available for medical and industrial purposes.

For internal model observation, a two metres long

'Fiberscope' was used routinely.

The instrument is flexible, has a

movable head, can be rotated, focused and photographs can be taken
through it.

Although the probe is only 10 mm in diameter, it

frequently required a 15 mm diameter hole in order to pass through
without becoming stuck, and it was the practice to position 19 mm
diameter (15 mm bore) PVC tubes where required and cast the model
materials around them.

Up to 20 tubes have been installed in this way,

so that visual access may be available to remote parts of the model not
otherwise examinable.

Also, observation of the strata, stope walls,

and pillars may be made while the model is under load.
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The probe was equipped with its own light source, which was seldom
The light source had short life at reasonable intensity and was

used.

found inadequate in all respects, and small, 12 volt globes, soldered
to wires and connected to an external power supply, were used.

Good

illumination within stopes or other internal openings was thus obtained.
Each light source was separate controlled so that the 'Fiberscope' could
inspect stopes, etc., without problems of glare or shadow.

The need for tubing apparently much larger than would be expected
for use with the 'Fiberscope' was determined by the fact that there is
a reduction in diameter of the PVC tubing as the model was stressed,
and some reluctance for the instrument to negotiate curved sections
within the tubing.

CONCLUSIONS
Behavioural, physical models have been instrumented by dial gauges
and strain gauges or monitored externally using Vernier calipers and
rules.

Stress changes have been detected using hydraulic pressure

cells or vibrating wire gauges.

Hydraulic supports connected to

pressure gauges were used to apply or restrict forces which were then
calculated from the pressure gauge readings.

Strain gauges caused many problems and the benefits were few.
Direct observation and use of a two metres long fibre-optic probe
proved to be invaluable during model tests.
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Dial gauges and vibrating wire gauges were excellent devices
provided that there was adequate space to accommodate them without
disruption to the behaviour of the model under test.

FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MODEL AND PROTOTYPE

INTRODUCTION
A preliminary assessment of similitude requirements would suggest
that there should be no differences, other than scale, between model and
prototype.

However, once the practical aspects are considered, there

are many departures from perfect simulation, even though true model
conditions are sought.

In the application of the Buckingham Pi theorem, recognition of
fundamental differences between model and prototype is essential for a
proper interpretation and correction of input and output information.
For example, a model is a finite and severely limited replica of a small
portion of a semi-infinite medium.

The physical size of a model

imposes boundary conditions and errors in stress distribution, whilst
the testing of a model in a rig adds factors such as friction, platen
size effects and strength enhancement of the model materials as a result
of confining pressures.

The above features are not common to both

model and prototype and must be considered separately.

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS IN A MODEL
In determining the geometric scale, the maximum model size (at
least in one or two dimensions) is usually considered. However,
arbitrarily defined limits in the mine, for the selection of geometric
scale, do not affect the structural behaviour of the prototype.
Physical limitation to the strata mean that an allowance must be made
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for the development of proper Cor acceptable) end constraints. This is
achieved by provision of an adequate margin of model material beyond the
zone of interest.

Massive or thick strata require greater constraint

than thin, laminated plies.

Whilst the boundary effects restrict the zone of reliable prediction within a model, there are no other factors resulting from them that
require compensation or adjustment.

Experience has shown that it is

necessary to provide a reasonably generous margin for large models where
caving is a feature, hut mining can invade the boundary allowance in the
terminating stages of the model without invalidating results. It is
clear when the structure becomes unstable.

CONFINING PRESSURE
Two-dimensional or cross-section models have their important
stresses applied to the narrow sides of the models.

The large, upper

and lower surfaces, depicting the cross-section, are confined between
model base plates and platens or the rig base and platens.

Pressure

is applied to the confining platens to prevent the model failing by
shear when stressed.

The confining pressure is maintained as low as

possible to permit strata movement, yet prevent shear failure.

Although the confining pressure applied to a model can be likened
to the stress in the third, orthogonal stress in a mine, the effects
are not the same.

Model response in the form of sensitivity to stress

changes is adversely affected by the confining
the pressure increases.

pressure, worsening as

Whereas, in the mine, strata adjacent to any
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cross-section considered are reasonably compatible with those of the
cross-section and deform with them, the stress normal to the crosssection in a model inhibits the behaviour of the simulated strata.

In

a physical model there are surfaces which limit the cross-section
studied, instead of a continuum, and the confining pressures applied to
these surfaces inhibit movement.

In the mine, the continuum does offer some resistance to movement,
otherwise strata failure at one location might propagate the entire
length of a roadway, for example (and sometimes does).

Normally,

geological differences suppress the occurrence of extensive failures as
they are often confined to the weaker areas.

However, the continuum

deforms harmoniously with the section studied so that these differences
between model and prototype must be recognised.

Investigations by the author, conducted progressively between 1965
and 1974, have shown that losses in stress transmission in the centre
of a large model can amount to about half or more of the applied
stresses as a result of the model being confined.

Proper allowance

for such losses lead to a better estimation of the true or effective
stress on the structure being analysed, resulting in more accurate
predictions.

PLATEN FRICTION
Confining pressure, platen friction and material strength changes
are inseparable effects in the testing of physical models.

Platen

friction is a phenomenon not present in the prototype and must be
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avoided or compensated for in the model.

A two-dimensional physical

model, sandwiched between confining platens and a rig base or similar,
highly resistant structure, is subjected to substantial frictional
restraint depending upon the magnitude of the confining pressure and
the principal stresses in the plane of the section applied to the model.
If the applied stresses are high, the confining pressure must be
correspondingly high, but the friction effects may be as low as 10 per
cent of the total loading.

This is in agreement with Jacobi and

Everling (i960), who found similar frictional effects.

However, low

magnitude applied stresses may need to include an allowance of 50 per
cent to 100 per cent of the theoretical applied load to cater for
friction.

When such high magnitudes of frictional allowance is

necessary, the reliability of model prediction is diminished.

Friction between a model and its confining surface cannot be
eliminated.

It can be minimised, using wax, grease or both; fibre-

wood sheeting and aluminium sheeting with grease films between the
layers.

Attempts to minimise friction have not resulted in significant

reductions so that tests to determine friction losses have been
conducted.

The necessary allowances and corrections for friction have

been quantified.

Although avoidance of friction is impossible, convergence criteria
for the testing of a model eliminates the need to calculate friction
effects or allow for them.

The applied forces are increased until the

specified convergence or deformation is achieved and the loads are
controlled as necessary.

However, convergence values might not be

known for many, if not most Australian conditions and this technique
would not then be applicable. Jacobi and Everling used convergence
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control on their test rigs by virtue of many years of experience with the
behaviour characteristics of Ruhr coal measure sediments.

PLATEN SIZE
Platens are a means whereby forces produced by hydraulic,
mechanical screw, weights and levers, or other methods are transmitted
and dispersed uniformly or as required to the surfaces of a model.
Platens are associated with models only, not the prototype, and are
not involved in the dimensionless terms relating model to prototype.
Therefore, platen size is a factor which becomes evident as a problem
only by experience with models.

Simple model tests may not reveal

the significance of platen size because the results required may be
qualitative.

It is necessary to evaluate platen size with respect to the
combined factors of the physical size of the model under test, lamination thickness and opening dimensions within the model.

LARGE PLATENS
Large platens, if used without any protective or cushioning
material, may influence the spacing and frequency of major fractures
wherever models involving caving are studied.

They often smooth, out

stress variations and eliminate stress intensifications by applying a
relatively uniform stress to the ends of laminations, changing the
stress pattern from that which would occur in the prototype, and
minimising the probability of failure.

Large platens are more prone
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to platen distortion since the concentrated load is applied at the
centre.

Large, very rigid platens will bridge an opening, transferring

stress into the surrounding material more uniformly than would occur in
the prototype.

SMALL PLATENS
Small platens offer the greatest benefit in the application of
forces to the simulated strata.

They are able to apply loading to

laminated strata and do not bridge openings within the model, provided
that the openings are of an acceptable size.

However, small platens need to be controlled so that they do not
continue to move under the applied forces and destroy areas where
failure has occurred.

Although some degree of independence is an

objective during the initial stress application, complete independence
is not desired.

One of the best forms of restraint to prevent small

platens from damaging local areas is to place a flexible, steel plate
between model and platens.

The plate thickness is a function of the

force magnitude applied to the surface.

REMEDIAL MEASURES
The platen size problem has been rectified in part by the inclusion of rubber sheets and fibre-wood sheets, covered then by steel
plates between model surfaces and platens.

Smaller platens are then

used, separated by an adequate margin to prevent interference between
them and allow flexibility in the steel plates. This arrangement
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transmits and distributes the load more accurately than if directly
applied.

If yielding takes place within a model, the load transfer is

automatically controlled by the steel plates, resulting in an intensification of stress surrounding the opening.

If the model materials are

not capable of resisting the intensified stress, failure will continue
until a more stable structure is obtained.

This may be achieved by

propagation of the failure to more massive strata or by the material
developing increased shear strength by virtue of its confinement.

The thicknesses of the steel plates have been designed for specific
load ranges so that realistic stress distributions can be achieved.

Inflatable diaphragms (Thakur, 1968) are also a solution to platen
size problems.
surface.

The diaphragms ensure uniform pressure to the model

However, it was difficult to develop diaphragms capable of

withstanding high pressure and with the required stiffness, but modern
technology has been developed to produce high pressure, wire reinforced,
hydraulic diaphragms.

Platens of width equal to or greater than the opening dimensions
may lessen the likelihood of failure or modify the type of failure.
For example, models have been known to shear transversely to the sediments above both walls of an opening, whereas buckling of the sediments
would have been the correct mode of failure, as observed in the mine.

Fractures initiating or terminating at platen edges with any
degree of regularity should be regarded with suspicion and the method
of load application reappraised.

It is possible that platen edges
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could be causing the fractures, particularly if the platens are rigid
and the edges sharp.

High shear stresses between individual platens

should be avoided by protective steel plates between model surfaces and
platens.

The steel plates are continuous for the surface considered

and the thickness is calculated according to the shear stress between
one platen and another.

MATERIAL STRENGTH
In addition to the confining pressure introducing friction which
opposes deformation, the confining pressure produces a triaxial state
of stress in the model materials.

This confining pressure enhances

the shear strength of the material, making it more resistant to failure.
The effects are slight near the mining opening in the model.

However,

a substantial proportion of the model materials are affected to a
degree which is dependent upon the magnitude of the confining pressure.

The rocks in the prototype situation are similarly affected by the
existing stress field.

However, it is unlikely that the two relation-

ships are in the stress scale with respect to each other and this
factor should be recognised, even though it might be difficult to
evaluate the differences.

Theoretical analyses relating stress distributions, material
strengths and failure criteria to mining structures generally involve
plane strain or plane stress.

The former analysis is believed to be

a closer approximation to reality than plane stress, although results
are affected by the value of Poisson's ratio more than in plane stress
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analysis.

In reality, there is probably some truth in both approaches.

The significance of the choice of either lies in the rigidity or flexibility of the platens used to load a model.

Triaxial tests demonstrate the increase in ultimate and shear
strengths of materials with increase in confining pressure.

The theoretical considerations of plane stress and plane strain
analysis augmented by triaxial strength properties verify the observations, but it is still difficult to evaluate the differences in
triaxial strength properties between model and prototype. Platen size,
design and stiffness can cause models to behave under plane stress or
plane strain conditions.

For example, rigid platens, each supporting

ten load-applying hydraulic cylinders at the ends of the longwall rig,
would produce plane strain conditions.

When these platens were cut

into five equal sections, greater independence of strata movement was
possible.

Strata behaviour was greatly improved, even though the

loading was more in the plane stress regime than plane strain. In
reality, it was a combination of both.

MODEL SIZE AND OPENING PROPORTIONS
Model size is limited by the test rig and models are generally
built as large as possible to obtain greatest detail.

The maximum

size of opening within a model,, or its ratio to the model dimensions,
influences the degree of error in the stress field present in the model.
Coates (1965) reported that, for an opening of width equal to half the
width of the model, the error in the vertical stress was about 13 per
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cent when compared with an opening in an infinite medium.

At one-

third the width, the error reduced significantly to about 5 per cent,
and at one-fourth the width, the error was about 3 per cent.

It is

clear that relatively large openings,up to one-third of the corresponding
model dimensions, can be tolerated for only slight departures from the
theoretical stress magnitudes and distributions.

Experience has shown that errors in stress distribution up to about
10 per cent compared with theoretical analyses is acceptable for
physical model purposes.

Variations in rock properties are commonly

greater than 10 per cent and may be up to 100 per cent if sufficient
samples are taken.

Model predictions have been found to be in error

by less than 10 per cent when confirmation of test results has been
obtained from various mines, an example being the prediction of caving
spans.

As a result of the above discussions, opening dimensions in a
model up to nearly half of the model size would appear to be acceptable
if a 10 per cent error is considered permissible.
shown that such openings are too large.

Experience has

It is possible that the

strata are inadequately constrained, and possibly affected by platen
size, which may be commensurate with opening dimensions.

Failure

patterns are unrealistic and model behaviour does not correspond with
the prototype.

Therefore, upper limits for openings within models

have been established.

Opening widths of about one-third the lesser

model dimensions are acceptable and almost ideal for cross-section
type models.
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At the other extremity, small openings are influenced by the
grainsize of the model materials, lamination thickness and platen size.
Small openings have been demonstrated to resist failure at prototype
(equivalent) stresses far in excess of that which would produce failure
in the mine.

Therefore, the largest opening size as discussed above

will produce the most accurate model results.

CONCLUSIONS
The principal differences between model and prototype are summarised below.
1.

Geometric scale affects the degree of model detail and also

has consequences relating to stressing of a model.
2. Platen effects are unique to the model and not present in
the prototype.

Platen size, stress application and distribution, and

friction are problems which require consideration and careful analysis
in order to obtain accurate model prediction.

Geometric scale

influences the magnitude of platen effects.
3„

Friction between a model, the test rig, and its platens is

also unique to a model and does not affect the prototype.

This

problem is unavoidable and must be compensated in various ways, since
friction cannot be eliminated.
4.

Confining pressure not only influences the magnitude of the

friction effects, but causes triaxial strength development in models
which may be different from the prototype.
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Notwithstanding the above deficiencies, the development of
modelling techniques has been to overcome or minimise the above
problems.

Present developments are such that some problems, such as

stress distribution, have been solved, others minimised but all factors
have been recognised and taken into account when results are interpreted.

Thus, the status of physical modelling permits accurate

predictions to be made.
;5.

Many factors are interrelated and it may be unavoidable to

change one controllable variable without affecting others. Therefore,
the above complex discussion indicates that there must be a compromise
between those variables which are relevant to models but not to their
prototypes, examine their significance and take remedial measures to
minimise those factors which have the greatest influence upon models
and which have little, if any, effect upon their prototypes.

LOADING OF MODELS WITH STRATIFICATION PARALLEL TO THE RIG BASE

Experience derived from coal mining model tests showed that it was
undesirable to apply pressures to a model normal to the stratification
using rigid platens.

Such a situation may be unavoidable under certain

conditions,for example, when investigating roadway intersections or
other regional type models.

Two problems are introduced as a conse-

quence of loading a model in this manner.

The first is one of

incorrect or invalid stressing of the strata, involving an inability to
obtain a proper stress distribution.

The second involves friction

effects impeding strata movement.
Invalid stress distribution using rigid platens
Incorrect stress distributions cannot be eliminated while rigid
platens are used.

Loading applied parallel to the stratification,

stresses all layers to a nominal value.
condition is plane strain.
to the modulus of the layer.

Because platens are rigid, the

Stresses in each layer will vary according
However, failure in one portion of the

structure or inelastic movement causes a relaxation in this area.
Proper stress redistribution would be to intensify stress in the
surrounding material.

Rigid platens disperse the local stress changes

and produce small, global stress changes over the area of each platen.
The physical constraints preclude the incidence of any additional
failures until a major overstressing occurs within the model. Catastrophic failures of large magnitude are then inferred to occur for the
prototype, usually at high stress levels.
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Caving hindered by frictional restraints
The application of horizontal forces to a model using rigid platens
across a coal seam or other zone to be extracted, hinder movement by the
high frictional forces generated.

The problem is ameliorated by not

placing platens across the coal seam to be extracted.

Friction between

model surfaces and platens which bridge the seam may be sufficient to
hinder lowering of the roof.

By placing the platens on the roof strata

only, it is possible to mine the coal seam without removal of any
platens, thereby keeping the stress conditions more closely aligned to
those in the mine.

The roof strata is also able to fall whenever it

would do so, as there is no resistance to lowering offered by the
platens.

A limitation when using this method is that the floor strata

is not subject to compressive stresses and consequently floor heave is
seldom present or extensive.

Provided the study is only required for

roof conditions, this method of loading is acceptable.
Model preparation
Models have been set up in the test rig, cast iron platens positioned and subsequently loaded on four sides to represent the horizontal
stress conditions existing in the mine.

There was no need for any

friction allowances because the strata was independent of the rig and
without any other constraint.

For the vertical loading, fibre-wood

sheets were placed on the top of the model and a 6 mm thick steel plate,
the full area of the top of the model, was positioned.

Rigid platens

were placed on top of the steel plate and loaded to represent vertical
stresses in the mine.
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Example of model test
A model involving caving and goaf development was mined, commencing
at one edge so that total extraction was obtained.

Boundary conditions

are normally satisfied for most model tests so that proper stress
distribution can be achieved.

For caving simulation, experience has

shown that the section chosen can include the caving edge as one
boundary.

Formerly, solid coal elements were incorporated in a model, simulating the unmined coal in the prototype.

Model tests revealed that

caving occurred at or about the same relative position, to scale, as
was experienced in the mine.

Omission of the solid material enabled

caving to commence as soon as the cantilevered material was stressed
sufficiently to initiate and propagate failure.

Thus, a much larger

portion of a model became available as a useful zone for test purposes.

GEOLOGICAL FACTORS
Relatively massive strata incorporated in physical models which
require extensive mining have displayed a reasonable degree of
fracturing resulting from the extraction process. It was observed that
the extent of caving and the associated degree of fracturing was less
than that which occurs in practice.

Differences were related to the

presence of geological discontinuities, such as joint systems, which
are present in the mine but were not represented in the model.

It

became clear that it was necessary to include jointing systems in
physical models in order to obtain more accurate representation of the
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prototype and thereby enable better simulation of the fracture patterns
and the caving processes.

It has not been necessary to simulate jointing in rock, or cleat
in coal to obtain reliable results, but the degree of fracturing has
been improved and the overall appearance of the results made more
natural with its inclusion.

Jointing or cleat is only of significance

in the vicinity of mining openings.

Use has been made of this fact by

including jointing and cleat systems only in zones around proposed
openings, leaving the remaining strata build-up unaffected.

By this

technique it is possible to include a much more detailed geological
representation than would be possible should the entire model be treated.
This means that the work effort can be expended in areas where it is
most useful.

Because of the presence of joint systems which vary in intensity
and orientation in metalliferous mining structures, most metalliferous
mining models have jointing systems included in all rock types where
jointing is a feature, so that simulation is as accurate as possible.
The need for extensive and detailed simulation is increased by the fact
that stopes or other mining openings may occur almost anywhere within
the structure.

Finely laminated strata possess extensive discontinuities in the
form of bedding planes and may possess corresponding, intensive jointing
systems, dividing the strata into relatively small blocks.

It is

essential that the bedding be represented in great detail, but experience has shown that it is not so necessary to incorporate any
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additional joint systems in finely laminated strata because the material
possesses low resistance to fracture.

Under axial or flexural stresses

the strata deforms:readily and disintegrates, producing adequate
fracturing without the inclusion of joint systems.

The inclusion of jointing in more massive strata is of great
importance, but the frequency of jointing is generally much lower than
for laminated strata.

The reluctance of massive model materials to

cave readily, indicated a deficiency in models because of the absence
of joint systems.

Underground observations of longwall faces revealed

progressive goaf development and a general willingness of the strata to
cave.

Observations confirmed that the jointing system in the roof

rocks played a significant role in the strata behaviour.

Therefore it

was essential to include joint systems in strata of physical models
where it would be significant.
Technique
The final method for the incorporation of joint systems in physical
models came about as a result of many attempts to prepare discrete
blocks of material within a particular horizon.

The first method

involved cutting mortar which had been prepared in layers and then cut,
using saws.

Common hand saws were used in the early stages, but it

was found that the abrasiveness of the material was such that the
method had to be abandoned.

Tungsten carbide tipped teeth on a power

saw were found to be highly successful, in so far as blocks could be
formed and built into a model.

The method was far too time consuming

to be used on a continuing basis.

Difficulties in compatibility

between mating surfaces indicated that other methods should be tried.
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The solution was found to lie in casting the model materials in place
and then cutting them to the proper joint configuration, using thinbladed knives or paint scrapers.

It was found that massive type model

materials, simulated by sand and cement mortars, when cut, left a space
equal to the thickness of the cutter.

A further refinement was to

tamp the material again, using a wooden float.

This procedure closed

the space but did not heal the incision made by the cutter.

Materials represented by silica flour and Portland cement, with or
without high aluminous cements, were much easier to include in joint
systems because the materials exhibit a flash set which provides an
ideal working range in time.

Incisions can be made easily and the

spaces will close without healing*

After mixing, the mortar is rela-

tively liquid, but within a few minutes a flash set takes place and it
is during this period that incisions made in the material can be formed
easily and the spaces will close.

If too early, the material will

heal the joint, and if left too late, the material becomes relatively
hard and brittle, making it difficult to form a joint and it will remain
open.

It is essential that the joints formed in this manner are closed

so that the compressive stress applied to a model may transmit in a
natural and proper fashion.
Low friction interfaces
The significance of low. friction bedding planes was observed and
reported by Jacobi (1964), who observed the disruptive effects of
sliding, bedding planes in a coal mining environment.

Although low

friction bedding planes are present in abundance in Australian coal
mines and in some metalliferous mining conditions, they are rarely
reported in bore logs and it is necessary to observe whatever low
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friction interfaces are possible within the workings of a mine.

Bedding

planes which possess low friction can consist of clay filled joints or
thin coal bands within a sedimentary structure, sericite between layers,
leaf or plant fossils, talcose material or other materials which produce
a surface which permits relative sliding between horizons.

Many low

friction bedding planes escape detection because they are relatively
unobtrusive and the geologist or engineer may be searching for more
apparent low friction interfaces.

Physical models excluding low friction bedding planes produced
results which were acceptable or marginally satisfactory.

When the

same models were repeated using known low friction interfaces from
subsequent observation in the mine, the difference in the results was
outstanding.

Therefore, the inclusion of such features is essential

for accurate modelling.
Technique
It has been found that a paraffin wax surface has a coefficient of
friction of about 0.3.

The inclusion of low friction interfaces of

about this friction coefficient is achieved by waxing paper by dipping
it in molten paraffin wax, draining the sheets and hanging them up to
dry.

The method produces a relatively thin, wax-coated sheet which

can be inserted between layers by casting the upper layer upon the wax
sheets placed upon a lower layer.

For greater effects, numerous sheets

can be placed one upon the other, or the sheets dipped twice in the wax
to increase thickness.

However, the coefficient of friction still

remains at or about 0.3, but there is less shear resistance when multilayer interfaces are used.

A discontinuity without wax has a
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coefficient of friction of about unity*

In order to produce variations

to the coefficient of friction, grease has been used in conjunction
with the wax layers.

Experience showed that grease was absorbed into

the model material so that it was necessary to separate any grease
coatings by wax sheets on both sides.

No other variations have been

made in order to represent low friction interfaces in models.
Folding
Folding can have some significance, depending on the magnitude of
the phenomenon.

Folding can be of small scale, that is, of relatively

intensive folds and of local influence, common in metalliferous
structures.

Alternatively, folds may impress a more general influence

where they dominate the structure.

Mine workings may be located in

anticlinal or synclinal structures which affect stability of the structure.

Anticlinal, synclinal structures and local folding have been

included in models using templates if necessary for their location.
Technique
Anticlinal or synclinal folds are relatively shallow when physical
models are considered.

In order to study the influences of such

geological features, the structure is exaggerated so that the curvature
is evident within the model.

In some cases a hand-held template has

been useful, but in most instances it is possible to construct the
curvature on the backwall of the mould in which the model is built, and
to use the reference marks as a guide during construction.

Construction of intensive folding within metalliferous mining
structures is much more complex because the models are three-dimensional
and the folds need to be positioned with respect to the axes of the
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model.

To complicate construction, many metalliferous mining models

are not built with their bases in a horizontal plane. The fold axis is
positioned using wires which are later withdrawn.

The wires are

located according to the information taken from plans and sections and
transferred into model dimensions.

The precise position is related to

the height of construction and measurements taken from the sides of the
model.

During construction, it is common for the axes to be

repositioned with a smooth transition from one location to the next as
the construction proceeds.

The material may be finely laminated and

jointed,as in the case of intensive folding in metalliferous structures.
Dykes and faults
Dykes usually occur in two forms which affect mining: soft clay
or hard rock.
mines.

Both forms occur in coal mines as well as metalliferous

The clay dykes can be simulated in models using soft clay or

plasticine in the model by building up strata to one side of the dyke,
applying the required thickness of clay, and completing the other side
of the model.

Hard rock dykes are constructed in a similar fashion,

more competent material having been substituted so that it represents
the hard rock dyke.

Dykes have not been examined to any extent in

coal mining models because they are usually avoided in critical situations such as retreating longwall face operations.

Their existence is

determined when the longwall block is delineated by gate roads. Where
their presence is established, dykes can be included in models and the
behaviour of strata surrounding a dyke may be examined in detail.

Faults can be readily included in models by constructing one side
of the model to the fault plane, and then building up the other side.
In many cases, a shear zone exists with the fault, simulated in a model
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by using plates of wax and chopped up fragments of model material,
building up until the full thickness of the shear zone is represented.
In most instances, models of metalliferous mining structures have
included faults as a geological feature with either closed surfaces or
shear zone types.

In coal mining, longwall applications, dykes and

faults are avoided, or have been to date, so that it has not been
necessary to include them in longwall studies.

PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH MODELLING OF LONGWALL STRUCTURES

NEED FOR LARGE RIGS
Preliminary investigations into longwall mining using the regional
rig, revealed geometric scale deficiencies which could be rectified by
using a large testing rig in which adequate space was available.

In

the smaller model there was insufficient end constraint and inadequate
distance within a model to carry out variations in the mining, such as
changes to the support loads.

A large rig which was able to test

models ten metres in length overcame these problems because a generous
allowance for constraint to the strata could be provided and many
changes to the method of mining could be made during a model test.

PROPER APPLICATION OF LOADING TO MODELS
Models in which stratification was parallel to the regional rig
base were found to produce results which were unnatural unless special
precautions were taken.

Small models constructed and tested in the

regional rig were found to be subjected to the effects of platen size
because the platens were relatively too large for the geometric scale
used when longwall mining conditions were simulated.

The longwall test rig overcame many problems relating to the
application of loading to models because it was possible to apply
loading to the top surfaces through a steel plate and suitable
cushioning material so that stresses could be evenly dispersed, yet
concentrations produced in a natural fashion where they would be
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expected to occur.

The end loading was applied by steel platens

through a thick steel plate, thereby dispersing controlled stresses
into the laminations.

There was a similar deficiency to the correct

distribution of stress, but this was lessened by the fact that the
platens were able to move individually, thereby permitting stress
concentrations to occur in zones surrounding failed areas.

MODEL STRENGTHS RELATED TO GEOMETRIC SCALE
The early models were designed with model strengths related to the
applied stress only so that ratios between these variables were the
same for model and prototype.
scale involved.

No account was taken of the geometric

Texts in which similitude is discussed, generally

involved elastic structures and the need for stresses and strengths to
be related to a geometric scale is unnecessary in such instances. It
has been shown that model material strengths and stresses should be
related to the geometric scale as well as the corresponding prototype
conditions.

When this deficiency was recognised, more accurate

modelling became possible.

RECOGNITION OF FRICTION EFFECTS
Notwithstanding the advantages offered by large models in a geometric sense, the friction effects caused by restraining the raodel on
its large surfaces detracted from the otherwise favourable features.
Friction is present in all model tests but the larger models were
affected by friction to a disproportionate extent.
discussed in detail relating to friction problems.

The problem is

MINING OF COMPLEX MODELS

As the problems investigated using behavioural physical models
became more involved, and the need for simple solutions diminished, it
was necessary to develop techniques to construct and test complex model
structures.

In some cases models were mined under load to examine the

effects of stress redistribution during and after mining and to study
the mode of failure of the structure.

ACCESS TUNNELS
In order to mine the required zones within the model, access holes
were formed in positions where openings would not have been created in
the mine.

Their presence involved the redistribution of stress which

then does not correspond with the prototype situation.

Provided that

the access holes are not in a position of importance, the results from
the model test might not be invalidated.

It was imperative that any

entry made in any area of importance be as small as possible.

However,

for visibility and the ability to mine parts of the structure using
hand implements, access holes were frequently much larger than desirable.
It is clear that difficulties were imposed upon the mining of complex
models for which alternative methods were sought and, with persistence,
became available for achieving the desired results without introducing
spurious effects.
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USE OF DETONATORS
It has been found that the progressive mining of pillars or other
parts of a structure was able to be accomplished with success using No.
6 electric detonators installed during construction and fired in the
correct order„

Contrary to previous criticisms, the firing of deton-

ators did not damage a model other than in the areas intended. The
detonators did not destroy large sections, and it was often found
necessary to fire numerous detonators simultaneously in order to produce
a satisfactory result.

Where material was confined to any extent, a

reasonable number of detonators was required, which were series
connected to eliminate any risk of misfire.

The use of detonators enabled pillar areas within complex models
to be mined without the need for large, or any, access holes. Openings
within the model must exist to allow expansion for the detonated
material.

It may be difficult or impossible to remove the broken

material from the model without drilling large access holes.

If

experiments must be conducted within a model where no openings exist,
it is necessary to form some relaxation zone if it is necessary to use
detonators.

If such measures are not taken, the detonator firing will

fracture the model.

Detonators are built into a model during construc-

tion and identified, using suitable labels, so that they could be fired
in the correct sequence.

No other explosive material was included.

The use of detonators has permitted portions of a model to be rained
in a manner similar to that which might occur in the mine, with a high
degree of control and without unnecessary access holes.

SPECIAL FEATURES RELATED TO BEHAVIOURAL, PHYSICAL MODELS

INTRODUCTION
A preliminary assessment of similitude requirements would suggest
that there should be no differences (other than scale) between model and
prototype.

However, once the practical aspects are considered, there

are many departures from perfect simulation, even though true model
conditions are sought.

In formulating the necessary dimensionless terms, some factors are
present in the model which are not a feature of the prototype.
Friction, platen effects, rigid rig base or platen base, simplification
of detail in models and mining of models with limited or no access, are
examples of departures between model and prototype.

These have been

mentioned elsewhere in the thesis, but methods of overcoming problems
are described in this section.

The avoidance, minimisation or solution to some problems are
discussed.

Various techniques to improve upon geological detail are

described and discussed.

FRICTION
Proportion of rig loading
As a result of numerous roadway cross section model tests, it was
determined that the loading absorbed by friction arising from the
confinement of a model was much greater than the 10 per cent of the
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total loading, as suggested by Jacobi and Everling (.1960).

At a

reasonably high stress level, the friction would approach this percentage but, at low rig loadings, the friction can amount to 50 per cent of
the total loading in some cases, and renders predictions from such
models somewhat questionable.
Determination of frictional restraint
Following this discovery by the author, tests were conducted on
models to determine the frictional restraint.

It was found that the

coefficient of friction between model and steel surfaces was approximately unity.

The coefficient was not altered significantly by waxing

the surfaces, since the wax was often absorbed into the model material.
Fibre-wood sheets assisted in providing uniform loading to the model
and eliminated the possible interference of platen edges affecting the
fracture patterns.
Preliminary friction tests
A tested model was used for friction determinations by the removal
of platens from three of the four narrow sides and retracting the
corresponding cylinders.
so that it could not move.

The fully floating loading frame was secured
A nominal confining pressure was applied

to the large, upper surface (face) of the model.

Equal pressure was

applied to the five cylinders along the remaining narrow side. The
pressure was increased slowly to observe movement of the entire model.
Movement was monitored using several dial gauges set up on the opposite
side to the loading.
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At the instant of movement, a small reduction in the hydraulic
pressure was detectable and noted at the gauges.

The reduction,

although detectable, was negligible when compared with other variations.
Calculations relating the force required to overcome friction to the
normal reaction applied to the model, revealed that the coefficient of
friction was approximately unity.

The friction absorhed per unit

length or surface area was determined.

Repetition of the test on other models produced similar results
but indicated that the moisture content of a model had a significant
effect upon model friction.
Application of results to other models
From the above information it was possible to calculate the loading
losses by friction from the top surface of a model to the coal seam or
point of interest, and the loading losses caused by friction from the
ends of the model to the face position.

Since all models were of

uniform height, friction from the top surface to the coal seam or
mineral vein, if a flat deposit, is constant for each section across
the width of length of a model.

Thus, the rig cylinders applying the vertical load were all
provided with the same extra loading to compensate for the loading
absorbed by friction.

However, in the horizontal direction, the

loading absorbed by friction was found to be approximately directly
proportional to the distance from the edge of the model to the longwall
face, roadway, or section of interest.
loaded by rams at each end.

During a test, a model is

Consequently, the friction losses are
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greatest at the middle, decreasing somewhat linearly towards the ends,
at which sections they become zero.

As a result, a model is loaded in

the horizontal direction by the equivalent horizontal stresses, together
with an allowance for friction which is changed as the working zone
progresses from the start of the model test to the finish.
Rig pressures produce non-uniform stress in model
Although it is clear that the stressing of a model is not a true
representation of the prototype because the loading is not correct for
all conditions, it appeared important to maintain the most accurate
loading conditions within the working area.

The improvements obtained

by allowing for friction in this manner were so significant that correlation between model tests and known situations was raised to such a
standard that predictions of unknown situations could be made with a
high degree of confidence.

Previously, the model loading, when

calculated for the mine equivalent stress, indicated that very high
mining stress levels were required to initiate and propagate failure.
Models of known situations did not correlate with their prototypes until
this correction had been made.

Jacobi and Everling avoided some

friction problems by using convergence control instead of specific load
application to models.

In this manner, the forces required to obtain

a particular degree of convergence in a roadway or longwall face
included the friction effects.
separately analysed.

The force components were not

Detailed knowledge of strata behaviour in the

Ruhr district enabled Jacobi and Everling to adopt this technique, but
such information was lacking for Australian conditions. Moreover, the
variety of strata conditions here precluded any assumption that convergence rates or total convergence were applicable to other situations.
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Check on friction allowances
A longwall model test was the first to be conducted in the longwall rig.

It was difficult to determine the accuracy of the calculated

friction allowances derived from measurements taken from smaller models
in the regional rig because of the vast differences in size.

Performance

of the model was able to be checked with known conditions existing in the
mine.

The correlation was entirely satisfactory, confirming the general

level of rig loading.

Some model tests benefited from the knowledge of the existence of
high magnitude strata stresses which required a good level of rig
loading for their representation, diminishing the significance of
friction.

Because the confining load was the same, a similar friction

allowance had been made as in other model tests.

The proportion of

the total load required to overcome friction was much lower, with
resultant improvement in model behaviour and confidence in the
reliability of prediction.
Effects of overstress for friction compensation
Extremely laminated strata usually displays good fracturing and
collapse and is more responsive to movement than massive strata. When
considering the problem of predicting support resistance for various
situations, such as longwalls, discrepancies were noted as a result of
providing extra loading to compensate for friction.

When collapse

occurred, there was a tendency for the movement to continue because a
much higher load was impressed on the model than if frictionless conditions existed.

Model supports were required to accept some proportion

of the increase in loading than should have been the case in the
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prototype.

Supports were preset to a specified setting pressure.

The

pressure increased as a result of convergence and the highest pressure
on the supports was recorded.

When required, the model hydraulic

supports were bled, simulating yield conditions for the mine chocks at
a specified yield value.

Variations in support loads arise because,

in many cases, the full load is not experienced by the supports.

Blocks

of material hinder caving and proper settling, and this has been
observed underground in various collieries.
are overloaded.

At other time the supports

Because of the paucity of information in the litera-

ture dealing with modelling of this nature, the above discrepancies have
been independently assessed.

On the average, the results are

satisfactory, and have been used to predict setting and yield values for
longwall supports.
Theoretical considerations relating to friction analysis
The coefficient of friction is a dimensionless term and as such
would appear in the list of variables relating models to their prototypes.

The respective coefficients of friction between laminations in

the mine must correspond in the model.

This relationship is

particularly important as it is common to model and prototype.

An

additional factor, not common to both, is that of friction which exists
between the model and its confining surfaces.

Proper allowance for

this friction must be taken into account to obtain satisfactory models.
The problem is compounded because the friction is dependent upon
several variables such as confining pressure, moisture content, surface
roughness and preparation.

There is, therefore, a departure from the

theoretical application of forces as dictated by the laws of similitude.
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Since a model is confined between either a rig base or a backwall
and its platens, whatever load is placed upon the platens provides a
frictional resistance to motion.

where

and

The simple relationship

F

=

yR

F

=

force due to friction,

y

=

coefficient of friction,

R

=

normal reaction

has been found to be satisfactory for the accuracy required.

Friction must be overcome by a force normal to this original
confining force.

In order to minimise the effects of friction, it is

desirable to maintain the confining pressure as low as possible.
However, if the confining pressure is reduced too much, the model will
fail by shear.

Therefore, a compromise has been determined by exper-

ience over a range of rig loadings.
Escalation of friction allowances
Each orthogonal stress increases the friction by a Poisson's ratio
effect, resulting in a progressive escalation of loads to be applied to
a model.

Therefore, the third or least influential stress is often

reduced to a minimum value to prevent damage to the model and the other
two stresses are increased by whatever value is required to overcome
friction.
Effects of inadequate friction compensation
Consider a coal mining model with its theoretical loading applied,
representative of the stress field only.

If this loading is less than

the frictional resistance required for movement, it is possible for the
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entire coal seam to be removed without disturbance to the roof strata.
Therefore, it is necessary to make an allowance for the friction effects
produced by confinement.

When the geometric scale reduction is large,

friction effects may be the dominant proportion of loading.

It has been found that the coefficient of friction for most models
is approximately unity, but, when movement has taken place, the
coefficient of friction diminishes, not only because of the dynamic
coefficient which is slightly less than the static, but also to the
tearing of grains from the confined surfaces of a model, producing
rolling friction.

If it be assumed that a model has been set up to examine the
behaviour of a centrally positioned feature, and that external loading
has been applied to obtain correct stress in the central zone, then the
surrounding portions will be overstressed.

While static conditions

prevail, the effects of the overstress will not be evident.

The non-

uniformity of loading is revealed when movement takes place, such as
when partial failure of the strata occurs.

Deformations and extent of

failure are greater than would be the case without the provision of the
friction allowance.

However, the differences need not be great.

They

depend upon the stress field of the prototype, the geometric scale used
for simulation, and the friction between model and rig surfaces.

Friction cannot be eliminated entirely. If models are tested by
means other than convergence control, the only remedy is to minimise
friction and recognise its presence.

When convergence control is used,

the magnitude of the friction is unimportant provided that the loadapplying system is capable of overcoming the total force.

Different
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methods of model testing produce different frictional effects, all other
factors remaining the same.
Variations in testing procedures
The investigation of a mining structure which can be simulated by
a behavioural, physical model may be executed using different test
The spectrum of results and the effects of friction will

procedures.

vary according to the procedure used.

A pre-formed opening, with or

without supports, progressively loaded to failure, produces the greatest
amount of information and minimises the friction because the loading
conditions are dynamic.

Models tested in this manner have been proved

to produce accurate results by comparison with corresponding, underground mining situations.

A model without openings can be stressed to the equivalent mine
stress with due allowance for friction.

When fully loaded, mining

takes place, using whatever methods are appropriate.
to simulate the mining procedures precisely.

It is possible

Supports can be

installed, including rock bolts, as the mining progresses.
initiates,it will propagate as the excavation enlarges.

If failure

This test

procedure is a faithful simulation of the mining processes, because
mining takes place within a stressed environment as in the prototype.
Results are limited to those which occur during the constant-load test.
For example, if failure takes place, it is not known at which stress
level it would have commenced, or below which stress it would have been
prevented.

However, if failure does not occur, it is possible to

continue to load the model to failure.
to the former.

The procedure is then identical
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Effects of orthogonal stresses
When a model is confined by a certain confining pressure, it has
been found from tests that approximately the same total force must be
applied in the other two directions to overcome the friction.

As the

applied stress is increased, the confining pressure is increased by
about one-quarter of the increase in applied stress, resulting from
the Poisson's ratio effect of the model applying its reaction to the
confining surfaces.

The effective stress at any stage was found to

be equal to the applied stress minus the original confining pressure
minus one-fourth of the difference.

This is based on an average

Poisson's ratio of 0.25, thus applying one-fourth of a load orthogonally
to other surfaces.

When this situation was fully appreciated and accounted for, far
more reliable modelling results were obtained because the true conditions existing in the mines were represented, to scale, in the models.
The Poisson's ratio effect did not make itself apparent at first,
because of the hydraulic circuitry of the test rig.

Check valves in

the system prevented the registration of an increased reaction on the
pressure gauges, over and above the applied confining pressure.
Calculation of friction allowances in longwall rig
Pressures in addition to the scaled stresses are applied to a model
tested in the longwall rig because friction on the sides absorbs loads
from the point of application, transferring it into the structure.

A succession of model tests using the longwall rig resulted in the
formulation of suitable confining pressures according to the general
order of model stress.
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A confining pressure of 0.1 MPa applied to the large surface of a
longwall type model provided a nominal degree of confinement at an
hydraulic pressure of 12 MPa.

This pressure caused a high frictional

resistance but the confinement was considered to be the minimum value
to be used; otherwise, models might fail in shear.

Pressures and frictional forces were calculated as shown below,
illustrating the unreasonably high friction produced by virtue of the
large surface areas confined.
Confining pressure
Each side platen has an effective area of 0.98 m2. Nominal
dimensions of the platens are 2.030 m x 0.485 m„

Two 30 tonne

cylinders restrain each side platen, the total force being obtained at
an hydraulic pressure of 70 MPa.

Thus, a confining force of 10 tonnes was obtained at the system
hydraulic pressure of 11.7 MPa, rounded, say, to 12 MPa.
Frictional resistance
A restraint of 10 tonnes applied to both side surfaces of a model
produces a total frictional resistance of 20 tonnes, assuming a
coefficient of friction of unity.
Vertical loading
A force of 20 tonnes applied over 0.206 m 2 of vertical platen
area requires a pressure of 0,97 MPa to overcome the friction.
the total applied vertical stress must include both friction and
theoretically calculated vertical stress.

Thus
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Horizontal loading
For the same confining pressure obtained at an hydraulic pressure
of 12 MPa, the total, effective force acting on a model and resisting
horizontal forces, is 400 tonnes because there are, effectively, 20
platens.

There are actually 21 confining platens but the end ones only

apply load over half their width.

This value is obtained by the

application of the equivalent of 20 confining platens, each exerting a
frictional resistance of 20 tonnes.

This force is obtained at an hydraulic pressure of 70 MPa.
However, models are loaded by hydraulic cylinders at both ends, thereby
halving the total amount of friction to be overcome.

Furthermore, the

zone of interest is not always at the mid-point of a model.

For many

investigations, the working zone in a model progresses from near one
end towards the other.

Intermediate values of the magnitude of the

friction and the hydraulic pressures required to overcome it, may be
obtained by interpolation.

The following table is indicative of the magnitude of the friction
allowances required for a confining pressure of 0.1 MPa applied to the
surface of a model.

The confining pressure is obtained at a system

hydraulic pressure of 12 MPa.

There are 20 intermediate frames in the

rig structure which provide sufficient reference for observing friction
changes.
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FRICTION CORRECTION TABLE FOR
HORIZONTAL RIG PRESSURES
T

Mining Below
Frame Number

Rig Pressure
MPa

1,20

3.5

2,19
3,18

7.0
10.5

4,17

14.0

5,16

17.5

6,15

21.0

7,14

24.5

8,13

28.0

9,12

31.5

10,11

35.0

The force transmitted into a model will be almost that of the end
load when mining is close to either end.

As mining progresses toward

the middle, less and less of the applied load will be experienced in
the working zone and the external forces must be increased correspondingly to compensate for the friction losses.

Since the external

forces are applied equally from both ends, they must be diminished as
mining progresses beyond the mid-point of the rig.
in the table.

This fact is shown

Testing revealed that the friction losses were not

linear but were sufficiently so to interpolate the corrections, as
shown in the table.
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CHAPTER III
APPLICATION OF
MINE MODEL
TECH NOLOGY

INTRODUCTION

This section of the thesis deals with the application of the
previously discussed theoretical foundation and development of model
techniques to actual mining studies. Model tests included analysis
of the stability of mining structures and involved prediction of the
behaviour of the prototype. Model tests and series of model tests
were designed to examine specific objectives from which some general
conclusions relating to strata behaviour have been derived. Models
have been used to study the effects of roadway shape, width, stress
environment, strata variations, different support systems, mining
methods for longwall, fender and pillar extraction as well as metalliferous mining applications.

One important objective was the development of techniques for
the accurate modelling of real mining situations. Some emphasis was
placed upon generally applicable conclusions rather than upon individual
results of restricted application. Thus, an understanding of strata
behaviour and the possibility of a broader application of findings from
observations taken from particular model tests were obtainable.

Progressive advances in modelling techniques led to more reliable
predictions, greater accuracy, flexibility and detail.

Improvements

in modelling materials, instrumentation and test procedures would be
illustrated best by a chronological presentation of model tests but,
because of the fact that results from models, when arranged in chronological
order, presented an array of mixed objectives, the examples presented have
been divided into specific topics. Roadway and pillar studies, longwall
and other coal mining extraction methods, and metalliferous mining
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structures form broad classifications in which various models are
described for the purposes of illustration. Within these sections
the model studies are presented chronologically.

Where a series of model tests was conducted, progressive
improvements usually resulted, sometimes necessitating additional
models to complete the series or corrections to be applied to the
earlier models in order to obtain comparative results. In every case,
the best system or technique was applied to further model tests.
Conclusions from specific projects have been assessed to obtain
patterns for a wider understanding of strata behaviour and its control.
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SUMMARY OF DEVELOPMENT

INITIAL PROBLEMS
The earlier models consisted of detailed geological structures
but were probably too ambitious in their objectives. At that stage,
techniques were inadequately refined and many factors unknown. An
example was the correct use of dimensional analysis to relate model
to prototype, but designed to function only in the linear elastic
range. This meant that, when a model was loaded beyond the elastic
limit, either the model did not simulate the prototype, or the rig
capabilities in loading were reached before failure occurred. The
test rigs had been designed, constructed and commissioned, but there
remained some problems with their use, such as restricted space and
access to view the model under load. These problems were experienced
during testing of a wide range of models and corrected where possible.

Therefore, the early models produced results more qualitative
than quantitative. Observable features, such as fracture patterns,
goaf propagation and structural behaviour were described. Although
the eye could view the situation in detail and good perspective,
photographs were often difficult to take, had very limited depth of
field and many did not reveal the salient features clearly. Some
numerical information was obtained, such as support pressures, roof
to floor closure, and distance from face to caving edge, but the
numerical values were often only comparative, particularly those of
pressures. External loading of models proved to be less than adequate
because the magnitude of friction between models and platens was much
greater than anticipated.

Until this fact was recognised, some mining
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structures appeared to be safer than they were in reality. Models
are required to be overstressed at their surfaces to compensate for
friction losses. In model work comprising a series of tests, the results
were again comparative.

Because of insufficient external loading and

problems associated with rig to model friction, equivalent stresses and
support reactions were not correct in absolute terms, but it was
possible to show, for example, that one system or support type was
superior to another.

In this respect, a series of model tests of this

nature produced good results.

MODELS IMPROVED BY FRICTION CORRECTION
As the problems of friction determination, its minimisation or
avoidance became less significant, more reliable, quantitative information was possible. Deformation measurements, originally related to
externally applied rig pressures, were corrected so that they could be
applied to prototype conditions. Methods of measurement of roof to
floor closures were refined so that absolute values of roof and floor
deformations could be obtained separately. The nett result was that
problems relating specifically to roof or floor behaviour could be
isolated quantitatively rather than subjectively.

STRAIN GAUGES AND OTHER INSTRUMENTS
Electrical resistance strain gauges appeared to offer certain
advantages by virtue of their small size, unit cost and the large
number of gauges which could be incorporated into a model. They
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appeared to increase the availability of quantitative information
because a large number of locations, 200 or more for example, could
be monitored.

However, strain gauges proved, in retrospect, to be largely
unsuccessful and certainly uneconomic. At times there was correlation
between stress changes and fracture development, but this was not a
reliable feature. The use of strain gauges was continued in an effort
to overcome operational problems. Results from strain gauges were
finally used only in those situations where they could be confirmed to
be satisfactory and where the results augmented other information.

Mechanical dial gauges proved to be excellent, reliable devices
for deformation monitoring. Very small, accurate units could be
incorporated in models provided that they could be observed.

Up to 20

dial gauges have been used in a single model test. More could be used
if warranted.

However, dial gauges were required to be installed and

not removed during model tests.

It would not be possible to restore

a dial gauge to the exact position from which it came without the use
of special seating facilities.

Vernier calipers have been used in more dynamic model conditions
where dial gauges could not be left in the one position, or could have
been rendered inoperative by damage, model collapse, or the admission
of fine, abrasive material into their mechanisms. When using vernier
calipers, reference pins were found to be necessary because of erosion
of model materials at the measuring points.
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OPTICAL DEVICES
The introduction of remote visual aids, including introscope and
fibre-optic devices, resulted in a wealth of observable information
which could be related to the applied stress field. This information
included such features as fracture initiation, propagation and
structural collapse, knowledge of which may be vital to the safe or
effective operation of a mining system. Thus, there was a slight
reversal of an objective toward principally numeric information to
detailed qualitative observations, quantified wherever possible.
Investigations made while a model was under load enabled positive
correlations between the observed phenomena and the stress state of
the model or the stage of mining.

Inspection was normally remote,

that is, not directly visible, and the observations were possible at
frequent intervals if required. Stress measurements using pressure
cells, surface and inclusion gauges, proved to be largely unsuccessful.
These disadvantages were offset by the optical devices. The latter
were direct methods which could establish that a particular result
originated from a stress change or its magnitude, mining activity, or
similar influences. The former sometimes gave results which could not
be correlated with any factor and thus could only be attributed to
irregularities or lack of reliable performance of these devices.

SALIENT FEATURES DISPLAYED BY MODELS
Models were found to exhibit various features such as fracture
patterns, modes of goaf propagation or roadway failures not readily
observable in the mine.

Fractures which occur at horizons higher than

the seam thickness or thereabouts, are not normally or readily visible,
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even within a fall of roof strata. Generally, in a mining roadway,
joints and the effects upon supports are observable, but the behaviour
of the strata above (or below) is often a matter of conjecture.
Models eliminated the supposition by being able to display fracture
patterns or other forms of strata behaviour. In a mine, a well-caved
goaf almost invariably prevents the observation of the height of caving,
and many other features which are readily observable in physical models.
Extensive floor heave in a mine can also prevent observation of strata
behaviour in the roof or floor. Some features were confirmed to exist
in various mines after falls had occurred, or by inspection of goaf
areas where possible. Although such phenomena were observable under
certain conditions in mines, it was not until model tests had been
conducted that their significance was appreciated. Model tests revealed
the causal factors involved:

failure patterns observable in the mines

then became evident and meaningful.
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PART A •-• COAL MINING STUDIES
ROADWAYS AND PILLARS

INTRODUCTION
Roadways and pillars are somewhat inseparable for independent
examination and as such the study of roadways in isolation in models
assumes that there is a continuum on both sides of the feature being
investigated.

For example, a single roadway would be assumed to be

within a seam with solid coal on both sides to a sufficient extent that
other features would have no influence on the roadway.

In a similar

fashion, a single pillar would be assumed to have a roadway on each
side of it, together with continuity of the seam beyond each roadway.
Such an arrangement would influence the loading upon the pillar. Many
pillars of the same size would have different loadings than one pillar
formed in a solid coal environment, with single roadways surrounding it.

The study of these features in isolation gives little indication
of the interaction between pillars and roadways. Various configurations exist where one can influence the other. The simplest case is
that of roadways and pillars in the same seam. A more complex
situation is that of pillars and roadways in multiple seams. Not only
may there be interaction between pillars and roadways in the one seam,
but there may be involvement between them and pillars and roadways of
adjacent seams. Variables which affect the complexity of the problem
include seam thicknesses, distance between seams, the nature of the
rocks separating them, frequency and thickness of lamination, stress,
unit strengths and other properties of the rocks which affect the
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transmission of stress, local and regional extraction ratios, pillar
dimensions, geological discontinuities, roadway widths and coal
strengths, The above variables all influence the possible interaction
between roadways and pillars. Thus, a large number of models would be
required to examine the effects of each factor. Some variables are
not amenable to investigation using physical models because of the need
for a large scale reduction. Results then become qualitative or
inconclusive.

Model tests have examined pillar-roadway relationships in the same
seam, as well as for multiple seams. The latter may be the more
destructive configuration, but both have received attention and study
using physical models.

The purpose of the following discussion is to show that only a
limited range of in-seam and adjacent seam configurations need be
studied using models.

PILLARS AND ROADWAYS IN THE ONE SEAM
Pillars divide the seam into finite, load-bearing members which
transmit normal and shear stresses into the stratification, but
introduce stress concentrations which could be damaging to the pillars,
as well as to the roadways. The stress concentrations are related to
pillar size and roadway dimensions. Evidence suggests that pillars
wider than certain dimensions do not significantly alter the existing
stress concentrations, surrounding roadways, leading to the assumption
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that small pillars are more prone to cause instability in roadways
than are large pillars. As well as the transmission of stress normal to
the stratification, pillars should be capable of resisting shear stresses
as would occur in inclined seams or near a goaf.

It has been shown (Holland, 1962, 1965, 1967) that pillars of
width greater than ten times the seam thickness or extraction height
are indestructible.

Pillars greater than four or five times the seam

thickness may also be stable, and generally are stable under most
conditions (Salamon and Munro, 1967).

Although frequently considered to

the contrary, it can be demonstrated that very large pillars might not
have significant, if any, involvement in improving the stability of
adjacent roadways.

It has been shown by more recent, finite element

computer analysis (Jaggar, 1976), in a study of narrow pillars, that
pillars greater than six metres wide, under certain stress conditions,
did not affect the stability of roadways between them. The failure
zones present in each roadway did not diminish as the pillar size was
increased beyond six metres wide. Conversely, as the pillars were
made smaller, failure zones increased and could result in the collapse
of a pillar. This result enhanced the possibility that large pillars
might not affect adjacent roadway stability, and the failures
surrounding the roadway were a function of roadway width, seam thickness, strata strength and thickness, stress, and numerous other factors.

Small physical models constructed for testing in the regional rig
were found not to possess sufficient width to study pillar size effects
at a satisfactory geometric scale. Thus, a series of models was
constructed and tested in the longwall rig to examine the behaviour of
pillars of different dimensions varying from ten metres to fifty metres
in width, with roadways of six metres width between them.

In addition
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to the pillar sizes mentioned, there were zones sufficiently wide to
simulate the continuation of the seam on both sides, so that the effect
of pillar dimensions could be studied. This and other investigations
were primarily designed to study pillar stability but they also provided
an opportunity to examine roadway stability differences arising from
variations in pillar widths. These variations are dealt with
progressively for both single and multiple seam conditions.

HISTORICAL REVIEW
Early coal mining practice in Australia was a direct application
of then current English, Scottish and Welsh bord and pillar methods,
which have continued to date with only slight changes. The advent of
mechanisation accelerated the mining processes, modifying the techniques,
but the principles remained the same.

In some States, legislation

specifies that bord and pillar methods be adopted unless exemptions be
obtained from the Minister.

Attendant with bord and pillar methods is the general use of
rectangular roadways. Vast distances of rectangular roadways exist
in Australian coal mines whether pillar extraction is conducted or
not. Roadways can be found in different degrees of degeneration,
often influenced by the purposes for which they are or were used.
Paradoxically, while European practice has been involved mainly with
arched or circular roadways and, of recent years, investigators have
re-examined the value of rectangular cross-sections for roadways
(Everling and Baethmann, 1965), Australian collieries have been using
rectangular cross-sections for roadways almost entirely and have, of
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recent times, shown interest in arched profiles and supports. Arched
cross-sections and supports have been used only in difficult conditions
in Australian collieries, and in some stone drives in poor strata, but
are avoided where possible, primarily for economic reasons - cutting
and removal of rock, transport, maintenance of machinery, washery
discard and disposal.

Rectangular roadways, driven within the coal seam, offer some
advantages over other shapes. These include
1. minimum excavation cross-section (in a practical sense)
for a given width,
2.

little disturbance to the surrounding rock strata,

3. avoidance of sliding movement parallel to the stratification, thereby minimising strata relaxation,
4. the possibility to use simple, economic supports such as
timber props and bars or steel bars or rock bolts to
control or minimise floor heave or roof sag, and
5. the fact that there is no additional rock removal
requiring disposal.

In sedimentary strata, the presence of bedding planes at unfavourable locations with respect to circular or arched roadway profiles
often leads to them forming a somewhat rectangular shape after failure.
Continental, rectangular roadways often use a total of four rows of
supports, effectively dividing the cross-section into three partitions
for different purposes.

In this manner the effective span is reduced,

but the narrower compartments are unsuitable for large machinery.
Australian practice has involved the use of a similar, wide section
with roof bars or steel straps supported at their ends, leaving one,
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wide working section, almost as wide as the original opening.

Roadway

widths in Australian coal mines are normally five metres to six metres,
limited in some States by regulation.

It is worthy of note that there is

often very little difference in roadway width between those with statutory
limitations and those without regulation.

In other words, the industry

has found safe, economical spans which can be controlled with a moderate
degree of support.

Problems arise when the supports cannot be installed

properly or in adequate amounts, or in the freshly exposed face area.

Despite the preceding remarks, the efficiency, safety and long-term
stability of rectangular openings have been questioned as a result of
many collapses in apparently good or fair strata conditions.

Related

factors in a general study of roadways have included natural selfsupporting characteristics such as shape, width and rock strength; as
well as support systems, creep or time dependent influences and effects
of different strata and stress configurations. Some of these factors
have been studied, using models, and others have been examined on a
long-term basis by underground surveys.

Intersections may be the

cause of some falls by virtue of increased spans in these areas.

SHAPE AND WIDTH FACTORS
A series of models examined the intrinsic, self-supporting
characteristics of roadways to assess the importance of shape with
respect to width of roadway for different stress fields. The study
was conducted for one geological cross-section, a simplified, but
typical, mid-range sequence of shales and sandstones.
The cross section studied is shown in figure 20 together with
the various types and thicknesses of strata and their respective
strengths.
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SECTION

STRATA TYPE

THICKNESS (m)

STRENGTH (MPa)

MINE

MODEL

MINE

MODEL

Sandstone

2.40

0.200

30

2.5

Shaly sandstones

7.20

0.600

28

2.3

1.95

0.162

24

2.0

Coal seam

2.75

0.229

23

1.9

Shale

0.64

0.053

25

2.1

Sandstone

8.23

0.686

42

3.5

Sp
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FIGURE 20 - MODEL CROSS SECTION FOR
SHAPE AND WIDTH ROADWAY STUDIES
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NEED FOR OPTIMUM STABILITY
The large distances of roadways driven in coal mines suggests
that the cross-section offering greatest stability will minimise
support costs and therefore reduce total costs. However, it may not
always be possible to use such a profile because it could be too narrow
for the machinery used, so that a compromise situation results.
Conversely, the nature of the equipment which is used to develop the
roadways should be questioned if stable strata conditions are unattainable. The type of supports likewise should not be overlooked.

While roadways are fundamentally self-supporting, there is often
some surrounding rock material which is inherently unstable. Artificial
supports are used to protect men and machinery, to act as a warning and
to enhance a marginal condition. The minimum quantity of supports that
will provide safe working for the expected life of the roadway is
desirable, but rarely known. Roadways are generally over-supported
because
1. too much support is safer than too little,
2.

roof collapse on occasions often establishes a
minimum standard of support, even though geological
conditions may improve,

3. engineers will specify a generous, safe margin
to allow for unforeseen circumstances,
4.

the costs of stability monitoring

devices and their

continuous or regular observation can be diverted
to provide extra support,
5. it is rarely known (if at all) what is the minimum
support required, and
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6.

it is rarely known what the precise geological sequence
is at any stage. Lenticular shale horizons are common
in many coal mines and it is not economically feasible
to locate them with precision. Roof failures can
readily occur if these horizons are unfavourably located,
especially at or near roof bolt horizons. Some roof
conditions are such that the strata breaks up ahead of
the coal face.

SUBJECTIVE UNDERGROUND EXPERIENCE
Model investigations into shape factors were stimulated by the
observation of a significant improvement in the appearance of roadways
when a 'Goodman' borer-type continuous miner was introduced into an
established coal mine.

It was considered that possible factors leading

to the improvement were
1. uniform and slow rate of advance, permitting adjustment
of strata stresses to take place with a minimum of
disturbance to the strata,
2.

the shape of the opening which included radiused corners
and rounded rib-sides, together with a reduced roof span,

3. possible stress relief from the pilot holes produced by
the leading augers, and
4.

the actual maximum width of the roadway, which was less
than that driven by conventional continuous miners.
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TWO SERIES OF MODELS DESIGNED
In order to evaluate some of the factors involved, two series
of models were constructed and tested.

Shape effect was examined by

forming the borer-type profile at a narrow width in a model subjected
to an applied stress of constant magnitude, representative of typical
stresses measured in the Southern Coalfield of New South Wales. The
applied stresses were the equivalent of 10 MPa vertically and 17 MPa
horizontally. Models were constructed using a geometric scale of 12,
simulating sandstones, shale and coal, details of which are shown in
figure 20.

The original borer profile, formed in a model at a narrow width
of about 3.5 m was shaped into a rectangular section with the same
roadway width as for the borer profile. The rectangular section was
then transformed into the borer profile at greater span, and the borer
profile was again changed into a rectangular section at the same width.
This procedure was repeated until failure occurred.

In all models

tested, failure occurred at a critical width and the rectangular
profile was, in every case, no worse than conditions for the borer
profile.

Other models were used in this investigation, but were loaded to
different stress magnitudes.

The width at failure appeared to vary

somewhat inversely with the horizontal stress.
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Several models were tested at different stress levels, and with
different model material strengths, so that more tests could be
incorporated into the one model. Again a narrow opening was formed in
the middle of the model coal seam to the full height of the seam.
This opening was progressively widened to the equivalent of three metres.
At this width, a borer shape was formed by carefully chiselling the
model material simulating the coal seam, to the required profile.
The shape was then changed to a rectangular section at the maximum
width of the borer opening.

Failure occurred at a range of spans from

about 4.5 m to 9.0 m, but in no case did the rectangular shape result
in further deterioration when compared with the borer profile. The
roof strata typically failed by the development of a shear plane which
transected the sediments at a low angle of about 20°.

The shear plane

commenced near one rib and was inclined over the roadway.

Its length

was approximately equal to the width of the roadway.

The model coal seam was homogeneous and did not include any
bedding planes or cleat. Most coals, however, possess some degree of
cleat and numerous plies, and tend to break into roughly rectangular
prismatic blocks. Consequently, the effect of radiused corners would
tend to be of diminished importance when discontinuities such as cleat,
jointing and bedding planes are considered.

Clarain, durain and

similar hard coals, generally remain fairly resistant to fracture
despite some cleavages, example of such coal seams in New South Wales
being the Wallarah and Great Northern Seams.

It is worthy of note that the 'Goodman' borer profile in the
same mine can still be seen some ten years after the roadways were
driven. The roof has remained substantially flat and the small
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radiused top corners still exist. However, extensive ribside spall
has transformed the roadway into a rectangular section, for practical
purposes, removing many props in the process.

MODELS DESIGNED TO STUDY INFLUENCE OF ROADWAY WIDTH
Having found that the profile of a roadway was of less importance
than its width for the strata conditions examined, a series of five
models was tested to determine what relationship, if any, existed
between width of opening and applied stress for the same geological
conditions previously described.

Supports have been shown by previous model tests to modify the
nature and failure point of a structure, because they must be damaged
progressively to the extent that they offer only a low resistance to
the strata pressures. While the failure stress is increased by
supports, the fracture pattern and mode of failure are also altered
significantly.

Conventional timber roof bars and legs were therefore

included in each model. The model supports simulated 200 mm diameter
props and 300 mm diameter half-round bars.

A single, centrally located roadway was cut into the model coal
seam for the full seam thickness and was supported by seven roof bars
and fourteen legs in each model. The respective roadway widths
formed were the equivalent of 2.8 m, 4.0 m, 4.5 m, 6.0 m and 7.5 m.
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Five models were considered to be the absolute minimum required
to establish a potential relationship between width and stress. The
range of widths examined exceeded those likely to be useful in practice.
From an analytic viewpoint, a hyperbolic type curve was expected, based
on asymptotic conditions, namely, zero stress on the strata - 'infinite'
width; zero span - 'infinite' stress. It was considered that if the
relationship exhibited a sharp change in curvature at a particular
width, it might have been advantageous for roadway design purposes,
especially if the width were sufficiently large for modern machinery to
operate with adequate clearances.
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FIGURE 2 1 - RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ROADWAY WIDTH AND FAILURE STRESS
However, it is clear from figure 21 that there was no sharp curvature
change in the relationship between roadway width and failure stress,
and thus no particular width which would provide a notable improvement
in strata control. For every incremental reduction in width there was
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only a relatively slight improvement in conditions.

It should be

emphasised that narrow roadways offer significant benefits in stability
compared with wide roadways for laminated roof conditions. An opening
8 m wide would fail at transverse stresses of the order of about 25 MPa,
while an opening 4 m wide in similar ground conditions was capable of
withstanding transverse stresses up to about 35 MPa.

Note that the stresses quoted about are not necessarily correct
because friction correction details were not known in sufficient detail
at that stage. Some proportion of friction correction had been made,
but the full extent of friction was not determined until a later stage.
The results, nonetheless have significance for the control of laminated
strata and could be valid in a mine. The results of the series of
model tests examining width and stress are open to different interpretations because it could be argued that a wide roadway will tolerate
a stress field nearly as great as a roadway half its width. Mining
conditions do not permit an adjustment of the stress environment to
suit the desired design so that the roadway and its support must be
tailored to the existing conditions.

ASSESSMENT OF FAILURE
An element of a model may be regarded as having failed when the
shear strength of the material is exceeded by the shear stress under
the prevailing confining and stress conditions, or when the tensile
strength of the material is exceeded by the tensile strength.

Bearing

failures such as occur at the ends of steel supports may likewise be
defined in respect of the bearing pressures.
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The above definitions are easily applied to mathematical
modelling where numerical criteria can be tested using computer statements. They are not so clear when physical models are used, since
some failures might not be visible. However, many tensile, shear,
crushing or flexural fractures are generally visible and so failure
in these areas is observable at a specified stress level, deduced from
the test rig pressures.

While models can be progressively loaded up to and beyond the
failure point, any opening present in the model is subject to closure
and, in some cases, extreme closure. Therefore one failure criterion
for model purposes is not necessarily the first fracture which occurs
or a certain measure of closure, but rather an extent of fracture, sag
or closure which would produce a situation that would be difficult to
control in a real mining environment.

Failures in some models have occurred suddenly as the stress
level was increased.

These were easily and precisely defined.

However,

many failures commence with fracturing which does not result immediately
in structural instability within the model. Sagging of the roof and
floor heave occur progressively with increase in load and further
fracturing may take place as a result of flexure.

From experience, it is possible to estimate a stage at which
deterioration of the strata would be uncontrollable in a mine, or
require extensive support for its control. The judgment is based upon
extent and intensity of fracturing, flexure and deformation of the
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strata surrounding the opening. Ribside spalling is generally
progressive but difficult to quantify.

Bending and breakage of supports are indicative of the onset of
failure and contribute to the assessment of the failure point. Thus,
any expression of failure is not precisely defined unless failure
occurs suddenly. The latter frequently occurs with brittle materials
in a highly stressed environment.

DETAILED OBSERVATIONS
In the descriptions of the five model tests which follow, test
rig pressures have been converted to prototype strata stresses and
all values stated relate directly to the prototype. Likewise, deformations
and other dimensions have been converted to prototype values using the
appropriate scale factors. Hydrostatic stress conditions were applied
since the rig controls were unable to produce high horizontal pressures
at constant vertical pressure. The models were designed to study the
effects of roadway width upon stability under progressively increasing
stress conditions. Each model was identical in construction both in
geometric and physical strength properties. The strata cross section
is shown in figure 20.

MODEL NO. 1 - ROADWAY 2.8 METRES WIDE
Failure occurred at 41 MPa with a roadway width of 2.8 m. At
20 MPa the roof bars started bowing and the roof sagged between bars.
The first ply of the floor heaved slightly and props bowed. There was
further deterioration of this nature up to 28 MPa, where the floor
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heave deepened and some props penetrated the floor. At 35 MPa several
more props had penetrated the floor. Roof bars sagged further, floor
heave was significant, and the total convergence between roof and floor
was 0.6 m.

At 41 MPa, some legs were broken. Total convergence was 0.9 m.
The roof failure consisted of general sagging of the immediate strata
into the roadway which was resisted and held together by the bars.
There was a moderate degree of ribside spalling.

MODEL NO. 2 - ROADWAY 4.0. METRES WIDE
Failure occurred at 35 MPa with a roadway width of 4*0 m. There
was considerable destruction of props and bending of bars, although the
overall roof disturbance appeared slight, the strata buckling into the
roadway between bar ends and ribs on one side only, leaving a characteristic gutter frequently observed underground. The immediate roof was
affected to the greatest extent and the test demonstrated what little
strata movement is required to damage supports severely.

MODEL NO. 3 - ROADWAY 4.5 METRES WIDE
Failure occurred at about 31 MPa with a roadway width of 4.5 m.
At 14 MPa roof bars and legs were bowed and the roof was fretting
around bar ends. At about 28 MPa, ribside crushing was extensive in
the upper portion of the coal seam. Bars and legs continued to bend
and break. At 30 MPa the process of gradual deterioration continued
with increased convergence between roof and floor. This model test
produced an indefinite failure point and the test was continued to a
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stress level of 40 MPa, with progressively greater deterioration. It
was considered, upon analysis, that the failure point was in the region
of 30 MPa. The criterion used to gauge this order of magnitude was
the degree of deformation of the strata and the damage to the supports.

MODEL NO. 4 - ROADWAY 6.0 METRES WIDE
Failure occurred at 28 MPa with a roadway width of 6.0 m. At
14 MPa the coal fractured on ribs adjacent to the roof. Props commenced
bending and breaking at 19 MPa. Further prop breakage occurred up to
24 MPa when a roof fracture occurred at midspan. Ribside crusing was
extensive at 26 MPa. At 28 MPa roof failure occurred, accompanied by
mild floor lift. There was a general downwarping of the immediate
laminite roof, accompanied by bearing and shear failure in the roof,
followed almost immediately by conjugate shears above the laminite to
a height of 4.3 m measured from the roof line. Convergence was 0.53 m.
The failure point was well defined. Floor heave was only slight,
accompanied by shear failure which occurred in numerous beds.
The props influenced the position of shear failure in the floor by
confining the strata at their feet.

MODEL NO. 5 - ROADWAY 7.5 METRES WIDE
Failure occurred at 26 MPa at a roadway width of 7.5 m. At 7 MPa
the effects of vertical pressure were evident from ribside coal spalling
near the roof. This continued, accompanied by slight bending of props
at 10 MPa. Up to 14 MPa, props continued bending. Significant ribside
crushing occurred between 16 MPa and 19 MPa. At 20 MPa some supports
broke and fell out. Ribside spalling occurred again at 22 MPa. Roof
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failure occurred suddenly at 26 MPa. Apart from bending and breaking
of the supports, there was no obvious weakening of the structure prior
to the sudden failure.

CONCLUSIONS
1. The stability of a roadway driven entirely in the coal
seam appeared to be affected more by its span than by its shape,
particularly when factors such as cleat and bedding plane
discontinuities were considered. These were absent in the model
but are present in various degrees in coal mines. These features
would lessen the significance of radiused corners which often fall out
with slight roof to floor closure.

2. The nature of the failure of the strata depended upon the
thickness of the laminations in the immediate roof or floor. Where
finely laminated strata (less than 0.2 m thickness) exist the
buckling failure is analogous to plate failure subject to axial
compression.

The result of the strata fracturing is downwarping of

the roof, restrained by the supports producing a rounded fold. If
the roof is not supported adequately, extensive falls can occur with
this type of strata.

In the floor, which is unrestrained the floor

plies will buckle or shear often leaving flat slabs and an inverted
vee formation in the middle of the roadway.

3. Where the strata were layered in thicknesses in the range of
about 0.2 m to 0.6 m, shear planes were capable of transecting the
bedding almost as if it did not exist. Guttering occurred where the
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shear plane intersected the roof, usually near one rib. The shear
plane extended across the roadway at an angle of 20° to 30°. Such
failure may be terminated sometimes by geological factors, for example,
by a competent stratum at a low horizon, but the shear plane was never
observed to extend beyond the width of the roadway.

Alternatively,

conjugate shears, reflecting back over the roadway at higher horizons
may develop, but are progressively reduced in length as the strata
become more confined.

Failed strata become destressed and must be

supported adequately if in the roof.

4. The resistance of supports to roadway closure played an
important part in delaying the stress at which the strata failed.

It

was found that the greater part of the support system was required to
be rendered ineffective or have diminished resistance, such as by bent
props or broken bolts, before major strata failure can occur. A
difference between models and the real mining environment is that it
is usual for the supports to be installed in the mine before all
deformation is complete, and in some cases after partial failure has
occurred.

It is. possible for models in which the model is stressed

without any openings to have supports installed as the opening is mined.
However, should failure occur using this procedure it is not possible
to define the failure point. If failure does not occur, it is then
possible to increase the stress on the model up to or beyond failure
and hence obtain more detailed information.

Convergence of roof and floor and both coal ribs always occurs
as the coal is extracted. The roof to floor closure can damage supports
if erected promptly and set tightly.

If supports are not installed

quickly and effectively the strata may fail, possibly damaging or
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destroying the supports by the larger closures that then ensue.
Yielding supports would appear to provide a compromise for the
protection of mining roadways while still preserving the supports.
The cost factor suggests that they be recommended for permanent
installations or where replacement of the supports is both difficult
and expensive.

5. In all cases where structural failure was evident with
laminated strata, narrowing the span of the opening frequently resulted
in some improvement. However, depending upon specific conditions, the
improvement may be slight or imperceptible until the span is reduced
below dimensions which may be considered unacceptable for mining
purposes. The ideal span is that which produces some degree of stress
relief but not sufficient to cause dead-weight collapse.

A feature often observed in the failure mechanism of many models
was the stepped or plateau stress levels at which particular events
took place. For example, flexure of roof and floor, combined with
weaker, more deformable coal generally produces ribside spalling which
may commence at a certain stress magnitude and then continue for all
higher pressures. Prop breakage may initiate at a higher stress, then
continue in an intermittent fashion.

Floor heave may not have been

evident below a specific stress level. Roof deformation (sag) or
fracture might have commenced at a relatively high stress and increased
rapidly.

Resistant supports have been established to hinder convergence

and their progressive failure increased closure after each support
failure. This last feature was probably the most prominent factor in
producing the stepped stress-deformation characteristic.
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Pilot Holes for Stress Relief in Roadway Development
As an aid to the possibility of improving mining conditions,
models were constructed to examine the value of stress relief techniques
ahead of a working roadway.

It was reasoned, from extensive investigations in Britain, that
slots cut in the ribs (Hobbs, 1968 c) and the use of various fractions
of ribside packs designed to provide degrees of yielding might or would
contribute to an improvement in roadway conditions in the lateral sense.
It was considered that, by relieving a proportion of the vertical
loading in the roadway abutment zones would be accompanied by attendant,
lateral stress amelioration and hence improve roadway conditions. If
this could be done in a cross section then it was considered by the
author that some improvement could be obtained in roadways by reducing
the abutment pressure ahead of the face, driving it further forward.
In addition to the above reasoning, it was considered that if abutment
peaks existed on both sides of a roadway then a similar peak should
exist ahead of it. Supplementary to this postulation, the drilling of
large diameter holes in coal for degasification was considered to
provide a secondary benefit by way of a certain degree of destressing.
Consequently, several model tests were conducted to examine the
variables of size and location of pilot holes for stress relief at a
colliery with a reasonably competent sandstone roof.

It was found that the accuracy of the tests was required to be
of a high standard to detect any differences between variations in the
model tests. Repeated tests suggested that there was only a marginal
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improvement with large pilot holes but it was not a success in all
cases and the probability of success appeared somewhat doubtful. It
was concluded that the pilot holes would be of questionable value when
mining conditions were reasonable. Experience underground suggested
that it was mainly the coal that was destressed rather than the strata
and the implications of long pilot holes drilled in advance of the
face in a gassy seam might require the closure of the place due to the
presence of gas. The pilot holes drilled in the models varied in size
up to one quarter of the area of the roadway section at which point
there seemed to be some-benefit. It was assessed that pilot holes
larger than this would not be practicable since it would be easier then
to mine the entire section. Circular holes would offer advantages in
drilling but it would also require additional machinery and hinder
production. Alternatively a rectangular opening could be formed using
the ripper head of a continuous miner, a practice often adopted to get
straps or bars close to the face.

When coal is removed using a continuous miner to sump into the
face, roof to floor convergence occurs, sometimes nearly as much as when
the entire roadway is mined but this does not imply that the resultant
configuration is unstable. Indeed, when the miner is sumped in to
erect supports, the supports may limit closure to almost that which
occurred during the sumping procedure. The differences in strata
behaviour controlled with and without pilot holes were almost undectable.

A series of models was conducted to examine the influence of
pilot holes in advance of main headings for stress relief benefits.
Several models constructed showed no benefit, or a slightly favourable,
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but marginal, trend at one fourth the area. The series was discontinued
because of the indefinite results obtained and the need for a large
number of models to fully assess the factors involved and determine the
optimum proportions and position of the pilot hole.

However, these model tests indicated that strata thickness had
a significant influence upon roadway stability and the following section
deals with the results obtained from the above tests as well as others
which were designed for various purposes, for example, roadway width,
as well as the behaviour of roadway sections under constant width and
various types and thicknesses of roof strata.

THE INFLUENCE OF STRATA THICKNESS UPON ROADWAY STABILITY
Some models were constructed and tested representing strata
sequences observed at Coal Cliff Colliery. The objectives of the
investigation were to study the effects of pilot holes for stress
relief, as discussed in the preceding section, designed to evaluate
whether stability would be improved for the full roadway section when
completed. Other objectives were to examine the effects of variations
in roof strata thickness upon the stability of the roadway together
with any additional observations and conclusions that could be derived
from the model tests.

It should be emphasised that the previously discussed pilot hole
studies were, so marginal in benefit that this technique would not
normally be routinely used.

Furthermore, there are two prominent gases
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in coal mines which are dangerous in certain circumstances. They are
methane which may be explosive, and carbon dioxide which can endanger
life by asphyxiation. Both are regarded by Government inspectors as
undesirable and would not hesitate to close off a place if either were
above statutory limits. Thus the flow of methane, for example from a
large diameter augered hole would either affect the concentration in
the general body of the air, or would need piping to divert the gas
into return airways. Both would stop the place from further advance.
As a result of explosions and other incidents in coal mines, the
authorities do not tolerate conditions which breach the legislation.

Model construction details
The coal seam was 3 m thick and the roof sequence consisted of
sandstones entirely, reasonably massive and moderately thick - of the
order of 0.5 m to 2.0 m layers. Individual layers varied in strength
but were representative of medium to high strength coal measure
sandstones, typically 50 MPa to 120 MPa uniaxial compressive strength.
The strengths were derived from tests on rocks taken from Coal Cliff
in the district under examination. The high strength rocks appeared to
be siliceously bonded.

Therefore these models were suitable for the study of relatively
thick and strong roof plies upon roadway stability. Details of one strata
section are shown on page 294.

Other models were constructed with different strengths and ply
thicknesses and the broad results and conclusions are discussed in this
section.
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Results
Observations relating to stress relief pilot holes showed that
no change in stability was detectable for pilot holes less than one
quarter of the area of the proposed mining opening. Pilot holes greater
than one quarter of the area of the proposed opening and up to one half
of the area had a marginal effect on the fracture pattern and roof to
floor closure. The results were not consistent for all cases studied
so that no invariant conclusions were able to be drawn.

Conclusions
Whilst no positive conclusions could be derived relating to the
study of pilot holes, the models demonstrated the different strata
behaviour applicable to more massive and thicker strata, typically
sandstones, compared with laminated roof rocks, which are frequently
shales or similar rock types.

The following factors were noted relating to fracture patterns
and mode of failure for different thicknesses of strata.

1. Strength variations were observed not to affect the fracture
patterns significantly although the stress at failure was influenced by
the material strengths.

2. Shear failure occurred in thicker strata where the ply
thickness was greater than 0.3 m to 0.5 m. The documentation of exact
dimensions is inappropriate owing to the natural variations in strength,
anisotropy, opening span and other, often interrelated factors. If
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related to rib to rib span, shear failure appeared to occur when the
ratio of ply thickness to effective span was greater than 0.1.
Artificial supports may be very effective in reducing the span. Shear
failure can occur in situations where the ratio is slightly less than 0.1.

3. Shear failure may occur in layered strata of moderate
thickness where the strata is adequately confined to prevent excessive
flexure or plate buckling failure. Some degree of confinement is
provided by the immediate roof which may fail by buckling while the
higher horizons fail in shear. This is clearly displayed in figure 22
where the immediate, laminated roof produced a rounded fold, clearly
influenced by the supports. Shear failures were apparent in thicker,
more confined strata.

4. Where the strata are layered in 0.2 m to 0.6 m thicknesses,
or with ply thickness to effective span ratios of 0.03 m to 0.1 m
respectively, shear planes appear to cut across the bedding as if it
did not exist. Thus, the shear plane appears either flat or as a
smooth, slightly curved surface and appears to be unaffected by the
influence of the bedding plane discontinuities.

The shear planes which were observed in models extended across
the roadway at angles between 20° and 30° measured from the bedding
planes. Guttering resulted where a shear plane intersected the roof,
usually near one rib. For homogeneous, isotropic conditions there is
equal probability that guttering can occur on either side, but rarely
on both.

In reality ideal conditions seldom exist so that failure is

directed toward the weaker side which may be influenced by the joint
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The top photograph shows the
result of a model test. The bottom
photograph reveals details within
the overlying strata. The roadway,
with bent and broken timber legs
and bowed roof bars is overlain by
a laminated roof which produced a
rounded fold at failure. Had this
rock type been unsupported, the
roof would have collapsed. The
supports influenced the mode of
failure. Above the laminated strata
thicker, sandstone plies revealed
conjugate shear failures. These only
occur where the strata are confined
and also if the layers are not
massive or of great thickness.

FIGURE 22 - FAILURE MODE INFLUENCED BY
STRATA THICKNESS AND DEGREE OF CONFINEMENT
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system in the roof strata and probably principal stress directions,
magnitudes or a combination of these factors.

The shear plane may be terminated by geological features, for
example, by a competent stratum at a low horizon, but the shear plane
was never observed to extend beyond the width of the opening, even
when reasonable thicknesses of uniform strength, laminated or thicker
strata were modelled.

5. Should more than one shear plane develop, they form a zig zag
pattern and the lengths of the conjugate shears diminishes as the strata
become more confined. These features are also shown in figure 22.

6. Where thick strata existed around an opening, failures
occurred at high stress levels. Failure was again by shear, but the
angle was much steeper, 30° to 50°, and the shear failure surface was
often curved.

7. The resistance of supports delayed the failure of the rocks
surrounding the opening. The greater part of the support system must
be rendered ineffective before major strata failure becomes evident.
This factor is of practical significance. If timber supports are used,
bending or breakage of them indicates, audibly and visibly, the fact
that excessive closure has or is taking place. Remedial measures can
then be implemented. The nature of the additional or replacement
supports depends on the space available, seam thickness and economic
factors.
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ROADWAY SUPPORTS FOR ROOF CONTROL

Inf1uehce of mechanisation
In the days of hand worked mining it was the miner's
responsibility, supervised by the deputy, to erect the necessary
supports for his own safe working. Rates of advance were comparatively
slow, both in the development of roadways and in the extraction of
pillars. Difficult roof or floor conditions, coal spall from ribs
and other factors were accepted as part of the natural conditions or
hazards of coal mining with little, if any, knowledge of the factors
causing the prevailing conditions. Roadways could be widened or
narrowed to suit local conditions without being affected unduly by the
size of machinery, since coal skips were small and narrow gauge track
was used. Props or props and bars could be erected close to the face,
if necessary and in some cases the density of support was high.

With the advent of machine extraction of coal, mining activities
were concentrated in relatively few areas, each proceeding at a much
faster rate than had been experienced under hand mining conditions.

The need or desire for greater production rates resulted in
progressively larger and more powerful coal winning machines, necessitating correspondingly wider roadways. Shuttle cars were one of the
greatest problems. Manoeuvrability, safe clearances between cars and
supports, and large radius turns dictated wide roadways and very large
intersections.
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Early generation continuous miners were articulated about mid
position. Later and larger machines were "fixed head" types and not
articulated thus requiring a large distance between the face and the
front row of timber or steel props or legs. This prompted the use of
roof bolts and straps. Often the unobstructed area between roof to floor
supports and the working face amounted to about 10 metres, a distance
often unable to remain unsupported.

Some protection was also required

for the machine operators.

Wider roadways then required extra support - often two systems
of support - strata conditions often deteriorated, hindering production.
Thus, the need for a scientific evaluation of support systems became
urgent. The problem was aggravated by the fact that loaders or continuous
miners or other mechanised form of coal extraction required a relatively
clear face area in which to work. Deterioration of roof conditions
often followed as a result.

Numerous collieries in Australia have been operating from between
50 and 100 years and consequently have developed substantial lengths of
roadways, a considerable proportion of which need to be maintained for
ventilation, transport of coal, distribution of men and materials and
alternative means of egress. Roadway supports therefore represent a
high cost factor which can be depressed only by using efficient systems
and making the best use of strata control.

The mechanics of strata behaviour are now well known as a result
of model research and underground investigations. This knowledge may
be used to develop more efficient roof support systems, where roof
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support is required.

It is clear that the cost of maintaining large

distances of roadways, particularly if conditions are considered to be
poor, is of prime importance for satisfactory and economical operation
of a coal mine. Thus, the most desirable support system is that which
affords an acceptable degree of control with consideration for the time
that the roadway and its support are required, at minimum cost.

Role of models in evaluating support systems
While certain conditions for roof support are laid down under
mining regulations, some supports are superior to others and as
conditions change, different types of supports may be found to be
more efficient, more economical, or both. Experimentation underground
does not always provide a solution, as geological factors may change
unnoticed and stress intensifications relating to nearby mining may
alter, so that all variables may not be controlled.

By using models to simulate specific conditions it is possible
to control each test and change one variable at a time, if required,
thereby enabling an assessment of the relative importance of each
factor. High strength strata or massive roof conditions are less
likely to present problems in roadway roof control and therefore need
not be investigated.

Roof failures will occur where the roof strata

are either laminated or comparatively weak or both. However, finely
laminated material of high unit strength can be difficult to control,
especially if the primary stresses are high.
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Apprai sal of support types
Because of the appreciable number of combinations of various
types of roof strata, stress environments and types of support that
could be used, the types of supports examined in the models were
restricted to those materials which are economic and readily available
for Australian conditions.

Hardwoods are indigenous to this country although scarce in
central Queensland, for example, and widely used for props and bars.
Steel supports are expensive but are being used in increasing numbers
in many collieries. Roof bolting is used extensively in the face area
in particular and it can be a very efficient method of roof control,
especially in the "unsupported" area near the working face. The
effectiveness of roof bolting is dependent upon the nature of the
strata, satisfactory anchorage, optimum bolt length, a satisfactory
bolting pattern and a grade of steel to suit the prevailing conditions.
These problems have been largely overcome by modern developments in
roof bolt technology, resin anchorages and installation techniques.
Eccentric loading, residual torsion and flexural stresses have been
largely eliminated.

While aluminium is prevented from use by legislation, it is
possible that robust structural sections may become available and
permitted for underground use, with greater ease of handling. Long
life should result if suitably protected and of yielding design.
It has been demonstrated from previous tests that yielding supports
offer some benefits over rigid supports, insofar as they are less
prone to damage. The installation of supports in mines usually
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occurs after some relaxation of the strata, diminishing the
effectiveness of the support for controlling the roof at a later
stage, but allowing a degree of protection to the support by not
imposing upon it the full load that it would otherwise be required
to accept.

Long term stability is affected by stresses dispersing into the
strata with the dead load of fractured strata acting on the supports
after the termination of mining in the area. The effects of water,
rock creep, strength deterioration of the strata and decay or rusting
of the supports, all add to the problems. Until recently little
attention had been paid to this study and the fact that rising costs in
materials and labour, the need to replace some types of support within
the life of a roadway, ineffective supports and alternative strata
control measures, suggested that the most effective support system for
the control of poor strata conditions should be investigated as a means
of overcoming these problems. These were the terms of reference for a
series of models designed to study a multiplicity of support types.

Typical strata section represented in models
The cross-section of strata represented by the models was
typical of that found in many collieries experiencing roof control
problems.

It is shown in figure 23, together with selected, typical

ply thicknesses and uniaxial strengths. This cross-section and
material strengths were adopted in all models, for comparative purposes.

Two additional models were built incorporating 3.0 m of
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SECTION

•---«

STRATA TYPE

THICKNESS (m)

STRENGTH (MPa)

MINE

MODEL

MINE

MASSIVE
SANDSTONE

2.1

0.17

70

300 mm PLIES

2.8

0.23

54

3.5

0.28

83

LAMINATED
SHALE

1.8

0.15

42

COAL
SEAM

2.5

0.20

28

CARB. SHALE

0.6

0.05

28

MUDSTONE

3.7

0.30

58

MODEL
BASE

6.0

0.50

200

MODEL

l , f ;« •

...» . ..'"
; c; • t, ,..<
• 4 - ^ -

SANDSTONE

^-y.;»:'
•

* . * . • - ' . «

<

> ' ; • ; . •

150 mm PLIES
SANDSTONE

A^V 4*
16.08

'^^^

FIGURE 23 - MODEL CROSS SECTION FOR STUDY OF ROADWAY SUPPORT SYSTEMS
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laminated shale as the immediate roof instead of the 1.8 m of
laminated shale constructed in the previous models so that the
performance of the noteworthy supports could be evaluated under
different immediate roof conditions.

Support systems studied by twelve models
A series of roadway cross-section models was constructed and
tested to examine strata behaviour and support interaction. In each
model a central, six metres wide roadway was formed in the seam with
sufficient distance on each side to accommodate variations in strata
loading.

The support details for each model in this series are as listed.

1. A basic strata section without supports was used for
comparison purposes and to indicate the intrinsic, self supporting
characteristics of the strata for the six metres wide roadway
considered.

2. Half round timber bars at 1.2 m centres with timber legs
at their ends.

3. Half round timber bars at 1.2 m centres with timber legs
at their ends, and centre legs.

4. Steel girders at 1.2 m centres supported by timber legs.
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5. 1.8 m roof bolts at 1.8 m centres along the roadway and
1.2 m centres across the roadway, with timber bars and legs centrally
positioned between the rows of bolts.

6. 1.8 m roof bolts at 1.2 m centres both across and along
the roadway.

7. Steel straps at 1.2 m centres bolted with 1.8 m roof bolts
at 1.2 m centres, five bolts per strap.

8. Steel girders of H section (universal beam) with steel
legs at 1.2 m centres, the legs placed on sole plates.

9. Timber bars at 1.2 m centres with yielding legs.

10. Half round timber bars and legs with a slot cut in the
roof near one ribside and clear of the timber supports.

11. Half round timber bars at 1.2 m centres with timber legs
at their ends.

12. 1.8 m roof bolts at 1.2 m centres both across and along the
roadway.

The above support systems are commonly used in modern coal
mines. Recent additions to available supports include rolled hollow
sections (RHS) in square or rectangular tubing, angled bolts, steel
straps as in (7) above, but with timber legs under each end, purlin
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sections and steel straps pressed into a culvert (open vee) section
thereby giving greater flexural rigidity than the routinely used strap.
Models 11 and 12 were constructed with 3.0 m of laminated shale roof
instead of 1.8 m of laminated shale roof as in models 1 to 10.

Model construction
At this stage of development in modelling of mining structures
there were numerous moulds available for the construction of several
models simultaneously. "This had the benefit that

1. a batch of mortar could be divided equally between the
models under construction, thus ensuring uniformity of composition and
strength,

2. the models were able to cure and dry out properly, and

3. the series of models could be constructed in a considerably
reduced time interval, thereby ensuring consistency in strata build-up,
strength and geometric detail. It also allowed more rapid testing
since there were no delays awaiting construction of new models.

Each model was constructed in standard formwork with a concrete
base to prevent failure through underlying floor strata. All models
were constructed according to specifications both dimensionally and in
composition as detailed in the text and as was illustrated in figure 23.

A central opening simulating a six metres wide roadway in an
average coal seam was formed and supported according to the specifications
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detailed in the text. Model roof bolts were incorporated as previously
described. Anchorage was not regarded as a criterion for model roof
bolts.

When ready for testing the models were prepared with load
dispersing fibre wood sheets, steel plates and platens. Hydraulically
applied loads were slowly increased and results noted. Dial gauges were
used to monitor roof and floor closure.

TEST PROCEDURE
1. Each model was positioned in the rig and fitted with platens,
plate and cushioning material as described earlier in the general test
procedure.

2. The model base was drilled and tapped to receive a fabricated
steel bracket designed to hold one or two dial gauges. The bracket
was adjustable so that the gauges could measure roof and floor movement
independently over a range of opening sizes. The bracket was also
sufficiently rigid when positioned to ensure reliability of gauge
measurement. However, in this series of tests only one dial gauge
was used.

3. Dial gauges were installed in the models and set to zero.
Loads were applied to the sides of each model after the necessary
confining pressures were applied to the top surface of the model under
test.
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4. Loads were increased progressively and deformations recorded
for each level of load. Visual observations such as prop breakage,
roof sag, strata fractures and ribside spall were also noted.

5. Rig loads were corrected for friction according to the
level of confining pressure used. Deformations were then related to
the corrected pressures and both were multiplied by the appropriate
scale factors to produce prototype values of stress and deformation.

6. Results were plotted on a stress-deformation graph for
each individual test. Later all results were plotted on the one graph
in order to reveal areas of similar characteristics and stages where
there were significant departures.

7. The prototype corrected results are furnished in the
accompanying graphs and discussed below.

RESULTS
It was considered that the results would give an immediate
appraisal of the different types of support commonly used in coal mines,
and thereby provide an indication of the most effective methods for
controlling potentially difficult roof conditions. The documented
results which indicated, sagging of roof, floor heave, guttering,
rib crush, etc., at different stress levels were very detailed and
somewhat subjective for an independent evaluation. Thus roof to
floor closure was regarded as indicative of the resistance of each
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support to changes in applied stress. These results are shown
collectively in figure 24. Despite the crowding of the stress-deformation
curves at various stages, the results clearly show where certain types
of supports have advantages over others. A brief summary of results is
included below.

Although 12 separate graphs would display individual results more
clearly, the composite graph enables an immediate evaluation of the
supports. Where deformations were nearly the same, the graph served
to show that two or more systems of support were nearly equally effective
at that particular stress magnitude.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
1. An increase in the thickness of laminated roof strata
resulted in a significant roof to floor closure. It is noteworthy that
floor heave contributed substantially to the closure so that it could
be possible, and highly probable, that failure in roof strata could
transfer crippling stresses into the floor strata which, if weak,
could fail by buckling or shear.

2. The unsupported roadway, used as a control roadway to study
the intrinsic, self supporting characteristics of the strata, exhibited
an increasing closure trend which was almost linear when plotted against
applied stress. However, within the generally linear trend there were
step-like stages of reduced and increased rates of deformation. Total
closure was slightly greater than 1.0 m at 35 MPa. The changes in
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deformation rates were the result of phases of strata failure, resisted
by strata members more remote from the roof and floor of the opening.
As the applied stress was increased, the intensified stresses surrounding
the opening acted upon the more remote horizons and produced failure
by buckling or shear. Since these zones were more confined and
generally possessed reduced, effective spans, they required higher
stresses in order to produce failure. Concurrently, as the failure
zone increased, the magnitude of the intensified stress increased.
The model was loaded to a stage where it was considered excessively
damaged for practical purposes, thereby providing a broader spectrum
of results than would normally be required.

3. Various combinations of support systems revealed an
interweaving of their stress-closure characteristics as shown in the
composite curves of figure 24. These results indicated that there were
marginal benefits at different stress levels. Thus these support systems
could be used under the same type of strata conditions without producing
significant differences in closure, and therefore effectiveness.

Although closures of up to 1.0 m were recorded at stresses in the
30 MPa to 35 MPa range, such magnitudes would be considered excessive
even in seams about 3.0 m in thickness. Seams less than this would have
their effective working height reduced to uncomfortable proportions,
particularly when the depths of the supports were included.

4. Conventional timber bars at 1.2 m spacing and timber legs
supporting 1.8 m of laminate shale roof produced a three stage stress-
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deformation relationship. At 10 MPa the closure was about 0.25 m with
an upward rising characteristic at a reasonably high rate of closure.
This would have been the settling in and tightening of the supports,
a feature commonly experienced in coal mines. The second stage from
10 MPa to 20 MPa revealed a linear and reduced rate of closure although
by 20 MPa, closure was almost 0.5 m. The third stage indicated that
control of the roof had been reduced since the rate of closure was
greater and the total closure at 35 MPa v/as 0.85 m.

5. The above support system augmented by timber centre legs was
clearly the best method of minimising roof to floor closure. The
system has limited application, however. To demonstrate the resistance
to closure, the deformation was only 0.08 m at 20 MPa stress, 0.15 m
at 25 MPa and 0.30 m at 35 MPa showing that closure, although small up
to 20 MPa, was characterised by an increasing rate of closure actually
from no load up to 35 MPa. There was a relatively smooth, upward
curved relationship between closure and stress.

6. Roof bolts 1.8 m long at 1.8 m centres along the roadway
and 1.2 m centres across the roadway with conventional timber bars and
legs centrally positioned between the rows of bolts is a support
system commonly used in many coal mines. Modern practice is to install
the bolts through straps. Results from the model tests revealed a
smooth, upward curve relating closure to applied stress. Closure was
0.13 m at 10 MPa; 0.3 m at 20 MPa; 0.52 m at 30 MPa; and 0.63 m at
35 MPa.
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Floor heave was asymmetric but the laminated shale roof
produced a rounded fold, characteristic of the influence of timber bars.
The timber legs did not account for any significant component of the
closure which could have been assessed as practically equally divided
between roof and floor.

7. Roof bolts 1.8 m long at .1.2 m centres both ways represented
a much greater density of bolting than that which was used in conjunction
with timber supports. Part of the objectives of the series was to
endeavour to maintain support systems of approximately the same cost,
installation time and practical factors of importance such as handling,
stores, supplies, etc.

From the model tests closure was virtually linear from zero
load up to an applied stress of 30 MPa. At this stress, closure was
0.6 m. However at 35 MPa, closure increased only slightly to a total
of 0.65 m. Roof and floor closures were approximately equal, showing
that bolts of length equal to the thickness of a weak, laminated
stratum may not have the desired control over the roof. Extensive
roof collapse could have occurred with this system.

8. Steel straps at 1.2 m centres bolted to the roof using 1.8 m
long bolts, five bolts per strap at 1.2 m centres produced an
increasing relationship of closure to applied stress up to 35 MPa.
Closures were 0.05 m at 5 MPa; 0.15 m at 10 MPa; 0.30 m at 20 MPa;
0.57 m at 30 MPa and 0.68 m at 35 MPa.
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The roof remained more intact than some tests with roof bolts,
perhaps by virtue of the use of straps. Floor heave accounted for the
larger proportion of closure.

9. Steel girders with normal timber legs at 1.2 m spacing along
the roadway showed the effects of bending and breakage of the legs.
Although steel girders, rails or beams, may be bowed up to about 1 metre,
the results of the model test showed that a closure of 0.15 m was
measured at 10 MPa, then the rate of closure increased sharply to
reach 0.72 m at 30 MPa." Both sections of the graph were fairly
linear but the latter indicated that the timber supports, which had
started to bow at the 10 MPa change in closure rates, continued to
bend and the total closure was the result of floor heave, roof sag
and bent props.

10. Steel girders supported on steel legs were simulated by
aluminium sections in the model tests. The results revealed very low
closures up to 20 MPa, being less than 0.23 m. However, closure
increased progressively with increase in load, a closure of 0.63 m
being recorded at 35 MPa. When compared with other support systems
there was a clear advantage in the form of reduced closure up to
about 23 MPa, except for centre legs support. Above 23 MPa the
closures indicated that steel girders on steel legs appeared to be
little different from other support systems. Various factors
accounted for this behaviour. First, some roof sag occurred followed
by floor heave, tilting of sole plates which then caused eccentric
loading on the legs to bend them and reduce resistance. Roof sag
continued but was well controlled with no suggestion of collapse.
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Floor heave then increased rapidly, accounting for the total closure
being of similar orders of magnitude to other systems.

11. Timber bars and yielding legs at 1.2 m centres along the
roadway revealed only 0.05 m closure at 5 MPa, suggesting that the
strata were quite capable of resisting such low stresses per se.
Above 5 MPa, closure reached 0.75 m at 35 MPa but the rate of closure
decreased with increase in stress indicating that the yielding legs
progressively accepted .load with a rising characteristic.

Roof sag

and floor heave were approximately equal, the roof sag being a centrally
located rounded fold influenced by the roof bars while the floor heave
was asymmetric as commonly experienced in coal mines, especially if
a conveyor belt or rail track exist, where the phenomenon is of greater
significance and hence noticed more readily. Paraut props and turningwedge type friction props are examples of yielding supports which
possess rising resistance characteristics.

12. A slot cut in the roof strata over one ribside with conventional timber bars and legs produced closures greater than steel
girders on steel legs up to 27 MPa but thereafter, closure was less
than any type of support other than centre legs. Model tests revealed
a rising characteristic of closure against stress up to about 15 MPa
where 0.32 m closure was measured. Thereafter, the rate of closure
remained virtually constant, attaining a magnitude of 0.5 m at 32 MPa.
The closure was almost entirely floor heave. The roof remained flat
and the bars were unaffected.
had disturbed them.

Some legs were bent where floor heave
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13.

Because timber bars and legs have been the most common

support system in coal mines, although the use of bars is not as
popular now than in past years, the effectiveness of this system was
studied using 3.0 m of laminated shale as the immediate roof.

The performance of this system was poor, roof sag and floor
heave contributing to the closure in approximately equal amounts.
Total closure was 1.05 m at 35 MPa and the closure-stress
relationship was linear above about 7 MPa. Below this value, at
which the closure was 0.27 m, the rate of closure was greater than
the average indicating that the supports were progressively tightened
by closures before they offered adequate resistance. This support
system produced greater closures than for the unsupported roadway with
1.8 m of laminated shale. This fact revealed the effects of lamination
thickness upon closure where extensive roof sag and floor heave were
both from laminated strata. The floor heave would have been contributory
to prop breakage by the lateral and upward movements that occurred.

14. The performance of 1.8 m long roof bolts at 1.2 m centres
both ways was examined using model tests with 3 m of laminated shale
roof material. The stress-deformation curve was almost linear, reaching
a total closure of 0.8 m at 35 MPa. Again, the self supporting
characteristics of the structure were evident up to 5 MPa where only
0,12 m of closure was measured.

Floor heave accounted for the larger proportion of the closure
but there were breaks in the roof and some lowering near both ribs.
The roof remained substantially flat but roof collapse would have
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occurred without additional, roof to floor support. The bolted
section of roof separated from that above it.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
1. Steel girders on non-yielding steel legs provided the
greatest resistance to roadway closure, proving to be superior at
lower stress levels to roof bolted structures, with or without
timber support or steel- straps, and not worse at high stress
magnitudes.

In addition, roof collapse was inhibited better by this

support system and with a far greater degree of reliability than when
using roof bolts.

The steel legs were placed on wooden sole plates, dispersing
the high prop loads to minimise floor damage. Some collieries use
large quantities of steel girders on steel supports to control
highly stressed laminated shale roofs. For safety, saddles are often
bolted to the roof to secure the roof bars. Control was highly
effective although the system is expensive and the supports are
heavy to erect. They are more permanent than most other systems
of roof support. The coincidence between underground observation
and model results would appear to confirm the possible benefits of
steel girders and steel props in preference to roof bolts for the
control of weak, laminated roof. Although rock bolts may bind
laminated strata, roof failures could be extensive as a result of
their use.
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2. Timber bars and legs with centre legs provided the least
roof to floor closure at mid span but did not control the total
roof closure as effectively as the steel girders. The magnitude
of the roof disturbance and the floor heave was such that this
support system could be useful where full-width roadways are not
required, or where floor heave is troublesome or where other systems
are difficult to install. Return airways are a good example of
roadways in which centre leg support can be very suitable for roof and
floor control. No special equipment is required for installation
and although airway resistance is increased, it is far less than
collapsed roadways.

3. The remaining support systems revealed advantages and
disadvantages at different stress levels so that, for practical
purposes, they were of similar usefulness in controlling roof
closure. As would be expected, the unsupported structure produced
the greatest roof to floor closure for the strata sequence examined.
Timber bars and legs at 1.2 m centres provided the least support
resistance to closure, reducing the closure by about one fourth
compared with the unsupported case. In general, the remaining
systems reduced closure by about one third on the same basis.

4. The presence of greater thicknesses of weaker, laminated
immediate roof strata (3 metres) resulted in a significant increase in
roof closure. The 1.8 m long roof bolted support system at 1.2 m
centres both ways experienced increased deformation to the same order
of magnitude as the timber bars and legs resisted the former strata
sequence for corresponding stresses. The timber supports were again
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the least effective system, the bars bowing with minimal loading and
prop bending and breakage eliminating further resistance.

5. The timber bars and legs subjected to the weaker, laminated
roof conditions of 3 metres thickness produced a closure about one
third greater than the roof bolts for the same conditions. The
differences were apparent throughout the entire range of the tests.
However, this latter support system allowed roof to floor closure in
excess of the unsupported opening in the former strata conditions of
1.8 m laminated roof. In general, roof to floor closures for the
weaker, 3 metres laminated roof cases examined were at least 40 per
cent greater than those for the former strata conditions.

6. Roof bolts secured the laminated strata, preventing ply
separation within the bolt length. At or above the anchorage horizon,
separations were observed both within the laminated material or at
the massive strata-laminated strata interface. Roof failure can occur
and was observed to occur above the anchorage horizon of roof bolts,
thus making a much greater extent of roof strata available for collapse
than might otherwise be the case.

7. Timber bars and legs augmented by 1.8 m long roof bolts
gave much better support than the timber bars and legs alone. This
fact was confirmed by reduced closure and better control over the
laminated sequence.

8. There were only very marginal differences between the
stress-deformation characteristics of roof bolts alone, and roof
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bolts with steel straps. However, steel straps are useful in limiting
or preventing pieces of immediate roof from falling and causing
possible injury.

9. Timber bars and legs provided an inefficient support
system using roof to floor closure as a criterion. The marginal
differences detailed above compared with the differences between
the unsupported structure and that using timber supports leads to
the above conclusion.

It is the most widely used support system in

Australian collieries and serves to indicate that the system offers
some advantages in economics, safety measures, as a warning to
impending danger, ease of handling and installation.

It also

reinforces the fact that roadways are basically self supporting,
stabilise after formation and the timber supports inhibit or prevent
falls Of roof plies which could injure or mortally wound personnel.

10. Steel straps bolted to the roof offered slightly more
resistance to deformation than roof bolts alone. Where intensively
jointed strata exist in a mine the use of straps would be of benefit
in preventing or minimising loss of fractured material.

11. Yielding legs permitted closure to take place without
damage to the supports. Compared with the unsupported case this
system reduced closure by about one fourth. When compared with
ordinarly timber legs the yielding supports were inferior up to a
stress of 25 MPa but marginally better at higher stresses.

Clearly,

the yield facility diminished resistance to closure at lower stress
levels, permitting increased roof to floor closure. At higher stresses
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the typical, commonly used timber legs broke or bent and were thus
unable to offer significant resistance. Therefore the yielding system
was able to provide relatively greater resistance at higher stresses.
However, it should be clearly understood that many yielding supports
are relatively passive, i.e., they offer little resistance to deformation
upon installation (similar to timber props). Therefore increased load
on yielding supports can only be accompanied by roof to floor closure
which may mean some degree of strata failure. This fact should not be
overlooked.

12. The effect of a roof slot was to produce relatively greater
roof to floor closure at stresses up to 20 MPa. At progressively higher
stresses the convergence rate diminished, resulting in a lower-thanaverage closure rate at higher stresses. Floor heave accelerated at a
faster rate at low stress levels because a roof slot appears not to
afford protection to the floor. This feature was evident on the side
opposite the roof slot. The roof and the roof bars remained flat for
the duration of the test and there were fewer bent or broken legs
compared with some of the other support systems.

MEASURES TO CONTROL FLOOR MOVEMENT IN ROADWAYS

PRACTICAL ALTERNATIVES AND CONSEQUENCES
Floor disturbance can be almost as important as roof failure,
particularly when conveyor structures or rail tracks are involved.
Extensive floor heave can be a severe problem when return airways
are affected. W-ith some types of strata, floor heave alone can choke
an airway almost completely.

It is not an exaggeration that floor

heave in 3 m high return airways has reached the roof in parts.
Various methods for controlling floor movement are available but
some are only applicable in very restricted circumstances.

In most

coal mines, floor movement is normally uncontrolled and the only
measures taken comprise the removal of floor material to regain
normal working height. This procedure is variously known as floor
brushing, ripping or dinting.

It does not constitute a method for

controlling the floor movement primarily, and can only be considered
as a remedial measure.

The system is basically unsound because it entails the removal
of floor material, the dead weight of which is important in a delicate,
quasi-equilibrium condition following structural failure of the strata.
Removal of this material releases some of the confinement which normally
lends strength to the underlying strata. When exposed, the underlying
strata which are subjected to increased lateral stress, are then able
to fail by buckling or shear and so continue the process but to a
lesser extent since the effective span is reduced. Thus it has been
observed in many underground situations that floor brushing has been
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necessary on repeated occasions before any degree of stabilization
has been achieved. Thin seams do not allow floor heave to develop to
any great extent before it might be more troublesome than roof
instability.

Model tests have shown that is is technically preferable to
remove some of the more competent roof material in order to gain height,
but in a mining environment it is not always practical to do so because
a conveyor or rail track may be sufficiently misaligned or tilted to
necessitate the removal of the disturbed floor material prior to relaying the track or the conveyor. Conveyors have been suspended from
competent roof where floor heave is troublesome, thereby avoiding
difficulties associated with floor heave. If the floor heave continues
at a steady rate it can produce difficulties under the conveyor structure.

In conditions where floor heave is severe, consideration should
be given to controlling it in a similar manner to controlling the roof
because both are caused by the same phenomenon.

First, it is essential

to establish whether there is structural failure of the floor rocks or
whether plastic flow is causing the heave, such as might originate from
very soft clays below.

If the latter, floor heave may be difficult to

control unless there is a reasonable thickness of rock (false floor)
between the clays and the actual floor. Where plasticity is the
principal weakness the most important means of partial control is to
eliminate, or minimise, ingress of water to the clays. This may be
exceedingly difficult, or impossible, if the water is from pervious
strata.
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If it can be established that floor failure is primarily
structural in nature, rock bolts with or without straps, centre legs
and rows of legs on timber bars, constitute the most practical
solutions. Slotting of the floor strata for stress relief has been
proved to be successful both by model tests and underground
experiments.

In some cases, the removal of a particularly weak

section of the floor may overcome the difficulty, provided it is the
immediate floor only. Action of this nature can undermine the
pillar sides and cause ribside instability by floor strata movement.

The use of centre legs, or additional legs other than the
ribside support, may not be possible in roadways which are used for
vehicular access, but can. be used to a much greater extent where
conveyor structures exist, or in return airways or other roadways
where machinery access is not of great importance.

MODEL TESTS TO EXAMINE EFFECTIVENESS OF VARIOUS CONTROL MEASURES

Control by Centre Legs
Tests conducted on numerous models involving different configurations of strata have shown conclusively that centre legs effectively
control the floor heave in the vicinity of the support, but that heave
can be relatively severe in the clear spans between supports.

Figure 25 shows a model set up ready for test and figure 26
reveals the severity of floor heave in the spaces between supports.
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FIGURE 25 - MODEL SET UP TO TEST EFFECTIVENESS
OF CENTRE LEGS FOR FLOOR CONTROL

FIGURE 26 - MODEL TEST RESULTS SHOWING BUCKLING AND FLOOR
HEAVE OF THE STRATA BETWEEN SUPPORTS
ALTHOUGH THE FLOOR HEAVE,RIBSIDE SPALL AND GENERAL DAMAGE
MAY APPEAR EXCESSIVE, THERE ARE MANY EXAMPLES WHICH VERIFY
THE ACCURACY OF THE TEST RESULTS
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Although this example appears to have produced apparently unrealistic
floor heave, there are many examples underground where this magnitude
of destruction can be found. Depending on the nature of the strata,
the severity of the normal floor heave, and the size of the centre
legs used, this method may be considered satisfatory for floor control
as shown in figure 27. In return airways the system can be adopted
as a preventative or remedial measure, or to inhibit its propagation
where floor heave has in fact commenced.

In such circumstances it

is easier to erect timber supports than rock bolts. The latter
require installation machinery such as roof bolters or jack hammers
and generally an air or water supply which might not be readily
available.

Because of the possibility that floor heave can occur within the
clear spans between the supports the use of centre legs was considered
to be tolerably satisfactory. Comparisons based on closure measurements
may not be truly indicative of the efficacy of a system when using
model tests, unless deformations are taken over the full width of the
section.

It is convenient to use the centre line of each roadway for

convergence measurements but a more realistic criterion could be the
area or area loss combined with closure. For practical purposes, a
flat floor profile may be preferable to a buckled floor even though
the total area loss may be greater in the former. Thus factors such
as closure or area loss taken in isolation are not necessarily preferred
criteria for assessing different control measures. Model tests using
rock bolts and straps produced a reasonably flat floor profile as shown
in figure 28. For these tests it was noted that there was only a
marginal difference between tests results when four floor bolts were
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FIGURE 27 - CENTRE LEGS PROVIDED
ADEQUATE STRATA CONTROL WHEN THE
LEGS WERE PLACED ON SOLE PLATES

FIGURE 28 - BOLTS AND STRAPS PROVIDED A FLAT FLOOR PROFILE.
NOTE FRACTURED ROOF STRATA AND BENT OR BROKEN TIMBER LEGS.
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used in each strap compared with those tests when only two floor bolts
were used in each strap. Depending upon the intensity of the jointing
system, rock strength and degree of lamination of the strata it may be
necessary to include more and perhaps longer bolts in each strap to
control floor movement effectively.

In other cases, additional bolts

may not be warranted. Model tests can be useful in demonstrating the
benefits and economies by using an optimum number of bolts or alternative
control measures. The preferred system can then be studied in the
mine using convergence or other criteria for comparison purposes.

Slotting of strata
Slotting of the floor has been studied by model tests and the
benefits and related features noted. The advantages were such that
experiments have been carried out underground, for various purposes,
and floor heave was

found to be eliminated using this technique. In

one colliery where undulations in the seam produced an accumulation of
water a cutter bar of a coal cutting machine was used to drain the low
lying areas by cutting a trench near one rib. The district in which
this was carried out was prone to floor heave, but where the trench was
present floor heave did not occur despite the fact that the area was
wet, a condition often associated with the susceptibility of strata to
floor heave. The stress relief afforded by this method was sufficient
to prevent any buckling of the floor strata.

Because of the interest in slotting of strata as a means of
controlling difficult roof or floor conditions, a series of model tests
was designed to study the effects of the various slotting configurations.
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Slotting of the strata for stress relief, with a view to
controlling excessive movement, has been examined in detail using
models. The first model was designed to analyse the position of the
slot with respect to timber supports, as shown in figures 29, 30 and 31.

Model tests established that a roof slot was better placed near
one rib, especially where timber bars and legs were used. The stress
relieved strata relaxed laterally toward the slot bringing about a
partial closure. In the process the roof bars, held to the roof by
the timber legs, remained in contact with the roof and retained a flat
profi1e.

A slot placed in the roof strata along the centre line of the
roadway, likewise produced relaxation of the roof plies. Their span is
only half that of a slot to one side, which may appear to be a superior
arrangement.

However, the timber legs, if tightly set, fasten the roof bars
at their ends. Relaxation of the strata, evidenced by partial closure of
the centrally positioned slot, caused the ends of the roof bars to move
closer together. The timber bars were thus forced to sag, allowing the
roof strata to deform and rest upon the bars. An unattractive condition
thus resulted, relying upon the security of the supports for future
stability.

Figures 29, 30 and 31 show the set up of a model test prior to
stressing the strata. The first illustration was a control roadway with
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FIGURE 29 - CONTROL ROADWAY FOR STUDIES OF
SLOTTING THE STRATA FOR STRESS RELIEF

A dial gauge was set up in each roadway as for the control roadway.
In this way, relative closures could be determined. Where centrally
located slots were used in model tests, it was necessary to shift the dial
gauge slightly to one side. Later improvements included two dial gauges to
separately monitor roof closure and floor closure.
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FIGURE 30 - ROADWAY WITH CENTRAL
SLOT IN THE ROOF STRATA

FIGURE 31 - ROADWAY WITH SLOT
10 ONE SIDE OF SUPPORTS
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a dial gauge set between roof and floor. Dial gauges were placed in
all roadways studied but are not shown in figures 30 and 31 for clarity.
Figure 30 had a centrally located slot while the arrangement as shown
in figure 31 had a slot positioned between the ends of the supports and
one rib.

The results of the tests are shown in figures 32, 33 and 34
respectively. The control roadway, figure 32, revealed ply separation
in the laminated roof with attendant sag of the roof bars. Figure 33
shows the centrally located slot with the strata resting on sagged
roof bars. Note the dial gauge for closure measurement.

Figure 34 shows the slot located near one rib, beyond the
supports. All models were subjected to identical stress magnitudes and
it can be seen that not only was there no bed separation but the roof
bars remained flat and no props were broken.

Upon first analysis it was considered that the shorter cantilevered
spans of strata from a centrally located slot would be easier to
control than cantilevered strata almost the full width of a roadway.
However, the model tests showed conclusively that the slot near one
rib was preferable to a centrally located slot. The supports must be
capable of resisting the dead weight of the strata since slotting
eliminates any self supporting characteristics. Nonetheless the side
slotted strata was far more stable than the same strata section
supported by conventional timber bars and legs.

With the knowledge gained from the first model tests subsequent
models were involved with a thorough examination of slotting the roof
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FIGURE 32 - CONTROL ROADWAY
SHOWING ROOF SAG AND PLY SEPARATION

Although the extent of roof damage appears to be slight in the photo
it must be emphasised that the model had been cleared of any load bearing
platens and the true extent of roof sag and ply separation had tended to
restore itself to the original, unstressed state. The same situation applies
to figures 33 and 34 where the extent of roof sag, particularly noticeable
in figure 33 where the roof bars were significantly deformed as a result
of slot closure, also restored somewhat toward the original condition.

However, the results when a slot was placed between the supports and
one ribside, produced negligible roof sag so that figure 34 is more
representative of the real situation than was the case in figures 32 and 33.
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FIGURE 33 - CENTRALLY LOCATED SLOT SHOWING SAG OF ROOF
BARS ACCOMPANIED BY CONFORMABLE DEFORMATION OF ROOF STRATA

FIGURE 34 - SLOT NEAR ONE RIB PRODUCED NO SIGNIFICANT
SAG, SEPARATION OR BENDING OF SUPPORTS
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only, floor only, roof and floor strata together, so that a comprehensive appraisal could be made of the technique of slotting strata
for stress relief and to determine its advantages and associated problems.
All studies generally confirmed the same result. A range of strata
conditions were examined.

Slotting of the floor alone virtually eliminated floor heave
as shown in figure 35. There was some degree of floor closure (toward
the roof) and lateral closure into the slot but the floor remained
substantially flat. Roof to floor closure near the crushed ribs
resulted in some bent and broken timber legs.

It is postulated that if the roof strata are comparatively weak,
slotting of the floor may result in mild to extensive failure of the
roof arising from the redistribution of stress. It was found from model
tests that slotting of the roof strata produced failures in the floor
provided the floor strata were similar to those of the roof. Slotting
of both roof and floor strata diminished any tendency for buckling to
occur but required the roof strata to be adequately supported because
it was then incapable of supporting itself. Support may be achieved
by using a bolting pattern with bolts sufficiently longer than the
depth of slot, and possibly using straps to secure the roof, or
substantial timber supports, or both. Timber supports offer certain
advantages over bolts alone since collapse can occur with bolted strata,
particularly laminated strata, if bolts are anchored only a short
distance above the slot in incompetent material.

v
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FIGURE 35 - FLOOR HEAVE WAS VIRTUALLY
ELIMINATED BY SLOTTING OF THE FLOOR

Although the floor remained substantially flat as a result of
slotting it, there was considerable ribside spall v/ith attendant
bending and breaking of timber legs. From a strata control viewpoint,
slotting of floor strata can be a highly effective technique but the
practical aspects are not attractive. The absence of universal type
cutters with a long jib would require alternative methods to be
adopted to execute the task. However, the safety aspects of having an
open slot could be dangerous to men unless the slot were covered
which would then increase the costs of the exercise.
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Conclusions
1.

Slotting of the floor strata is a highly effective method

of reducing or almost eliminating floor heave. Under weak roof
conditions slotting the floor can worsen the structural equilibrium
of the roof.

2. Slotting of roof strata can worsen the floor stability if the
roof and floor conditions are similar.

3. Reinforcement of the floor strata using rock bolts is likewise effective in reducing floor movement in roadways. Fully grouted
bolts will prevent ingress of water whilst headed bolts i.e. no
projecting threads, add to safety by eliminating obstructions on the
floor.

4. Centre legs or rows of extra legs can restrict floor heave
in the vicinity of the supports. Buckling can occur in the free span
between them. The technique has limited application but can be suitable in return airways, conveyor belt roadways or non-critical
roadways.

5. Removal of floor material can be regarded as a remedial
measure only and not one of control.

6. Floor disturbance arises from the same conditions as roof
failure. However, gravitational forces assist floor stability and
oppose that of the roof.
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7. Slotting of either roof or floor strata could have been
carried out effectively using the cutter bar of so-called "conventional
cutter-loader systems. However cutters (and loaders in general) are
obsolete and rarely found and never used so that the possibility of
implementing slotting techniques is highly unlikely under modern
mining conditions.

PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH SOFT OR PLASTIC STRATA

Effects of plastic materials
Several model investigations were conducted into problems
associated with soft or plastic strata specifically involving floor
rocks. Control of floor heave can be effected in several ways in a
mine, the most readily implemented methods being securing the floor
with rock bolts, or bolts and straps, and centre legs. Bolting of
the floor has been acknowledged as being fundamentally a good system
as demonstrated by numerous model tests, but, even in the early 1980's,
it has not been received enthusiastically or tried underground where.
floor control is absolutely necessary. Such measures imply a rock
type behaviour of floor strata rather than plastic material behaviour
in which creep and plastic flow are significant factors. Where soft cl
bands exist the plastic nature of the material is important since the
problem then becomes one of soil behaviour rather than involving a rock
mechanics approach.

If clay bands are overlain by a reasonable thick-

ness of rock - at least sufficient to be able to prevent flow into the
opening - the problem associated with plasticity of the clays may be
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virtually eliminated by bolting the floor to secure the top layer.
However, where the rock is very thin or control of the clays cannot be
effected by rock bolting, whether using straps or not, or by centre
legs, alternative measures must be adopted.

Plastic materials have

the ability to flow into an opening if the applied pressure is
adequate.

In this way, bands of clay can be extruded from beneath

pillars, often disturbing ribside coal and rendering the ribs unstable.
Clays can produce a type of floor heave which can be counteracted by
simply removing the material.

It may be reduced by minimising the

quantity of water that is allowed to associate with the clays but it
may be impossible to eliminate this factor if it is from ground water.
The problem then becomes one of removal of the material in order to
maintain the roadway because normal methods of floor control do not
prevent the extrusion of the clays between the reinforcing and
stabilising elements.

Remedial measures
Where clay bands exist and no other method appears to be
available for their control, one possible solution is to form a
matting of timber, bolting this through the clays to a competent
horizon below. The next objective is to eliminate or minimise the
ingress of water, a task which may be almost impossible if the water
is derived from an aquifer or other water-bearing stratum.

Dust suppression using water sprays on face equipment can often
be effective with considerably less water than normally used so that
introduced water can be minimised.
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Not all soft layers are completely in the plastic range
although they may be highly deformable. By appropriate tests on
the materials it is possible to determine whether rock or soil
behaviour characteristics are dominant. Model tests may be used to
evaluate the significance of the failure of the structure relative
to the plastic nature of the material. They may be used to assess
the effectiveness of different systems of control, or methods to
ameliorate the condition, examples being narrow roadways or multiple
entries.

If the latter are used, small yielding pillars might need

to be examined, to evaluate their quasi-stability characteristics as
well as the stability of the overall structure.

Model tests involving soft rocks
Model tests have been conducted to examine methods to control
weak, plastic strata under specific conditions. It was found for the
limited cases studied that the apparent plastic nature of the floor
strata which was evident in the mine possessed sufficient rock like
qualities for it to be controlled by strata control methods. Underground tests confirmed that water from dust suppression sprays could
be minimised and thus diminish the expansive effect on certain clay
types such as montmorillonite, a mineral present in some roof or floor
rocks especially tuffaceous material and claystones. Chemical analysis
or simple tests of placing dry samples in water may reveal the presence
of deleterious clay minerals.

In a mine experiencing heave of soft floor material in normal
headings it was believed that high stresses caused the problems
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although the workings were at relatively shallow depth. Stresses were
measured and found to be 3 W a in a vertical direction and 10 MPa in
one horizontal direction. The intermediate principal stress was about
7 MPa. As an example of using models to study plastic behaviour of
materials, a cross section model of a portion of this mine was tested
by being progressively loaded to the equivalent mine stress. Substantial
floor heave occurred in the centrally positioned 5.5 m wide roadway
which had been pre-formed in the model. Floor heave occurred at a
stress mangitude which was just below that measured in the mine.
A patchy roof simulating the real conditions in the mine showed
superficial exfoliation at this pressure, confirming underground
observations. While still loaded to the above pressures, the geometric
equivalent of a 4.9 m wide roadway was cut into the model, separated
from the first by the equivalent of 25 m of coal. There was at least
13 m of coal seam between this roadway and the edge of the model.
This roadway remained perfectly stable.

In order to examine the effects of roadway width upon floor
stability a third roadway was cut 6.7 m wide, and driven leaving the
equivalent of 25 metres of coal between it and the central opening,
and 11.6 m of coal to the edge of the model. Extensive floor strata
damage occurred during the formation of this roadway into the model
and continued to the full depth of the model. The floor heave
followed the advance of the roadway. Upon completion, the floor heave
had intensified to the extent that the floor had risen approximately
0.75 m. The results suggested that very wide roadways, while providing
some degree of stress relief, failed because of buckling of strata
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even though, the stresses were not particularly high. However, the
strata were weak, resulting in an unfavourable relationship between
stress, strength and roadway width.

In the same model, two other

roadways, each 5.5 m in width were driven, centrally splitting the
25 metres wide pillars. These roadways remained stable though slight
deterioration occurred in the wide roadway at first. After sustained
loading the 4.9 m wide roadway produced very slight floor heave.
The remaining roadways remained stable.

This model test indicated that wide roadways were less stable
than narrow roadways and that roadways driven in pillars between failed
roadways were less likely to produce floor failure even though pillar
dimensions were severely reduced.

It is important to note that these

model tests were based on relatively shallow mining conditions and the
above conclusions might be inapplicable to deeper workings. For
example, at greater depths, splitting the very narrow pillars could
result in pillar failure with disastrous results. The above case study
was taken from actual mining conditions, stresses measured and rock
properties were determined. The geometry of pillars was that existing
in the mine.

Effects of closely spaced roadways
A single model test was conducted to examine the effect of
multiple entries, each 5.5 m wide separated by small pillars, each 6 m
in width. A central, 5.5 m wide roadway was cut into the model prior
to loading which failed when a vertical pressure of 3 MPa and a
horizontal pressure of 10 MPa were applied. A total of five roadways
each 5.5 m wide were driven into the model whilst under load.
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Apart from the central roadway there was. no deterioration in
any of the other roadways, neither was there any sign of pillar
instability.

Study Of time dependent effects
Model materials used were subject to time dependent deformation
characteristics. Pressures were sustained on the model for almost
three days in real time during which period very slight roof and floor
closure increased in one of the outer roadways. The period of three
days sustained loading represented the equivalent of several months
according to the Mewtownian Law of Similitude.

Lateral pressure to the model was then increased, resulting in
further deterioration in one of the outer roadways and very slight
floor heave in two other roadways on the other side of the zone of
observable deformation.

Vertical pressures were then increased without visible change
to the condition of the strata. Supports, which were set in one
roadway prior to the increase in vertical pressure, tightened as a
result.

Horizontal stress was increased slightly which resulted in an
immediate response in floor heave in the outer roadways. In the central
roadway, floor heave, in the form of a rounded fold, reached a height of
about 1.2 m at the centre when the horizontal stress reached a value
of 1.8 times the measured, corresponding mine stress.
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Vertical pressure was increased to twice the mine stress with
ribside spalling occurring on one barrier and crushing near the base of
some pillars. After sustained load, floor heave increased in the
centre roadway to about half of the seam thickness. Pillars were
observed to be destructive to the floor strata.

Conclusions
1. Narrow roadways were of some benefit in minimising floor
heave. Floor strata in" roadways less than five metres wide appeared
to be more resistant to floor heave.

2. Wide roadways caused the floor strata to fail without the
need for additional deterioration of the soft plies.

3. Multiple entries using small pillars were shown to be
beneficial to the control of the floor by virtue of the stress relief
provided by failure of adjacent strata thereby affording some degree
of protection.

Even though measures to control this type of material can be
effective, the possibility of second stage deterioration must not be
overlooked. This can be caused by creep in the materials or mineral
degeneration in the form of changes to its chemical structure. Water
may be sufficient to initiate or produce such changes.
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PROTECTION OF ROADWAYS BY FAILURE OF ADJACENT HEADINGS
Underground observations in some mines in relatively highly
stressed conditions have shown that development headings in advance
are more prone to instability than adjacent headings which are driven
subsequently. Also it has been observed in physical models that the
failure of leading headings may afford some protection to adjacent
roadways. If the leading heading is on the flank of those being
driven, the protection afforded may extend over only one or two roadways,
depending upon their spacing.

If more centrally located, failure can

protect up to four roadways depending upon the extent of failure,
roadway width and centre to centre distances.

In normal mining practice

the more central roadways are usually conveyor belt, track or supply
roadways and as such are important. Therefore, failure within these
roadways is undesirable despite the additional protection afforded.
Protection of roadways can be obtained in this manner without
specifically designing the failed roadway or roadways to be sacrifice
headings. Strata failure can occur without roof collapse whereas
sacrifice roadways usually involve complete collapse, often in stages,
generally by withdrawing the supports. Such a heading is driven wide
or progressively widened on the retreat, to encourage extensive roof
failure and is designed to involve roof collapse of sufficient height
to provide adequate, lateral stress relief. The greater the vertical
extent of strata collapse, the greater is the lateral protection. By
maintaining pillars at relatively narrow dimensions more headings can
be protected using this system.

It is assumed in the discussion above

that roof problems are serious enough to warrant the measures and that
there are no floor stability difficulties.
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While this general information is known and accepted, the
lateral extent of protection, height of caving required for adequate
stress relief, roadway widths, pillar sizes and other quantitative
values of importance to the study are usually unknown. Thus it is
necessary to investigate problems of this nature for specific conditions
so that panels may be designed for maximum protection where working
conditions are particularly difficult. Because no general rules are
applicable to date, models have been tested to examine the benefits
of sacrifice headings. The mechanics of sacrifice headings are that
they are considered to afford stress relief by allowing strata failure
to reduce the intensified horizontal stress in the vicinity of a
roadway with the expectation that the relaxation will gradually
reduce the stresses over a relatively wide area.

Results from model tests
One model test was designed to examine the effects of leaving
narrow pillars between roadways. The strata section and material
property details are illustrated in figure 36. The tests revealed that
floor heave followed the formation of the first roadway driven,
confirming underground experience at that colliery. The narrow pillars
were formed about 3 m in width by driving subsequent roadways in the
model.

It was found that two roadways driven on the same side of the

first roadway were virtually free from roof or floor failure. Some
degree of closure was measurable but was not sufficient to cause
failure. The fourth roadway driven was subjected to extensive roof
failure and moderate floor heave, without any change in the applied
stress. So great was the vertical extent of these failures that
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SECTION

STRATA TYPE

THICKNESS - m
MINE

MODEL

STRENGTH - MPa
MINE

MODEL

0.135

73

3.12

25.6

1.422

44

1.88

COAL SEAM

3.0

0.153

14

0.60

SHALE

1.2

0.067

44

1.88

SANDSTONE

5.5

0.305

75

3.20

SANDSTONE

2.44

LAMINATED
SHALES,
MUDSTONES
AND FINE
GRAINED
SANDY SHALE

XJ4H&

MODEL BASE

FIGURE 36 - MODEL CROSS SECTION FOR
THE STUDY OF ROADWAYS AND NARROW FENDERS
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lateral protection extended for a distance which included the next
three roadways before failure occurred in subsequent roadways. This
pattern of stress relief repeated itself, the protection being sufficient
to include either two or three roadways. The extent of roof failure
was influential in determining the degree of protection afforded to
adjacent roadways.

In this particular case, it was observed that

protection extended for a lateral distance up to 30 m, measured from
the centre line of the failed roadway.

As more roadways were formed, the effects of vertical pressures
on the relatively narrow fenders or pillars were revealed by ribside
crushing but the working area was not affected. At such narrow
dimensions, accurate surveying and mining would be imperative, but with
care, coal can be mined in areas where losses would be greater than
by other methods. A selection of photographs illustrates the features.

Practical implications
Efforts to reduce centre to centre distances between roadways
for stress relief purposes can result in narrow, undersized pillars
which are themselves rendered unstable or brought to a yielding
condition, or a state where excessive crushing of the coal ribs
occurs. Under certain circumstances, any of the above can be
acceptable provided that the instability is not concurrent with the
driving of roadways during formation of the pillars. In one model
test, pillars were too small to be recovered at a later stage by
virtue of the extensive crushing which occurred.

However, the

phenomenon was displaced by one or more pillars away from the working
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THE FIRST ROADWAY DRIVEN RESULTED IN MODERATE FLOOR HEAVE

WHEN MORE ROADWAYS WERE DRIVEN, THE FLOOR HEAVE INCREASED, FENDERS
CRUSHED PROGRESSIVELY BUT ADJACENT ROADWAYS WERE PROTECTED
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THE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL LOADS ON THE MODEL REMAINED CONSTANT DURING
THE TEST. HOWEVER, AS THE ZONE OF DEVELOPMENT INCREASED, FURTHER CRUSHING
OF THE PILLARS OCCURRED. THE ROUNDED FOLD IN THE FIRST ROADWAY INCREASED
VERY SLIGHTLY BUT THE ROADWAYS RETAINED THEIR STABLE ROOF AND FLOOR
CONDITIONS, BUT WITH SOME DEGREE OF ROOF TO FLOOR CLOSURE AS THE RESULT
OF THE PILLAR DETERIORATION. THE LOWER PHOTOGRAPH SHOWS WORSENED
CONDITIONS THAN THE TOP PHOTOGRAPH BECAUSE OF THE GREATER MINED AREA.
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THE FOURTH ROADWAY, AS CITED IN THE TEXT, WAS SUBJECTED TO SEVERE
ROOF BUCKLING WHICH WORSENED AS THE MINING ZONE WAS INCREASED. ROOF AND
FLOOR CONDITIONS OF THE FIFTH, SIXTH AND SEVENTH ROADWAYS WERE NOT
AFFECTED BUT THE FENDERS CRUSHED AS THE DEVELOPMENT PROCEEDED, RESULTING
IN SOME, RELATIVELY SLIGHT LOWERING OF THE ROOF.
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THE SEVERELY BUCKLED ROOF OF THE FOURTH ROADWAY MAY BE SEEN TO
HAVE WORSENED, ACCOMPANIED BY CRUSHING OF THE FENDERS. HOWEVER, IT
SHOULD BE NOTED THAT THE FENDERS WERE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY WORSE THAN
THE PREVIOUS STAGE.
IN THE LOWER PHOTOGRAPH CONDITIONS HAVE WORSENED WITH FURTHER
BUCKLING OF THE ROOF OF ROADWAY FOUR, CRUSHING OF THE FENDERS, BUT
THE ROOF AND FLOOR STRATA IN ROADWAYS FIVE AND SIX - VISIBLE IN THE
PHOTOGRAPHS - HAVE NOT DETERIORATED DESPITE THE OTHER CONDITIONS.
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ROADWAYS FIVE, SIX AND SEVEN, SEEN IN THE TOP PHOTOGRAPH, DISPLAY GOOD
ROOF AND FLOOR CONDITIONS DESPITE EXTENSIVE CRUSHING OF THE FENDERS.
HOWEVER, ROADWAY EIGHT WAS NOT PROTECTED BY THE FAILURES PREVIOUSLY
OBSERVED, AND SOME DEGREE OF ROOF SAG AND MILD FLOOR HEAVE IS EVIDENT IN
THIS PARTICULAR ROADWAY. IT IS CLEAR FROM THE PHOTOGRAPHS THAT RECOVERY
OF COAL IN THE FENDERS WOULD BE OUT OF THE QUESTION FOR SAFETY AND
ECONOMIC REASONS.
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roadway. The roadway being mined at the time did not appear to be
affected by crushing of the neighbouring pillars.

Mechanism of strata behaviour
Surrounding an underground opening are zones of intensified
stress as well as other zones in which the stress magnitude is less
than the primary stress. All openings deform to a certain extent
and affect the stress distribution. Dilation may be controlled by
rock bolts or other supports. The shape of the opening will affect
the extent of closure and the degree of stress relief or distribution
of stresses. The extent of the deformation therefore influences the
magnitude and position of zones of intensified or reduced stress. The
configuration of the opening in both shape and position with respect
to the strata environment, rock strengths, moduli and related properties,
degree of lamination and stress magnitudes all have significant effects
upon the strata response to the creation of an underground opening.

Should an extensive failure occur, some or complete, relaxation
takes place in the region of the failed area. Intensified stresses are
moved away from the failed zone into areas of more competent material.
Equilibrium may be restored if rock strengths are adequate, at which
point the structure stabilises.

If this is not achieved, the intensified

stress propagates the failure until the shear strength of the confined
strata can resist the applied stresses. This may result in an unacceptable mining structure.

In some instances, extensive failure can take

place during the formation of the opening.

In other cases a larger

opening but with different shape may be stable under the same conditions.
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When equilibrium has been obtained a zone of reduced stress
tends to surround the opening. High shear stresses may be present in
the vicinity of corners, especially if the opening is not rounded in
profile.

In the case of a rectangular opening in a coal seam the

intensified corner stresses are alleviated by crushing of the coal
which may produce ribside spall. Where the strata are laminated,
axial stresses are parallel to the stratification and generally remain
within it. Within a failed zone the stress is zero. Compressive or
shear stresses usually increase with distance from a failed zone
according to the properties of the materials, principally the Young's
modulus, and the shear.stiffness Of the bedding planes, if present.
The magnitudes reach peak values within a limited distance. Tensile
stresses normally diminish to zero then become compressive.

It has been found from model tests and finite element analysis
that stresses tend to remain within a structural member so that if
there is any change in the thickness of the member there will be an
inverse change in the stress magnitude. Where an opening interrupts
the continuity of a stratum any axial stresses must be transferred to
adjacent horizons through the bedding interfaces. The transfer of
stress from the coal may produce excessive stresses in roof and floor
and may result in failure of either or both of these members.

Where the in situ stress field is sufficiently high to produce
failure in the roof or floor strata surrounding a roadway in a coal
seam, protection of another roadway can only be obtained within the
lateral extent of diminished stress. Therefore if failure in one
roadway is extensive, especially in the height of caving, the
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probability of protection of adjacent roadways may be improved.

In some collieries, the extent of lateral protection can be
up to 100 metres. In others it may be insufficient to produce any
noticeable effects.

Low friction interfaces such as coal to immediate roof,
sericite layers, clay bands and small coal bands may account for the
dramatic differences observed between collieries. The low friction
interfaces, terminating in a caved zone, reduce the magnitudes of the
horizontal stresses and may provide protection to nearby roadways.
Complementary to the above features is the fact that collieries with
a very high horizontal stress field not only produce large failures in
roof or floor strata, but the progressive reduction of horizontal
stress towards the failed zone may protect a number of roadways
especially if closely spaced.

Sacrifice roadways examined by models
In order to verify the above postulations, experiments conducted
using physical models revealed that relatively high strata stresses
were required before sacrifice roadways could provide adequate protection to neighbouring roadways. It was also necessary to produce
extensive failure in roof or floor before the sacrifice roadways
afforded sufficient stress relief.

Coal mines experiencing difficult roof conditions usually have
a highly stressed environment or a weak roof or both.

Consequently,

the requirements for caving of the sacrifice heading may not be
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difficult to fulfil. Underground experience has shown that some
sacrifice headings have been reluctant to cave extensively because
the weak, immediate roof collapses readily but presents a more stable,
overlying strata sequence which is reluctant to cave. Extremely wide
roadways may assist to overcome the problem by virtue of the increased
spaVi but some dangers exist while driving them.

In many collieries

with difficult roof conditions, the driving of wide roadways has
resulted in some degree of strain relaxation with attendant improvement
in roof conditions.

However, a satisfactory method for producing a sacrifice heading
with extensive roof caving is to drive the heading as a normal, stable
roadway for one pillar length or greater, then widening the roadway on
the retreat thereby producing a well caved, almost goaf condition.
Collapse under such conditions is inevitable, often soon after each
cycle of operation. The sacrifice heading is further advanced by
driving one or more adjacent, protected roadways parallel to it, for
one pillar length, (or the extent of drivage of the sacrifice heading)
drive a cut-through across to intersect the extremity of the sacrifice
roadway and proceed as before. This method has been successfully and
safely used underground.

Model tests studying this feature showed that the lateral
extent of protection was limited to about 30 m measured from the centre
line of the sacrifice roadway. The strata represented in this model
shown in figure 37 was different from the model test previous series
cited but the lateral distance of protection was approximately the
same.

It should not be inferred that 30 metres is routinely the
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FIGURE 37 - MODEL SECTION DETAILS FOR SACRIFICE ROADWAY STUDY
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extent of stress relief although it might be regarded as a rough guide
in the absence of more positive information.

It was concluded that sacrifice roadways can offer some benefits
for the protection of other, nearby roadways but the extent of
protection was limited to about 30 metres. Sacrifice roadways are
not necessarily successful in all types of coal measure strata conditions
and it is considered that high stress magnitudes are important.

Experience has shown that physical models were unable to refine
the rather broad results obtained by virtue of the non-uniform stress
state that exists in the strata build-up of models, even after steps
were taken to minimise friction effects caused by confining the models.
More confining pressure on models increased the frictional resistance
thereby increasing the magnitude of the forces required to overcome the
friction. Therefore, openings nearer the edges of physical models were
subjected to higher stress conditions than those nearer the central
portion of a model. The stress magnitudes can be deduced but the effects
of failure of sacrifice headings can be influenced by the position of
roadways in the model tests.

INVESTIGATIONS INTO PILLAR SIZES
Prior to longwall mining in Australia, coal mining consisted of
the driving of roadways and the formation of pillars. Depending upon
layout and certain statutory requirements, pillars were sized according
to the degree of permanence

desired, or for extraction.

In some
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instances the sizes were determined by percentage mined in first
workings, often determined by Statutory regulations relating them to
depth.

In all cases the size and shape of pillars was to suit the

convenience of mining and was often based upon experience obtained
from neighbouring collieries. Problems arose only with small pillars.
\lery large pillars revealed little information. Large pillars might
not have eliminated problems for which they were considered.

For

example, roof or floor instability was often ascribed to pillars being
too small.

Therefore, a proper understanding of roadways (and their support)
and pillars, are of fundamental importance to most Australian coal mines.

Interest in longwall gate road pillars
The advent of longwall mining aroused interest in gate road
stability and face performance. The longwall block, itself a large
pillar of coal, is extracted by this method and does not have to be
formed into smaller pillars to be extracted subsequently. However,
the system of longwall retreat mining utilises a relatively narrow,
strip-like pillar which separates longwall blocks for various reasons
which include ventilation, safety and the possibility of less
maintenance in gate roads.

For a single row of pillars between longwall

blocks, a two heading development is required but, three heading
developments may be used which then leaves a fairly large proportion of
coal which may be totally abandoned.

Because of the likelihood of the coal being abandoned between
longwall blocks, the narrowest pillars were desired to reduce coal
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losses but these could cause instability in gate roads which would
impede face performance. Consequently, gate road pillars became a
topic of interest and conjecture as to whether

1. they should be made larger and extracted in line with the
retreating face,

2. made larger to protect gate roads and abandoned, or

3. endeavour to determine the narrowest pillar width which
would reduce coal losses but maintain a satisfactory standard of
gate roads.

Eva!uation of Optimum pi 11ar dimehsions
As a result, surveys of available literature into pillar sizes
was conducted.

Unfortunately almost all United Kingdom and

Continental longwall mining uses longwall advancing techniques with
ribside packs and all the problems associated with that method. In
addition, most seams were thin, generally about one metre thickness
only so that application or extrapolation to three metres seam
thickness introduced further conjecture.

The high cost of a longwall installation and the need to
maintain gate roads in a stable condition meant that underground
experimentation on narrow pillars was out of the question. Therefore,
physical models appeared to offer a possible solution since finite
element analysis or any three dimensional mathematical analysis
necessitated a gross oversimplification of the problem.
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Coal pillar research
Various researchers throughout the world have been involved
statistically and mathematically in invesitgations into the design
of pillars. Those studied had been sized without detailed knowledge
of the coal strength or other factors such as cleat in the coal and
the nature and strength of the roof and floor strata. The studies
had been related to bord and pillar or room and pillar methods.

Salamon (1967) investigated the strength of coal pillars and
suggested means for designing bord and pillar workings based on data
obtained from a survey involving both stable and collapsed pillars
and by this means established criteria for pillar sizes which could
be used in mine design.

Holland (1967) described and discussed experiments relating to
size and compressive strength of coal specimens and conducted
experiments relating to the width and thickness of model coal pillars
(made from coal) relative to their strength. He showed that the
strength of cubic specimens was inversely proportional to the square
root of the edge dimension, but this relationship served mainly to
enable one to predict the expected failure point of a specimen of
another size rather than the estimation of required pillar dimensions.

Extending this relationship to rectangular prisms he concluded
that it was reaonable to assume that the strength was directly
proportional to the square root of the least width and inversely
proportional to the thickness. Dimensionally, this would apply to
both model specimens and coal pillars. He found that this simple
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relationship was sufficiently accurate for the design of pillars with
a ratio of width to thickness betv/een 1 and 10. He also suggested
from statistical surveys that there v/as a transition zone between ratios
of 10 and 12 before indestructible pillars could be obtained.

Pillars

of least width tb thickness ratio of 12 or greater were indestructible
and could be used for the design of pillars for permanent, overburden
support without the knowledge of coal properties. Despite permanence
of the pillars, the roadways surrounding them could be damaged or
destroyed by existing stresses but the pillars would not fail.

Coates (1965) developed a comprehensive suite of equations for
pillar design based on certain hypotheses. The variables were systematised
by dimensional analysis and these postulations were validated or improved
by the use of photo-elastic, gelatin, Araldite, mortar, and strain gauged
steel models. His final equations, of which four were developed to
suit different conditions or available information, appear to be
applicable to many practical situations. He considered a large number
of important variables in the analysis, chief of which were the width
of mining zone, depth of seam and its inclination and thickness,
pillar size, properties of rock and seam or mineral vein, local and
boundary to boundary extraction ratios, field stresses normal to and
parallel to the seam or vein and development sequence characteristics.
This work was published as a series of restricted confidential reports.
The reports represented one of the most comprehensive analysis of
pillar stability, applicable to coal and metalliferous mining
conditions.
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Small pillars examined using models
As a preliminary investigation into the load bearing characteristics of relatively small coal pillars, physical model tests were
conducted to obtain some order of magnitude of pillar capacity and
nature of failure. Most coal seams being worked in Australia are in
the range of about 1.2 m to 3 m thick, but seams in the range of 4 m
to 6 m are also common, examples being found in the Cessnock district
of N.S.W., and in Queensland. Holland and others showed that pillars
of width to thickness ratios of 12 and greater are indestructible.
Therefore.pillars of least width greater than about 35 metres should
be indestructible for 3 m thick seams or less, leaving pillars of
smaller dimensions appropriate for investigation. The first physical
model tested for this purpose incorporated a series of pillars of
different widths, namely 3 m, 6 m, 9 m and 12 m, plus barrier pillars
at the ends of the model. This investigation was carried out in the
large test rig capable of studying models 10 metres long, 2 metres high
and 0.4 metres wide. The section studied is shown in figure 38 which
includes strata and equivalent model thicknesses, mine and model
strengths respectively. Although the principal objective was to study
the resistance of small pillars, one objective was to examine the
failure characteristics of roadways using a satisfactory roadway support
system obtained from a previous series of tests. The roadway support
system comprised 2 m long roof bolts, bolted through steel straps at
1.2 m centres both along and across each roadway. These features are
shown in figure 39. The model was constructed, cured, roadways formed
and progressively loaded, emphasis being placed on the vertical loading.
From this test the following results were obtained.
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FIGURE 39 - ROADWAY SUPPORT SYSTEM USED IN STUDY OF NARROW PILLARS

ROOF BOLTS EACH TWO METRES LONG WERE INSTALLED THROUGH STEEL STRAPS
TO SECURE THE LAMINATED ROOF STRATA. THIS TYPE OF SUPPORT PROVED TO BE
VERY EFFECTIVE IN BINDING THE STRATA AND, IN GENERAL, ASSISTED II!
MAINTAINING A RELATIVELY FLAT ROOF PROFILE. DIAL GAUGES HERE POSITIONED
TO MEASURE ROOF TO FLOOR CLOSURE AS CAN BE SEEN IN THE PHOTOGRAPH.

ALTHOUGH ROOF BOLTS AND STRAPS SECURED THE STRATA AND RETAINED
A RELATIVELY FLAT ROOF PROFILE AT LOW TO MODERATE STRESS LEVELS,
BUCKLING OF THE STRATA OCCURRED AS SMALL, ADJACENT PILLARS FAILED.
HOWEVER, MOST TYPES OF SUPPORT WOULD BE UNABLE TO CONTROL THE ROOF
UNDER SUCH CONDITIONS.
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Results

1. The application of uniformly increasing applied vertical
load to the 10 metre long model in the longwall rig produced progressively buckling of the overlying laminated shale and the similarly,
finely laminated carbonaceous shale. Since roadways 1, 2 and 3
surrounded the two 3 metre pillars the measured convergence would be
indicative of the crushing effects on these pillars as well as the
inability of such narrow pillars to afford protection to the roadways.

2. Up to about 11 MPa convergence was about 0.2 metres in the
above cases. Roadway No.l benefited slighly by being adjacent to a
large, abutment pillar built into the model. However the close
grouping of the stress-closure graphs for roadways 1, 2 and 3 showed
that the 3 metres pillars could not sustain the loading and rapidly
converged to 1.5 m and greater above a vertical stress of 11 MPa.
When the pillars crushed with almost explosive violence the distance
between roof and floor was about one fourth the original seam thickness
of 2.45 metres.

3. Roadway No.3 actually deformed less at greater loading in the
latter stages, being protected slightly by the 6 metres wide pillar on
one side. However the response from the three roadways on both sides
of the three metres wide pillars was almost identical in all cases.

4. Roadways 4 and 5, between the 6 metres wide pillar and
between the 6 metres and 9 metres wide pillar revealed closure
characteristics which would be reasonably expected. Although the
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6 metres wide pillars collapsed, the failure point was delayed by
virtue of the larger pillars. Roadway No.4, although less affected by
the higher loads, still produced closures of 1.5 metres. Roadway No.5
displayed progressive failure up to about 18 MPa vertical pressure then
closure was significantly increased as the stress was increased.

5. Roadways 7 and 8 showed relatively slight closures between
0.4 metres and 0.3 metres respectively at a vertical stress of 20 MPa.
However rapid increases in closure followed at higher pressures.

6. The model test was too limited to study sufficient pillars
of the same size. Abutment pillars and larger pillars protected the
smaller ones which may well have failed at lower vertical pressures
However stooks of these smaller sizes have been observed to hold up the
roof in allegedly caved goaf areas and the lack of adequate caving
leads to more difficult mining of other pillars.

7. In a similar fashion, the larger pillars, although sustaining
greater loads than might be expected, could have been adversely affected
by the failure of the adjacent 6 metres wide pillars and nearby 3 metres
wide pillars.

8. The convergences recorded in the roadways are shown in
figure 40, plotted against corrected stress magnitudes.

Note that

the convergences were measured using dial gauges which had to be
withdrawn when closure became too great.
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Conclusions
1. Three metres wide pillars, which would be more aptly termed
stooks, were calculated to resist vertical stresses up to 11 MPa but the
pillars were in

a failed condition at this stress magnitude as shown

in figure 41. The stress is equivalent to a depth of about 400 m
assuming no excavations in worked seams above, or other stress
intensifications (e.g. extraction in seams below or adjacent goaf
areas). At commonly experienced mining depths of 400 m to 600 m at
which the vertical pressures are about 11 MPa to 15 MPa the pillars
resisted failure up to 400 m depth despite extensive ribside spalling.
Adjacent roadway conditions were extremely poor, being considered
impossible for further access.

At slightly higher stresses the small pillars burst with sudden
violence, reducing them in height to about one quarter of the seam
thickness.

In this configuration virtually permanent support would

be obtainable preventing further lowering of the general strata.
The immediate strata surrounding the pillars may have continued to
disintegrate but the main roof would have been supported.

2. Six metres wide pillars behaved in a similar fashion to three
metres wide pillars but were capable of resisting higher vertical
stresses up to 15 MPa, representative of a depth of cover of about 550
metres. Similar ribside deterioration was evident.

Failure of a

pillar (or a roadway) could be triggered by the failure of adjacent
structures such as the collapse or partial collapse of a neighbouring
small pillar.

Roadway closure was markedly less than for the small,

three metres wide pillars.

Figure 42 shows the condition of these pillars.
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3. Pillars nine metres wide and larger displayed only slight
rib spalling until a vertical stress of nearly 10 MPa was attained,
representative of 270 m depth. The coal was hard, of 28 MPa strength,
and softer coal would display this phenomenon earlier, particularly
if cleat were well developed. Pillars nine metres wide failed at 19 Mpa
representative of a depth of cover of 700 metres, but without the
catastrophic failure of smaller pillars. Figure 43 shows the greater
supporting capability of pillars nine metres wide.

4. Pillars twelve metres wide failed at stresses of the order
of 22 MPa, representative of depths of cover about 800 metres or
slightly greater. Figure 44 shows the condition of twelve metres wide
pillars.

5. Pillars nine metres and larger protected the roadways more
effectively than smaller sizes as shown in figure 40 unless sacrifice
heading techniques were employed. Convergence in roadways occurred
earlier but remained considerably less than for roadways near small
pillars. Roadways were protected for vertical stresses up to about
15 MPa (about 400 m depth) whereas small pillars permitted roadway
failures at about 11 MPa representative of about 300 metres depth.

6. Pillars nine metres and larger displayed only a small loss
of thickness and the adjacent roadways were subjected to only gradual
convergence.

7. The support system used in the roadways proved to be very
satisfactory, although there was evidence of some separation between
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laminations which would indicate that a complementary support system
could be utilised.
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FIGURE 41 - FAILED THREE METRES PILLAR

FIGURE 42 - FAILED SIX METRES PILLAR WITH COLLAPSED ROADWAY
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FIGURE 43 - EXTENSIVE RIBSIDE CRUSHING WAS EVIDENT ON BOTH PILLARS
NINE METRES WIDE. THE SIXTH ROADWAY WAS BETWEEN THESE PILLARS

y*rrgs«HBgg3

FIGURE 44 - EXTENSIVE CRUSHING EVIDENT
AROUND PILLARS TWELVE METRES WIDE
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PART B - COAL MINING STUDIES

SPECIFIC EXTRACTION TECHNIQUES

1. LONGWALL MINING IN AUSTRALIA

INTRODUCTION
As a background to the reasons for establishing model research
to investigate longwall mining techniques, a brief history of the
development of longwall mining in Australia is given. Only those
factors relevant to model work are included since more detailed
accounts are available elsewhere, for example, The Australasian
Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, Illawarra Branch, Symposium on
Longwall Mining, 1970, convened and edited by Hargraves. A map
showing the major colliery holdings is shown in figure 45. At this
stage there was only one test rig available so that longwall studies
conducted in it were severely limited by the dimensional capabilities
of this test rig. The discussions which follow relate to underground
observations, model tests conducted in this rig and the factors which
led to the design, construction and commissioning of a second rig.

Coal Cliff Colliery
There have been numerous hand worked longwall faces in Eastern
Australia. Probably the most notable was a hand-worked longwall face
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FIGURE 45 - PLAN OF SOUTHERN COLLIERIES
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at Stockton Borehole Colliery but the first modern mechanised longwall
face was installed at Coal Cliff Colliery in 1962 in the 6 South district.
It consisted of goal post walking supports and utilised a coal plough
and Panzer conveyor for coal recovery and transport along the face.
Considerable difficulty was experienced with this installation, involving
strata control problems in the form of hindered caving and weighting on
the face, coal face instability, hydraulic and mechanical problems.
Large masses of coal fell from the face after the plough had passed
causing handling problems and conveyor chain damage. Typical problems
of this first installation were dust, inadequate support resistance to
control the massive sandstone roof, severe weightings, excessive and
extensive spalling of large blocks of coal which could not be adequately
handled by the narrow conveyor and which resulted in frequent stoppages
from a variey of causes, (insufficient power, broken chains, etc.).
The installation was subsequently removed and the remaining longwall
block extracted by bord and pillar methods. Some of the forward breaks
resulting from the longwall operations were revealed by the subsequent
mining in this area. The experience gained provided basic design features,
for a second longwall installation.

The second longwall installation, which was located in the 7 North
district between 10 and 12 Panels was specified for six leg hydraulic
chocks (with provision for eight legs), each leg being of 50 tonnes
capacity, a ranging drum shearer and a wider conveyor which together
were expected to overcome the slabbing and handling problems experienced
with the plough and narrow conveyor.

It was also considered that the

coal dust could be suppressed more effectively using a shearer since
more sprays were present and greater control over the extraction of the
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coal by virtue of the shearer's cutting action were regarded as
significant.

Despite the above changes this installation experienced

almost identical difficulties as the first longwall face. There was
considerable dust produced, spalling of large slabs of coal occurred
along the face creating further problems when they would not pass under
the body of the shearer and mechanical deterioration of the supports
all of which frequently hindered face performance. This installation
was also subsequently withdrawn. The seam thickness of about 2.4 m to
2.7 m was regarded as somewhat too great for longwall mining so that a
coal roof was left after mining about 1.8 m from the floor.

In some

cases the floor was cut either inadvertently or to maintain smooth
conditions for the conveyor and supports.

The fact that the logic applied to the specification of the
second longwall face from experience derived from the first, produced
almost identical results especially in the area of strata behaviour
suggested that the problems should be examined using physical models.
A more detached study with the benefit that models can portray the
breaking behaviour of the strata unable to be seen in the mine was
envisaged as a means of preventing problems related to such costly
installations as longwall faces. For example, even the dust problem
was so severe that it would not be tolerated in Australia and most
of it came from roof to floor closure after the plough or shearer
had passed. The same factor caused the large sheets and blocks of
coal to fall from the face.
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Kemira Colliery
A longwall face, was installed at Kemira Colliery in 1965 in
the 7 Right district and operated successfully. The experience gained
from the Coal Cliff Colliery longwall installations assisted decisions
in the selection of equipment of such design that many of the problems
were avoided.

Favourable factors were that the seam thickness was less

than at Coal Cliff, and no coal was left as an immediate roof, thereby
lessening dust problems. The equipment was withdrawn at the termination
of the first longwall block and relocated for a second longwall face
but the performance of this face was not so spectacular, for reasons
discussed below.

Frequent delays resulting from apparently poorer roof

conditions were often attributed to changed geological conditions, but
the most significant factor was later found to be deterioration in the
mechanical condition of the supports and their inability to maintain
adequate support resistance. Leaking seals and leaking yield valves
often prevented the full capability of supports being achieved. This
second longwall installation approached and crossed two roadways
parallel to the face and continued into another longwall block. At
this stage, however, the supports had degenerated to such a condition
that they were withdrawn and supports of improved design and performance were installed.

Subsequent longwall blocks were extracted

successfully.

Influence of U.K. experience
The Mining Research Establishment of the National Coal Board,
United Kingdom, had considered that a support resistance of about
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5 tonnes per square metre was sufficient for satisfactory face
performance. This intensity may have been marginally satisfactory
for English conditions where thin seams and finely laminated strata
were contributory factors for easier caving, but proved to be
inadequate in Australian conditions. Representatives from Australian
collieries endeavoured to obtain hydraulic chocks of greater capacity,
not without some reluctance from overseas suppliers.

Impact of Australian model research
In conjunction with the acquisition of rock properties for model
studies, underground testing of a coal roof established that bearing
pressures of about 45 MPa were possible.

For a competent, sandstone

roof it was not possible to establish bearing pressures as they were
well above the capabilities of the equipment which was only capable
of applying 200 tonnes to platens of appropriate size.

Model tests conducted by the author and described in some detail
later in this chapter, were able to show that the stronger roof conditions
existing in Australian coal mines were capable of accepting and required
much higher support loads than may have been acceptable or nearly
acceptable in English strata conditions.

It was also found that there

was no practical upper limit to the resistance that could be provided
by supports within the limitations of mechanical performance and
reasonable bearing pressures. Conversely, model tests showed that
longwall face performance was impeded by extensive fracturing which
led to poor strata conditions when support resistances were allowed
to fall below a certain minimum.

This minimum varied according to the
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strengths and thicknesses of the strata and may have been influenced by
the stress environment. The seam thickness was also an important
factor.

It was clearly demonstrated by model tests that the highest
setting load that could be provided by the supports was essential
and the closer this could approach the yield value the better was the
face performance.

In this respect the yield value was of less

significance than the initial or setting value, both factors being
manifested in the mean load density and the efficiency obtained from
the supports. The author suggested yield values some 10 per cent
above setting loads to cater for variations in relief valves, thus
preventing pumps from discharging hydraulic fluid into the goaf.

South Bulli Colliery
The Bellambi Coal Company Limited installed two longwall units
in the Bulli Seam at South Bulli Colliery (Simes, 1970; Simes and
Jaggar, 1972). These installations experienced very difficult mining
involving substantial periods of low production. The equipment was
designed to operate in a relatively thick seam, about 3.3 m which had
significant thickness variations. Hydraulic legs were slender and
experienced difficulty in controlling the massive roof strata which
tilted and fell in very large blocks into the goaf and sometimes
distorted the chock bodies or bent the legs. The supports were
frequently deflected towards the face, obstructing the operation
of the shearer because the tips of the roof bars were pressed against
the coal over a reasonable proportion of the face, necessitating the
shearer to cut lower than the roof line.
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The equipment was modified by strengthening the structure and
chain conveyor and improved performance resulted. Trials with.
alternative chock designs was considered to permit a comparison of
chock requirements for future operations. Additional longwall mining
units have been installed at this colliery in both the Bulli seam
and the underlying Balgownie seam with progressive improvements.
Longwall mining has now been established as the principal method of
coal extraction at South Bulli colliery. Development of the mine
has been adjusted accordingly.

Appin Colliery
Coal mining commenced in 1962 at Appin Colliery after the
sinking of two shafts and two drifts. Only a few pillars had been
formed using bord and pillar methods when it became apparent that
production rates would be inadequate unless alternative methods
were used. Longwall mining was considered as a good posibility for
major coal extraction particularly since experience had been obtained
from longwall operations at Coal Cliff, Kemira and South Bulli
Collieries.

The layout of the mine was altered in 1963 to enable longwall
mining to be undertaken if required while not precluding bord and
pillar or other methods if longwalling did not proceed. Model tests
conducted by the author showed the need for high setting forces to be
applied by the supports rather than emphasis on total capacity, the
latter often necessitating strata failure in order to increase the
load on the supports.
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High yield values were shown to be necessary for the strata
conditions with setting loads being a high proportion of the yield
1oads.

Longwall mining commenced at Appin Colliery in April 1969
after much careful preparation in available equipment selection and
installation. Roof control along the face was good to excellent,
verifying the necessity of adequate support at all times. Continuous,
good support implies the need for high standards of equipment in
engineering design and maintenance. Since then, some ten longwall
blocks have been extracted.

Successive installations have brought

about improvements in equipment, techniques and geometry of the longwall gate road - pillar panels. Performance of recent longwalls has
outpaced development, highlighting a need for improved development
drivage.

Conclusions
The practical results obtained from the experience of longwall
installations and results of model tests have shown conclusively that
heavy duty supports with high setting resistance and good yield values
were required when applied to Australian, rather than English conditions.
These results could not have been achieved without the attendant
improvements in mechanical and hydraulic design which included better
seals, double acting cylinders, improved dirt exclusion, more rigid
frames for chock or shield bodies, canopies and roof bars.

Face

conveyors are now considerably more substantial than those installed
in the early longwall faces.
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Of more recent times, supports have changed from chock types to
lemniscate shields thereby eliminating problems associated with bent
legs. Larger diameter cylinders have reduced working pressures, e.g.,
35 MPa compared to 70 MPa to 100 MPa but the supports have higher,
overall resistance capabilities.

More recent longwall faces have benefited from the above
experience so that problems associated with strata control are almost
entirely absent or relatively minor. Of recent times, poor face performance has been more related to electrical and mechanical difficulties
than to strata control problems. Heavier, often lemniscate, supports,
substantial chain conveyor pans, links and chain and double ended
shearers have contributed to vastly improved performance.

2. PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH MODELLING OF LONGWALL STRUCTURES

Introduction
The first models constructed and tested in both rigs were those
of retreating longwall mining operations. Major problems involved with
these early models were complicated by being related to commissioning of
the testing rigs, development of model techniques and refining parts of
the system which required further adjustment.

It was in this environment

that the following model tests and problems relating to them are
discussed below together with solutions to the immediate difficulties.
It will be noted that several variables were changed simultaneously,
a feature not considered to be scientific but which resulted in more
rapid resolution of the problems existing at the time. When many
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variables influence a particular problem it may be difficult to gauge
the most significant ones in order to obtain the correct solution
speedily. Therefore it was necessary to exercise engineering judgment
to adjust the design parameters for subsequent models.

Coal Cliff Colliery longwall model tests
Coal Cliff Colliery is located at Coal Cliff on the southern
coal field of New South Wales and mines the Bulli seam which varies in
thickness from 2.0 m to 3.5 m. The first retreating longwall installation utilised a goal post frame support system of hydraulic props
which failed to control the roof adequately. A plough was used to
mine the coal. Large slabs of coal which fell on the conveyor were
attributed to the use of a plough but were subsequently found to have
resulted from roof to floor convergence and the presence of hard, strong
coal in the upper part of the seam with soft coal near the floor.
Acceptable production performance was not obtained, the installation was
withdrawn and the remaining block of coal extracted by bord and pillar
methods.

In 1964 a longwall retreating installation established in the
7 North district bounded by 10 Panel and 12 Panel which developments
included the tail gate and main gate respectively. The face was
equipped with a ranging drum shearer for coal extraction to cut the
coal rather than plough it, and hydraulic chocks for face support.
A wider, three strand conveyor of more robust construction carried
the shearer and transported the coal along the face. The equipment was
selected as a result of earlier experience and was designed to
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eliminate the former problems of roof control, face slabbing, dust and
production performance.

A model study was devised to examine fundamental aspects of
strata control with a view to assessing subsequent longwall mining
operations. The main objectives were to determine strata behaviour
during normal face operations and the influence of the longwall
extraction on adjoining gate roads and adjacent coal areas.

In order to carry out a model test which could be used for
prediction purposes it was first necessary to determine sufficient
properties of the seam, roof and floor and the stress field to which
the structure would be subjected. The model design parameters such as
geometric and strength scales were then decided, based upon the extent
of representation of the longwall area and the physical limitations
of the model.

Stress and rock property determinations
Stress measurements were conducted using, thin, flat pressure
cells commonly known as flat jacks. A horizontal stress of 17 MPa
parallel to the longwall face and a horizontal stress of 12 MPa
parallel to the gate roads were calculated assuming a vertical stress
of 10.5 MPa based on depth of cover. The stresses were derived in
conjunction with previously determined stress concentration factors
using photoelastic techniques.

Rock specimens prepared from samples collected from nearby
roof falls were tested for uniaxial compressive strength only.

Results

indicated that the strengths were much higher than had been obtained
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previously from coal measure strata. Falls extended up to 10 m into
the strata above the roof enabling detailed strength determinations
to be obtained for this zone. The result of the rock tests and strata
section are detailed in figure 46.

One model tested
The first model constructed was to a geometric scale of 100 and
at this scale represented approximately half of two longwall faces and
the two rows of pillars between them. The ratio of the stress in the
mine to the stress in the model was calculated to be 6.5. This figure
was based upon the measured stresses and the maximum load capacity of the
test rig, considering all directions of loading. Likewise, the same
value was required for the ratio of the strengths of the mine rocks to
those of the equivalent model materials. The ratios were similar in
nature to those cited by Barron and Larocque and the stress-strength
scale was not related to the geometric scale.

Because of the calculated weight of the completed model and the
absence of lifting tackle of sufficient capacity, the model was constructed
on the base of the test rig.

It was contained within formwork during

construction and finished at a height of 1.0 m. The vertical section
represented in the model was a replica of the strata sequence obtained
by interpolating between the log of a borehole and the log of the upcast
shaft, both approximately equidistant from the 12 Panel area. Strata
build-up in the model was properly contoured from information obtained
from surveys within the surrounding panels.
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FIGURE 46 - MODEL CROSS SECTION FOR LONGWALL
MINING INVESTIGATIONS AT COAL CLIFF COLLIERY
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The layer representing the Bulli seam incorporated three pillars
along the centre line of the model. The pillars were the equivalent
of 33.4 m wide and 53 m long. A back abutment pillar was also formed
in each block so that mining operations could be commenced in the same
manner as in the mine.

The model was loaded to pressures believed to be scaled values
of the previously mentioned stress magnitudes. Equivalent material
representing the Bulli Seam was mined using a tungsten carbide tipped
scraper. The material was found to be highly abrasive. Later, a
motorised trepanning type cutter was made and proved to be very
satisfactory.

Results
Tests results were considered of dubious value because of the
absence of regular caving. As the original face line was advanced to
a mine opening of about 15 m wide, a fracture developed in the roof
and a similar one in the floor. The face line was progressively
advanced without falls occurring or any particular strata changes until
some crushing was noticed at the back abutment pillar. There were no
roof breaks. At about 60 m a roof break occurred which intersected the
sediments, cutting directly across some and passing along the bedding
planes of others for short distances. This fracture propagated to
about 50 m above the coal seam. No falls occurred and there was no
observable change from this point until about 105 m where a further
roof break occurred. This break was not as well developed as the one
at 60 m but did extend to the green shales, a weak, plastic strata
sequence consisting of shales mainly but including some sandstone plies
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within the member. Further mining took place without any change until
the longwall block was almost completely mined out when a total collapse
occurred.

The model did not produce systematic caving as would have been
expected. The adjacent longwall block was mined in a similar manner
with equally poor response. The back abutment pillar was subjected to
heavy crushing. One feature which was noted, and is of importance in
the control of longwall. caving, was that each fracture initiated at the
top of a bedding plane as a result of flexure and then descended at an
angle of about 30° from the vertical towards the face line. As more
fractures developed the overall effect was for the break pattern to
ascend.

Tests results investigated
The behaviour of the model, when compared with known mining
conditions did not correspond to that of the mine since regular falls
did not occur.

It appeared that some response, manifested in the

vertical breaks, was present in the model which could have been the
influence of vertical loading.

It was suspected that the horizontal

stresses may have been too low as they assist buckling of the strata in
the development of caving in the early stages.

When the actual mining took place in the colliery, stress cells
previously incorporated in the roof strata monitored significant changes
at approximately the same relative locations as indicated by the major
fractures in the model. Changes in the performance of the face were
also noted at these positions. This feature could have been purely
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coincidental but the above remarks occurred at and only at the major
fracture positions noted in the model test. These coincidences did not
alter the view that the model had not reproduced the behaviour of the
prototype.

Unnatural model behaviour analysed
Because of the failure of the model to reproduce the performance
of the longwall face in detail, several factors were considered by the
author to have influenced the results.

1. The measured stresses may have not been absolute, possibly
underestimated rather than too high.

2. There was incomplete horizontal loading of the model in
one direction which may have been a factor in not obtaining adequate
strata break-up and collapse. One platen was removed to enable mining
of the model to take place and the pressure was reduced to zero on the
platen directly opposite. As the mining progressed one platen was
replaced and the next removed.

3. The plies of strata may have become bonded together forming
a relatively solid or intact block of model material. Although each
layer was allowed to set before the next was added it was later
confirmed as the model was dismantled that there was some degree Of
bonding.

Such an effect would have produced a thicker structure able

to span large openings without failure.
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4. It is possible that there should be an optimum geometric
scale to suit the platen size. Because of the loading arrangements
the removal of the coal seam would have increased the average stress on
the remaining strata by approximately four per cent. Such a slight
increase would have little, if any, effect upon the model. The load
transfer should be more in the region above and below the coal seam,
rather than over the entire section. It was concluded that each stratum
should be a significant proportion of the platen size. Although not
realized at the time, this factor was to become one of the most important
in producing correct modelling techniques.

Second model designed
It is essential that models confirm the behaviour of known
situations in a mine before reliable and accurate predictions can be
made. A decision to build and test a second model of the same location,
with four modifications, was considered, rather than change only one
variable at a time.

1. The geometric scale was changed from 100 to 70 in an attempt
to improve the strata thickness versus platen size relationship.
Ideally a much larger scale (lower numerical value) was to be preferred
but the central pillars would have become too great a proportion of the
model leaving a very small amount to mine as longwall faces. The
possibility of reducing the pillar size and altering the vertical scale
appeared attractive but it was considered that it was better not to
produce a distorted model.
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2. Strengths of the equivalent materials were reduced by a
factor of four relative to the previous model. Such a change
permitted a margin of rig loading capacity which had been lacking
previously.

3. Sheets of tissue paper were placed on each layer of
equivalent strata before the next was cast into position, thus
ensuring that no bonding could take place.

4. The platens distributing the horizontal load were placed
above the coal seam so that any tendency for the superincumbent strata
to converge or collapse would not be inhibited by the platens spanning
the excavated coal seam area. As the platens had bridged the space
previously it appeared that the high loads applied and the resulting
friction had influenced the behaviour of the model.

Second model tested
The second model was mined in a similar manner to the first,
except that there was direct access to the coal seam, but, despite
the changes, the pattern of behaviour almost exactly reproduced that
of the first model. It was then apparent that the changes made to
the model design were of little significance or obscured by other,
more important factors. Paper between layers proved satisfactory as
there was no filtering of cement through the paper and no cohesion
between layers.

The central pillar area of the model was then utilised in an
attempt to check out opinions relating to the controlling effects
of the horizontal platens which applied loads parallel to the longwall
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face. The model debris was removed from one side, displaying the
undisturbed strata in the central portion of the model. Horizontal
loads parallel to the gate roads and vertical loads were applied.
The coal seam was progressively extracted to a distance where falls
should have occurred, judging from evidence available in the mine.
The horizontal stress was increased and further mining took place.
The model did behave in a more encouraging manner by virtue of roof
collapse but when fracture was extensive it resulted in the destruction
of the model owing to lack of lateral constraint.

Similar response formulated certain conclusions
It was concluded that the manner in which the loads were applied
to the model was highly significant.

It was already evident that

vertical stress which increased ribside spalling of coal was not the
dominant influence during the initial formation of a goaf. Vertical
loading of the model was conducted in an acceptable manner since there
were 25 platens and load distributing measures taken to ensure correct
loading.

The method by which the platens applied the loads in the
horizontal plane was such that the load was distributed uniformly
over the strata. Platen rigidity and the surface finish of the model
ensured uniformity of loading. Had the stress been sufficiently high
to induce yield in one or more beds, the plies affected only had to
deform a negligible amount to become destressed. This behaviour is
only partially true in a mine because the strata must yield to a much
greater extent before stress relief is provided to a significant
degree.
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Mechanism of stress transfer
In a normal mining environment, stresses which were previously
transmitted through the coal.prior to the formation of an opening are
required to pass around the opening in both the vertical and horizontal
directions. The distribution of stress is such that the strata are
required to accept the entire forces but in a different configuration,
the stress concentrations being relatively close to the opening.

If

the new configuration proves to be unstable, some beds above or below
the coal seam may be unable to withstand the loading. They yield,
transferring some of their load to the adjacent strata. By so
yielding they deform and produce the well known appearance of floor
heave or roof sag possibly accompanied by ply separation. The deformed
plies lend support in part to the adjacent strata, lessening their
effective span. Should the adjacent strata also be overloaded,
yielding will take place and the cycle continues, producing greater
bed separation but further reducing the effective span of the strata
away from the opening. There is a stage where equilibrium is reached
even though the appearance of the structure may be unattractive and
the degree of deformation unacceptable for mining purposes. From the
above it must be noted that stresses are intensified in some zones
around the opening owing to its formation.

If yielding of the immediate

strata takes place the region of increased stress moves further away
from the excavation boundary and loads on the yielding beds are reduced
according to the degree of deflection.

Plies that are severely deformed

are virtually relieved of external stress; when fully yielded most
axial load is removed. Normal or vertical load, other than gravity on
the hanging portion, is also removed. With soft, highly deformable
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rocks, creep may be present but otherwise there is no additional
application of stress. Deformation around the opening is not normally
a continuing process and the rate of closure reduces rapidly. .If
the rocks are soft, some extrusion may take place to an extent
sufficient to render the structure unstable.

Inference of stress patterns to model loading
In model tests it has been confirmed that proper control of
the horizontal and vertical stresses is necessary in order to
reproduce correct strata behaviour.

The application of stresses to

the modelled strata must be in such a manner that the distribution of
stress or the stress transfer from section to section is in a similar
fashion to that in the mine. Unless this is performed correctly,
accurate predictions cannot be made and models become "manipulated"
to produce the desired effects, not necessarily that which might occur
naturally. Care must be exercised to prevent the test rig loading
from damaging a model once a particular section has yielded. Control
of this factor has been perfected as a result of numerous, subsequent
tests. The manner in which the horizontal stresses were applied in the
two Coal Cliff longwall models was found to be incorrect.

Change in model design
It was decided to test the hypothesis regarding the application
of external loads on further models not related to the above series
which were three dimensional, regional, interactive and complex models.
A situation at Kemira Colliery was investigated using a cross-section
of the zone of interest.
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The Coal Cliff Colliery models served to display the fact that
roof failures are not caused by vertical stresses alone, since the
models were loaded at some stages to about six times the normal
vertical stress without any collapse occurring. Vertical pressure
produced pillar crushing and shearing of the strata near the edges
but no buckling features were evident.

KEMIRA COLLIERY LONGWALL MODEL STUDY
Kemira Colliery, situated west of Wollongong, New South Wales,
(see figure 45) mines the Bulli and Wongawilli seams which outcrop
along the eastern escarpment. At the time model studies were started
several blocks of coal were developed in the Bulli seam to be mined
by longwall retreating methods and one of these blocks had been mined
successfully in the 7 Right district of the Bulli seam.

Between two of these blocks, known as Longwall 2 and Longwall 3,
existed two roadways which had been driven during the development of
the areas. The depth of cover in this region was 250 m to 265 m.
The terms of reference for model tests were to determine whether it
was possible, and second, whether economically feasible, to extract
all the coal to the first roadway, move the equipment across and
continue mining with safety. One alternative to this arrangment was
to cease extraction at some point near to the first roadway, withdraw
the equipment, and re-install it in the second roadway, making a fresh
start as for a new longwall block. The objectives of this series of
model tests were to allow prediction of the expected behaviour of the
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strata or, as a minimum, the general behavioural trends, and assess
the risks involved. Since correct modelling techniques had not been
established, any predictions from these models were to rely on
confirmation of strata behaviour observable in the mine.

The two roadways between longwall blocks 2 and 3 were each 6 m
wide separated by a pillar 35 m wide. Each model simulated a strip,
parallel to the direction of face advance, in the middle third of the
longwall block. The model cross-section represented the latter
portion of longwall block No. 2 and included the first roadway
encountered. Model thickness was such that the width of strip
simulated was 8 m in the mine.

One of the most significant departures from the previous model
tests resulted from each model being a cross-section lying on its side
in the test rig. Axial forces in the strata were thus applied to the
ends of the layers of equivalent material; normal forces were applied,
also by platens, to the flat surfaces of the outer layers. Thus the
"vertical" and "horizontal" stresses were applied to the narrow sides
of the model.

The reason for studying a central section of the longwall face
was that the middle portion of a longwall face would represent the
worst possible mining condition, since the ends tend to be more self
supporting, obtaining some degree of reinforcement from the pillars
flanking the longwall face. In addition, an element of either side
of the middle section would neither support strata nor inhibit its
movement since it would be deflecting a compatible amount. Minimum
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deformation resistance was achieved in the model by the placement of
building paper on the rig base. Confining of the top surface to prevent
upheaval or shear failure was achieved by platens which were only lightly
loaded.

To have represented two roadways in the one model would have
required a much greater geometric scale reduction which might have
produced only qualitative results and possibly vague conclusions. If
it were not possible to mine across one roadway it obviously follows
that a second roadway would be of no further interest.

If the crossing

of the first were successful it was considered that there would be
sufficient distance within the pillar for the stresses to diminish to
a satisfactory, or acceptable, level before the second roadway was
encountered, thus reducing the problem to two attempts at the same
basic situation. As the model coal seam was progressively extracted as
if a shearer had passed along the face, two rig cylinders applying
loads to the floor section of the model were moved to the closed centre
detent position to prevent breaking of the floor section because of
direct cantilever action. The loads applied to the roof were increased
on the right hand side to simulate the overhang of the goaf. The
clockwise moment thus produced was counteracted by an anticlockwise
moment by changes in the distribution of the horizontal stresses.
Once stabilised, mining commenced again only to be terminated shortly
before the opening was reached, by the middle floor cylinder which was
not in the closed centre position shearing the floor section to the
roof of the coal seam. At no stage did the transverse fracture
influence the behaviour of the model, revealing that certain types of
discontinuities may have little or no effect upon strata behaviour if
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their configuration is favourable to mining and stress directions.

Since the model was fractured during setting up and partially
broken due to upheaval, the model was not used for predicition. However
the pattern of fracture was encouraging since it was typical of mining
practi ce.

During the building of this model a study of Kemira No. 1A
borecore drilled some 1.25 km away from the site, suggested that the
first 14.5 m of sandstone was without any distinct bedding planes,
there being only textural changes. The sandstone then changed to the
green shales sequence. The immediate roof strata were relatively soft
and weak, improving in strength with increase in height.

An opening 0.23 m wide was formed in the coal seam of the model,
representing a 5.5 m roadway in the mine. This was located slightly
to the left of centre in the model.

Horizontal platens were installed against the sides and cylinders
extended to exert forces simulating vertical and horizontal rock
pressures. There was not at this stage any confinement on the top
surface of the model. The loads were applied gently to the top and
bottom sections of the model but a transverse break developed through
the middle. Application of horizontal stresses closed up the break.
As the loads were steadily increased the model started to shear.
The pressure was released before any major damage was done and the top
was confined with about nine platens distributed over the area. Only
light loading was employed to confine the model. The cylinders used to
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confine the model were unable to retract by virtue of check valves in
the hydraulic system. Horizontal and vertical loads were re-applied
and the model mined from the right hand side. Caving commenced at
about 0.45 m, representing 10.7 m of seam extraction, and continued
at regular intervals equivalent to 1.2 m in the mine. It was apparent
that the 1.8 sandstone layer above the coal seam was being fractured
by cantilever action. The stratum next above experienced a much greater
overhang before fracture occurred.
so regular.

Fracturing in this layer was not

Irregular fracturing would not be readily detected in the

mine, being obscured by caving of the immediate roof which was about
the thickness of the seam.

Five models were built to various degrees of detail. They were
constructed sequentially, not five models at the same time in anticipation
of special effects. The first reproduced the breaking behaviour of the
strata with reasonable regularity and accuracy; the second did not
obtain progressive goaf formation with fracturing appropriate to the
conditions because of an over simplification of the geology. The third
model failed prematurely without any indicative results, arising from
valve-gear and related hydraulic faults in the test rig. The fourth
model produced trends similar to the second model although it included
a more accurate reproduction of the true strata section.

In the fifth

model the roadway was timbered, in the same fashion as for the mine,
geological detail was improved from drilling information recently
obtained, resulting in the model displaying better stress behaviour
than all the previous models of this particular study. This model
produced strata behaviour similar to that known to exist in the mine
and added confidence to the predictions and modelling techniques.
* actually faults in the operation of the equipment.
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All the models were built as cross-sections which were 1.92 m
square and 0.4 m thick. The geometric scale selected was 25 for the
first model and 20 for the remainder. The reason for the change was
that hydraulic supports designed for and used in the models were
unable to be recovered easily after convergence and fracturing had
taken place. The scale of 20 increased the seam thickness and
permitted greater clearance for removal and replacement.

Model No. 1
The strata build-up for the first model is illustrated in
figure 47 with relevant details.

Model No. 2
The second model was built with only four layers to a geometric
scale of 1 in 20 as shown in figure 47. The reason for the changes were
based upon the then most recent geological information as discussed.

The model was successfully set up without damage and confined on
its top surface with nine platens. The vertical load was calculated to
be equivalent to 7 MPa and the horizontal load to 15 MPa, both without
friction correction. All lower cylinders contacting the floor material
were rendered independent of movement by closed centre detent control
valves and check valves so they could not move but could accept any
reaction applied to them. The thickness of the floor section in the
model had been increased from 0.3 m to 0.7 m to minimise damage to the
floor, and provide additional resistance by virtue of its thickness.
It was observed in the previous model test that not all the roof strata
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were required as the fractures did not extend to the top of the model.
Thus it was possible to increase the floor layer without invalidating
the model test, based on the above information.

Miniature hydraulic chocks were used,each connected to a
pressure gauge and hydraulic fittings for the application of a setting
pressure or for release of pressure at yield. Mining continued step by
step, moving the chocks one at a time after each cut. In this manner
the longwall mining procedure conducted in the model was identical to
that in the mine.

After the mine equivalent of 120 m had been extracted leaving the
equivalent of 92 m clear, unsupported roof, measured from the chocks,
there was little suggestion of failure occurring. Roof failure which
was known to have occurred from past experience underground was
initiated in the model by increasing the horizontal stress slightly,
which resulted in the complete crumbling of an approximately triangular
area, the base of which was the goaf edge, and the platen as one side.
Thrust was then removed from this cylinder and the one opposite.
These measures were adopted because it was clearly evident that
disintegration of a significant portion of the model would have
occurred if thrust had been maintained.

Successive cuts were made without further propagation of goaf.
As the faceline approached the opening there was a transfer of the
forward abutment from the longwall pillar to the coal on the other
side of the opening, noted by the distinct change in location of coal
spall from the face side to the remote side of the roadway. The
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faceline was about 3.35 m equivalent distance from the nearer rib of
the roadway. Heavy ribside crushing took place, especially on the
far side accompanied by the development of a roof fracture which
extended above the opening and over the goaf in a parabolic arch of
x = y^ form.

Relaxation of that portion of the pillar remaining was evident
by the absence of crushing, spalling or convergence. At the next
longwall cut (web) another fracture developed, spaced the width of the
cut from the first. The next cut resulted in the longwall fender
collapsing (not the pillar). While convergence had increased progressively and made the chocks more and more difficult to advance, it
appeared to be possible for the longwall face to completely extract all
the coal up to the roadway and cross the roadways in succession.

Several features that appeared to detract from the otherwise
favourable response of the model caused doubt as to the reliability of
the predictions. First, the goaf did not propagate readily, leaving
large roof spans cantilevered in the goaf. Such behaviour can occur in
a mine and need not invalidate model results. Since these large spans
did not fail there may have been incorrect distribution of stress,
loading might not have been correct in magnitude, or the geology
inaccurately represented.

In retrospect, all of these three potential

discrepancies were found to apply in varying degrees. Second, it was
revealed by detailed geological examination during the mining of the
model that there were additional partings of the roof strata at 1.8 m
above the coal seam and also between 4.6 m and 6.0 m. These very
important separations had been included in the first model but omitted
in the second after the inspection of the borecore. Additional models
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were therefore required, incorporating revised geological information.
The model section details are illustrated in figure 47.

Model No. 3

The model failed during the application of hydraulic pressures. Lack
of strength in the simulated strata permitted a diagonal shear plane to
develop. The shear plane extended from the bottom of the roof section
platens to the top of the coal seam. Since damage was extensive,the model
was removed from the rig and a new model commenced. Lack of material
strength was traced to faulty weighing of materials which resulted in
insufficient cementing agents being added for the amount of inert filler.

Model No. 4

The specification was the same as for model No. 3. When set up with
platens and the loads applied, mining commenced and proceeded initially
without any significant trends. When goaf collapse was expected there was
severe crushing of the coal seam with convergence of such magnitude which
made advancing of the chocks difficult. It was apparent that the chocks
would not be able to be moved up after the next cut or two, so operations
on the model were ceased before any damage was done. The coal seam was
removed. It was then found that the 1.2m shale layer, together with the
1.8m and 4.0m sandstone layers were fractured. These were removed and
rebuilt. The coal seam was formed at a higher strength, but no other
changes.

The model was successfully mined, reproducing the results of
the second test to a decided extent. Soaf collapse was much improved
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and there was better fracturing of the roof. Fractures developed
behind the chocks but the blocks did not move towards the floor as
they were fully destressed and unaffected by gravity since the model
was lying on its side.

Although the coal seam was much stronger than in the previous
models, ribside spalling and convergence were strongly developed.
In fact, convergence was somewhat greater than in previous tests and
in the final cuts it became impossible to advance the chocks.

Results

were clearly indicative that it was possible to mine all the coal up
to the roadway and cross the opening even if convergence were large.
Transfer of forward abutment was also noticeable, as in the second
test, and observable as previously noted.

It was pointed out that

it would be possible to cut a greater thickness should excessive
closure become apparent.

In this way, chocks could be advanced without

undue difficulty.

Model No. 5
Slight modifications were made to the construction of the model.
The floor shale layer was dispensed with since it was considered to be
of little value to the results, there being only a small amount of floor
heave evident from previous tests where only slight breaking of the
floor had occurred between the chocks and the face. This layer was
included with the sandstone floor making it 0.69 m in the model. .
The 0.09 m coal seam layer was strengthened as before. All other layers
were unchanged.
figure 47.

Sectional, strength and other details are shown in
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The model was allowed to cure for a much longer period and
the coal seam was found to be more resistant to extraction.

The

opening was timbered with five rows of model props corresponding to
0.2 m hardwood props spaced at 1.2 m intervals in the mine.

Cylinder pressures were regulated to the mine equivalent of
12 MPa for the vertical stress and 18 MPa for the horizontal stress.
Both pressures were uncorrected for friction. Mining proceeded from
the right hand side of the model, step by step, until approximately
9 m mine equivalent of clear, unsupported strata were exposed at
which stage the goaf collapsed.
broken material.

There was controlled lowering of the

It was found that movement of model strata was

inhibited because the horizontal platens were touching each other.
They were separated slightly (but sufficiently) with a resulting
improvement of goaf behaviour. When deformation had ceased the
horizontal cylinder and the corresponding one opposite which then
were acting on extensively fractured and weak material were isolated
by returning their controls to the closed centre position. They were
not retracted.

Cylinder pressures were reduced to zero values using

pressure control valves. Pressure was increased on the cylinders
acting on higher horizons of strata compensating for those removed
from the circuit so that the total loading on the model was the same.
Mining continued with satisfactory fracturing of the roof and collapse
of the goaf.

Timbers in the opening showed evidence of slight convergence;
the more tightly set props became bent or broken, duplicating in
appearance, normal pit timber under load.
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As mining continued, very heavy shear loading on the far side
ribs of the opening, remote with respect to the longwall face, was
evident with ribside spalling and clearly defined shear planes in the
roof. Ribside crushing on the near side was considerably less than
for the longwall side. At one stage it appeared that the roof strata
might shear on the remote side of the roadway, but this did not
eventuate. The forward abutment transferred across the roadway when
there was about 5 m total width of longwall pillar remaining.

Evidence that the forward abutment pressure had transferred
across the roadway was deduced by the fact that roof fractures, which
had occurred regularly as each shear cut was taken, ceased about
five metres from the roadway and the next roof fracture occurred on
the other side of the roadway, leaving an unbroken zone of strata
above the working area. Also, ribside spall, dominant on the far side
ribs of the opening confirmed that the unbroken strata was applying
pressure on that side and the five metres of coal was effectively
destressed.

Chocks became easier to move.

From this point onwards

the chocks became easier to retract without disastrous consequences
and although convergence still continued there appeared to be less
inclination for the strata to break and fall. Falls of strata were
by inference because of the position of the model.

Prior to the forward abutment transferring across the roadway,
convergence had been so great that it was necessary to rip the floor
to recover some chocks and to advance them. The floor was ripped on
every occasion from then on but only relatively shallow ripping was
required after the abutment transferred across the roadway.
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The entire longwall pillar was eventually removed by successive
cuts. Chocks were advanced to the edge of the roadway without any
collapse in it. Heavy crushing of the supporting pillar was noticeable,
but without any suggestion of total failure. At this stage the loads
were removed from the model, the top surface cleared and examined.
The general pattern of fracture showed a typical progression of an
arch-shaped goaf with an unbroken section of strata in the vicinity
of the roadway then a similar fracture pattern over the solid coal
pillar on the remote side of the roadway. This showed very clearly
how the front abutment had not influenced a certain zone of strata as
the abutment peak moved at a critical stage from some point above
the longwall pillar in advance of the face to a zone close to the far
edge of the roadway.

It appeared once again that it was possible to

cross the roadway with total extraction of the coal between the face
line and the roadway.

The Kemira Colliery models helped to establish a modelling
technique which was considered satisfactory at that stage but still
provided scope for improvement. Nonetheless the fifth model in the
series provided a wealth of information in modelling techniques,
application of loads, control of valve gear and pressure reducing
valves. The behaviour of the model was considered by personnel of
many years experience to represent the behaviour of coal-mine strata
conditions with good accuracy.
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CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions derived from this series of model tests were

1. The application and control of rig loads is of importance
in modelling if satisfactory simulation of underground structures is
to be achieved.

It is necessary to control the stresses and modify

their distribution and magnitude to cater for differences between
model and prototype. However, it was recognised that adjustment of
external forces to physical models was not to be recommended because
of possible subjective influences upon results. Subsequent refinements
to the modelling technique enabled adequate control to be obtained
without the need for manual readjustment and the redistribution of
stress occurs naturally. Steel plates and fibre-wood sheets are now
standard practice to unify loading and prevent destruction of fractured
zones by the controlling influences of the steel plates which are
placed between the model surfaces and the load applying platens.

2. The last model tested, featuring a timbered opening,
indicated that a greater concentration of timber could be placed
nearer the pillar side of the roadway, i.e., the side opposite the
approaching longwall.

3. The forward abutment pressure was observed to change from
a point above the longwall block to a zone close to the far side of
the roadway. This feature was apparent in the more detailed models.
It would appear that the stress transfer was the most significant
factor enabling the longwall face equipment to be moved across each
respective roadway.
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Confirmation of model prediction
As an example of physical models being able to accurately
predict strata behaviour it was established about one and a half
years later the predictions made from this series of model tests
were confirmed in practice and found to be more accurate than expected.
By this stage the mechanical condition of the hydraulic supports in the
mine had deteriorated to such a poor state that they were virtually
incapable of little more than token resistance. Nevertheless, it was
clear that a large, basically unfractured block of roof strata was
cantilevered from the face edge to about 15 m into the goaf, at which
point it rested on the floor or on other broken material that had
fallen and rilled towards the face. Extensive crushing of the remote
ribs of the roadways being crossed, together with fissuring of the
roof strata above the more solid coal pillar were indicative of the
transfer of the forward abutment pressure when the strip of coal
remaining to be mined was reduced to about 2 m in width. The supports
erected in the roadways were observed by the author to be extensively
broken and bent to the point that they were incapable of offering
significant resistance but the roof did not deteriorate, again reflecting the transfer of the abutment pressures. The bent props
were the result of convergence rather than severe strata pressures.

As a result of the roof fissuring, ribside spalling and support
damage, difficult conditions were predicted for the commencement of
mining into the coal pillar between roadways, but this situation did
not eventuate owing to the removal of equipment.
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LARGE SCALE LONGWALL MINE MODEL INVESTIGATIONS

INTRODUCTION
At the commencement of model research by the author, longwall mining
was receiving consideration for its application in a number of collieries
in the southern coalfield of New South Wales. Although the regional model
test rig had been designed, constructed, commissioned and used for almost
two years, its suitability for longwall investigations was found to be
inadequate. Following the design, construction and commissioning of the
longwall rig, numerous longwall models were constructed and tested in
quick succession to establish the applicability of longwall mining methods
to various strata conditions. The prime purpose of each test was to examine
the strata behaviour and support resistances required under various
combinations of strata conditions and stress environments.

For illustrative purposes, four-longwall model tests conducted in the
large rig, capable of testing models 10 m long x 2 m high x 0.4 m wide
are described. Conditions varied from laminated shale roofs to sandstone
types, the latter being considered from U.K. practice to be unsuitable
for longwall methods using the supports then commercially available.
The model tests described in this section do not include those previously
detailed which were conducted in the regional model rig. The experience
gained from models tested in the smaller rig assisted in the design
of a test rig which would cater for a reasonably wide range of
conditions. The longwall rig and model construction procedure have been
detailed previously. Only the terms of reference, construction details,
results and conclusions are given and discussed where necessary. An
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overall appraisal of the suitability and application of longwall mining
to different strata conditions is also given. The important factors
such as setting resistance, yield pressures, fracture patterns and
other salient features are discussed and conclusions have been drawn
from these results.

Longwall model test No. 1
A model study was undertaken to examine the breaking behaviour
of roof and floor strata as a longwall retreating face progressed under
various degrees of support resistance. The floor was shale but the
roof was a moderately weak, somewhat massive sandstone with some current
bedding and of a patchy nature, considered to be difficult for longwall
methods.

It was desired to examine the breaking behaviour of the strata,

a significant factor in matching the support system to the environment.
By changing the resistance of the model supports it was expected to
obtain optimum setting and yield pressures and the minimum and maximum
pressures for satisfactory strata control. These were required for the
determination of the best combination of support resistances as well as
providing guidelines for the evaluation of the most economical
installation, bearing in mind that specifications requiring very high
support loads are accompanied by a high cost factor. This information
would provide an indication of the range of pressures for which the
prototype equipment would be satisfactory. Other factors considered
of significance were

1. the distance of face advance prior to the first major caving,

2. extent of initial development prior to systematic caving, and
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3. periodic weighting which might be detrimental to face
performance, and the support resistance which might prevent periodic
weighting.

Model construction details
Figure 48 illustrates the strata cross-section with corresponding
values for mine and model material strengths and thicknesses.

A geometric scale of 18 was selected after consideration of
the seam thickness, model base, allowable height for caving and the
use of model chocks of an acceptable size.

Because the model was tested so that gravity influenced the
structure a stress-strength scale factor of 23.4 was calculated from
the product of the geometric ratio of 18 and a mean density ratio of
1.3 between mine rocks and model materials, namely
23.4 = 18.0 x 1.3

Absolute stresses were measured in the vicinity of the proposed
longwall areas using flat jack techniques in conjunction with photoelastic analysis. The seam was relatively horizontal.

Horizontal stresses were measured as

14.5 MPa in the direction of face advance and
7.0 MPa in the direction of the longwall face for a vertical
stress of 8.0 MPa.
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FIGURE 48 - MODEL CROSS SECTION FOR SANDSTONE ROOF CONDITIONS
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The model was stressed uniformly along the top surface with a
vertical pressure of 0.34 MPa, with a friction allowance for the
vertical location of the model coal seam from the load applying platens.

Similarly, a horizontal stress of 0.62 MPa was applied by hyraulic
cylinders at both ends of the model, increasing as the working area
increased from the end platens. Note that pressures were decreased
after the face area passed the mid point of the model since the model
was stressed from both ends. The friction allowances are tabulated in
Chapter II.

Friction allowances were originally calculated for the new rig,
based upon previous tests. Tests were carried out in the regional
model rig under various degrees of confinement and established practical
coefficients of friction for different conditions. Later tests confirmed
that the friction allowances were reasonable and possibly slightly
underestimated if a model were damp.

Test results
The model test was conducted with variations in setting and
yield values of support pressures to observe the strata response and
the important results derived were as follows.

1. With a sandstone roof the first caving occurred at about
30 m. Goaf areas became well choked as the face advanced as shown in
figure 49.
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FIGURE 49 - THE FIRST CAVING OCCURRED AT ABOUT 30 METRES
FROM THE START OF THE FACE. MASSIVE COLLAPSE OCCURRED.

FIGURE 50 - WELL DELINEATED ROOF BLOCK
WOULD HAVE FALLEN IN THE MINE
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2.

Density differences between the model materials and the

mine rocks, and friction between the model and the rig retarded caving
and accounted for small discrepancies between the model and the prototype.

Irregular caving in the early stages led observers to believe

that the model test was inaccurate.

In the model, blocks delineated

by fractures and bedding planes were formed which would have fallen if
in the mine.

Figure 50 shows a large block of roof strata completely

isolated from other strata by fractures and bedding planes. These
blocks did not fall when formed in the model but at some later stage.
Gravitational forces are significant under destressed conditions,
since blocks of material, isolated from the rig pressures, are
subjected only to the force of gravity. Because of density differences
and friction between model and rig the blocks are affected by diminished gravitational forces, friction and the irregular geometry of
fractured material to retard their collapse into the goaf.

3. The model was characterised by fracture planes parallel to
and dipping towards the face. Classified as type three breaks according
to Jacobi et al (1964), the angle steepened (tended to become more
vertical) with high support resistance as shown in figures 51 and 52
and in softer materials such as shales.

At no stage, even with very low support resistance, did fractures
parallel to and dipping away from the face (type four breaks) occur
in the region of the working face. Associated with this fracture
pattern was the fact that as higher setting pressures were used the
propagation of fractures, which initiated at higher horizons than
the roof and descended to the roof line, were controlled.

Convergence
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FIGURE 51 - Fractures formed
at steeper angles in sandstone
with higher support resistance
probably influenced by higher
confining stress. Where the
strata were less confined,
fractures were normally of a
shallower angle.
FIGURE 52 «- Vertical or near
vertical closed fissures in
shale. Displacements are clear
from the well defined marker
beds. Horizontal stresses
were high at this horizon.
FIGURE 51

FIGURE 52
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was diminished but not eliminated.

4. Low support resistances, of the order of 75 tonnes/metre
of face for setting and 180 tonnes/metre of face for yield, proved to
be inadequate to control the roof. Fractures occurred ahead of the
supports in both the unsupported area and over the coal.

Convergence

increased and fractured strata were lower than the general roof line.
The stepped roof developed in this manner inhibited good contact
between the chocks and the roof, and conditions deteriorated further.

5. Although yield values of about 300 tonnes/metre of face
suggests a high support resistance,

too low a setting load will

result in strata damage in the form of fractures and stepped roof
conditions, caused by excessive convergence and possibly also by low
friction interfaces. As the test proceeded, the setting load was
increased, convergence was reduced and fractures were thus inhibited.

It was inferred that a setting pressure about 90 per cent of
the yield pressure can allow the use of smaller, total-capacity
longwall face supports and better utilisation of equipment because
more uniform loading of the strata is possible and the roof does not
have to lower in order to apply load to the supports. The supports
should apply load to the roof in order to minimise closure and inhibit
fractures in the unsupported zone between supports and the face. If
the converse applies, that is, the roof applies load to the supports,
it is indicative that support resistance is too low and fractures may
not be controlled.
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Adequate control of the sandstone strata was obtained at setting
loads greater than 120 tonnes/metre of face. Yield loads greater than
200 tonnes/metre were satisfactory. However, it is the total support
that is important and it is for this reason that setting loads
represent a vital factor in the assessment of powered supports.

6. Major fractures of the sandstone strata which occurred at
intervals between 10 m to 15 m appeared not to influence the behaviour
of the supports. Periodic weighting was not observed.

Figure 53

illustrates closely spaced and regular fractures, indicating that
periodic weighting was not a feature of mining under these conditions.

7. There was no apparent upper limit to which the supports
could be set which would damage the roof strata. High resistances
diminished convergence and inhibited fractures, except behind the
supports, and also appeared to lower the rate of rise of pressure
from setting towards yield.

8. The angle of draw is that angle measured from the vertical
from the caving edge to that point on the surface where subsidence
commences. Since the strata section in physical models rarely, if
ever, displays the entire sequence to the surface, it is not possible
to specify a true angle of draw. However it is interesting to note
that for the limited vertical section modelled, the angle of draw
was measured to be about 30°. This is in reasonably close agreement
with the commonly quoted value of 35° for prototype conditions.

9. Pressure cells installed during construction of the model
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Regular fracturing of the lighter coloured, lower sandstone beds
provided visual evidence that periodic weighting did not occur. Evidence
from the hydraulic chock pressures confirmed this observation. There was
also no relationship between fracture spacing, platen size or depth of
cut showing that rig factors had not influenced the results.
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FIGURE 54 - CELL PRESSURE RESPONSE FROM LONGWALL CAVING
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revealed the existence of forward and rear abutment zones. The cells
indicated an initial rise followed by a decline, in some instances
almost to zero, then a subsequent increase resulting from the passage
of the face as shown in figure 54.

10. Scribe lines had been drawn on the surface of the model at
regular intervals, for measurements and other purposes.

After initial caving which increased as the face advanced, the
lower horizons fractured and fell to the floor, settling behind the
supports. At higher horizons the strata was observed to sag, resting
on the broken material. The lower sandstone beds fractured and the
downward flexure near the face (and also near the start of caving)
produced sliding or lateral displacement of one stratum relative to
adjacent horizons. This feature is clearly Shown in figure 55 where
a significant lateral displacement has occurred.

11. As the downward flexure of the strata flattens out and rests
on the caved material a point of inflexion may be determined by
inspection of the strata or reference to the scribe lines. Figure 56
illustrates inflexion of the settling strata. When the strata have
settled completely, the scribe lines have been observed to return to
almost their original relative position. This does not occur with the
caved material, but only those horizons which.remain relatively intact.

12. Figure 53 shows closely spaced fractures in the sandstone
which are not a function of the width of the shearer cut or related to
platen size. Therefore it is reasonable to conclude that the fracture
spacing is a function of the material strength. Although virtually
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FIGURE 55

FIGURE 56
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impossible to see from this photograph, the scribe lines have been
almost perfectly restored showing that the strata moves relatively
one way during downward flexure and there is some restoration as the
strata settles on the caved material. This feature is clearer in figure 57.

Longwall model test No. 2
This model studied the breaking behaviour of the strata and the
required resistance of supports when working under a massive sandstone
roof member of about five metres thickness. The massive sandstone was
overlain by shale above which a partially worked coal seam was expected
to produce difficulties during the mining operations. Sandstone strata
above the coal seam was known to have caved in the already extracted
areas of the upper seam which were ill defined or in unknown locations.
It was required to determine the necessary support resistance so that
the longwall face equipment could proceed satisfactorily at all times
even under the most adverse conditions. Therefore, it was necessary
for the model test to be designed to investigate all reasonable possible
configurations of partial extraction in the overlying seam and then
to change the support resistance as required so that the roof fractures
could be controlled.

Model construction and testing procedure
Each longwall model has a special base consisting of rolled steel
section's welded to 13 mm steel plate. It is also concrete filled.
Upon this base the floor sequence was built up according to geological
information supplied.
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FIGURE 57 - PARTIAL RESTORATION OF STRATA AFTER CAVING

An unexpected feature in longwall caving was the restoration of
fractured, but not disintegrated, material to virtually its original,
relative position in the direction of face advance.
After the initial downward flexure of the same strata, lateral
displacements became large. This was followed by inflexion of the strata
as it started to settle on the caved strata. When the face had advanced
a sufficient distance and the overlying strata settled in a flatter
formation, the strata moved in such a fashion to almost perfectly restore
the scribe lines to their original position. This, of course was within
practical limits, but it was an unexpected feature considering the
irregular surfaces of the caved material.
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Next, the lower coal seam was constructed the full length of
the model and it in turn was overlain by massive sandstone and shales
which were the floor material for the upper seam.

The upper seam, although designed to be partially extracted,
was constructed the full length of the model. The roof sequence above
this seam was predominantly sandstones of different thicknesses and
strengths. Th^se were added until the model was completed as detailed
in figure 58.

The model was then cured for 28 days, transferred into the rig,
platens applied and the model loaded. Stooks, pillar remnants, unworked
portions of the upper seam would cave realistically.

When this was

complete, a roadway was driven in the lower seam and model longwall
supports installed. The lower seam was progressively extracted at the
scaled dimension of the shearer cut. Variations in pressure were
made according to the fracture patterns obtained.

Extra pressure was

required under stooks or other unmined sections of the seam above,
but the maximum pressure required was observed to occur some distance
beyond the stook, just before the cantilevered sandstone interseam
roof stratum fractured. All results and distances were noted.

Results
The results obtained from the test were as follows.

1. The massive sandstone roof fractured erratically and was
observed to hold up in large spans. The first collapse occurred
when the face had advanced 40 m.
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FIGURE 58 - MODEL CROSS SECTION FOR THE EXAMINATION OF LONGWALL
MINING WITH PARTIAL EXTRACTION IN AN OVERLYING SEAM
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2. The point of maximum chock loading was experienced when the face
position was approximately three metres ahead of a coal remnant in the
seam above. The maximum support resistance required was at least 350 tonnes
per metre of face length. It was expected that the maximum loading would
have occurred immediately under a coal remnant in the seam above, by
virtue of the stress concentrated through it, but it became cigar that the
cantilevering provided by the sandstone strata enabled a greater intensity
of loading to be placed upon the supports. The extent of the cantilever
was limited by the tensile strength of the strata as shown in figure 59.

3. A support resistance of 300 tonnes per metre of face length was
not sufficient to prevent fractures from occurring ahead of the supports
but they were controlled to the extent that no stepped roof conditions
occurred. Figure 60 shows fractures ahead of the supports but without
stepped roof conditions. When the support resistance was allowed to
decrease from this value, stepped roof conditions occurred as can be
seen in figure 61. Immediately after the goaf collapsed, the support
resistance required was considerably less than that formerly required
but it was necessary to maintain the high level of support resistance
because of the unUnown overlying conditions existing in the mine. Old
mine plans, goaf areas defined in outline only, inaccuracies in some plans
and the loss of some detailed panel plans prevented precise knowledge of
the location and size of stooks, pillars or pillar remnants.

4. Each goaf collapse presented a forward movement of the
fractured rock, encroaching upon the supports and hindering further
settling of the broken roof. Floor heave occurred only in the goaf
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FIGURE 59 - LOADING OF SUPPORTS WAS
MAGNIFIED BY CANTILEVERED STRATA

FIGURE 60 - FRACTURES ABOVE THE UNSUPPORTED AREA DID NOT REACH
THE ROOF LINE WHEN SUPPORT RESISTANCE WAS ADEQUATE
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FIGURE 61 - STEPPED ROOF CONDITIONS WHEN
THE SUPPORT RESISTANCE WAS INADEQUATE

This photograph reveals the situation in a coal mine when the
support resistance is inadequate to prevent roof fractures from descending
to reach the roof line ahead of the supports. Not only did the fractures
occur ahead of the supports, they actually reached the roof line above
the coal seam, a factor which might pass unobserved except to the
experienced observer, but the lowering of the roof at the face line
would produce crushing of the coal along the longwall face. In some
instances, if the coal were hard, large slabs of coal could fall as a
result of this type of strata behaviour. The large slabs then become a
problem when they try to pass under the shearer.
Strong, massive roof strata are particularly difficult to control
and often result in large, cantilevered overhanging rock which must be
resisted by the supports. In this illustration, the supports have been
unable to resist the strata sufficient to allow the previously fractured
strata to fall.
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and did not affect the supports or the working area. Figure 61 also shows
the forward movement of the goaf from an earlier face position and this
has hindered collapse of the strata.

Longwall model test No. 3

A model test was designed to determine the distance that longwall
caving should proceed towards permanent roadways so that there would be
no deterioration in strata conditions surrounding them, thus ensuring
their long term stability. Observations made when testing other models
using fender and pillar systems of extraction revealed that roof to floor
closure was measurable in roadways as extraction approached them.

Results

From these model tests a certain distance was required before the
roadways showed any indication of roof to floor closure. Deformation was
not expected to be of sufficient magnitude to be clearly visible and, if
this were the case, then the mining would have proceeded too far.
Therefore, closure was deduced by observing dial gauges set in the
roadways.

The author examined numerous mine plans of collieries in which
abandoned workings were present and found that working panels appeared
to have been affected by the presence of the old workings as mining
approached them. The separation distance was of a similar order of
magnitude despite the fact that there were few common features such as
pillar sizes, seam thicknesses, sequence of working, etc.
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A model test was therefore designed to examine the strata
behaviour to prevent roadway deterioration caused by longwall mining
terminating too close to the roadways. The roof was sandstone of
moderate thickness overlain by shales and sandstones. The results
obtained were as follows.

1. Convergence in the roadway nearest to the longwall face
was noted when the face was about 25 m from the centre line of the
roadway. As the face advanced, roof breaks occurred in the roadway
confirming that 25 m was the absolute minimum distance that could
be tolerated.

2. The support resistance required to control the roof and
prevent fractures from occurring over the unsupported regions of the
longwall was a minimum of 300 tonnes/metre of face length.

3. Sandstone strata fractured in a slightly irregular fashion,
forming large, parallelogram shaped blocks.

Longwall model test No. 4
A model study was conducted to investigate the mining of a coal
seam with a shale roof of moderate thickness overlain by weak sandstone
beds. The strata stress was comparatively high. Roof support in
roadways had been a serious problem in many parts of the mine resulting
from the combination of high horizontal stresses and a laminated
immediate roof which was well jointed. The strata section modelled is
shown in figure 62 which includes geometric details as well as rock
and model strengths. The geometric scale selected was 18 and since
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SECTION

STRATA TYPE

THICKNESS - m
MINE

• ^ l ' » . v».»

MODEL

STRENGTH - MPa
MINE

0.135

73

25.6

1.422

44

COAL SEAM

2.8

0.153

14

SHALE

1.2

0.068

44

SANDSTONE

5.5

0.305

73

SANDSTONE

2.44

LAMINATED
SHALES,
MUDSTONES
AND FINE
GRAINED
SANDSTONES

FIGURE 62 - MODEL CROSS SECTION FOR THE STUDY OF LONGWALL
MINING UNDER" HISHLY-STRESSED tAMINATED ROOF

MODEL
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gravitational effects were regarded as significant, the strength scale
was 23.4 since the model materials were of lower density than the mine
rocks.

Objectives
This model study was conducted to examine the support resistance
required for adequate strata control and to determine whether the
fissile strata would be able to accept the bearing pressures expected
from high yield values, if required, without adverse effects. It was
considered that if high support loads were applied it might be possible
for the strata to burst into the goaf above the supports, regardless
of the bearing pressures. This would necessitate reduction of the
support resistance until the supports were again under a satisfactory
roof. The loss of support resistance might be sufficient in itself
to cause further deterioration of the roof. As a result of a
preliminary mathematical analysis based on bearing pressures and
compressive strengths it appeared that the support resistance might
have had to be kept within fairly close upper and lower limits for
satisfactory mining performance, especially in the early stages before
the goaf was adequately filled or in any areas where the strata might
not have caved readily.

The purpose of this model test was to quantify the necessary
operating conditions and observe whatever other significant factors
were involved. The results obtained were as follows.
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Results
1. Support resistances of 150 tonnes/metre of face length
for setting and 500 tonnes/metre for yield were found to be satisfactory.
Figures 63 and 64 show fractures controlled when the support resistance.
was adequate. There was no excessive convergence, but convergence
became very significant at support values less than half the above
yield loads. Figure 65 shows fractures at the face line and some
lowering of the roof. High setting and yield values indicated that
there was no reasonable upper limit to the resistance that could be
applied, although it was necessary to observe caution in the early
stages of caving as the goaf was not completely filled as may be
observed in figures 66 and 67. These spaces permitted the immediate
roof to displace toward the goaf but there were no catastrophic bursts
of roof material observed even during this stage.

There was evidence at the start of the model test that the roof
tended to break between the supports. Domed failures occurred in the
roof of a roadway driven in the model at the commencement of operations
as is shown in figure 68.

2. Caving involving disintegration of the strata appeared to be
confined to the immediate 15 m of roof strata.

Figures 69, 70 and 71

reveal that the disintegrated, caved strata was confined to a relatively
low zone not interrupted by stronger plies in the roof sequence.

Above

this the strata lowered but was only fractured into large pieces, there
being no substantial disintegration., as shown in figure 72 and similar
photographs.

Goaf filling was assisted by the increase in volume of
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FIGURE 63

FIGURE 64
Fractures were controlled with good caving when support resistance
was adequate as shown in figures 63 and 64. The roof caved right to the
rear of the supports.
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FIGURE 65

FIGURE 66
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FIGURE 67

V.'- mm*

FIGURE 68
Domed cavities formed in the roadway driven as a stress relief
heading. It also served as a bleeder heading for draining the goaf.
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Caving was normally
confined to about
15 metres above the
roof line.

FIGURE 69

The goaf was well
consolidated and shows
the extent of fragmented
caving with very little
disturbance to the strata
above 15 metres.

FIGURE 70
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FIGURE 71
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FIGURE 72
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the laminated shale as it collapsed.

Figures 73 and 74 show the

immediate break up of roof plies which were further fractured as the
overlying strata settled upon them.

3. The angle of draw was of the order of 35° measured from the
vertical. This value was obtained from the arithmetic mean of the
observed readings which were taken at regular intervals.

4. Fissures or roof fractures were generally inclined between
50° and 75° to the horizontal. The modal value was 60°.

5. The weak roof was unable to support large, cantilevered
spans regardless of chock-type supports. When the unprotected span
between the coal face and the front line of supports was allowed to
increase beyond one metre, ranging up to three metres, fractures
developed allowing the roof material to collapse as shown in figure 75.
This photograph shows a feature which became far too common when
support resistances reduced owing to mechanical problems such as
leaking seals, faulty valves, inoperative boost pressures or the
inability to advance the supports. Apart from the lowered roof,
cavities formed in the fractured zone at the face line and stepped
roof conditions also reduced the support resistance. The best remedy
for such a situation is not to allow it to occur. On large, unsupported spans up to 5 metres initial support resistances of up to 600
tonnes/metre of face were required. Although apparently only slightly
higher than the yield values obtained previously, where support
resistances continuously greater than 150 tonnes/metre of face length
were satisfactory, for the larger, unsupported spans, very high
support loads were required. As a guide, the same support density
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FIGURE 73

Figure 73 displays the
readiness with which
fissile shales disintegrated
resulting in rapid goaf
filling.
Figure 74 shows closed
fractures above the caved
strata. The closed fractures
tended to become more
vertical with increase in
confinement, a feature not
characteristic of rocks
such as sandstones.

FIGURE 74
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Excessive unsupported spans rendered control of the roof strata extremely
difficult if the support resistance was inadequate. Fractures developed
over the unsupported zone, causing lowering of the roof, especially at
the face line. Spalling and often severe crushing of the coal seam
increased the unsupported area, and cavities developed above this zone,
making it difficult, costly and time consuming to advance the supports.

This figure illustrates the absolute necessity for providing a
substantial support resistance to prevent occurrences of this nature.
The dead weight alone, of the fractured strata, may exceed the load
capability of supports and when this is combined with the extra loading
when adjacent supports are lowered, flexure of the roof strata occurs
and further deterioration takes place. Lagging of the cavities is often
necessary and this practice is both slow and costly.
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maintained a reasonable condition, but the support reactions were
concentrated nearer the free ends of the strata, in propped cantilever
configuration, in order to obtain the necessary unsupported span for
experimental purposes.

ANALYSIS OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF STRATA INFLUENCED BY LONGWALL MINING
As a result of numerous model tests, several general conclusions
have been formulated.

In other instances there has been insufficient

research to infer a positive relationship between variables although
some trends were evident.

Zones of strata disturbances
Clearly apparent in the mine as well as in models is the caving
zone. This, the lowest zone, involves the disintegration of the
immediate roof and is strongly influenced by the nature of the strata whether laminated or massive, often more so than if strong or weak and the geometry of the extraction system. Thus the width of the web
of coal removed during each pass of the machine, whether shearer or
plough, may have influenced the spacing of the fractures in a horizontal
direction provided that the web thickness was greater than the natural
caving span. The height and nature of the immediate caving zone is
not always discernible in underground conditions particularly if the
roof strata falls close to the supports and chokes the area to an
extent greater than the height of extraction. As mentioned above, in
an underground situation, the collapse of a roof section slightly
greater than the seam thickness may be sufficient to obscure the view
to the extent that caving is often considered to be effective. There
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could be a cavity almost equal to the seam thickness above the rubble
which might lead to lack of adequate constraint to the working roof,
but models offer the advantage of observing and examining details not
readily obtainable in the mine with any degree of safety or good
visibility.

Model tests revealed that the caving zone involving the
immediate roof was confined to about 15 metres above the roof of the
seam and, in many cases, often much less, than this height. This
result agrees fairly well with, but is less than, an assumed, local
factor of eight times the seam thickness which was considered to be
that height necessary to choke a fall. Limited field tests have
shown that coal measure rocks increase in bulk volume by a factor of
about one third. However, the increase in volume diminishes as the
height above the roof increases because the strata does not disintegrate readily, and the blocks are larger.

Jacobi (1959) postulated the existence of three zones above
longwall workings. These are more evident in Ruhr sequence models
because the strata is more laminated and the seams are generally
thinner than for Australian conditions. Therefore the three zones
can be distinguished easily in longwall, long section models.

The lowest or caving zone described above was defined to
include that strata which became fractured, fissured and collapsed
under the combined action of flexure of higher strata and gravity.
All zones may be ill-defined but, on occasions geological features
such as a strong horizon of strata may produce a sharp distinction
between the caving zone and the second zone described below.
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The second zone consists of fractured strata which rests upon
the rubble of the caving zone. Whereas fractures are or can be of an
open type in the caving zone, intensified horizontal stresses ensure
that fissures remain closed in this second zone. The upper limit is
reached where the confinement caused by the stress intensification in
the strata prevents further propagation of the fractures. Examples of
fissured, but closed fractures in the strata may be seen in figures
76 and 52.

The third or top zone possesses no fractures induced by mining,
strata is flexed to rest upon that below it. All superincumbent strata
assists in the formation of a subsidence trough which may or may not
reach the surface but normally does, in general. Length of longwall
face, seam thickness, depth of workings and percentage of extraction
affect the subsidence at the surface. A short longwall face may not
cause subsidence to reach the surface - an important feature if flat
agricultural land lies above the mining lease.

While the second zone was clearly observable in the model tests
conducted by the author, it constituted by far the largest proportion
of the vertical section of each model. No conclusive evidence of the
third or top zone could be obtained probably because this zone could
be higher in the sequence than that represented in the model section.
Geometric scale and seam thickness may have precluded the inclusion or
development of the third zone. However, flexure of the strata (as in
the form of a subsidence trough) was observed in some models.

As can be seen in the photographs all fractures in the middle
zone are closed, a factor of importance when mining under aquifers,
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FIGURE 76

This situation displays the rapidity with which caving fractures
can become closed under the influence of horizontal pressures. Caving
of the shales has occurred to an indefinite horizon about 15 metres above
the roof line, but the open fracture immediately behind the supports has
closed by about midway between the caving zone and the top of the
photograph. Horizontal stresses ensure partial or total closure of
fractures, depending upon rock type. These stresses are intensified above
the caving zone because the latter cannot accept such pressures. Therefore
the horizontal stresses are transmitted through higher horizons, closing
fissures in soft materials such as shales, mudstones or other rocks rich
in clay or clay forming minerals.
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FIGURE 77
Relatively weak shales subjected to a high degree of confinement
with correspondingly high horizontal and vertical stresses, produced,
upon subsidence, vertical or almost vertical closed shear type fissures.
Close examination revealed that some fissures were spaced as little as
1 mm apart in the model. Shales not only produce closed fractures of type
three breaks according to Jacobi's classification, but their nature would
prevent water percolation through them as a result of progressive
breakdown, forming clays which renders such strata members capable of
preventing flow of water from higher horizons.
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stored water or the sea. This is not only a very important fact for
mining under stored waters but model tests revealed these closed
fractures in numerous instances. An excellent example is shown in the
laminated shales shown in figure 77.

Support resistance
The support resistance required by hydraulic chocks to control
the roof by inhibiting breaks ahead of the supports was higher where
strata pressures were higher. The required resistance was less
affected by rock strength. As an example it was found that weaker,
laminated shales required higher support resistance than some
sandstones because the shales were in a more highly stressed
environment.

However, massive strata such as thick sandstone was difficult
to control and support because the fractured blocks often tilted,
applying leverage to the supports and requiring them to accept the
full weight of the superincumbent strata.

It should not be inferred that the required support resistance
is independent of rock strength.

Indeed, where sandstone strata were

thick, rock strength,especially tensile strength was significant in
the determination of the natural limits to cantilevered spans which had
to be resisted or controlled by the artificial supports, notwithstanding
the additional leverage which could be applied by large, cantilevered
slabs of rock.
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Horizontal stresses parallel to the direction of face advance
assist in the initial formation of a goaf. While horizontal stress is
never absent in the strata generally, there is some relaxation in the
caving zone and an intensification above and below.

Consequently

(apart from the flexural effects of the overlying - and underlying strata) the effects of horizontal stress become progressively less
important as caving proceeds, thus chock (or other types of longwall
support) pressures may be more influenced by the normal or vertical
stress for adequate strata control.

Using the results from model tests and adopting a deductive
approach, support resistance is affected by

(i) seam thickness
(ii) depth of cover, which is also related to vertical stress
(iii) stress intensification caused by partially extracted
overlying or underlying seams (within a reasonable distance of the
seam)
(iv) frequency of lamination and stratum thickness
(v) face advance per cycle of operation (thickness of cut)
(vi) length of face (regarded by the author as a low significance
factor. However if the face is very short, side abutments predominate
whereas a long face length results in a prominent forward abutment)
(vii) constraint to the flanks of the longwall block - abutments
such as the presence, size or absence of pillars or solid coal
(viii) rock strength
(ix) horizontal stress.
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It is not claimed that the above listing represents all possible
factors, but possibly includes the most significant.

It cannot be

suggested unemphatically that the general order is one of diminishing
significance, because there is often a series of interrelated factors.

Everling (1966, personal communication) suggested that the
optimum face length was dependent upon the depth of cover.

If a face

were too long, it became difficult to control the strata, so that
shorter face lengths were used as deeper seams were worked.

In this

way it became possible to control the strata as effectively as possible
for the prevailing conditions. This is an example of a case where
practical experience can be of considerable benefit. By shortening
the face length, pressures are transferred to the side abutments so
that the supports do not have to resist the extra loading from very
high front abutment pressures and associated fractures ahead of the
face line.

Adequate support resistance
This is a term which has been, in the past, loosely and vaguely
used.

It has been defined by the author as that degree of support

which can control flexure of the strata so that fractures do not reach
the roof line until the roof supports are under or ahead of them. In
the author's experience, convergence or rate of convergence is not a
criterion since both poor and good performance faces have had similar
convergence rates. Less closure is indicative that support resistance
is capable of restraining the strata and thus suggests that support
resistance and closure may be related.
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Model tests can determine a satisfactory support resistance for
a given set of conditions. Alternatively, the performance of an
anticipated support system can be predicted using models. The capabilities of the mining equipment offered may be less than optimum, but
acceptable in respect of support resistance, closure, strata control,
etc.

In some cases modelled, commercially available equipment was

incapable of offering sufficient continuous Toad to cater for all
situations of intensified stress and flexure of the strata. Some
tests indicated that specific difficulties were only transitory but
not necessarily easy.

If the support resistance is inadequate to

control roof to floor closure, excessive spalling of coal will occur
along the face, even though roof control appears satisfactory.
However roof control is not satisfactory under these circumstances.

Length of longwall face
Physical, behavioural models of the type described measure only
10 m in length, 2 m in height and 0.4 m in width. Therefore, at first
inspection it would appear impossible to assess the influence of the
length of a longwall face upon caving conditions when only 0.4 m of
face length in the model at whatever geometric scale is used, represents
the prototype.

In order to show that such a relatively small dimension simulating
a central section of a longwall face can be indicative of the effects of
face length the following evaluation of strata behaviour has been
examined.

\
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Paradoxically, strata collapses across the narrower span of
any opening.

It is the width of a roadway or Welsh bord rather than

its length that determines its stability. During pillar extraction,
rectangular exposures of roof normally occur, the lesser dimension
being critical (other factors being equal). However, if the principal
stress differential is large in the horizontal plane, failures parallel
to the direction of the maximum principal stress could occur.

In longwall mining, face lengths of 100 metres to 250 metres are
common. Initial collapse of the immediate roof may occur within the
first 20 to 30 metres of face advance. The height of caving is thus
limited by the lesser dimension. When the face advance has equalled or
exceeded the overall face length and caving has reached its upper
limit, the pattern of fracture development and propagation becomes
regular. Subsidence is time dependent as well as geometric and is
not the subject of the present discussion.

Since the model thickness at 0.4 m represents only a relatively
narrow section of the strata assumed to be in the middle third of a
face some insight into the effect of face length can only be gained
from an examination of the structural behaviour in the long section,
i.e., in the direction of advance. For a certain amount of face
advance, caving rises to a particular height, the caved profile
possibly having a reduced span for the amount extracted. When the
caving height reaches a maximum for the conditions being modelled,
there is an implication that the face length is of the same order of
magnitude as the distance from the start of longwall mining to the
point at which maximum caving is reached.

If the longwall face is
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significantly less than this dimension, the major abutment pressures
occur at the sides of the longwall and caving height may be reduced.

If the face length is very short, caving will be limited in
height by this narrow dimension of face length and the models will
display caving phenomena in excess of those which would occur in
reality. This fact must be recognised during assessment of a model,
both in preparation and analysis of results.

Strata characteristics
In all cases studied, only type 3 breaks according to Jacobi's
classification, occurred in the immediate roof. After the initial goaf
formation, all fractures were inclined over the goaf, directed towards
the face. No amount of change in support resistance could induce
vertical or near-vertical fractures (type 2 breaks) or fractures
inclined over the solid coal

(type 4 breaks) both of which have been

observed in the softer sediments of European coal mines. However,
type 2 breaks, trending towards nearly vertical type 3 breaks, occurred
in soft shales, well confined, at higher horizons. These are illustrated
in figures 78 and 79.

The fracture angle varied, depending on material type and
degree of confinement. As the confinement increased, fissuring or
shear in shales tended to become more vertical as exemplified in
figures 78 and 79 previously mentioned.

Most fractures in shales were measured between 50° as shown in
figure 80,and 75° as in figure 81,the most frequent angle being
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FIGURE 78

$&£.?

FIGURE 79
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FIGURE 80

FIGURE 81
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about 60° in the caving zone as in figures 82 or 83 which also agrees
with the shear failure angles obtained from unconfined compressive
strength tests on rocks and equivalent materials.

Unconfined (or relatively so) flexural breaks in sandstone were
almost normal to the bedding, indicating the tensile nature of the
fractures in a brittle medium. The combination of strata lamination
and break phenomena incurred during mining resulted in failure zones
which propagated upwards. The zones of single or multiple fissures
were generally inclined at about 60° to the bedding. Note, however,
that individual fractures initiated at the top of a stratum and
descended. Additional fractures then occurred in progressively
higher horizons.

Strata, whether shales or sandstones, exhibited lateral movement
of plies relative to each other. Scribe lines, marked on each model
at convenient geometric intervals prior to the commencement of test,
were used to distinguish the occurrence and extent of lateral displacement. An excellent example is shown in figure 55.

Initial displacement was away from the face as revealed in
many examples, during the cantilevering and caving process. Subsequent
settlement produced a point of inflexion as shown in figure 56, beyond
which point lateral displacements were reversed. The settled rock
became largely restored with respect to lateral movement, resting upon
broken and caved material, as shown in figure 57.

Well confined, plastic materials such as soft shales exhibited
flow-shear failures, features formerly believed to be of geological
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origin. Even the closely spaced shear displacements as shown in
figures 52 and 77 show detail which would not be expected in a physical
model.

The angle of draw of the 25-30 m of strata overlying the seam
was measured at 30° to 35°. Since this section of strata respresents
only 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the total vertical sequence, no
positive conclusions can be obtained from the angle of draw measurements
as applied to subsidence generally. There is no substitute for proper
field determinations of such values.

2. BORD AND PILLAR METHODS

INTRODUCTION
Bord and pillar mining was the first system adopted for coal
extraction in Australia. Wide experience from years of association
with the method reduced any urgency to study the technique using
physical models. There were however, many problems with the method,
the more complex of which were not found to be readily amenable to
solution using models. Physical models were used in various related
studies such as roadways and pillars and the two dimensional interaction
between them but there was not any investigation into three dimensional
analysis of the strata behaviour of a panel using bord and pillar
methods. The only truly three dimensional models involved studies of
intersections. Models of this nature were constructed incorporating
the three dimensional structure with all details, such as supports,
completed at the time of construction. Test procedures only required
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stressing the model to failure. Complex, three dimensional models
may require mining of the existing structure. One of the main problems
in attempting to investigate pillar extraction within a panel using
three dimensional physical models is the difficulty in mining the pillars.
Model construction presents few problems, regardless of how complex
the model may appear.

Panel studies compli cated % 1ack of access
Extraction of pillars within a three dimensional model requires
relatively large access holes to be formed in the model in areas which
would not be mined at that particular stage, if at all. Electric
detonators built into a model at the time of construction have been
demonstrated to be capable of simulating extraction techniques but this
method was not adopted in models until metalliferous mining structures
were investigated some time later and described in a subsequent section.

Had detonators been used to progressively extract coal >piUars and there is no doubt about this possibility - there remained the
problem of removing the extracted material.

If it were not removed,

the bulking effect would eventually fill the roadways and eliminate
strata collapse.

The predictive purpose of models
Behavioural, physical models should only be used for prediction
purposes and then only if the model can be tested in such a manner that
realistic mining techniques and the strata behaviour are in accordance
with that of the mine. In-order to investigate the range of variables
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which can be studied using models, the following discussion highlights
many of the important facts relating to bord and pillar methods,
obtained from operational experience.

UNDERGROUND EXPERIENCE

Rectangular pillars With hand mining
Hand mining methods permitted the use of square, rectangular,
or any shape of pillars without difficulties arising from access
directions or size of intersections.

Intersection widths were often

reduced to as little as four metres where cut-throughs were turned
away. They were subsequently widened to about six to eight metres after
a distance of four metres. Small, narrow gauge track generally about
0.6 m and correspondingly small skips were used so that the radius of
the turn did not require encroachment on pillar corners. Hand mining
permitted selective extraction methods and there was no difficulty in
keeping places narrow if required.

Generally they were driven as wide

as possible. Even with Welsh bords the same principles applied but the
extraction in first workings was much higher using this method, yery
narrow pillars resulted, often stripped along the ribsides for extra
coal, since this was already crushed and available for loading. Astute
observers noted that the narrow entry into Welsh bords often resulted
in less stable conditions than in the wide section where some degree
of stress relief had occurred.

Diamond shaped pillars with loader-mechanisation
With the introduction of mechanisation into collieries, square
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pillars were regarded unfavourably because of the large intersections
so that panels were designed with diamond shaped pillars, usually about
60° angle between headings and cut-throughs. Both trackless and track
methods were used.

In order to obtain satisfactory access to all parts

of the working panel either a herringbone or a side track or main
heading layout was adopted.

Herringbone layout
Many panels were designed with seven headings, the centre of
which was the main road with track or conveyor belt haulage. Staggered
cut-throughs alternated left and right from this central heading.
The arrangement was restrictive because development and extraction could
be conducted in only one way.

While the 60° turns presented no drivage problems and aimed at
avoiding roof instability by minimising intersection dimensions these
advantages were offset by the fact that it was not possible to gain
access to a specific location in a re-entrant manner. Other disadvantages became evident during pillar extraction, details of which are
discussed in subsequent paragraphs.

Side heading layout
A side heading layout for a panel was an alternative design
but the main roadway was then on one or other of the extreme sides
of the panel. Adjacent headings and development had to initiate from
this side and continue to the other extremity of the panel.
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Problems during pillar extraction
Both methods presented no abnormal problems in first workings.
During pillar extraction the first few pillars were usually mined with
such ease that portions of pillars were often mined a little too early
in their sequence.

In either method, the pillars flanking the panel

were easily extracted.

Those nearer the centre were more difficult

and dangerous. Conflicting extraction lines, partial extraction and
weighting were terms.often .used to explain the phenomena. The: resultant
effect of the mining was to leave pillars of portions thereof in the
narrow "V" or in the most advanced section of the panel.

Failure to

extract these coal pillars resulted in progressively increased working
difficulty as the panel was extracted on the retreat.

Frequently, the

latter portion of the panel was abandoned entirely. The herringbone
layout required two extraction lines so that pillars had to be removed
on both sides of the central heading. Whichever layout was adopted,
the method was conducive to problems arising as a result of incomplete
pillar extraction.

Problems of this nature were so important that it

was considered to analyse them using physical models. This was attempted
but the problems associated with the extraction of pillars in three
dimensional, physical models resulted in unsatisfactory modelling of
a poor standard, from which no reliable conclusions could be deduced.

Square or rectangular pillars reintroduced
With the introduction of continuous miners and the phasing out
of cutter-loader units involving shot firing and associated mining
procedures, it appeared surprising that diamond shaped pillars continued
to persist for some period, With the concentration of mining effort
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in only one location per panel the need for flexibility in layoutappeared, superficially to be relatively unimportant, yet consideration
was given to square or rectangular pillars so that mining could
proceed in any direction. Flexibility was needed to reduce lost
production time when changing from one working place to another.
As a result 90° turns were introduced. The change was not without
its problems and large intersections became the norm rather than the
exception as a consequence of square pillars. Large continuous miners
required increased radii of curvature and very large shuttle cars
demanded that the intersections be large. Continuous miners could
turn on a tighter radius than shuttle cars so that the latter governed
the curvature. Accompanying large intersections were frequent and
extensive falls which sometimes propagated into headings or cutthroughs. Problems arose in supporting the wide roadways and the
large intersections.

Large coal losses during extraction
Almost every coal extraction system works well at the start
but the temptation to remove easily won coal results in the more
difficult portions being left. As a consequence, the roof does not
cave readily, transferring excessive stresses to the working area.
Eventually, the section may be abandoned usually not before the
premium coal is removed from that which remains and is easily
recovered. The result ensures that it is almost impossible to re-work
the panel.

CONCLUSIONS
Bord and pillar methods may be stipulated by legislation and
as such are widely used for mine development but are less favourably
received today than previously as an extraction system.

Techniques

now considered for extraction are longwall, shortwall or fender methods
and even shortwall has lost popularity.

Initial development with any

of these systems is still by bord and pillar methods.

Physical models were not able to be mined in such a manner as
would be representative of the mine and therefore were not able to
improve extraction techniques involving bord and pillar mining although
other, related problems were able to be investigated in great detail.
Most of the significant factors involving strata behaviour with
roadways and pillars are now known and there is diminished need for
further study in this area.

Modelling techniques did not develop to a satisfactory stage
to study bord and pillar extraction methods in detail. The method
had decreased in importance by the time model developments were able
to analyse it accurately.

3. FENDER SYSTEMS OF EXTRACTION

INTRODUCTION
Coal extraction by bord and pillar methods of extraction lose
some attractiveness by virtue of the large expanse of open, artificially
supported roof behind the working face during open ended pillar lifts.
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Successive lifts on a pillar produce an ever widening span making^
collapse of the roof inevitable at some stage. Depending on the roof
type there may not be any assurance that collapse could occur at any
particular time.

In other instances, e.g. the Dudley seam at Burwood

Colliery, caving was regular, predictable and safe. However, in
general, large number of props were set to protect the mining crew
and the equipment.

In some cases narrow fender strips of coal were

left to provide additional support. Thin fenders were introduced
during bord and pillar mining. They were nominally about one metre
wide but frequently thickened to about three metres. Fenders were
seldom recovered and represented significant coal losses. They also
obscured visibility into the goaf area, an important factor prior to
roof collapse.

The coal itself can provide a very effective support if properly
used.

Carefully designed fender methods utilise these benefits to

economise on supports and recover coal from the fenders.
most fender coal was abandoned.

Formerly,

Methods were devised to lift off the

coal from a safe position inside the solid coal either in a pillar as
in bord and pillar methods or in a very large pillar block which was
designed as part of the fender method of extraction.

Fender mining systems were developed to avoid using conventional
sized pillars in which existing headings and cut-throughs were
restrictive and represented potentially dangerous zones as the final
lift was removed from a pillar, thereby creating wide spans with
little protection.
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Large rectangular blocks were delineated either by roadways,
dykes or faults or other natural boundaries, lease barriers or
nominal boundaries such as lines on plans. The blocks were very long
with respect to their width. The width was often dictated by mechanical
limitations, for example, the length of the shuttle car cable, rather
than by geological or geomechanical conditions.

Underground experience often determined limits of fender widths
for seams in the range of about two to three metres thick. The lower
limit was determined by practical and economic factors. For a fender
width of 3 in it is difficult to drive parallel splits without holing
one into the other and the costs incurred in turning away each lift
into narrow fenders for the value of the coal recovered from them was
disproportionately high. Unless the roof was strong the work involved
the setting of carrier bars, removing props, shifting brattice or
ventilation ductwork and erecting a few supports in the fender for the
protection of the operator. The maximum fender width may be limited
by deterioration in the split although the causes producing the
observable effects were not apparent in the mine . -Model tests
revealed the mechanics of stress effects upon fenders and splits.

Floor heave, rib spall and roof disintegration were often noted
when fenders were wide. Wide splits were favoured under all conditions.
Geomechanical factors suggested fender widths of about eight metres.
The upper limit was not as precisely defined as the lower. Wide fenders
enabled more coal to be extracted for the cost of turning away each lift,
but beyond a certain distance the cost of the remaining coal was
increased by the extra support required to ensure adequate protection.
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The author's experience derived from underground studies and
model investigations showed that fenders of actual widths in the
range of 5.5 metres to 7.5 metres produced best results under all
strata and stress environments with the proviso that the "Old Ben"
system possessed some advantages with thick, massive strata which
would be reluctant to cave under normal or short span conditions.

WONGAWILLI SYSTEM
A fender system of coal extraction was introduced to mine the
Wongawilli seam from which it is believed the name of the method was
derived. This seam is relatively thick but it has been customary to
mine only the lower 3 m portion from the floor of the seam leaving
a stable, smooth coal roof. Coal roof conditions are quasi stable
and require certain precautions to be taken since coal is not entirely
stable under stress. It is possible that the Wongawilli system was
able to be implemented under stone roof conditions and operate
successfully since a stone roof either stabilises quickly or collapses.
The method required the delineation of a long, reasonably rectangular
block of coal accessed by two or more headings.

It is possible to

delineate the block by two or more headings on the opposite side and
when this practice is adopted they later become return airways. A
roadway is next driven at right angles from the extremity of the first
set of headings to the second set or to the defined boundary. A
second roadway is driven parallel to the first, separated by a distance
which determines the fender width.
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When the second, parallel roadway commonly known as a split,
has reached the boundary the fender formed between the two roadways
is progressively extracted by successive lifts commencing at the
remote boundary. The lifts do not normally require a significant
degree of extra support if any and the coal might be extracted without
undue problems. Caving may or may not occur during the first few
lifts but usually initiates and propagates during extraction of
subsequent fenders, depending on the nature of the immediate roof,
All the above factors for which no precise specifications can be
given are dependent upon many influences such as seam thickness,
fender thickness, stress magnitudes, jointing, nature of roof strata
and degree of effective extraction.

The mining crew and equipment

are protected to a much greater extent than for bord and pillar
techniques so that the onset of caving is not crucial unless a large
expanse of goaf exists.

It is desirable that caving should occur

with reasonable regularity.

Too large an expanse of unsupported roof

produces wind blasts when it caves and this feature alone can be
dangerous.

The procedure is then repeated until the entire block of coal
has been extracted.

Experience has shown that, in general, fenders

between six metres and ten metres wide are used to best advantage,
with eight metres being found to be about optimum with respect to
variables such as rock strength, coal strength, roof type and stress
environment.

Massive roof conditions alter the results quoted above

because the roof does not necessarily cave readily.

In these

conditions, fender width is not generally important.

Erratic fracture

patterns prevent systematic mining using this method.

The Wongawilli
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system does not appear to function well under certain, thick and
strong roof strata conditions for which variations of the Old Ben
system have been used with some degree of success, affording more
protection in the event of an extensive roof collapse. The
sensitivity to changes in fender width is often undetectable until
the caving span of the massive roof is reached, whereupon wider
fenders are required to inhibit coal crush.

System variations
An evaluation of underground experience using the Wongawilli
system has shown that only about 45 per cent or less of the coal
is extracted from areas designed for total extraction (Martin, 1974).
Losses occur as a result of corners being left, ends of lifts abandoned, strips of coal unmined between fender lifts, barrier pillars
and pillars between access roadways also being left unmined.
Variations designed to increase production from the development
effort have not altered the fundamentals of the system.

They

normally involve additional mining to one side of the headings
remote from the Wongawilli fender block so that more coal is
extracted for a given extent of initial development. The cutthroughs in the development pillars should be aligned with splits
so that the pillars between blocks can be extracted systematically
and safely. The pillars should be dimensioned lengthwise so that
the above condition can be satisfied with say three splits in each
pillar.

Despite poor recovery in numerous mines, overseas and local

experience has revealed that almost total extraction is achievable,
and the method can be very efficient if the Wongawilli system is
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adopted without variations provided that the procedures are adequately
controlled, and every effort made to ensure total extraction. It
is relatively easy to abandon portions of coal if roof conditions
deteriorate but this has a compounding effect upon extraction of
adjacent blocks.

Other variations have been designed by experience or by using
model tests to cater for moderate to thick seams.

Physical models used to investigate fender systems
The Wongawilli system of mining has been examined using large,
physical models and compared with other systems for the same conditions.
It has been shown to be superior to some alternative methods but not
necessarily an ideal system, especially in thick seams, or where
longwall methods are used. Examples of model tests are given. As a
result of the model tests certain principles of strata behaviour
have been established.

Different roof types have been investigated

for seams of thickness in the range of two metres to three metres.
Later investigations examined conditions for seam thicknesses of
five metres to six metres but the Wongawilli system was modified to
suit seams up to ten metres thickness where losses can amount to
70 per cent or more of the reserves under different methods of mining.

Fenders in the range of 3 m to 10 m have been examined for a
range of stress conditions. It was found that after the initial caving,
horizontal stresses diminished to allow mining in a reduced stress
enviroment. Vertical pressures influenced the collapse of the strata
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by flexure influenced by the ply thickness and strength of the roof.
Nevertheless, it was found that over this range of fender thickness
and using roadway widths in the range of 6 m to 7 m that there was
very little difference in the actual results. However, fender systems
applied to extraction in thick seams were far more sensitive to
geometric changes than when the seam thickness was 3 m or less. It
was found in these applications that the nature of the roof influenced
the caving span and this span had to be exceeded before the safety of
the fender strip could be determined.

It was found that where fender

strips were designed to be left, sudden collapse of fenders could
occur without warning and might involve the working heading from time
to time. The safety of methods of this nature are always in doubt.
However, by forming the fenders at a reasonable width, collapse of the
fender was shown, by model tests, to be avoidable and it would be
possible to take progressive lifts from the fender on the retreat and
thereby recover much larger quantities of coal with greater safety.

It would appear that fender systems tailored to suit the
conditions can achieve production rates as good as any method other
than longwall mining with favourable extraction ratios and a reasonable
degree of safety; in some instances a high degree of safety.
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INVESTIGATION OF FENDER METHODS USING
BEHAVIOURAL, PHYSICAL MODELS

INTRODUCTION
Although bord and pillar mining can be systematic, it tends to
lose this quality whenever coal extraction becomes difficult or hazardous. Because of this, fender methods of coal extraction appear to
possess some advantages because of the procedures adopted.

Coal

losses can be minimised and extraction conducted with greater safety
than for bord and pillar extraction. Not all fender systems are
ideal in every case and should be tailored to suit the geological
and other conditions. Fender systems have proved to be successful
under mediocre to poor roof conditions in seams 1.5 metres to
3 metres. Underground experience has shown that recovery of the
reserves in thick seams is normally very low for reasons to be
discussed.

In seams of convenient working height such at 2 metres to

3 metres, recovery is not always good and may be 45 per cent or less
of the working section. When pillars between roadways, coal left on
the floor and remnants left at the ends of fender lifts are considered,
the true recovery is often much less than purported.

The geometry of some fender layouts is restricted to a large
extent by underground conditions or by mechanical equipment, for
example, length of shuttle car cable. The width of the fender is a
compromise between economics of extraction when driving narrow fenders
and rock mechanics criteria are not significant because stability is
usually achievable.
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When the fenders are driven too wide, strata instability
becomes a prominent factor so that a compromise between the two
produces satisfactory results. As previously discussed the practical
limits determined principally from underground trials and confirmed
by physical models range between 5.5 metres and 7.5 metres. However,
if the full width of the fender block is not totally extracted, for
reasons such as deterioration in the access roadway, large portions of
coal may be abandoned. These hinder or prevent regular caving and
the problem escalates. It has been proved that by persisting with the
method, even if heavy supports are necessary to provide safe conditions,
extraction can be improved and total extraction (95 per cent or greater)
can be achieved.

Physical models have been used to study fender systems for coal
extraction over a wide range of seam thicknesses. The examples that
follow have been grouped in three ranges, the first of which is that
of seams two metres to three metres thick regarded as normal or
average seam thicknesses for most Australian collieries. The intermediate range studied involved seam thicknesses about four metres to
five metres in thickness and represented typical conditions for
collieries working moderately thick seams.

Finally, conditions in

which the seam thickness was in the range of about six metres to ten
metres have been studied, although in these cases not all of the entire
seam thickness was extracted. This was more a function of coal quality
rather than the suitability of the method for the prevailing conditions.
Unless otherwise stated, roadways and splits were about 5.5 metres to
6 metres wide.
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Two metres to three metres thick coal seams
A series of models was constructed and tested to investigate
fender methods using total or partial extraction in a seam about three
metres thick in an environment of 12 MPa to 15 MPa vertical stress and
30 MPa to 35 MPa horizontal stress. The coal was overlain by a shale
roof above which was massive sandstone. The shale was of substantial
thickness and the model section is illustrated in figure 84. Fender
widths of six metres to eight metres were investigated with roadways
six metres wide. No significant variation in strata conditions or
ease of mining was noted as a result of changes in fender widths.
The roof caved with good regularity and roadway stability was generally
good after the first caving occurred. During driving of the first
roadway in the formation of the first fender the effects of horizontal
stress were apparent in the form of roof buckling and mild floor heave.
The coal ribs remained relatively intact.

It was concluded that fenders in the limited range studied
(6 m to 8 m) were satisfactory with respect to strata control and
satisfactory mining.

A second series of models using the same strata section as in
figure 84 studied narrow fenders less than six metres in width to
assess whether instability was evident at reduced fender dimensions.
It was found that the general behaviour of the structure was similar
to that described above and that the range of 5.5 metres to 8 metres
was satisfactory for the conditions studied, deduced by combining the
results of both series of tests.
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SECTION

STRATA TYPE

THICKNESS - m
MINE.

MODEL

STRENGTH - MPa
MINE

MODEL

..% ....

.... -

SANDSTONE

12.8

0.710

70

3.89

SHALE

11.5

0.640

54

3.00

COAL SEAM

3.0

0.170

30

1.67

SHALE

2.0

0.110

40

2.22

MODEL BASE

5.5

0.300

300

17.00

i, \

A*WJ<?

FIGURE 84 - MODEL SECTION DETAILS
FOR STUDY OF FENDER MINING METHODS
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A third series, also using the same strata section based on the
results of the previous tests investigated the effect of driving fenders
only three metres wide using roadways six metres wide but leaving the
fenders with no intention of their subsequent recovery. Vast experience
using various coal extraction systems has shown that the nett recovery
from many mines has been only about 45 per cent and often less. Thus,
the leaving of fenders as narrow as three metres in width could result
in a local extraction ratio approaching 70 per cent. It was also
considered that the technique was worthy of investigation in localities
or mines where inexperienced miners had not been involved with caving
methods.

A model was constructed and tested using the same section as
illustrated in figure 84. Roadways were formed in the model commencing
near one side, forming fenders three metres wide between them. The
first roadway driven produced significant roof buckling and some floor
heave, typical of the known mining conditions. There was also slight
ribside crushing but not as extensive as roof deterioration. These
features are shown in figure 85. Structural instability noted after
the roadway had been driven to half the depth into the model, propagated
as the roadway was extended to the full depth adding greater, realistic
behaviour to the model test. The second roadway driven was without
failure and there was no observable instability in the fender. The
third roadway experienced mild roof strata buckling and some floor
deterioration but there was no instability in either of the two fenders
at that stage. Thus support for these roadways became an integral
and costly component in order to obtain an extraction ratio of about
70 per cent.
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1

FIGURE 85
The top photograph shows the roof instability which occurred when
the roadway was driven. The second photograph shows the second roadway on the left side. Slight roof sag is present in the third roadway
The fourth roadway and the fenders were stable at this stage. The
fifth roadway experienced considerable roof sag and slight floor lift,
accompanied by some crush on the fender. The bottom photograph reveals
extensive crushing of the fenders, the first roadway driven being on
the left side. Further crushing took place as roadways were driven
but the working zone was not affected at any stage.
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A fourth roadway was driven without any signs of instability
in that roadway, but evidence of intensified vertical pressure in the
form of crushing of the first two fenders was apparent. The fifth
roadway driven exhibited severe roof and floor deterioration and was
accompanied by further deterioration in the crushed fenders. The
adjacent coal was not significantly disturbed. The sixth and seventh
roadways driven were free from structural instability and there was
no deterioration of the fenders near the working area. The fenders
which were more remote from it were subjected to further deterioration.
Failures occurred in both roof and floor as the eighth roadway was
driven and fender deterioration occurred in all but two fenders
adjacent to the working area. Subsequent roadways were driven in the
model with deterioration occurring in alternate drivages. Crushing
of the coal fenders continued, involving all fenders except those
adjacent to the working area.

It was concluded that fenders three metres wide were sufficiently
stable to permit their formation and extraction of coal from roadways
six metres wide but that the narrow fenders deliberately left were
unstable as the coal mining progressed. The instability did not involve
the working area so that it appeared possible to carry out mining
practice with some degree of safety.

However, it would be absolutely vital to drive the roadways
on centre otherwise fenders of variable width would result which could
precipitate rapid and progressive failure. Roadways would require to
be well supported and secured for adequate safety, but since the fenders
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would not be recovered, there would be no need to erect carrier bars,
remove props, etc. to turn away fender lifts.

Recovery of additional coal from fenders of such small dimensions
would not be considered. There may have been limitations to the overall
width of the mining zone, necessitating larger, coal barriers in order
to maintain safe conditions. This feature was not distinguishable in
the models by virtue of their limited width and scale factors employed.

Before describing model tests relating to seams about five metres
thick, problems associated with thick seam mining will be discussed,
since experience has dictated certain techniques which aid roof
stability yet impose other difficulties.

Problems associated with thick seam mining
1. The mining of thick seams of fair to good quality introduces
problems of economic extraction.

Practical experience from underground

extraction has shown that only about 30 per cent of the reserves are
normally recovered and often considerably less if spontaneous combustion
is a problem.

Large losses occur as a reult of improper mining practices

or difficult conditions and the lost coal is usually irrecoverable.

The sequence of mining practice which causes high losses is
as follows. In thick seams, a convenient roadway height is about
2.5 m, or to a parting in the coal which can be controlled easily.

It

would appear logical to drive development roadways in the bottom of the
seam so that subsequent recovery of coal may be as easy as possible
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by dropping the tops often with a single shot. Practical, underground
experience, obtained from numerous thick seam collieries, revealed that
roadways driven with a coal roof are quasi-stable or unstable and
difficult to control on a long term basis. As a result, many such
collieries found it expedient to drive roadways in the top portion of
the seam, taking advantage of a stable, stone roof which could be
protected or reinforced using rock bolts and steel straps, channels
or timber bars, if necessary. Some roof types required no support.

Roadways driven in the lower portion of the seam experience
progressive destruction of supports especially if timber. Roof bolts
in coal are not always successful and difficulty is experienced in
stabilising the coal roof because it deforms continuously.

Although

the closure on an annual basis might be considered small, but not
insignificant, deformations continued at or about the same rate. The
final result is that maintenance costs become prohibitive and
alternatives considered.

Roadways were then driven to the stone roof

at the top of the seam and roof control problems were substantially
or .entirely eliminated.

From development roadways in the upper part of the seam further
extraction can take place by second or third lifts depending on seam
thickness, descending from the first roadway. Very high ribsides are
thus created with attendant ribside instability and dangers from coal
falls unless the coal is strong, hard and almost devoid of cleat.
Mesh may provide protection.
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Pillars or fenders can be formed using this method.

Generally,

mining does not proceed much beyond this stage because every roadway
borders on instability by virtue of the high ribsides. Attempts at
extraction in pillars usually triggers coal bursts or heavy ribside
spalling and the workings progressively become abandoned.

2. Alternatively, from the upper roadways, pillars or fenders
can be formed in the top portion of the seam.

Roadways are then driven

to the lower portions of the seam on grades as steep as possible to
minimise coal losses in the underlying ramps. Pillars are split and
robbed of as much coal as possible.

If fenders are used, progressive

lifts within each fender are taken from the bottom of the seam, loading
as much coal which falls from the upper portions of the seam and
remains safely accessible for the loading machine. Notwithstanding the
improvements of the latter technique, coal losses are frequently
substantial and the greater the seam thickness the greater the percentage
losses with attendant dangers from ribside falls or fender collapse.
Outbursts in thick seams can be dangerous.

In order to improve the stability of ribsides the top roadway
is driven as wide as possible, the one below up to 1.5 metres less in
width leaving a canch on one or both sides, which can be used to stand
timber supports on if the roof needs protection. The timber legs may
provide some degree of ribside protection. Steel mesh may be necessary.
In seams about ten metres in thickness, by the time roadway development
has reached the floor of the seam, the roof is too high to carry out
additional supporting measures and falls from ribside coal can be lethal.
If the seam is up to ten metres in thickness a third roadway may be
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driven, generally about the same width as the middle section. When
standing on the floor it is almost impossible to see the roof using
miner's cap lamps.

Four metres to five metres thick coal seams
A model investigation was conducted to examine the stability
of fenders in moderately thick seam conditions where the fenders were
formed by mining parallel roadways in the top of half of the seam in
the first working and then driving narrower, corresponding roadways
below them. The methods and density of support in the upper roadways
were established from past experience and were not able to be changed
or supplemented after the second, lower workings had commenced.
Normally, roof bolts and a minimum of timber was used, or timber
supports entirely, depending on the nature of the roof strata.

In the

latter case, a canch was left on both sides to hold the props or legs
which were cut to the height of the upper drivage. The lower lift was
driven narrower than the first, principally to secure the feet of the
props but also to cater for the effects of stress, friability of the
coal, seam thickness and frequency of discontinuities. A span
difference between upper and lower drivages of about 1.5 metres was
allowed to provide a stable canch for timber legs. However, whether
timber supports were used or not it was common practice to drive the
lower roadway narrower than the upper to improve the general stability
of the ribs. Safety was improved by minimising the possibility of falls
of rib side coal and the canch often prevented ribside coal from falling
to the lower roadway.

In inclined seams it was essential to drive the

lower roadways at a further reduced span where the fenders were formed
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along strike. The canch was almost invariably on the upper side only.
If timber bars were used they were bolted to the roof using rock bolts,
and supported on the canch side by timber legs.

A fender method of coal extraction was investigated using
behavioural, physical models. The technique involved the driving of
roadways in the upper half of the seam followed by the formation of
the lower roadways at a lesser span than the upper roadways as shown
in figure 86. Development proceeded in en echelon fashion, not the
upper workings only, then followed by the lower. The cross-section
studied is illustrated in figure 87.

Fenders were formed at a height of 1.8 metres in the top section
and about 3.0 metres high in the lower workings using roadways 6 metres
wide in the upper workings and 4.5 metres in the lower drivages.
Although fenders of these dimensions appeared to be stable at first
it was found that after six fenders had been formed, they were unable
to resist the vertical loading of the strata and experienced extensive,
sudden and violent collapses at intervals, which were not consistent.
The apparent stability of the fenders was found to be deceptive because
they revealed little, if any evidence of instability up to the point
at which sudden collapse occurred. Some collapsed fenders are shown in
figures 88 and 89 . Collapse occurred without warning indicating the
potential danger of the narrow fenders. Fewer fenders were able to be
formed before the next collapse occurred after the initial caving had
taken place. This fact confirmed that the fenders were too small. An
example of the collapsed fenders, damaged roof and affected working area
is shown in figure 90.
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STRATA TYPE

SECTION

THICKNESS - m
MINE.

STRENGTH - MPa

MODEL

MINE

MEDIUM GRAINED

•f'f'" *'••!%•

6.02

0.251

42

0.53

0.022

28

8.84

0.368

42

SHALY

4.27

0.178

41

SANDSTONE
COARSE SANDSTONE
COAL SEAM
SHALE

1.00
0.45
0.90

0.042
0.019
0.038

43
20
42

COAL SEAM

4.88

0.203

21

G&aa. SHALE

0.76

0.032

42
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SANDSTONE
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FIGURE 87 - MODEL CROSS SECTION FOR FENDER
FORMATION IN A FIVE METRES THICK COAL SEAM

MODEL
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FIGURE 86

FIGURE 88
This photograph reveals the crushing of the fenders in the early
stages of development accompanied by significant roof strata fracture.
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FIGURE 89

.car-
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FIGURE 90
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As a result of the instability in these narrow fenders, larger
fenders 2.5 metres wide at the top and four metres wide at the base,
using six metres wide roadways in the upper workings and 4.5 metres in
the lower were found to provide conditions which were clearly improved
but only marginally acceptable.

Fenders of the above dimensions failed

in the model test but did not involve the working area to the same
extent as the smaller fenders. These features can be seen in figures
91 aiid 92. The fenders were of sufficient size to be able to hinder
encroachment of the crushed coal into the working area.

Fenders three metres wide in the top section and four metres
wide at the base using six metres wide roadways in the upper workings
were then tried and found to control the coal and roof strata and
displayed no signs of crushing.

Indeed, they appeared to be so stable

that a reduction of fender width was considered. The non recovery
technique studied in this model investigation appeared to be very
sensitive to small changes in the physical dimensions of the fenders.
In conjunction with their non recovery, the smallest fenders which were
sufficiently stable to be safe were desired for conservation of reserves.

The caving span of the sandstone strata in the higher horizons
overlying the seam was observed to average about 75 metres. A further
series of tests revealed that more massive roof conditions increased
the caving spans to 100 metres before any major collapse occurred.

As would be expected, when collapse occurred it was the upper,
narrower portions of the fenders that were most seriously affected.
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There was less disturbance to the lower, wider portions of the fenders
which diminished as size was increased. The smaller fenders, however,
produced diagonal shear failures as well as burst conditions when
collapse occurred.

For non recovery techniques, sufficient information

was obtained from the model tests because larger fenders four metres
at the top and six metres in the lower section, tested in the model,
proved to be perfectly stable.

The model investigation commenced using relatively narrow fenders
which were found to collapse after a certain stage had been reached.
With the formation of a goaf in this manner it was difficult to
conclude exactly what strata behaviour would have occurred had the
fenders commenced at a much larger size. It was established that the
larger sizes were able to recover from the unstable conditions and
remain stable but it is possible that a slightly smaller size may have
retained stability from the start. However, the results from the model
tests produced sufficiently accurate information for application under
normal coal mining conditions, for which allowances must be made in
respect of roadway alignment, width and support, changes in the nature
and strength of the overlying strata, and other variables.

Any collapse which involves the working area cannot be tolerated
whether a non recovery method is used or not but in instances where
fenders are to be extracted, provided goaf collapse occurs at a safe
distance so that the working area is not affected, the method may be
regarded as satisfactory.
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Six metres to ten metres thick coal seams
In some well established coal mines where bord and pillar methods
were used, large expanses of pillars were formed which proved difficult
to extract so that the actual recovery was Tow. The Greta Seam in the
Cessnock district of New South Wales has many features not possessed
by many other coal seams. It is up to ten metres thick, has high
strength coal about 40 MPa to 45 MPa which makes if hard and prone to
violent ribside bursting, depths which approach 600 metres to 650
metres, high sulphur tops which is not only unattractive as a marketable
coal but is also prone to spontaneous combustion. The seam is then
overlain by thick sandstones and conglomerates which are reluctant
to cave until extremely large spans have been exposed. The actual
span at failure depends upon the amount of material left to support
the roof in order to prevent or minimise wind blasts. Generally only
the bottom 5.5 metres to 6 metres is mined at which horizon exists a
satisfactory parting. Above this horizon are plies of shale and high
sulphur coal. Since high sulphur coal cannot be separated from
premium coal in a washery, every endeavour is made to prevent the high
sulphur tops from falling.

The geological setting of rapidly increasing depth from the
outcrop is disrupted by major faults which cause variations in the
directions of the principal stresses. Cutters exist in the coal roof
which can lead to guttering and roadway collapse.

Pocket and fender system modelled
In order to extract coal from pillars a pocket and fender system
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was devised and has been described in detail (Harrison, 1974;
Sleeman, 1986). This system was designed for the best possible
extraction of premium coal from existing pillars.

When using the pocket and fender method, roadways were driven
into the pillars at about 2.7 metres high. Coal tops were dropped to
the 5.5 metres horizon which was stable. Model tests revealed that it
became desirable to make fenders larger as pillars were progressively
extracted. When the tops were dropped, some instability was detected
in the ribs of the relatively high main headings and the weaker coal
roof at certain horizons, with some guttering and partial collapse.
Regardless of these problems, each roadway withstood the increased
height.

As the pillars were reduced in size by the driving of splits
and the robbing of fenders, extensive crushing of the stooks occurred
which worsened as the extraction of other pillars proceeded.

Although

the roof normally remained flat it was, in most instances, insecure.

Instability became a problem when the massive roof strata
fractured. The mining environment became similar to that shown in
figure 93 . However, the next drivage appeared to be totally unaffected
by the earlier strata pressures, suggesting that the caved strata had
settled on the abandoned coal and stone bands sufficiently to eliminate
intensified stresses.

Wongawilli fender system modelled
The Wongawilli method of mining was adopted with modifications
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FIGURE 93

Two examples have been selected to display the destructive nature
of massive, overlying strata upon mining openings when the caving span
has been reached. It was established that no mining method was able to
resist the enormous loads which would be applied to pillar remnants,
and supports. The only remedy was to work the seam in panels.
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and termed the Wallarah system. The principal difference was that a
second roadway was driven parallel to the previous one, but only to
the mid-point of the block to be extracted.

Here the two roadways

were united and the former extended to the full distance. This was
repeated so that a duplicate roadway was always present and provided
advantages in ventilation, transport of coal and a second means of
egress. On the debit side the junction between the two roadways caused
problems during extraction in the fender as this point was approached.
Also, the second roadway was unfavourably located with respect to
strata pressures.

These factors were examined using models constructed in the
longwall rig. In addition, the Wongawilli system (i.e. without the
second roadway) was examined

using models and found to be superior

in terms of better strata control. However, when the caving span of
the overlying massive sandstone and thick conglomerate strata was
reached, neither system was able to resist the vastly intensified
vertical pressures. While models were able to be mined to demonstrate
the effects of mining into the zone at which the caving span is
reached, it would not be feasible to actually mine coal in these
locations. Therefore, barriers were required to permit mining and
avoid the problems associated with caving of the thick, roof strata.

Because of the strong, stone roof overlying the top coal, the
strata were reluctant to cave, creating ventilation problems in the
face area and anxiety to the workmen as to when the roof would cave.
Frequently, large expanses of goaf remained, allowing the ventilation
to flow without proper control.

It was important that the splits or
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headings were not impaired by floor heave, ribside or roof instability.

The model tests showed that one of the main advantages of the
Wongawilli system over the Wallarah method was that the two stooks of
coal left on both sides of the central split in the latter method,
hindered caving, a factor not present in the Wongawilli system.

Although caving did occur at 80 metres, caving spans in excess
of 100 metres were common because of the strong roof. Almost complete
extraction of the quality coal was possible until signs of imminent
collapse of the roof became evident. When this occurred problems were
solved by removing the working area away from the unstable conditions
and repeating the procedure.

In a similar manner to a previous longwall model investigation
it was found that extraction, even though incomplete, could be continued
to within about 30 metres of a roadway before it became affected by
the current mining. This dimension could be reduced to about 20 metres
with only a slight increase in convergence.

Although model tests and underground experience have shown the
capabilities of stooks to support the roof and hinder caving, these are
to be avoided when mining in seams which are much thinner and in which
strata caves readily. Under conditions described for the Greta seam
there is justification for leaving coal in such thick seam conditions in
order to prevent or minimise wind blasts should the massive strata
collapse suddenly. Also, controlled lowering of the roof is possible in
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this manner and the latent problem remaining was that of spontaneous
combustion. If ventilation in the goaf area can be eliminated, this
risk is.also eliminated.

PART C - METALLIFEROUS MINE MODEL STUDIES

INTRODUCTION

A significant departure from structural coal mine model studies
was made as a result of enquiries from Mount Isa Mines Limited to
conduct model investigations to determine the general stability of
a proposed mine layout for the large, Rio Grande orebody at Mount Isa
Miaes. Although no research of a similar nature had been performed
anywhere else in the world, it was considered highly desirable to
initiate such investigations using behavioural, physical models and
assess the reliability of prediction in the light of observations and
conclusions obtained. It was also considered that these investigations
would advance modelling technology by a significant degree.

At that stage of model development the most frequent types of models
examining coal mining problems were cross sections. These were generally
uniform in section and were subjected to stresses normal to and parallel
to the stratification. Models were either loaded progressively to failure
or were mined according to reasonably conventional coal mining methods
while the model was under load, or with repeated loadings between mining
operations.
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RIO GRANDE OREBODY AT MOUNT 1SA
In the Rio Grande Orebody at Mount Isa Mines Limited, mineralisation was extensive, being over 1 200 metres in a north-south
direction, variable in an east-west direction but of the order of
300 metres and approximately 600 metres in a vertical direction.
It was considered impossible to design a system to extract the ore
simultaneously in the mine in either a vertical or horizontal plane
because wall movement or uncontrolled block caving could result.
Consequently a system of open stopes was devised separated by
transverse east-west pillars. These pillars were laterally
restrained by longitudinal pillars (mineralised or barren) to reduce
the effective span of the transverse pillars and improve the
slendemess ratio. The design of the pillar-stope arrangement was
calculated to yield approximately 50 per cent extraction during
development and a cemented fill was envisaged to permit mining of
the pillars. The greatest percentage able to be extracted in the
first workings was obviously most desirable but limited by safety
margins.

In the absence of more detailed information of the mass behaviour
of rocks the tributary area theory is often used to gauge the stresses
in the pillars. This does not cater for the effective spans of the
pillars nor their position in the sequence and at best can only be
indicative of the stress magnitudes when calculating a probable
safety factor. Discontinuities such as faults, bedding, fissures,
shear zones, metamorphosed, folded and otherwise disturbed ground,
strongly anisotropic material, and other factors help to make interpretation of geological and rock strength data extremely difficult for

There is NO p. 500 in original document
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The highly complex structure of the rocks themselves and the
stope profiles which were determined by ore grades and cut-off limits
as well as basic geological considerations, together with five major
sets of fault planes with faults at specified frequencies, the inclusion
of known faults, rendered the construction of these models exacting
and time consuming.

Furthermore, the stress distribution within the

entire orebody was desired to be known with changes in applied load.
The inferred stresses were measured using strain gauges adhered to the
stope walls, within the model. The purpose here was to determine
whether any high stresses existed at any parts of the structure and
to obtain the stress magnitudes for specific locations so that the
loading requirements for future models could be determined.

Future

models were to include zones of greatest interest or immediate benefit,
simulating the structure to a much larger geometric scale in greater
detail, supplemented by the most recent geological information obtained
by development and drilling.

Extensive drilling had revealed boundaries for rock types known
generally in the area as Urquhart Shale, Silica Dolomite, Kennedy or
Spear Siltstones and Basement rocks known as Greenstone. Within both
Silica Dolomite and to a lesser extent Urquhart Shale occurred other
divisions, such as brecciated and recrystallised shale, etc. The
contours of the greenstone basement changed significantly from time to
time as additional bores intersected it. The most recent information
was that the basement does not have a smooth contact and is faulted in
numerous places. Carbonaceous shale overlies the greenstone basement
in several places to substantial thicknesses. High grade ore exists
near the basement, but the greenstone basement had known areas of low
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friction, carbonaceous shale, steep gradients and some unfavourable
configurations.

It was considered potentially disastrous to mine the

lower part of the orebody and possibly disturb the equilibrium of
the remainder. Alternatively, it would also be undesirable to leave
the high grade ore or mine in such a way that it would become impossible
to extract the premium ore in whole or in part. It was obvious,
therefore, that any mining plan should aim to extract this ore in
preference to leaner areas if the rich zones could be safely mined
because of the massive nature of the deposit.

Details for model construction and test procedure
Several models were constructed in the test rig because of their
size and weight but additional structural facilities in the form of
lifting gear and model supporting structures, skids, etc. have enabled
several models at a time, each weighing up to 10 tonnes to be constructed
outside the rig, thus permitting greater efficiency in model construction
and minimising delays in curing, for example. When required each is
dragged along skids into the rig. The skids are level with the test
bed of the rig and are removed prior to testing.

All geological and geometric information was supplied by Mount
Isa Mines Limited in the form of comprehensive plans, cross sections,
longitudinal sections, and contour plans of the Greenstone basement.
Additional information was supplied including principal stress magnitudes
and directions, fault planes, rock strengths and stage-by-stage stress
levels sufficient to construct the model in detail and to test it as
requested.
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Model construction
Model construction was commenced on a steel base fitted with
steel form-work which was able to be removed upon completion.

In the

first Rio Grande model study the lowest structure was the greenstone
basement which was moulded using a sand and cement mortar to
specifications based on the material strength and the geometric and
strength scales. Contour plans of this structure were supplied and
from this information, seven, east-west sections were drawn to scale
and cut out in the form of hardboard templates. These were positioned
at the appropriate sections and hung from the formwork and the mortar
was then cast in place. The surface was moulded to conform with the
templates at each section. The templates were then removed and the
intervening material was sculptured to produce a profile conforming
with the contours and the sections provided.

Boundaries for carbonaceous shale zones were then delineated
on the greenstone basement and the carbonaceous shale was built upon
these using a silica - Portland cement - high alumina cement mortar.
The build up of this material conformed with the east-west sections
supplied. When set, the material was dissected by numerous fine cuts
because of the heavily fissured and jointed nature of the carbonaceous
shale. The next rock type simulated was that of Urquhart shale which
was located towards the eastern side of the model. This consisted of
very fine laminations of silica-cement mortar, the laminations standing
at about 70° to the horizontal. Joints existed in the Urquhart shale
and these were included in the form of discontinuities in the materials.
Initially, each layer was spread in situ using a steel float.
Considerable difficulty was experienced in working the mortar at this
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angle and it was soon realized that in order to complete the model
within a reasonable time a more rapid method of construction was
essential.

It was then decided to manufacture a large number of blocks

of finely laminated material external to the model, cutting it into
blocks of a size able to be handled readily. The configuration of the
blocks was also designed to conform with the jointing system. The
latter was very difficult to achieve and the jointing pattern was
simplified to a large extent. After having decided upon this course
of action of forming extremely fine layers in external construction
formwork the next problem experienced was almost an inability to cut
these highly abrasive blocks. Originally they were cut dry which
continually wore off the teeth of any saw regardless of hardness.
This caused considerable problems because' each saw would last only a
short duration. A power saw with tungsten carbide tipped teeth blades
was obtained and the problem was overcome.

It was found later that

wet cutting, continuous flushing of the material with an adequate
supply of water enabled coarse-toothed saws to be used by hand with
satisfactory results.

Having been able to prepare and dissect suitable blocks these
were incorporated in the model and bedded on a thin layer of mortar of
the same composition.

Pocket knives were able to be used to carve any

curved surface to fit either the greenstone basement or carbonaceous
shale contact.

When the Urquhart shale was built up so that it was beyond the
profile required this was carved back using paint scrapers, chisels or
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knives. The procedure was to establish an east-west cross section
corresponding with one of the sections supplied and by using a
graduated steel rule attached to an angle iron fitted with locating
pins across the model and a plumb bob it was possible to transfer
co-ordinates to the model. The material was carved back at each of
these points until sufficient had been obtained for a satisfactory
cross section to be sculptured. A narrow trench was cut out of the
material to conform with the profile established. This procedure was
repeated at every section supplied, that is at a spacing simulating
30 metres in the mine. Where the structure changed abruptly the level
plans were used to determine the trends.

Silica dolomite, which was assumed to be reasonably homogeneous,
was likewise cast out of silica cement mortar to a certain specification
but was not laminated.

However, five sets of fault planes were

included in the model. Some of the north-south striking faults were
formed by building up the material to specified surfaces which represented the fault planes and then completing construction on the other
side. Other faults were included by cutting the material with a long,
fine bladed knife after the flash-set of the high aluminous cement had
commenced but before the material had hardened sufficiently.

Because

of the plasticity of the material many of the faults cut in the model
closed but did not bond.

When the silica dolomite had been built to a sufficient height
the lower portions of stopes were excavated. These were sand filled
and covered with timber pieces. Similar stopes were formed with pieces
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of timber. The wood was removed after the mortar became firm but before
it set. The sand was also removed using a vacuum cleaner.

Strain gauges were attached to the walls of the stopes when the
stopes had reached a satisfactory height.

It was necessary to include

the strain gauges at the correct time otherwise there would have been
insufficient space to attach the gauges. Some stopes were deliberately
formed undersize and were carved to the correct profile and their
sections altered, if necessary, as their construction proceeded.
Depending on the size of stopes and the level of construction some
stopes terminated and others were formed.

Because of the plasticity and the flash-set characteristics of
the mortar it was possible to control the stope profiles with a good
degree of accuracy.

In some cases cardboard templates were used and

these were withdrawn prior to closing the stopes. All the strain gauges
which were adhered to the backs were cemented to a plate of material
which was then incorporated in the model forming a lid to the stope.

Because of the structure, Urquhart shale occurred not only at
the eastern side of the model but also on the west. Further to the
west Spear siltstone was present and this was included before the
Urquhart shale. The model was finally completed, formwork removed and
the model allowed to cure. It was then equipped with a series of
platens covering all exposed surfaces. Sheets of fibre-wood plates,
were placed between the model and the platens. The strain gauge
apparatus was set up, all leads connected to the balancing unit and
the gauges were balanced.
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Objectives
The objectives of the first Rio Grande model test were to
determine the following details.

1. Stress magnitudes in each of the pillars.
2. Premature failure in any pillar.
3. Redistribution of the stress after failure of one or more
pi 11 ars.
4. Order of failure.
5. Slabbing of hanging walls and foot walls (if any).
6.

Factor of safety in design.

7. Stress concentrations in boundary areas to provide
information for more detailed larger scale models.
8. Movement (if any) near basement and pillar loading
near contact.
9. Any relative feature which may be of importance to the
programme.

Results
Each test was witnessed by representatives from Mount Isa Mines
Limited .The model was progressively loaded through a series of stress
levels so that the relative proportions of loading were kept in the
same ratio as the corresponding principal stresses. At this stage
relatively high strain gauge readings were obtained and it was decided
to conclude the test and examine the structure for damage.
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It was found upon dissecting the model that the smaller stopes
were in good condition, larger ones revealed considerable slabbing and
in some cases the pillars between had experienced failure. Significant
deterioration had occurred in the large stopes at the northern end of
the orebody and to the south.

Slabbing was observed to be greatest on the side walls, being
very slight on hanging walls and foot walls. Fine fractures surrounded
most stopes, and completely encircled smaller stopes which remained
stable despite the fracturing.

There was a strong tendency for failure of transverse (east-west)
pillars to occur along fault planes. This was noted particularly in
two areas, where faults were unfavourably located in transverse pillars.

Longitudinal pillars showed no significant deterioration.

Generally, the strain gauge results indicated a predominantly
vertical stress at the southern end of the orebody, while to the
northern abutment there was high transverse (east-west) pressures.

No shearing, up-surging or displacement of the greenstone basement
or carbonaceous shale was evident in the model.

A factor of safety of two was established to be a reasonable
average for the Rio Grande area as a whole; some stopes being very
safe but the larger ones lacking by a wide margin.
considerable wall damage was predicted.

In some stopes
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Conclusions
The general conclusions indicated

1. Extensive wall slabbing was to be expected in most stopes,
particularly in the larger ones with greatest superficial area.
2.

Failure of hanging walls and foot walls was relatively slight.

3.

Failure of transverse pillars tended to favour fault planes

and special reference was made to these and reported.
4.

Longitudinal pillars revealed no significant deterioration.

5. The strain gauge results indicate a predominant vertical
stress at the southern end of the orebody, whilst at the northern end
high transverse stresses were recorded as being more significant than
vertical pressures.
6.

The greenstone basement, its contact or carbonaceous shale

revealed no upsurging or displacement.
7.

An overall factor of safety of two was found to be reasonable,

but some stopes were very marginal (these were investigated in later
models) whilst smaller stopes were conservatively safe.

Comments
This model test was the first of its kind and established the
possibility of continuing further models of this nature with improved
detail and accuracy.

Adhesion of strain gauges was a problem and the

preparation of Urquhart shale material was largely overcome by the
ability to cut suitable blocks of prepared laminated material.
Subsequently faults have been incorporated with much greater detail.
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The model test revealed certain aspects of the investigation which
had either been overlooked or because they were not considered to be
of importance.

Other three dimensional models were constructed and tested.
Models studying en echelon lead orebodies and copper rich orebodies
were also investigated.

As a result of the benefits obtained from positive results from
model tests, the same techniques were applied to models requested from
other metalliferous mining Companies and others engaged in non coal
mining investigations.

SECOND RIO GRANDE MODEL
Although the second model constructed and tested simulated the
first Rio Grande structure it was the first in a series designed to
examine pillar extraction sequences. Following the testing of the
first model which investigated basic design layout, important new
information was obtained as a result of further exploration in the
mine. Contours of the greenstone basement were changed, significant
fault and rock type boundaries were known with greater accuracy and
stope profiles were altered slightly to suit mineral grades. Because
of greater precision of detail known for the mine this model was built
to correspond with the information supplied, benefiting from the
improved technology of model construction and stress monitoring.
Faults and other features were included accurately; important faults
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were delineated and coated with special materials to correspond with the
appropriate coefficient of friction before the other side of the fault
zone was built into the model.

Model construction
As before, the greenstone basement was the first structure to be
incorporated in the model. This was followed by the carbonaceous shale
zones and the Urquhart shale was built up on the eastern side of the
model. Silica Dolomite was then built up on the greenstone basement and
to the west of the Urquhart shale. Major faults were included in this
material. The silica dolomite was built up and carved back to its
required profiles. This was subsequently overlain by more Urquhart
shale. However, prior to this the stopes were carved in the silica
dolomite material which, because of the geometric scale used, were
physically much larger than previously. Strain gauges were attached
to the walls, basement and backs of the stopes, and faults were
included in the structure as the construction proceeded. The model
was completed following the rock type boundaries according to the plans
and sections supplied.

Strain gauge leads were conducted to the top

adjacent corners of the model. This model was set up as previously and
the strain gauge apparatus was used to balance and read the gauges.

Objectives
The objectives of the test were primarily the same as for the
first model but included extraction sequences. It was desired to
determine
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1. Stress magnitudes and directions within the pillar walls.
2. Whether any movement along fault planes were observed at
any stage.
3. Stress redistribution as a result of extraction.
4. Pillar failure or shift of pillars on the greenstone contact.
5. Any relevant feature of importance to research or the
practical aspects of mining.

Contrary to the first Rio Grande model tests this model was
loaded only to those pressures which represented stress measures in the
mine at 16 level. It was found that the general structure at this
stress was good.

Test procedures

The use of detonators as a means of extractive techniques in models

In order to carry out extraction of pillars within the model and
within certain limits both in an east-west and vertical direction,
No. 6 size detonators were incorporated in the model and these were
fired, some times singly, in pairs, or in lots of 6 or 8, according to
the quantity of material required to be blasted and whether this material
was surrounded by fill. Where not surrounded, one or two detonators
proved to be sufficient to remove a reasonable amount of material but
confining effects of loose fill required more detonators.
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It was found by previously conducted tests to determine the
efficacy of using detonators that either two detonators fired together
in holes across the pillar, or single ones fired in holes staggered
in zigzag fashion along the pillar resulted in best fragmentation and
the greatest assurance of breaching the pillar. Figure

94 shows the

detonator testing. Despite the fact that inspection of the holes
revealed that the pillar had broken, in many places it was difficult
to position a detonator so that it was not exploded into an existing
cavity. Thus there remained small portions of pillars carrying strain
gauges which continued to give readings which should otherwise have
been destroyed.

It was therefore necessary to check the pillars for

successful fragmentation and it was found that the detonator firing of
the pillars was successful, but that small elements occasionally
remained which were difficult to remove by blasting. These were
removed by drilling and firing pairs of detonators.

The use of detonators in models indicated that it was a successful
method of extraction.

It appeared not to have any adverse effects upon

the remaining structure.

Results and conclusions
It was observed and concluded that some slabbing may be expected,
particularly on large areas of stope walls unprotected by fill.

It

was also concluded that the fill, although unconsolidated, contributed
to the stability of the pillars.
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FIGURE 94

Several identical geometric and material property scale replicas of
stopes and pillars were formed for test purposes in order to establish the
ability of electric detonators to effectively mine pillars within the
modified orebody structure. Tests were conducted on pillars between both
filled and open stopes in order to determine the number of detonators
required, their configuration in a pillar to effectively fracture the pillar
as designed and to establish the extent of damage which might be caused by
''rising detonators.
The author's suggestion to use No 6 electric detonators for this
purpose was received with apprehension by personnel involved in either the
tests or the model test results. Contrary to expectations, it was found
that , instead of destruction of the entire test structure from one detonator
numerous detonators were required, wired in series for safety, in order to
breach a pillar between open stopes. It was also found that the positioning
of detonators in a zig-zag fashion ensured good fracturing of the simulated
pillars. However, pillars between filled stopes required as many as six or
eight detonators in very closely spaced groups in order to produce the
desired degree of fragmentation. Loose sand filling may be seen above some
stopes,unaffected by the firing of the detonators.
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Major faults had only a relatively slight effect on pillar
stability. One large fault exhibited slight displacement and associated
small faults rendered a degree of instability to a localized zone.

Stress magnitudes, as indicated by many of the strain gauges
were notably higher than expected and were generally of the order of
140 MPa. Some gauges registered abnormally high values which occurred
prior to rock slabbing and hinted of the possibility of localized
burst conditions. It is possible that high local concentrations may
exist but these were not indicative of the structure as a whole.
Large stopes were shown by the model test to be generally stable but
it was not implied that mining would not be hindered by localized high
stress concentrations during the period of excavation. The stress
distributions suggested that the unmined pillars were subject to
flexure due to the extraction of two large pillars to the north.
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CONCLUSIONS

The principal objectives of the research work described in this thesis
were to establish techniques for the development of physical models to
predict the behaviour of underground mining structures. In this respect,
these objectives have been achieved to the extent that cemented material,
structural models are capable of predicting the behaviour of a large range
of Underground mining structures to a high standard of accuracy and
reproducibility.

It should be qualified that physical models are not a panacea for
the solution of all mining problems involving strata control or mining
methods. However, the geological structure, geometric detail, strength
variations, instrumentation and other details which can be incorporated
into complex, three dimensional models cannot be matched by other
techniques, even including the latest technology.

Models should be constructed and tested so that they conform with
the laws of similitude formulated using dimensional analysis. Relaxation
of some dimensionless terms may be permitted but the degree of departure
will affect the results. When properly constructed and corrected where
necessary, physical models in the category of true models are capable of
accurately predicting their prototypes.

More quantitative information is obtained from a model in which all
conditions-flf"similitude are satisfied. In practice, it is seldom possible
to obtain perfect similitude, but sufficient accuracy may be achieved to
contribute in a really quantitative sense to solve rock mechanics problems.
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One of the most significant features of physical models was that the
phenomena frequently observed underground was often not understood or
appreciated. The features displayed by models led to the recognition of the
factors causing the observable effects underground in both coal and
metalliferous mines. Failures observed in falls, unstable conditions at the
face, breakage of supports, crushing or slabbing of pillars, floor heave or
roof sag have been observed by underground personnel and accepted as part
of the hazards of mining. Physical models were able to demonstrate the
factors which caused the observable effects and measures were then able to
be taken to avoid or control the problems. Once the cause is known,
remedial measures can be pursued more effectively. Models display features
often not observable in the mine leading to a better appraisal of strata
behaviour.

Physical model tests not only portray the breaking behaviour of the
strata but also display the underground situation being modelled in a truly
realistic fashion. These facts have actually brought Mining Union and
Management representatives to agree on a particular course of action
because of the confidence with which physical modelling techniques are now
held. One of the principal factors is that physical models accurately
display the strata'behaviour which is immediately recognized by experienced
mining personnel.

Whereas coal mines are often subjected to a stress environment, in
many cases, not markedly different from some metalliferous mines, coal
measure rocks are comparatively weak compared with metamorphosed, hard
rock conditions. Deep metal mines naturally have high stresses. These
facts account for the relatively narrow roadways of about six metres in
coal mines compared with some open stopes of the order of 150 metres wide.
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The large dimensions applicable to metalliferous mining openings, combined
with the high strength rocks has enabled physical models to simulate both
coal mining structures asing geometric scales of about 10 to 50, and
metalliferous mining structures using geometric scales of about 200 to 600.
In both situations, opening dimensions in models are similar.

Factors not commofr to the model and its prototype include friction
between the model and the rig or its load applying platens. Advances in
modelling techniques were hindered by problems relating to friction.
Although some reduction in the magnitude of friction was achieved, tests
enabling correction or partial correction of friction effects were
conducted. When the corrected values of applied stresses were used, models
predicted the prototype with good accuracy. However, there remained some
situations in which models were unable to be uniformly loaded and this
fact required recognition to compensate for such deficiencies.

Closely related to modelling of mining structures were the mechanical
properties of rocks being simulated, together with measurements of the
stress environment. These details proved useful outside the scope of
physical models and found use as direct information or in computer programs
studying the stability of structures. For example, test results used
without additional supporting information, revealed whether rocks were
strong or weak or whether there would be difficulties in developing stone
drives either in supporting them or in drilling holes for firing explosives.

Although stresses are often considered to be of major importance,
they must be taken in context relative to rock strengths and dimensions of
underground openings. Control of the fractured or fissured strata is, in
fact, very important in obtaining satisfactory mining conditions. Model
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tests have also shown that it may be possible to avoid some strata control
problems by mining in a particular manner. One example revealed that the
elimination of a second, parallel roadway when using a modified
Wongawilli system extraction of coal resulted in improved conditions. It
was found that the second roadway was in a highly stressed zone and was
costly and difficult to maintain because of the inability to achieve stable
conditions in this area. A second example demonstrated by model tests was
that fenders of a particular configuration and dimensions collapsed after
a certain number of fenders had been formed. Collapse was sudden when the
caving span was reached. Model tests were then used to progressively
increase the size of fenders until stable dimensions were obtained. Since
the coal seam was about five metres thick, it was essential for the
fenders to be of a safe dimension, but not wasteful of reserves.

Physical models have been able to establish preferred support
systems in roadways for a wide range of strata conditions and stress
environments.

Physical models described in the thesis have also been used to make
comparisons between two or more mining systems, evaluate the differences,
highlight the problems whether expected or not and to direct attention to
areas whereby certain problems can be avoided. The model tests provided
information to assess the relative merits of the different methods
envisaged and established caving spans where extremely difficult mining
could be expected.

Physical models have always been constructed and tested representing
actual underground conditions. Recognition of the attitudes of local
Unions, although seemingly irrelevant to the study of physical models, is
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a very important aspect. The models can portray the benefits of one
system over another in a very graphic and realistic manner, but if it is
not possible to implement that system, there is no practical benefit to
the industry, unless it can be implemented elsewhere.

Extraction and mining methods can be accomplished by various means
and have been demonstrated by model tests to be capable of reliable, and
sometimes unexpected, prediction of strata behaviour and the effects upon
supports.

In order to ensure reliability of prediction, models of known
situations must be constructed, tested and reproduce the prototype with
sufficient accuracy to ensure that modelling techniques are satisfactory.
A range of models may be necessary to ensure reliability of prediction.
Roof to floor closure in roadways is one measure of the accuracy of the
model with respect to the prototype. Any errors in the model are
magnified by the geometric scale factor.

Models were used to test the stability^f coal mining openings which
were driven in the coal seam only. It was concluded that the spans of the
roadways were more important than their profiles. For roadways in which
some roof rock was removed to produce a certain profile, better stability
was achieved with particular sections than others for the same strata
conditions. Although an involved study, roadways with a high arch appeared
to be more stable than those in which a much lower roof profile was
selected. This result was unexpected because of the large exposure of rib
sides but computer analysis confirmed the model results.
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A range of practical supports was tested using physical models. The
roadways tested were of rectangular section driven six metres wide and for
the full seam thickness. Steel bars on steel legs proved to be superior to
other systems. Many t^pes of support were about as good as others over the
stress range tested. Timber bars on timber legs were actually not much
better than no supports even though it has been one, if not the most
popular or commonly used support used in coal mines. There are practical
reasons for this type of support, despite its poor resistance characteristics.
One is that it either limits or prevents lumps of roof rock from falling
out and injuring or fatally wounding personnel. The other is that if major
instability is present, the breaking of timber-can be heard or felt and, if
necessary, additional supports can be provided, generally with little delay.
Timber bars and legs with centre legs were very effective as a support
system and very effective in return airways where facilities for other
supports may not be available. Centre legs increase airway resistance but
not to the extent of major roof falls or severe floor heave.

Roof bolts with straps bind the roof strata and provide a good
support system if augmented by an alternative system. If used alone, it
may not be a safe support type and can result in large, extensive falls
which may be difficult to clean up since the strata is reinforced by the
bolting system. Much depends upon the nature of the strata, the anchorage
horizon and the quality of the anchorage.

Roof bolts, considered as tension members using a concrete analogy
is entirely incorrect. While some rocks are strong in compression and most
are relatively weak in tension, and jointed, the bolts are placed in a
shear resisting configuration, as are stirrups in concrete reinforcement.
Furthermore, steel reinforcement in concrete is often about 11 per cent
of the section, whereas roof bolts would represent only about 0.2 per cent
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of the section to the bolt anchorage. Roof bolts have been shown to be
useful in the 'unsupported' area of the face but their installation
severely reduces productivity of the high capacity, large continuous miners
currently in use for roadway development. Various types of support systems
can be examined using models and the most favourable results can then be
compared and assessed on the basis of efficiency, effectiveness or economy.

Model research into pillar sizes showed that pillars of width to
thickness ratios greater than about four were capable of accepting very
high loadings. Other researchers showed that ratios about four to five
bordered on permanent stability while Holland and others showed that
pillars with a width to height ratio of ten or greater were indestructible.
These findings can therefore be used to design pillars according to the
conditions and degree of permanence desired, often without knowledge of
the strength of the pillar material.

Modelling of fender systems of extraction has been applied to seams
in the range of three metres to six metres in thickness. Total and partial
extraction methods were examined for seams three metres thick and both
proved to have a good degree of success. However, strict mining practice
was essential. Fender methods in thick seams were limited to partial
extraction only and fenders of minimum sizes were determined by model
tests according to the strata and prevailing geological conditions.

Fenders which were stable at first often proved to be too narrow as
the regional span of the worked area was increased.

With massive roof conditions in coal mines, caving spans of up to
150 metres were possible. When the limit of caving was reached, roadway
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conditions became impossible to work. However, realization of the
dimensions of the caving spans for different strengths and thicknesses of
massive roof"strata would enable mining layouts to be designed so that coal
would be extracted in zones accompanied by controlled lowering of the roof
so that safe conditions could be maintained.

Different methods of mining by fender methods were shown by model
tests to have specific application. Some systems revealed distinct
advantages over others for the same conditions.

Model research revealed that if the strata are laminated, the rock
strength has less significance than if thick and massive. Under the latter
conditions, the tensile strength may be significant unless jointing is
prominent. Strata thickness often dictates the behaviour of the mining
structure.

Massive roof strata generally favours roadway or initial development
since few, if any, supports are required. However, during extraction, as
the caving span of the massive roof rocks is approached, the workings may
be subjected to abnormally high vertical pressures. Coal bursts, severe
pillar crushing and roadway failures are common.

Model tests have been used to determine the caving spans for various
types of massive roof. It has been noted that the first major fracturing
usually occurs at a greater span than subsequent collapses, almost
certainly because of the free end afforded the strata after the first
collapse. It also depends on the degree of support provided by abandoned
pillars, stooks or other coal remnants. The model tests have shown benefits
in leaving portions of coal as the caving spans are reached. These are
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detectable in the mine. A barrier of coal should be left for protection
and the next panel extracted.

The development of longwall mining modelling techniques enabled
accurate predictions of minimum and optimum setting and yield values for
the resistance of supports. In the early years of fully mechanised longwall
faces, emphasis was placed upon the minimum support resistance for reasons
of economy and the influence of European longwall mining which generally
involved thin seams of about one metre, combined with weak, laminated roof
strata. Longwall installations of this type could operate under European
conditions but proved to be inadequate for the stronger, generally thicker
strata found in Australian collieries. Model tests revealed that support
resistances significantly greater than those previously envisaged, were
essential for satisfactory face performance. An additional benefit
resulting from diminished roof to floor closure, notably slabbing of coal
along the face, was virtually eliminated and the dust problem reduced. It
should not be overlooked that, as technology improves and positive
objectives are established, the latest installations should possess the
benefits derived from deficiencies of previous installations.

Model tests advanced technology in longwall mining to such a degree
that Australia now leads the world in safe, high productivity longwall
mining methods. Longwall retreating is practised in Australia whereas
longwall advancing accounts for up to 97 per cent of coal production in
Europe. This fact can be attributed to gate road stability in Australian
installations.

Models investigating longwall retreating mining established various
criteria for the supports which marked the most significant advance in
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longwall mining. Roof fractures were observed to descend from the top of
one or more layers of strata and progress toward the face line, generally
in the zone ahead of the supports, that is, in the unsupported area or over
the coal. If roof supports are incapable of preventing fractures from
reaching the roof line, stepped roof conditions appear and the situation
worsens since less support resistance results from poor contact with
fractured\Aroof.- When the support resistance is increased, the fractures
are inhibited and do not reach the roof line until they are over the solid
canopies of the supports, regardless of type, and the strata then collapses
into the goaf, with sound roof strata above and ahead of the supports.
This has been the author's criterion for determining adequate support
resistance.

It is not sufficient for the roof strata to load the supports since
this can only occur by closure or flexure of the strata which is normally
brittle enough, or lacking in tensile strength, to fracture and produce
the former state. It is absolutely necessary for the strata to be
resisted by the supports and this fact was established by the author as a
result of numerous, physical model tests.

APPENDIX

I

DESIGN FEATURES OF
MODEL TESTING RIGS

FEATURES AND CAPACITIES OF MODEL TESTING RIGS

A description of the structural details and relevant assembly
is given for both rigs together with typical testing procedures.

The

methods adopted for specific models may vary slightly according to the
purpose of the model test. Any departure from the basic test procedure
is detailed in the description of those; particular models. The structure,
hydraulics, platens and associated ancillary equipment, etc., are
detailed in respect of each rig and apply only to that rig.

REGIONAL MODEL RIG
The regional model rig was envisaged as a test rig of high
stressing capabilities designed to apply loads to large models in three
orthogonal directions with a good degree of independence. Model widths
were able to be varied in multiples of 0.39 metres up to 1.95 metres or
slightly larger. In height, the models can theoretically range from
0 to 1.8 metres but models less than 0.4 metres have not been tested.
However the vertical load capacity of up to 1500 tonnes combined with
the overall stiffness of the rig has enabled coal and other specimens
to be tested up to the maximum load. Specimens of 150 mm to about
600 mm in any configuration have been tested. This represents pressures
of the order of 600 MPa - 700 MPa which would not be possible in normal
testing machines using large specimens. Full size longwall chock
bodies (with cylinders) have been tested to determine frame stiffness,
leakage of seals by applying rig loads to the chock and measuring the
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closure and rate of closure if present together with assessment of
design deficiencies of the chock bodies, and for the benefit of
improvements in design and construction.

Friction props have been tested to determine their characteristics
and timber (pig-sty) chocks, both empty types and dirt-stone filled have
been tested to evaluate their load-deformation capabilities.

In order to apply vertical loads to models or for other applications the rig requires the use of basic structure together with the
movable vertical loading frame. The latter can be moved up or down to
cater for different model heights or removed from the basic frame
entirely in order to provide space if required, and then replaced.

It

can also be raised an extra 6.6 metres for clearance but vertical
loading is not possible in this position.

Structure - basic frame
The first test rig that was designed by the author consists of
a substantial steel structure designed to resist a force of 1 500 tonnes
in a vertical direction. The base upon which models may be built,
and tested comprises thirteen 380 mm x 150 mm x 66 kg rolled steel
beams (RSJ's) supported by eight 560 mm x 180 mm x 66 kg RSJ's.
This grillage base was designed for a maximum deflection of 0.15 mm at
a uniformly distributed load of 1 500 tonnes. Because of extensive
welding and the lower portion of the rig being encased in concrete,
the stiffness of the base is better than specifications.
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Loading of the model in the vertical direction is achieved
by the application of twenty-five 60 tonne cylinders in five rows at
380 mm centres. The force is transmitted through the base by vertical
tension members on two opposite sides of the rig via two 380 mm x 100 mm
x 54 kg channels back to back around the members. The vertical tension
members comprise, on each side, four 100 mm square billets and two
250 mm x 200 mm x 82 kg RSJ's. The 250 mm x 200 mm x 82 kg RSJ's are
at the corners to improve the stiffness of the frame as well as transmit
the tension. They also, have the same sectional area as the billets and
also support other parts of the structure, described later. There is
a clear space of 280 mm between the columns. The rig is 5.5 m high.

Vertical loading frame
A plate web girder frame of six heavy sections each 610 mm x
25 mm web, 200 mm x 50 mm top flange and 100 mm x 100 mm bottom flange
support twenty five hydraulic cylinders in five rows of five cylinders,
and is attached to the columns by struts and key plates. There are
three positions on the columns where the frame can be attached so that
a range of model sizes may be accommodated. The struts bear upwards
against thick steel plates welded to the billets. The plates are
shaped to reduce the angle of inclination of the struts. Pairs of ties
are positioned across the rig (parallel to each plate web girder),
being fastened around the struts. These oppose the outward forces
exerted by the inclined struts. Since the bearing surfaces of the
ties are eccentric to their axes, each pair of ties is bolted together
using high tensile bolts.
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When extended, the key plates fit into pockets between the
flanges of the 250 mm x 200 mm x 82 kg RSJ corner columns. When the
rig is not under load the key plates are inclined slightly, supporting
the dead weight of this frame (about 15 tonnes). When subjected to
an upward thrust when testing a model the key plates become horizontal,
bearing squarely upon large bearing blocks. Simultaneously the struts
and ties are loaded proportionately, according to their design load and
position in the rig.

Each cylinder in the vertical loading frame is surrounded by
steel structures being attached near the top of the girder by heavy
brackets 50 mm thickness each side and the bottom (compression) flange
is laterally restrained by heavy plate between each cylinder.

Diaphragm

plates are welded at the ends of the plate web girders to ensure
rigidity of the assembly.

Horizontal loading frame
A horizontal frame comprising, in section two 610 mm x 190 mm x
140 kg RSJ's with 230 mm x 25 mm flange plates supports five 60 tonne
cylinders on each of the four sides. This frame is completely independent
of the remaining structure and is free to be raised and lowered to suit
the requirements of the models. The frame is 5.1 m square in plan with
clipped corners. The webs are not stiffened.

It is designed to accept

the combined bending and axial tension. The cylinders are similarly
pocketed, being attached to heavy brackets near the outer flange and
the compression flanges are laterally restrained by plates welded between
the cylinders.
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The corners have been designed so that the shear stress at the
flange welds are minimal at full load, and the design reduced the
maximum bending moment at the centre span to half that which would be
the case if the four sides were classified as "pin jointed". This
design also proved to possess greater stiffness than calculated.

The capacity of the rig is such that models of 1.95 m square
and height up to 1.8 m may be tested. A vertical load of up to 1 500
tonnes and horizontal loads of up to 300 tonnes per side can be
varied as required to give non uniform loading to simulate sharp
changes in topography e.g. ravines, or shear effects as for example,
near faulted areas.

Hydraulics
All cylinders are identical and have a 200 mm bore, finished to
less than 0.15 micrometre, 600 mm stroke, teflon seals, self aligning
eye at the body end and a spherical cap at the rod end.

There is individual direction and pressure control for every
cylinder. Cylinders may be retracted or pressure changes made without
disturbance to the settings of the remaining units.

The cylinders are controlled by closed centre, detent direction
control valves. Application and retraction is carried out hydraulical
by the combined volume of a low pressure vane pump and a high pressure
piston pump. As soon as the cylinder engages the workpiece the vane
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pump unloads and circulates oil through a filter. The piston pump
supplies oil at the pressure set by a relief valve. Surplus oil is
bled through this relief valve and any pressure reducing valves that
are in use.

Pressure control is achieved either by the relief valve which
determines the system pressure or by individual pressure reducing
valves. Control is available from approximately 1 MPa to 20 MPa.
Each pressure reducing valve used in the model testing rig is equipped
with an inbuilt check valve which opens on reverse flow to provide an
unrestricted passage thereby by-passing the hydraulic spool assembly.

The spherical rod end cap of the cylinder bears against the
mating surface of a cast iron platen, the opposite side of which has
a flat, machined surface to stress the model surface as uniformly as
possible. The platens are of heavy section and deeply ribbed to
minimise deflection. A variety of sizes in steel platens is also
available.

Platens
A selection of platens is available in various sizes from 0.25 m
square to 1.2 m x 0.4 m and in different degrees of rigidity.

Deeply

ribbed, cast iron platens each with a spherical seat for the rod-end
of a cylinder were machined flat on the opposite surface to distribute
stresses as uniformly as possible to the model. Two sizes of these
heavy section cast iron platens were manufactured, forty five at
380 mm square and twenty at 380 mm x 610 mm.
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Use of the cast iron platens revealed that extreme rigidity
was not necessary for practical purposes in the loading of models.
Edge effects needed to be "softened", to be minimised, and this was
achieved by employing fibre-wood sheets and steel plates between
model surfaces and the platens.

Fabricated steel platens could be manufactured to specification
without the need for machining the surfaces other than the spherical
seats. Large platens were cambered (concave in a longitudinal direction)
to provide somewhat uniform loading at or near maximum cylinder load.
The pressure was able to be unified at lower loads using greater
thicknesses of highly deformable, fibre-wood sheets.

The variety of available platens is such that most model sizes
envisaged can be accommodated.

For access to models with mining openings

in which additional mining or supporting will be performed, platens
are positioned in size and number to confine the surfaces, yet expose
the existing or proposed openings.

Procedure for operation and testing of a model
External additions to the rig enable models of any suitable size
(and weight up to 10 tonnes) to be constructed outside and to be
conveyed into the test position on skids. This facility enables several
models to be constructed at a time and does not inhibit test procedures because the rig does not have to be occupied by a model under
construction. On completion of the model construction, which is
carried out in formwork (usually outside the rig) the model is allowed
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to cure for strength development. During this period, it is installed
in the rig and the surfaces are prepared by the application of sheets
of fibre-wood or rubber, followed by steel plates of suitable thickness,
and finally, load distribution platens.

Cylinders are extended to engage their respective platens and
the appropriate loads are slowly applied to the model, whereupon
mining operations may be carried out to the model under a specified
stress pattern, or observations may be made with the model subjected
to progressively increased loads. Strata behaviour may be observed
visually, and internally using flexible, fibre-optic devices, and
recorded photographically.

Deformation can be monitored with the aid of dial gauges
vernier calipers or strain gauges. The results obtained from the model
may then be interpreted using the dimensional analysis parameters to
make the necessary predictions regarding the behaviour of the strata in
the mine.

Model construction facilities
Prior to the acquisition of an overhead travelling crane, models
were first built in the test rig using timber framed formwork. The
models were about two metres square and 0.4 to 1.3 metres high.

Later models, almost 2 metres square and 0.4 metres thick were
constructed in steel formwork and hauled into the rig using up to
four, one tonne chain block.
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However when models weighing about ten tonnes were constructed
not only were chain blocks and their operators unable to lift such
heavy models, but the overhead crane was grossly inadequate for the
purpose. Therefore, a set of skids was designed so that, at least
two large models could be constructed and cured. The skids were at
the same height as the model base surface of the test rig.

Addition-

ally, to span the horizontal loading frame, the latter was lowered,
RSJ's placed across and bolted into position and the large model was
drawn into the rig using chain blocks. The horizontal frame was
wedged with timber and it was used to attach the chain blocks in order
to correctly position the model. All models used in this rig were
constructed by hand, there being no need for mechanical aids.

LONGWALL RIG
A second rig was provided for the reason that there was often
insufficient space in the regional rig to accommodate multiple roadways
in models or permit a satisfactory examination of longwall faces to be
made and still provide the necessary end constraints to the strata. As
a result of this, a second rig which is termed the 'longwall rig',
although not always used in this application, was designed by the author
along the lines of a similar rig used by Jacobi and Everling, in Essen,
West Germany.

Each physical model comprises a composite, cemented material
replica of a portion of a mine reduced by a geometric scale applicable
to the situation.

Each model is 10 m in length, 2 m in height and

0.4 m wide. Originally the rig was designed for the models to be
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slightly less in height, but it was found that, owing to convergence
and compression, there was interference between the top plate and
the end platens and the additional model height has been found to
avoid this problem. Also to prevent interference between the model
and the lower tension member, each model has been made slightly wider
than originally designed. The lower tension band is not absolutely
straight and the side force required to ensure complete contact over
the surface of the model increases the friction between side plates
and the back wall to an excessive degree. The model is fully confined
and loaded by the structure described below. This rig comprises three
basic designs, some of which include numerous duplicated sections,
and ancillary equipment for constructing models in the rig, installation
and removal.

End loading frames
This structure, which is designed to resist end loading of
480 tonnes, consists of an upper and lower tension band approximately
15.3 m in length and 400 mm in width. Upon the lower band which is
42 mm thick using steel to specification A151, Fy = 350 MPa, models may
be built and are tested. The ends of the upper and lower tension bands
bear against pairs of 760 mm x 370 mm x 270 kg universal beams. Four
pairs of 60 tonne cylinders bear against the model platen or platens
and the Universal beams at both ends. The upper tension band is only
20 mm thick using steel to specification A151, Fy = 350 MPa so that
both tension members are equally stressed.
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Intermediate frames
Surrounding the model, at 500 mm centres are 20 intermediate
frames each comprising a 200 mm x 150 mm x 54 kg RSJ at the rear and
two 380 mm x 100 mm x 55 kg channels back to back separated by 20 mm
welded to the top and bottom of the 200 mm x 150 mm x 54 kg RSJ. A
high tensile steel strap, 20 mm x 165 mm, attached beyond and between
the channels so that the bearing is on the outer flanges of the
channels, completes the frame. In order to ensure proper bearing on
the outer flanges of the channels and also to prevent their twisting
out of the plane of the section, or widening before or under load,
four bolts are used at both ends to tightly secure each strap between
the upper and lower pairs of channels. The upper tension band passes
below the top pairs of 380 mm x 100 mm channels and below this again
is located a cylinder bearing plate (for each intermediate frame)
provided with attaching lugs to hold the cylinders. Two 60 tonne
cylinders are attached to the top of each intermediate frame and bear
upon the model through a single platen.

Side plates
To prevent collapse of the model

under load it is necessary to

fully confine it by the application of side plates which comprise 21
sets of front and rear members. At the rear of the model is a back
wall of 12 mm plate against which the rear members transmit their
reaction. These are attached to the plate by countersunk bolts and
bearing plates. The rear members comprise essentially two 300 mm x
130 mm x 46 kg RSJ's welded into an assembly. The front platens
likewise consist of two 300 mm x 130 mm x 46 kg RSJ's but these are
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welded to 20 mm plate approximately 489 mm wide and about 2.75 m in
height. 65 mm diameter tension rods pass between the front and rear
side plates above and below the model. They pass through the 30 tonne
hollow cylinders at the rear and are adjusted to length by nuts.
Extension of the.hoi low cylinders draws the front platens in contact
with a model. The back wall, which is made from a single steel plate
serves a double purpose insofar as it acts as a form plate when a model
is constructed in the rig and also distributes the pressure uniformly
to confine the model laterally. The front platens are removable and
are fitted with lifting hooks at their centre of gravity for vertical
and horizontal handling using an overhead travelling crane.

PLATENS

Vertical loading platens
These consist of heavy steel fabricated sections approximately
500 mm x 400 mm in area and each accepts the combined load of two
60 tonne cylinders which act vertically downwards from each intermediate
frame. When a model is prepared for test, several sheets of fibrewood are positioned on top of the model. A 6 mm steel plate 400 mm wide
and continuous over the full length of the model is laid upon the
fibre-wood. The vertical loading platens are placed upon this steel
plate separated from each other by 6 mm to prevent interference. All
of these load distributing facilities are positioned before the front
tension straps are installed.
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The inclusion of the continuous steel plate 6 mm in thickness
placed above 25 mm sheets of fibre-wood on top of a model completely
eliminated any edge effects of the steel platens. It also served to
provide the effect of using platens of smaller size since the closure
which took place during model testing caused the steel plate to flex
in a smooth fashion, coming away from under platens over solid model
material until a platen started to tilt, later becoming conformable
with the plate.

End loading platens
There are two types of end loading platens one of which comprises
two 200 mm x 150 mm RSJ's welded to 20 mm steel plate 400 mm x 2 m.
Bearing pads are welded to the other side to accept the load from four
pairs of cylinders. A cradle is also included in the assembly to
hold the four pairs of cylinders. These units must be removed from the
rig in order to construct a model. The sets of cylinders which are
connected by hoses to the hydraulic system are disconnected and are
supported by the cradle of each platen. A lifting eye is provided at
the centre of gravity of the whole assembly for the removal and reinstallation of each end platen and its cylinders. The second type is
composed of separate platens for each pair of cylinders. A 20 mm steel
plate 400 mm x 2 m is used to distribute the load. All other details
are the same as before. The cradle is designed so that the supporting
brackets for the cylinders are not in contact with them when the
cylinders engage their spherical seats.
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Side plates
The side plates comprise the third set of platens which-have
already been described.

MODEL CONSTRUCTION FACILITIES
So that models may be constructed in the rig, facilities such
as formwork, mortar spreader, guide beam for the spreader, end stops,
mixer and external platform have been designed. The inclusion, of the
guide beam upon which the mortar spreading machine runs, necessitated
the vertical loading cylinders being arranged in pairs so that this
beam could be raised between the cylinders and so be out of the way
for a model test. It was considered that the removal of 40 cylinders
was unduly time consuming so they were not placed in a central row.

A front form plate 300 mm deep is able to be attached to and
loosened from six front tension straps for building a model. It is
raised as required as the model construction proceeds and is wedged
into position. When fastened, the form is parallel to the back wall
and separated 410 mm from it. The form is balanced by counterweights
for ease of movement by hand.

End stops limit the narrow edges of each layer. They are
attached to the guide beam, rise with it and are so positioned that the
top surfaces are flush with the underside of the spreader. The stops
which are retractable are withdrawn prior to raising the guide beam.
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The guide beam is supported by square thread screws mounted on
each end beam assembly. The screws are rotated by handles coupled to
reduction gear boxes. A flexible arrangement is provided for misalignment should one end be raised ahead of the other. It also caters
for the stretch in the upper and lower tension members of the end
loading frame when a model is under test. The guide beam is restrained
laterally by struts between the back wall and the front tension members.
It is also fully balanced by counterweights.

The spreader machine runs on the lower flange of the guide beam
and is drawn along by a sprocket driven chain. A vibrator is available
for use with certain type mixes, but in general it has been found not to
be necessary.

Experience has shown that the best spreader (which is possibly
the simplest) consists of a blade, the full width of a model, inclined
at 45°, trailing discharge) with a flat bar to smooth out the material
being spread. Without this bar it was found that the more fluid mixes
flowed past the spreader resulting in layers which were thicker than
required, and variable in thickness because of the changes in viscosity
as the mortar is spread. The extreme simplicity of the device also
aids in cleaning.

CONTROL AND OPERATION
This rig is automatic in its control. Electric contact pressure
gauges may be set to their prescribed value. The electrical system
operates solenoid valves which admit air under pressure to 'Madan'
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J6G Junior Airhydropumps. These are capable of applying pressures of
up to 100 MPa but the system is designed to operate at a maximum
pressure of 85 MPa. When the pressure in the system is below that of
the setting on the gauge, the switching of the master switch energises
the solenoid valves and the pumps will operate until the pressure in
that part of the system is reached. A small bore, sensing line from
the cylinder to the pressure gauge controls the gauge so that it will
isolate the solenoid electrically thereby cutting off the air supply
to the pump. Upper and lower limits are set with minimum differential
and when in operation the pressure in this part of the system will be
maintained within these limits. There are separate controls for each
pair of vertical loading cylinders and there is one pressure gauge for
all end cylinders, but this controls four pumps. Similarly, there is
one gauge for the control of the side plates and it also controls four
pumps making a total of 22 pressure gauges and 28 pumps. In addition,
there is a compressed air supply for the Airhydropumps which operates
between 750 kPa and 900 kPa and is controlled automatically, but may be
switched off from any one of four sources. There are pressure gauges
at the console and air receiver. The gauge at the console is at the
end of the line and may register a very low pressure when numerous pumps
are in operation, because of line losses. It has been found desirable
to operate only a few pumps at a time otherwise air is lost at a rate
far in excess of the capacity of the compressor which then takes an
unreasonable time to restore the pressure to a workable value. For
example, it has been found that pressures below 400 kPa cause erratic
operation of the pumps. Therefore in operation, it is desirable to
maintain the pressure at approximately 750 kPa.
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An hydraulic pump may be utilised for the extension or retraction
of all cylinders except the 30 tonne hollow cylinders which are only
single acting (the 30 tonne hollow cylinders may be extended through
this system). The pump is capable of supplying oil at a pressure of
10 MPa and by the manipulation of valves, it is possible to extend or
retract individual pairs of vertical cylinders or each entire set of
end cylinders. Extension of the 30 tonne hollow cylinders can only be
performed together. The pressure may, if required, be reduced by
control of a relief valve.

PROCEDURE FOR OPERATION AND TESTING OF A MODEL
Assume a model has been correctly positioned in the rig, all the
platens placed into position, and that the cylinders have been extended
to engage their platens.

The side plate pressure is steadily raised to its maximum preset value.

Unless horizontal pressures are fairly low, some proportion of
the horizontal load is applied and then the vertical pressure. As this
builds up, the remaining horizontal stress is increased to its correct
value.

It is possible to carry out some mining operations on the model
whilst it is under load through holes cut in one of the side plates.
However, it is normally the case to reduce pressure and remove one or
more side plates to carry out mining operations on the model, photograph
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or measure the previous behaviour of the model and re-set the supports
as required. This procedure is repeated as often as necessary depending
on the nature of the test.

Facilities exist for the external construction of these large
models and their transfer into the testing rig. When models of this
dimension are built, the transfer is completed and any discrepancies
existing between the back wall of the rig and the surface of the model
is filled by grout of approximately the same strength as the average
strength of the model materials. Prior to this taking place, the back
wall and the rear surface of the model are thickly coated with grease
to minimise friction and also to prevent absorption of water by the
model. This procedure ensures compatibility between the model and
the test rig. No voids could exist, as the grouting takes place from
the centre and any escape of mortar is stemmed at the ends of the
model as the level of the grout rises.

External model construction facilities
A much lighter structure, dimensionally almost the same as the
longwall test rig, is located on the opposite side of the building.
There are no hydraulics or means of applying load to a model and only
sufficient structural members exist in order to maintain rigidity and
support a back wall identical to that in the test rig. There is a
spreader beam, spreader, end stops and all other facilities as for
construction in the test rig. A front form plate ensures that this
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side of the model is conformable with the back wall of the test rig.
However the spreader beam is fitted with a rack to the underside of
the channel section (below the web and between the flanges) and
engages a sprocket driven through a motorised reduction gearbox. This
provides a more positive and smoother operation than a chain driven
arrangement.

The model is constructed on a steel and concrete base which in
turn is mounted on a trolley.

Steel rails, set flush with the concrete

floor, support the trolley and extend from the.construction assembly
to the test rig. When ready for test, wire ropes are attached to the
trolley and small winches are used to draw the model across. When
close to the test rig, twenty special steel plates are positioned and
greased, square thread screw rods with clevis ends are extended to
engage brackets on the trolley moving the model if the distance between
back wall and trolley is not uniform over its length. The square
thread screws can be rotated by hand until the clevis pins engage their
brackets.

A motor, line shaft and series of three way gearboxes are used to
draw the model onto the lower tension band. Rubber pads cushion the
contact between model and test rig and the unit is switched off immediately.
Clevis pins are removed and the square thread screws retracted. The
transfer plates and the trolley are then returned to the model construction
structure. Some tension straps are installed and side plates added
to hold the model which is then grouted as described below.
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APPENDIX II - EXAMPLES OF ROCK PROPERTIES

UNIAXIAL COMPRESSION PROPERTIES

The stress - strain characteristics of unconfined, coal measure
rocks, when plotted on a single graph, generally produce a fan of curves.
In the composite example given, there are virtually three groups namely,
high strength rocks chiefly sandstones or rocks containing disseminated
siderite or siliceous bonding, weaker sandstones and shales and finally
coal, weathered rocks or heavily fissured rocks. This accounts for the
Young's modulus generally being of the order of

1. 3000 MPa to 3500 MPa for coal,
2.

7000 MPa to 12000 MPa for shales, and

3.

15000 MPa to 22000 MPa for sandstones.

Uniaxial compressive strengths are generally in the order of

1. 10 MPa,for soft coals,
2.

20 MPa for many coals,

3.

25. MPa to 30 MPa for some hard coals, and

4.

up to 45 MPa for Greta seam coals

Shales and some mudstones are generally about 30 MPa to 35.MPa
but, if unusually high values, for example 9-0 MPa to 110 MPa are obtained,
there is a good possibility that disseminated siderite may be present. If
a bore core sample appears rusty, the siderite may be apparent without
sectioning the shales for microscopic examination.

Sandstones are often arenaceous or argillaceous and if the former,
strengths about 60 MPa are common. Kaolin or other clays in sandstones
make the flushing water milky when coring or cutting, but siliceously
bonded sandstones show little turbitity in the water. Featutes such as
this indicate that hiqh strengths may then be expected, often up to 200 MPa.

The author has found that linear graph paper with abscissa of
12 000 microstrain and ordinate of 100 MPa will suffice for most rocks. On
the graphs the failure stress stated is normally higher than the stress strain curve would show. This is because deformation measuring equipment
is either removed just prior to failure, strain gauges mav become detached
or the rate of deformation change exceeds the ability of the observer to
record the information,

If high strain values are obtained, it suqgests that the rocks are
weak and generallyfail at low stresses. Conversely if steep, linear graphs
up to 100 MPa with a Young's modulus of 20 000 MPa or higher, exceed 100 MPa
the stress - strain Relationship is often linear,within practical limits,
above 100 MPa and continues along the same line to the point of failure.
This often happens with very little curvature near failure and the specimens
may fail with explosive violence.

Shales, mudstones and similar rocks rarely exceed 100 MPa and have
not been observed to exceed 12 000 microstrain, Therefore, using the same
axes at all times, immediate comparisons can be made by inspection.

Tensile strength is determined by the Brazillian method without
platen cushions or a central hole. The author used specimens of length less

than the diameter because of surface roughness of drill hole cores.
However, the specimens must not be too thin. Since there is only one
value for each test there is no need for a plot of the results.

The tensile strength of coal measure rocks varies from almost zero
to about 7 MPa for sandstones or other competent rocks. The distinction
between tensile strengths of different rock types is often sliqht, so there
is little significance in suggesting ranges of values. The tensile strength
appears in the Mohr envelope, on the abscissa and to the left of the
ordinate (that is, opposite the compressive, shear values of the curve).

Poisson's ratio is defined as the ratio between the radial strain
and the axial strain. It is common to see single values of Poisson's ratio
for specific rocks, typical examples being 0.35 for many coals, 0.18 to
0.25 for sandstones and about 0.25 to 0.30 for shales, mudstones and
similar rock types.

Theoretically, Poisson's ratio should not be greater than 0.5
since higher values imply internal fracturing of the specimen, which is a
true statement. Values less than 0.5 imply that there has been a decrease
in the volume of the specimen. With granular materials such as rocks,where
pore spaces exist, there is provision for the grains to become more
compacted.

The single value Poisson's ratio often quoted would imply a linear
relationship between axial and radial strain. This is rarely the case but
may appear linear if a sufficiently limited plot is obtained. When a curved
axial-radial strain relationship resembling a quadrant of a circle rather
than a straight line, some judgment is required in order to evaluate a

suitable value of Poisson's ratio. These facts led the author to
determine Poisson's ratio by establishing the mid point of the most
linear section of the stress - strain curve, note the axial strain at
this point and determine the radial strain for the abovementioned axial
strain. Poisson's ratio is then calculated and reported along with the
axial strain. Examples of the axial-radial strain relationships are given
as a composite suite of curves as well as a few, selected, but not extreme
examples.

The actual value of Poisson's ratio which is a dimensionless term,
does not appear to affect the behaviour of physical models from which it
is concluded that some relaxation of this term is permissible without
invalidating the results. On the contrary, finite element analysis often
contains terms in the denominator of equations or statements such as
1-u and

(l-2u) where u= Poisson's ratio. If u = 0.5 the program

terminates owing to a divide check. Since many programs originated from
assumptions involving linear ealsticity, a computer will calculate
results as long as Poisson's ratio is not 0.5. Values such as 0.499 or
0.8 will enable computations to proceed but the results may be invalid.

Triaxial strength properties are represented by Mohr envelopes.
Within certain rock types, the envelopes may be very closely grouped.
A selection of typical sandstones, shales and coal are given.
Sandstones usually display smooth parabolic type curves. Shales
rise sharply at first then become more linear but still with rising
characteristics. Coals rise sharply at first, then flatten out since
the Mohr circles fend to remain at the same diameter, since the failure
stress increases approximately the same as the confining pressure.

COMPOSITE GRAPH OF STRESS - STRAIN CURVES
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